
Name Description Category Brands Retail Price Your Price
3D LiveLife Jotter - Big Cats Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - White Tiger Repose Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Green Earth Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60

3D LiveLife Jotter - Tropical African 
Greys

Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60

3D LiveLife Jotter - Owl Woods Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Birds of the Tropics Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Panda Club Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Koala Cuddle Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Cool Meerkats Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Wild Smile Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Panda's Retreat Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Pachyderm Pals Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60

3D LiveLife Jotter - Unicorn Evening 
Star

Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60

3D LiveLife Jotter - Mermaid Magic Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Fairy Flight Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Unicorn Summit Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Unicorn Bliss Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Lazy Day Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60

3D LiveLife Jotter - Friendly 
Neighbours

Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60

3D LiveLife Jotter - Spring Love Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Butter Flutter Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Butterfly Woods Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Shark Swim Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Seahorse Kingdom Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Turtles in Light Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - T-Rex Scene Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Wee Rex Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Brown Rex Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Dino Battle Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - Ultrasaurus Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60
3D LiveLife Jotter - You Are Here Jotters 3D LiveLife $9.00 $5.60



3D LiveLife Poster - Green Earth Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Siberian Emperor Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Leap of Creation Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Tropic Spirits 
African Greys

Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Owl Woods Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Birds of the Tropics Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Waterhole Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Cool Meerkats Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Pandas Retreat Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Pachyderm Pals Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Jungle Pals Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Unicorn Evening 
Star

Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Unicorn Summit Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Unicorn Bliss Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Fairy Flight Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Pig Pen Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Baby Farm Animals Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Friendly 
Neighbours

Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Just Visiting Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Free & Wild Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Butterfly Woods Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Chameleon Chaos Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Great White 
Delight

Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20

3D LiveLife Poster - Shark Swim Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Seahorse Kingdom Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Turtles in Light Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - T-Rex Scene Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Stegosaurus Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Ultrasaurus Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Wee Rex Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20
3D LiveLife Poster - Brown Rex Posters 3D LiveLife $15.00 $10.20



3D Spinner Machine 3D Maker & 
Accessories

3D Magic $31.10 $22.20

FreeStyl3D FreeStyl3D 3D Magic $40.80 $29.10
FreeStyl3D - 2pk Gel Refill - VPK6 FreeStyl3D 3D Magic $92.70 $66.20

3D Magic - Glow in the Dark 2pk Gel 
Refill - VPK6

3D Maker & 
Accessories

3D Magic $103.10 $73.70

3D Spinner Theme Pack - VPK5 3D Maker & 
Accessories

3D Magic $103.30 $73.80

3D Magic - Mega Theme Glow in the 
Dark - VPK4

3D Maker & 
Accessories

3D Magic $124.30 $88.80

Animal Planet - Bug House Nature Science Animal Planet $16.00 $10.70
Animal Planet - Handheld Magnifier Optical Animal Planet $22.00 $15.00

Discovery Kids - 4 x 35 Binoculars Outdoor 
Adventure

Discovery Kids $25.00 $17.70

Discovery Kids - Smart Phone 
Microscope

Science Activity Discovery Kids $35.00 $24.90

Discovery Kids - Bug Barn Outdoor 
Adventure

Discovery Kids $46.00 $32.90

Discovery Kids - 15X Explorer 
Telescope

Outdoor 
Adventure

Discovery Kids $51.00 $13.40

Discovery Kids - 30X Explorer 
Telescope

Outdoor 
Adventure

Discovery Kids $51.00 $36.60

Discovery Kids - Night Mission Goggles Outdoor 
Adventure

Discovery Kids $51.00 $36.60

Discovery Kids - 40mm Astronomical 
Telescope

Science Activity Discovery Kids $58.00 $40.80

Discovery Kids - 40mm Astronomical 
Telescope

Science Activity Discovery Kids $58.00 $42.20

Discovery Kids - 150x Microscope Science Activity Discovery Kids $58.00 $42.20

Discovery Kids - Chemistry Lab Kit 80 
Experiments

Chemistry & 
Nature

Discovery Kids $59.00 $42.70

Discovery Kids - Volcano Set Chemistry & 
Nature

Discovery Kids $62.00 $45.10

Discovery Kids - Crystal Wonder Chemistry & 
Nature

Discovery Kids $63.00 $45.60

Discovery Kids - Digital Metal Detector Outdoor 
Adventure

Discovery Kids $70.00 $50.70



Discovery Kids - FM Walkie-Talkies Outdoor 
Adventure

Discovery Kids $75.00 $54.60

Discovery Kids - Planetarium Science Activity Discovery Kids $80.00 $58.00

Discovery Kids - Illuminated Animal 
Globe

World Globe Discovery Kids $85.00 $61.90

Hog Wild - Squeeze Popper Refills Atomic Popper Hog Wild $10.00 $6.90
Hog Wild - Atomic Micro Popper Atomic Popper Hog Wild $13.00 $9.10
Hog Wild - Atomic Slam Popper Atomic Popper Hog Wild $13.00 $9.10
Hog Wild - PeekaPuff Pink Box Pack PeekaPuffs Hog Wild $17.00 $11.90
Hog Wild - PeekaPuff Purple Box Pack PeekaPuffs Hog Wild $17.00 $11.90
Hog Wild - PeekaPuff Blue Box Pack PeekaPuffs Hog Wild $17.00 $11.90

Hog Wild - Smackerz Clear Tub 
Packaging

Smackerz Hog Wild $17.00 $11.90

Hog Wild - Bullseye Sticky Target Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Pig Squeeze Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Cow Squeeze Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Chicken Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Pony Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Dog Squeeze Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Dino Squeeze Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Duck Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Panda Squeeze Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Gump Monster Squeeze 
Popper

Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Opto Monster Squeeze 
Popper

Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Boy Zombie Squeeze 
Popper

Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30



Hog Wild - Unicorn Squeeze Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Sea Horse Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Octopus Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Dragon Popper Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $18.00 $12.30

Hog Wild - Atomic Six Shooter Power 
Popper

Atomic Popper Hog Wild $26.00 $18.00

Hog Wild - Atomic Power Popper Atomic Popper Hog Wild $31.00 $21.50

Hog Wild - Atomic Six Shooter + Sticky 
Target

Atomic Popper Hog Wild $33.00 $22.80

Hog Wild - Clash of the Poppers Cat 
and Dog

Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $35.00 $23.90

Hog Wild - Squeeze Popper with Sticky 
Target

Squeeze 
Poppers

Hog Wild $41.00 $28.10

Hog Wild - Atomic Dbl Barrel Power 
Popper

Atomic Popper Hog Wild $53.00 $36.70

M&D - Butterfly Magnets - DYO Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80
M&D - Slice & Sort Wooden Eggs Role Play Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Shape Sorting Drum Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

M&D - ABC-123 Abacus Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

Pet Parade - Double Dog Blister PK3 
Assorted

Dogs Pet Parade $96.90 $69.20

Schleich - Batman vs Harley Quinn 
Scenery Pack

DC Comics Schleich $58.70 $41.90

Schleich - The Justice League Scenery 
Pack

DC Comics Schleich $117.40 $83.80

Science Museum - LED Sky Tracer Science Activity Science 
Museum

$8.00 $5.30

Science Museum - Amazing Returning 
Plane MKII

Science Activity Science 
Museum

$12.00 $8.10

Science Museum - Balloon Rocket Science Activity Science 
Museum

$17.00 $11.30



Science Museum - Test-tube slime Science Activity Science 
Museum

$19.00 $12.90

Science Museum - Sand-Putty Aliens Science Activity Science 
Museum

$21.00 $13.90

Science Museum - My Mystery UFO Science Activity Science 
Museum

$25.00 $16.90

SPY TECH - 2 in 1 Secret Agent Pen Spy Adventure Spy Tech $17.00 $12.30
SPY TECH - Sonic Ear Headlamp Spy Adventure Spy Tech $35.00 $25.40
SPY TECH - Motion Detector Spy Adventure Spy Tech $40.00 $29.10
SPY TECH - Spy-on Voice Changer Spy Adventure Spy Tech $70.00 $51.00
SMU - Shiny Tattoos™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $9.20 $6.60
SMU - Twisted Fashion™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $9.20 $6.60
SMU - Precious Bracelets™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $9.20 $6.60
SMU - Duo Chic™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $9.20 $6.60
SMU - Friendship Chains™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $9.20 $6.60
SMU - Wrap Arounds™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $9.20 $6.60
SMU - Candy Pop™ - FX Nail Art Candy Pop™ Style Me Up $13.00 $9.30
SMU - Bestie Bands™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $14.80 $10.50
SMU - Charm-Lock Bracelets™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $14.80 $10.50
SMU - Trendy Bead Tattoos™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $14.80 $10.50
SMU - Blingin' Bead Bracelets™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $14.80 $10.50
SMU - Just Charming Bracelets™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $14.80 $10.50

SMU - Made in the Shade™ - Let's Get 
Boho

Made In The 
Shade™

Style Me Up $18.20 $13.00

SMU - Made in the Shade™ - Feather 
Fashion

Made In The 
Shade™

Style Me Up $18.20 $13.00

SMU - Sequin Stacker™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $23.40 $16.70
SMU - Sweet Links™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $23.40 $16.70
SMU - Candy Pop™ - Candy Time Candy Pop™ Style Me Up $27.60 $19.70
SMU - Candy Pop™ - Sweet Chains Candy Pop™ Style Me Up $27.60 $19.70
SMU - illoom™ - Set Up Tool illoom™ Style Me Up $27.60 $19.70

SMU - Candy Pop™ - So Sweet 
Cosmetics

Candy Pop™ Style Me Up $36.30 $25.90

SMU - Just Bead It!™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $46.00 $32.90
SMU - Hip Hair Weaver™ Creative Kits Style Me Up $53.60 $38.30



SMU - Sketchbook-to-Go - Red Carpet 
- CDU6

Creative Books 
& Sketchbooks

Style Me Up $65.60 $46.90

SMU - Sketchbook-to-Go - Pop Star - 
CDU6

Creative Books 
& Sketchbooks

Style Me Up $65.60 $46.90

SMU - Sketchbook-to-Go - Urban Chic - 
CDU6

Creative Books 
& Sketchbooks

Style Me Up $65.60 $46.90

SMU - illoom™ - Starter Pack illoom™ Style Me Up $74.50 $53.20

SMU - Candy Pop™ to Go - Lollipops - 
CDU9

Candy Pop™ Style Me Up $98.40 $70.30

SMU - Candy Pop™ to Go - Cones - 
CDU6

Candy Pop™ Style Me Up $109.40 $78.10

SMU - illoom™ - Spool Refills - VPK6 illoom™ Style Me Up $109.40 $78.10
SMU - Nail Art Markers™ - CDU6 Nail Art Style Me Up $119.80 $85.60

SMU - Impact Sketchbook - Puppy 
Love - CDU6

Creative Books 
& Sketchbooks

Style Me Up $132.30 $94.50

SMU - Impact Sketchbook - Riding in 
Style - CDU6

Creative Books 
& Sketchbooks

Style Me Up $132.30 $94.50

SMU - Nail Art Markers™ Scented - 
CDU6

Nail Art Style Me Up $132.30 $94.50

SMU - Made in the Shade™ - Style 
Your Sunnies - VPK6

Made In The 
Shade™

Style Me Up $140.60 $100.40

SMU - Made in the Shade™ - Barefoot 
Fashion - CDU6

Made In The 
Shade™

Style Me Up $140.60 $100.40

SMU - Nail Art - CDU12 Nail Art Style Me Up $156.20 $111.60
SMU - Tattoorific™ - CDU24 Tattoorific™ Style Me Up $179.20 $128.00

SMU - Creative Book - Beauty Tips - 
CDU6

Creative Books 
& Sketchbooks

Style Me Up $186.40 $133.20

SMU - Creative Book - Beach Fun - 
CDU6

Creative Books 
& Sketchbooks

Style Me Up $196.90 $140.60

WOW Toys - London Bus Leo WOW Town WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20
WOW Toys - Jessie Farm Jeep WOW Farm WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

WOW Toys - Susie Speedboat WOW 
Adventure

WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

WOW Toys - Freddie Farm Truck WOW Farm WOW Toys $60.60 $43.30

WOW Toys - Tiggy Tip Truck WOW 
Construction

WOW Toys $86.60 $61.90



M&D - Wooden Shape Sorting Clock

A colourful wooden clock that features 12 wooden blocks, each a 
different shape that fit into matching slots, plus movable clock 
hands! With lots of “timely” information on the hands and clock 
face, this is the perfect toy to help children master an abstract 
concept.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $36.50 $26.00

Schleich - Snoopy Walking Keychain Fun Fact: Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40
Schleich - Joe Cool Keychain Fun Fact: Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40
Schleich - Woodstock Keychain Fun Fact: Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40
Schleich - Charlie Brown Keychain Fun Fact: Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Eurotrike - Tandem Trike - Fire

Perfect for 2 children to interact and play together or just as much 
fun for one junior crime fighter too.
 
  - Great themed Police car graphics
  - Super strong all steel frame and fork construction
  - Strong Steel wheels 
  - Big, tough, quiet EVA rubber tyres 
  - Oversized steel pedal cranks 
  - High back bucket seat with cool police themed safety flag
  - Fully enclosed rear passenger seat now with teddy bear/doll 
seatbelt
  - Large rear footplate
  - Comfortable safety grips
 
  - Size (mm): Length (930), width(480), H/bar Height(635), Seat 
Height - Rider(360), passenger(315)
  - Weight 7.2kg
  - Max Rider weight: 40kg combined rider and passenger 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Tandem Trikes Eurotrike $248.10 $177.20

Rburg - Statue of Liberty 3D Puzzle Pop 
Art

Ravensburger's stunning Puzzle Buildings & Monuments all use 
perfectly fitting hinged and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to 
form an exact replica of the original iconic building. No glue is 
required and the completed model has no internal components!
 
 This new "Pop Art" addition is a stunnning replica of the Statuer of 
Liberty - an icon instantly reconisable everywhere! With 216 pieces 
it is fascinating to construct and extends an impressive 117 cm in 
length!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 117 x 17 x 34 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 
27 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80



SF - Country Doctor

Dr. Alex Periwinkle runs the Country Clinic and everyone is 
Sylvanian Village relies on his knowledge to help them get better 
when they aren't well. Includes doctor's uniform, desk & chair, bed, 
scale, reception desk and more accessories. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 
 Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Caring in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$80.00 $61.10

K's Kids - Baby's First Cube
Product size: 9.5 x 9.5 x 9.5 cm
 
 Suitable from birth

Activity Toys K's Kids $19.10 $13.60

Schleich - Baby Smurf "A warm welcome to this beautiful world" is what our baby-blue 
smurf would like to tell you.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Party Smurfette "Enjoy yourself at my party" Smurfette is waving to us. The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Blue Opal - Bradley Morning Murray 
1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Bradley Sydney Harbour 
1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Bradley Vineyard Vista 
1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Blue Opal - Bradley The Toast Rack 
1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Bradley Early Morning 
Mansfield 1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Bradley Harbour Lights 
1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Bradley Nelson Bay 1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Bradley Young Hopefuls 
1000pc

"I believe that the role of the landscape artist is to take nature's 
creations and interpret and render them with all the skill and 
insight he or she possesses so that the viewer might feel the love 
and inspiration the painter experienced during the creation of the 
work." John Bradley
 
 Puzzle fans will experience the same inspiration as they complete 
our beautiful John Bradley 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Schleich - Feya in Festive Dress 
Standing

"Now you can start the big party," Feya says smiling, beholding her 
image in the mirror, and wearing her new dress. How radiantly 
beautiful she is. Fun Fact:Feya doesn't go anywhere without her 
hairbrush.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

M&D - Wooden Lacing Sneaker

“I can do it myself!” Few things will give your child more satisfaction 
than mastering shoe lacing and tying skills. This wooden, high-top 
sneaker will make practicing fun and help your child reach this 
developmental milestone.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $26.90 $19.20

Orchard Toys - Catch and Count

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, can you catch a fish alive?
 
 Spin the octopus to see how many fish you can catch, but do take 
care, there is a shark out there!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Galt - Number Puzzles

10 colourful 3 piece puzzles to develop early counting skills and 
number recognition. Each puzzle features a large number, the 
number number word and interesting items to count. Only the 
correct pieces will fit together. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40

Horrible Science - Really Rotten 
Experiments

10 fiendishly rotten experiments! Hide cockroach in soap, mould a 
fake poo and make your own vile vomit and ghastly green slime!
 Contents: The set comes with plastic stomach, vinegar, funnel, 
bicarbonate of soda, goggles, plaster of Paris, poo mould, paints 
and paintbrush, green food colouring, fart pot, glycerine soap 
pieces, beaker, microwave tray, soap mould, pipette, plastic 
cockroach, 36-page Top Secret Lab Notebook.
 
 Suitable from 10 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science

$48.40 $34.60

M&D - 100 Wood Block Set

100 wooden blocks in four colours and nine shapes for your little 
builder to stack, build and knock down! Bright, non-toxic colours 
add to construction and sorting fun.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $55.60 $39.70



Rburg - Fleroux: Paris Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Vintage Flowers Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Collect Moments Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Wonderful Lake District Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Crazy Supermarket Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Brighton Belle Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - The Craft Shed Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Mountainous Italy Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Exciting New York Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Glorious Spain Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Beautiful Germany Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Wonderful Mediterranean 
Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Times Square Eye Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Wonderful Paris Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Venice Grand Canal Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - London Big Ben Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Holidays in Venice Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Picnic in the Meadow Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Mysterious Tiger Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - The Wooden Footbridge Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - River Waterfall Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - A Yarn About Cats Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Dancing Dolphins Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world pudecorate 
your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 25 
fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27 x 27 x 8cm��x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Dogs Galore! Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - First Steps Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Tiger Family Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - The Big Five Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Arctic Wolves Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Leopard Family Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Jewels of the Sea Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Tiger's Repose Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Winged Dragon Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Stokes: Desire Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - In the Parade Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - The Candy Shop Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Howard Shooter: Sweets 
Puzzle 2000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - The Kitchen Cupboard Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Humour Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Streets of France Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Humour Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Dogs Pop Art Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Humour Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Crazy Cats Caravan Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Humour Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Fishing Fun Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Humour Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Popeye Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Humour Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Road Trip Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Vintage Games Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - At the Beach Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Maritime Collage Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Comical Europe Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Surfers Collage Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Crafty Yarns Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Vintage Collage Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Stamp Collection Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - It's All About Chocolate Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Political World Map Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Maps & Charts Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Word of Wildlife Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Maps & Charts Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Political World Map Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Maps & Charts Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Grandparents' Attic Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Boat Days Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Paris Balcony Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Lavender Fields forever Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Magical Desert Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Guggenheim Bilbao Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Alhambra, Granada Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - In The Morning Light Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Harbour in Portofino Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Fishermen in the Sunset Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Canal Tour in Amsterdam 
Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Singapore Skyline Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - House in Brittany Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Above London's Roofs Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Harbour Br & Opera House 
Puzz 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Fleroux: London Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Painted Ladies Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Most Majestic Mountains 
Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - 99 Most Beautiful Places Puzz 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Farm Services Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Westminster Sunset Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - The Wedding Shop Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Down at the Wharf Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Bicycles in Amsterdam Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Mountains at Dawn Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Santorini Cinque Terre Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - New York Life Puzzle 1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Valencia the Arts City Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Casa Batlló, Barcelona Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Les calanques de Cassis Puzzle 
1000pc

1000 piece puzzles can be enjoyed by adults and families alike. So 
how about a cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast 
variety of travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, 
famous cities or a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The 
finished puzzle is a perfect decoration for every living room. We 
have over 40 fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. 
Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Galt - Funny Faces Sticker Book

12 blank faces with 2 sheets of reusable features stickers.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $11.60 $8.30

Rburg - The Castles of Burgundy Game

15th century princes from the Loire Valley devote their efforts to 
strategic trading and building in order to bring their estates 
prosperity and prominence. Over the course of five rounds collect 
the most points by trading, live stock farming, city building and 
scientific research to win! 2 - 4 players.<br>Box Size: 17 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $66.00 $44.90

Galt - Opposite Puzzles

16 colourful and amusing puzzles to encourage understanding of 
the concept of opposites. The 2 piece puzzles introduce commonly 
used word and draw from a child's own experience to stimilate 
discussion and language development. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40

ThinkFun - Amaze Game

16 Mazes, Right in Your Hand
 A maze that changes every time you play! Navigate through the 
maze with the attached stylus, pushing open movable gateways 
while avoiding traps and dead ends! An innovative twist on a classic 
maze puzzle, Amazes diabolical shifting pathways change the 
solution path during play! With 16 unique challenges and no pieces 
to lose, Amaze is the ideal travel game! Features: 16 Maze 
Challenges, 1 Hand-Held Maze with Stylus
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 20.3 x 2.5 x 20.3 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $23.00 $15.30

M&D - Tools Chunky Puzzle

2 screwdrivers, a hammer and a saw are four of the essential seven 
tools in this collection. This extra thick wooden puzzle includes 
seven easy-grasp, chunky tool shaped pieces, each with a full-
colour, matching picture underneath. Tool pieces can stand on 
edges for pretend play. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and 
creative expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

M&D - Paint with Water - Blue

20 eye-catching scenes and themes await your young artist's touch. 
Add water to the paint palette that is on every page and a dash of 
creativity to produce a masterpiece on high quality paper that will 
be treasured forever! A paintbrush is included.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20



M&D - Make-a-Face - Fashion Faces

20 faces and 5 sticker sheets with over 250 stickers make it easy to 
put your best face forward with this fashion-forward sticker pad! An 
array of facial features and styling accessories are at the fingertips 
of your little designer.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Dinosaur Magnets - 20pc

20 magnetic dinosaurs eager to play in the twenty-first century! 
Bright colours add excitement to this dino collection, contained in a 
convenient wooden case.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Galt - Marble Run

24 brightly coloured pieces in 4 different shapes to slot together 
into a marble run, plus 6 marbles. Children will enjoy devising a 
variety of routes for the marbles to roll along as they descend to a 
home base. 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $47.40 $33.90

Galt - Magic Pictures Animals

24 hidden pictures to rub with a coin and then colour in with 
crayons or felt pen.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $6.80 $4.80

Galt - Magic Pictures Farmyard

24 hidden pictures to rub with a coin and then colour in with 
crayons or felt pen.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $6.80 $4.80

Galt - Magic Painting Book

24 pictures to brush with water to make the colours appear. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $11.60 $8.30

M&D - Take-Along Tool Kit

24 wooden pieces including tools, nails, screws, nuts and bolts 
provide hours of creative, constructive fun. Preschoolers will love 
using the hammer and screwdriver to build their projects!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70

M&D - Geometric Stacker

25 colourful wooden pieces to match and stack on three rods. 
Rings, octagons and rectangles, the combinations can be 
fascinating! Great for building early shape, colour and size 
differentiation skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70



Galt - Alphabet Puzzles

26 colourful puzzles to encourage letter recognition and matching 
skills. Each 2-piece puzzle features a picture to match to its initial 
letter and word. Only correct pieces will fit together. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40

ThinkFun - Rush Hour Shift Game

2-Player Strategy Game
 Escape before your opponent, that’s the goal! The best-selling 
sliding block logic game is now for two players. Every move counts 
in this race to cross traffic. As you draw cards, you’ll need a little 
luck and a clever strategy to win. Should you use your turn to 
advance your own Hero Car or block your opponent? The potential 
moves are endless, and the shifting Traffic Grid adds a whole new 
dimension to play. Just when you think you’ve cleared a path to the 
finish, a shift of the grid can change the game!
 
 • Ages 8 and up 
 Includes: 
 • Traffic Grid 
 • 12 Blocking Vehicles 
 • 2 Hero Cars 
 • 32 Cards 
 • Instructions with 10 Game Set-Ups 
 • Travel Bag

Family Games ThinkFun $50.00 $33.90

M&D - House Pets Knob Puzzle 3 Piece

3 favourite pets live in this cosy blue house and are always ready for 
puzzle play. This extra thick wooden puzzle includes 3 pieces, with 
jumbo wooden knobs for easy grasping. Full-colour, matching 
pictures appear underneath each piece. A great activity to 
encourage eye-hand and visual perception skills.
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

Galt - 4 Puzzles in a Box - Farm

4 colourful puzzles, each with a different number of pieces to 
encourage development of matching and sorting skills. Four puzzles 
in each set with 4, 6, 8 and 12 pieces.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40

Galt - 4 Puzzles in a Box -Vehicles

4 colourful puzzles, each with a different number of pieces to 
encourage development of matching and sorting skills. Four puzzles 
in each set with 4, 6, 8 and 12 pieces.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40



Galt - First Puppet Book

5 finger puppets and soft book with a pocket for each puppet. 
Finger puppets encourage a young baby to focus at varying 
distances. Progress to 6-page book and talk about the animals in 
their homes. Machine washable.
 
 Suitable from birth

First Years Galt $49.50 $35.30

M&D - Beginner Pattern Blocks

5 two-sided wooden pattern boards with 10 designs feature 
recessed spaces for secure shape placement. Brightly coloured 
geometric shapes complete the pictures and can also be used for 
colour and shape matching activities. Everything stores neatly in the 
sturdy wooden storage box.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $57.80 $41.30

M&D - Jumbo Colouring Pad - Pink

50 beautiful pictures with room for lots of pink! Oversized 11" x 14" 
premium white bond paper, featuring outline drawings of flowers, 
princesses, horses and more. The pages are printed on one side 
only, so that the colourful masterpieces won’t smudge. The pages 
tear out cleanly to allow more than one child to colour 
simultaneously and for proud display once completed.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

M&D - Jumbo Colouring Pad - Animals

50 outline pictures feature favorite animals on 11" x 14" premium 
white bond paper, bound into an oversize drawing pad. Your child 
will love colouring in each page with crayons, markers, paints or 
pencils to mimic the animals or create wild new creatures! The 
pages tear out cleanly to allow more than one child to colour 
simultaneously and make proud display easy.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

M&D - Storytelling Paper Pad - 50 
Sheets

50 sheets of 11” x 8.5” premium white bond paper pad, divided into 
areas for writing and drawing. Ideal for pencils, crayons, markers, 
chalk, watercolour or poster paints.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $9.00 $6.40

Rburg - Puppy Pals Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Tropical Waters Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cmize: 27

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Pearl Cupcakes Brilliant Jewel 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. <br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $34.00 $22.90

Rburg - Toy Wonderama Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Aimee Stewart Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $24.00 $18.40

Rburg - Fairytale Fantasia Puzzle 
1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Aimee Stewart Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - Glorious Vintage Puzzle 
1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Aimee Stewart Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10



Rburg - Fantastic Voyage Puzzle 
1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Aimee Stewart Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - Heroes & Heroines Puzzle 
1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Aimee Stewart Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - Museum of Wonder Puzzle 
1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Aimee Stewart Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - World of Books Puzzle 2000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Aimee Stewart Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $59.00 $40.10

Rburg - Harmony in the Jungle Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - African Splendour Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Rose Cottage Puzzle 1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Country Cottage Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - River Cottage Puzzle 1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Country Cottage Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - Lakeland Cottage Puzzle 
1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Country Cottage Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - Peony Cottage Puzzle 1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Country Cottage Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10



Rburg - Delphinium Cottage Puzzle 
1000pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Country Cottage Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - Magical Knowledge College 
Puzz 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Fairy of the Forest Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Hang Loose Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Vacation Collage Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Prima Ballerina Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - NY Graffiti Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Bunte Converse Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Mouth-watering Cupcakes 
Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - The Sweet Shop Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Quaint Shops Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Heart of Southern France 
Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Buttercup Meadow Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Kuri Kumi: Summertime Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - A Good Team Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Dogs at Twilight Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Horsing Around Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Crazy Cats Carousel Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Dolphin Cove Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Romantic Bridge Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Flat Iron Building NY Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Canals of Venice Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Times Square Eye Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - A Paris Evening Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Taj Mahal Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Thai Temple Sunset Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Colourful Marina Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Magical Sunset Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Blue Horizons Puzzle 500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - A Walk Through Paris Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Visiting the Mansion Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Eurostar at St. Pancras Puzzle 
500pc

500 piece puzzles are the perfect introduction to the relaxing world 
of puzzling. Our vast collection includes travel destinations, 
landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or a favourite 
nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle. Finished puzzles can be used to 
decorate your favourite room using puzzle conserver. We have over 
25 fabulous 500 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for 
more 500pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

M&D - Alphabet Magnets - 52pc

52 brightly coloured magnetic upper and lowercase letters in a 
handy divided wooden case. Ideal for letter recognition, matching 
and stenciling, children will enjoy a variety of activities with these 
must-have letters.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

Galt - Water Magic - Who's Watching 
You

6 fun hidden characters with amazing 3D eyes to reveal with the 
water pen
 Fill the pen with water and use to colour the pictures
 The coloured pictures will appear and later disappear over and 
over again
 Ideal when travelling

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50

Galt - Water Magic - Flip Book -Jungle

6 hidden animal pictures in 3 sections to reveal with the water pen. 
Fill the pen with water and use to colour the pictures then flip the 
sections to create fun mix and match jungle animals. The coloured 
animal pictures will appear and later disappear over and over again. 
Ideal for travel.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50



Galt - Water Magic - Dinosaurs

6 reusable pictures on thick board to colour with the water pen. 
The water pen magically reveals hidden pictures which then 
disappear to be coloured again. 
 
 Ideal for use at home or when travelling
 
 Pack size: 250mm x 147mm – with spiral bound book
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50

Galt - Water Magic - Animals

6 reusable pictures on thick board to colour with water pen. Fill the 
pen with water and use to reveal the hidden pictures.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50

Galt - Water Magic - Farm

6 reusable pictures on thick board to colour with water pen. Fill the 
pen with water and use to reveal the hidden pictures.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50

Galt - Water Magic - Fairy Friends

6 reusable pictures on thick board to colour with water pen. Fill the 
pen with water and use to reveal the hidden pictures.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50

M&D - Musical Instruments Sound 
Puzzle - 8pc

8 instruments are ready for an aspiring conductor. Place an 
instrument piece correctly in the puzzle board and listen to the 
instrument play. Remove each piece to discover the identity of each 
of the instruments.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

K's Kids - Patrick Shapes-a-boo

9 blocks of different shapes are adorned with beautiful texture and 
eye-catching colours. This will be your baby's new favourite shape 
sorter. Shape sorting blocks will help babies develop their spatial 
sense and fine motor skills. The storage pouch encourages babies to 
learn tidiness when they put all the blocks back in! There are more 
activities on the back for peek-a-boo fun and a carry handle for kis 
on the go!
 Product size: 23 x 27 x 8.5cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $56.40 $40.30



Galt - Alphabet Sticker Book

A 24-page full colour activity book with colourful stickers, friendly 
characters and fun activities to encourage learning.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $11.60 $8.30

Galt - Counting Sticker Book

A 24-page full colour activity book with colourful stickers, friendly 
characters and fun activities to encourage learning.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $11.60 $8.30

Galt - First Writing Sticker Book

A 24-page full colour activity book with colourful stickers, friendly 
characters and fun activities to encourage learning.
 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $11.60 $8.30

Galt - Times Tables Sticker Reward 
Book

A 32-page full colour book with gold reward stickers, magical 
characters and fun activities.
 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $11.60 $8.30

M&D - Stamp A Scene - Farm

A barn, tractor, sheep, bunny, pig and a barn's worth of animals and 
crops come in this color-in stamp set for kids! This extra-large set of 
wooden stamps makes it easy to create an exciting storyline or a 
color-in scene: It includes 20 rubber-faced, wooden-handled outline 
stamps and a two-color stamp pad filled with brown and green 
washable ink. Five colored pencils coordinate with the farm theme 
to add details and color in the barnyard scene. It's a complete arts 
& crafts activity and storytelling kit in one!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

M&D - Peel & Press Sticker - Fairytale 
Princess

A beautiful princess stops her carriage by a fountain as the distant 
palace glows with lantern light. This enchanting picture becomes 
even more magical when filled with glimmering sticker gems! Just 
follow the number key to place each sticker on the wooden 
background, then watch as the royal sunset scene comes to life.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $29.50 $21.10

SF - Classic Antique Bed

A bed with romantic pink flower patterns. Have sweet dreams in 
this bed! Includes bed, blanket, pillow and mattress. Figures not 
included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.30



Pet Parade - Playworld

A big playful, Pet Parade-sized world where you can train and take 
care of your puppies with the help of the tricks and features 
included!
 
 From feeding time to bed time, from bathtime to grooming, from 
swinging to training time, from playing with the ball to chasing the 
butterflies: there's never-ending fun when the Pet Parade puppies 
are around!
 
 Includes an exclusive puppy complete with lead and bone.

Dogs Pet Parade $64.10 $45.80

Galt - Playnest - Car

A big red racing car with a detachable electronic dashboard. This 
fabric covered inflatable toy provides a soft, self-contained play 
area for imaginative play. Young children will be thrilled to ‘drive’ 
their own exciting car, with different sounds to explore. Put the key 
in the ignition and hear the engine start up, turn on the radio and 
sound the car horn. Pack favourite toys in the boot pocket, open 
the crinkle car doors to see who’s coming along for a ride and check 
the mirror before setting off. Soft and safe with a comfortable 
quilted centre and a machine washable car cover and dashboard. 
 
 
 Suitable from 9 mths+

First Years Galt $216.10 $154.40

Animal Planet - 4.5x 40mm Binoculars
A brand new size binocular that is perfect for every adventurous 
outdoor explorer. 4.5x magnification combined with a 40mm lens is 
the perfect size for every Animal Planet enthusiast's pocket!

Optical Animal Planet $31.00 $21.10

M&D - Safari Social Floor Puzzle - 24pc

A bunch of wild animals are having a party with a bunch of bananas 
in this wild animal cardboard floor puzzle. 2' x 3' when complete, it 
features 24 extra-thick pieces with an easy-clean surface to keep 
them looking like new.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Schleich - Carnotaurus

A Carnotaurus is a typical example of a carnivorous predatory 
dinosaur. He ran on strong hind limbs and had a jaw full of sharp, 
long teeth. Fun Facts - The name Carnotaurus means "meat-eating 
bull"

Dinosaurs Schleich $41.00 $29.30



M&D - Princess Jigsaw - 24pc

A charming royal scene is revealed when the 24 pieces of this 
wooden jigsaw puzzle are assembled! Delightful details abound – 
from the prince and princess’s regal attire to the lush grapevine 
over their heads and the animal friends that accompany them. 
When the puzzle is complete it packs neatly away in the sturdy 
wooden puzzle board for easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

K's Kids - Listen, Clap & Sing

A child can become a little musician with the Listen, Clap & Sing 
musical cube! This cube helps Develop baby’s early sense of music 
and rhythm. The cube can be set in 3 different modes: listen, clap 
and sign. When children toss the cube in “listen” mode, the cube 
plays melodies in different instruments based on the side facing up. 
In the “clap” mode, 3 melodies with different beats are played, 
encouraging the child to clap along. In the “sing” mode, 6 funny 
songs are sung by different animals and people, encouraging the 
child to sing along!
 
 Product size: 12W x 12H x 12D cm
 
 Suitable from 6mnths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $50.20 $35.80

Rburg - Colorama Game

A classic colour and shape matching game. Small children will 
quickly become familiar with a variety of shapes and colours. 
Sorting the items on the game board with the special colour and 
shape dice will provide children with plenty of fun. 1-6 players. 
<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30



Eurotrike - Xero 12 BMX Scooter - Boys

A classic favorite. 12" pump up scooter with the latest colours, look 
and style.
 
  - Super strong all steel, oversized tubing frame and fork 
  - Extra support bar under stander and gusset at main tube
  - 12 "Steel wheels with pump up tyres
  - Front and rear V Brake style handbrakes for extra positive 
stopping power
  - Adjustable handlebars with crossbar and safety padset
  - Kickstand included
  
  
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(1150) Width(565)Height
(770) Stander(95) 
  - Weight 7.2kg
  - Max Rider weight: 40kg 
 
 Suitable from 3 Years+

Scooter Eurotrike $190.80 $136.30

Eurotrike - Xero 12 BMX Scooter - Girls

A classic favorite. 12" pump up scooter with the latest colours, look 
and style.
 
  - Super strong all steel, oversized tubing frame and fork 
  - Extra support bar under stander and gusset at main tube
  - 12 "Steel wheels with pump up tyres
  - Front and rear V Brake style handbrakes for extra positive 
stopping power
  - Adjustable handlebars with crossbar and safety padset
  - Kickstand included
  
  
  Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(1150) Width(565)Height
(770) Stander(95) 
  - Weight 7.2kg
  - Max Rider weight: 40kg 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Scooter Eurotrike $190.80 $136.30

K's Kids - Mimi Loves Fish

A classic fish-catching toy for eye-hand co-ordination. 6 colourful 
floating fishes are fun to catch and store in Mimi's net. Suction cup 
attaches to any smooth surface for storage and drying.
 Product size: 22 x 20cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Bath Play K's Kids $27.10 $19.30



SF - Master Bedroom Set

A classic master bedroom with a queen size bed, bedside table, 
wardrobe, dressing table with mirror plus an array of detailed 
accessories including a lamp, books and alarm clock. Figures not 
included. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $40.00 $29.10

Bigjigs - Click Blocks Primary Basic 
20pcs

A collection of building blocks in assorted colours and shapes. These 
wooden blocks are the perfect size for little hands to grasp and 
stack on top of each other. They 'click' together firmly to create all 
sorts of building projects and can easily be detached to start a new 
design. Encourages creative play and development of fine motor 
skills. Made from high quality, responsibly sourced materials. 
Conforms to current European safety standards. Consists of 20 play 
pieces.

Click Blocks Bigjigs $46.20 $33.00

Bigjigs - Click Blocks Zesty Basic 20pcs

A collection of building blocks in assorted colours and shapes. These 
wooden blocks are the perfect size for little hands to grasp and 
stack on top of each other. They 'click' together firmly to create all 
sorts of building projects and can easily be detached to start a new 
design. Encourages creative play and development of fine motor 
skills. Made from high quality, responsibly sourced materials. 
Conforms to current European safety standards. Consists of 20 play 
pieces.

Click Blocks Bigjigs $46.20 $33.00

Bigjigs - Click Blocks Intermediate 
40pcs

A collection of building blocks in assorted colours and shapes. These 
wooden blocks are the perfect size for little hands to grasp and 
stack on top of each other. They 'click' together firmly to create all 
sorts of building projects and can easily be detached to start a new 
design. Encourages creative play and development of fine motor 
skills. Made from high quality, responsibly sourced materials. 
Conforms to current European safety standards. Consists of 40 play 
pieces.

Click Blocks Bigjigs $80.70 $57.70

Orchard Toys - Pirate Race Game

A colour matching and memory game.
 Travel around this exciting island! Using memory and colour 
matching, be the first to build your picture and then race to the 
pirate treasure. 2-4 Players. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70



K's Kids - Popboblocs - Chain-an-
inchworm

A colourful inchworm chain that comes with 13 detachable 
educational beads. Children can train their fine motor and lofic skills 
as they link the pieces together to build inchworms and different 
types of 2D and 3D configurations. 
 Head: 6 x 6 x 5cm
 Bead: 4.9cm (diameter)
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $34.50 $24.70

Bigjigs - Mountain Rescue A colourful mountain rescue tunnel set, includes a helicopter, 4x4 
car, log cabin and crate for exciting mountain rescue missions.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $40.30 $28.80

Animal Planet - 20x - 40x Handheld 
Microscope

A compact, pocket size microscope that performs great 
observations indoors and outside as well!

Optical Animal Planet $19.00 $12.60

Halilit - Animal Shape Shakers CDU20 A delightful collection of musical creatures, each with a unique and 
distinctive sound.

Musical 
Instruments

Halilit $236.10 $168.60

Halilit - Young Maestro
A delightful set of four musical instruments to introduce the joy of 
making music to your Young Maestro. Beautifully designed quality 
instruments for little ones.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $60.60 $43.30

Halilit - Baby Maracas CDU36
A delightful toddler Maraca with textured animal face of a monkey, 
cat or bird. A special flexible round handle, easy to hold and shake.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 36pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $408.30 $291.60

Halilit - Baby Maraca Animal Face 
CDU24

A Delightful toddler Maraca with textured animal face. A special 
flexible round handle, easy to hold and shake.

Musical 
Instruments

Halilit $141.70 $101.20

Schleich - Cave Playset
A desert lioness is seeking shelter from the scorching heat in a cave. 
Only in the evening will she leave the shelter again to go hunting. 
Fun Fact:Some caves in dry regions even contain water holes.

Wild Life Schleich $55.40 $39.60

M&D - Suspend Game

A family game of tricky hangs and steady hands! Try this hanging 
balance game and you'll be hooked! Suspend comes with 24 
notched, rubber-tipped wire pieces to hang from a tabletop stand. 
Sound easy? Try adding another piece! Each time a bar is added, 
the balance shifts, the difficulty changes and the incredible midair 
sculpture transforms. Can you add all your game pieces without 
making it fall? This tricky game for 1–4 players is a test of steady 
nerves and steady hands.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Games Melissa & Doug $41.50 $29.60

Bigjigs - Dinosaur Train Set - 49pcs

A fantasy Dino Range rail set in which railways and dinosaurs come 
together in a colourful prehistoric landscape. The 49-piece set 
includes a dinosaur train, volcano tunnels and a group of wooden 
dinosaurs.

Rail Sets Bigjigs $156.10 $111.50



M&D - Knight & Dragon Jigsaw - 48pc

A fearsome dragon and brave knight battle it out in front of the 
fortress walls when this 48-piece wooden jigsaw is complete! The 
sturdy pieces can be assembled (and stored) in the wooden puzzle 
board, a helpful boundary for young puzzlers. And the bright, kid-
friendly artwork contains lots of helpful patterns and details to 
encourage problem-solving and observation skills. Durably crafted 
to last through countless playtimes, this action-packed puzzle is a 
terrific addition to any puzzle collection!
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Orchard Toys - Farmyard Dominoes

A first dominoes game. Match the pictures of familiar farmyard 
animals and develop observation skills in this first domino game. 2-
4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

PlanToys - Hammer Pegs

A four-hole wooden board with a wooden mallet for hammering 
practise.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Learning PlanToys $45.00 $32.10

Galt - Magnetic Shapes

A fun activity with over 40 magnetic pieces in assorted shapes and 
colours. Create a variety of patterns and designs on the metallic 
tray. Picture guide included.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $23.60 $16.90

Orchard Toys - Bus Stop Game

A fun addition and subtraction game. Take a counter and throw the 
two dice to move round the board counting passengers on and off 
your big bright bus. The winner is the player with the most 
passengers when their bus finally gets to the bus station. 2-4 
players 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Orchard Toys - Pigs in Pants

A fun and hilarious matching game! Be the player with the most 
pants on your pig, but beware of other players pinching them! 2-4 
Players
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40



Galt - Tell the Time

A fun approach to learning how to tell the time
 Step by step guide with tips and game ideas 
 Includes teaching clock, 1-minute and 5-minute sand timer, set of 2 
large 12-sided dice, 3 reusable double-sided cards, wipe-off pen, 
vinyl sticker sheet and guide.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $27.60 $19.70

Orchard Toys - Frog Party

A fun first additoion game. Be the first person to reach the Frog 
Party on the centre square. 
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Orchard Toys - Farmyard Friends

A fun matching and sorting game.
 Match, sort and post your favourite farmyard friends. Increase the 
challenge as you learn.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Orchard Toys - Pop to the Shops Game

A fun shopping game. Help children learn about handling money 
and giving change, by playing this fun shopping game. Go around 
the board from shop to shop, using plastic money to buy lots of 
different items. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Galt - Water Magic - Alphabet

A fun way to develop writing skills and learn the alphabet with 6 
reusable boards
 The water pen makes the numbers and pictures magically appear
 Use over and over again.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50

Galt - Water Magic - Counting

A fun way to develop writing skills and learn to count with 6 
reusable boards
 The water pen makes the numbers and pictures magically appear
 Use over and over again

Play and Learn Galt $25.90 $18.50



ThinkFun - Robot Turtles Game

A Fun Way to Learn to Code!
 This amazing new game from ThinkFun sneakily teaches pre-
schoolers the fundamentals of programming, from coding to 
functions, while making silly turtle noises! Takes seconds to learn, 
minutes to play and provides endless learning opportunities. Before 
you know it, your little one will be writing computer games rather 
than just playing them! 
 • Ages 4 and up 
 Includes: 
 • Game Board 
 • 40 Game Tiles 
 • 4 Robot Turtle Tiles 
 • 4 Jewel Tiles 
 • 4 Code Card Decks (45 Cards Each)

Junior Games ThinkFun $56.00 $38.10

ThinkFun - Zingo! Time-Telling Game

A Fun Way to Learn to Read the Clock
 In this time-telling version of our popular Zingo! game, players 
learn to read the hour and minute hands on an analogue clock and 
make the translation to digital time. With two levels of play, it’s 
perfect for familiarizing young players with the clock and a great 
educational game for them to grow with. A wonderful way to turn 
challenging time-based math into a fun game for the family! 
Features:  1 Zingo! Zinger with Easy Clean-up, 32 Hour Tiles, 32 
Minute Tiles, 6 Double-sided Zingo! Cards
 
 Ages: 5 and up, Players: 2 or more Box Size: 21 x 8.9 x 26 cm

Junior Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.10

Orchard Toys - Match and Spell

A fun, first reading and spelling game! 
 
 Start learning to read and spell in this fun word building game, with 
two levels of play! 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Valentine's Day Smurf A giant heart for Valentine's Day. The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Sales Smurf

A good Sales Smurf always carries a bulging suitcase with patterns 
with him. Of course, his shoes are clean and polished. Fun Fact:To 
succeed in sales, you need a nice smile and shoes that always 
gleam.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

SF - Refrigerator Set

A great fridge for your Sylvanian house. Comes complete with 
various food products.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $17.00 $12.50



SF - Party Set

A great party set for birthdays, Christmas and anniversary parties 
with table, chairs, party food and decorations. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $25.00 $18.70

Orchard Toys - Tummy Ache Game

A hilarious game for all the family. Try to put together an edible 
meal on the place setting but beware of making yucky combinations 
that will cause a tummy ache. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Schleich - Blanket + Headstall Brown

A horse blanket protects the animal from cold and bad weather. 
Also, your favourite horse looks great with the plaid blanket. Lead 
your horse by the halter across the yard into the stable where it can 
finally rest and eat after a busy day.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Blanket + Headstall 2pc Set
A horse blanket protects the animal from cold and bad weather. 
Your beloved horses will look great with the two blankets. The set 
consists of a plaid and a green blanket and two matching headstalls.

Horse Club Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Schleich - Arab Mare with Blanket

A horse show is an amazing event for horses and riders. The horses’ 
manes are braided to make them look resplendent on the “big 
day”. This often results in miniature works of art with enchanting 
names like fishnet braid, Spanish braid or baroque braid. After 
braiding, brushing and cleaning, a fly blanket is placed over the Arab 
mare to protect her against irritating insects, and she is led into the 
horse box with a handy halter. During the journey to the arena, she 
is allowed to nibble on delicious apples and beetroot. Fun Fact: 
 The mane of the graceful Arab mare is decorated with beautiful 
pink rubber bands.

Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70

Galt - Large Playmat - Farm

A large multi-sensory playmat with 6 farm friends. Features squeaky 
beak, velour patch, shiny nose, crinkle wing, woolly head and cord 
tail. 
 
 Size 100cm x 100cm
 
 Suitable from birth

First Years Galt $95.30 $68.10



Schleich - Dimorphodon and 
Therizinosaurus Sm

A legendary treasure of gold is supposedly located at the bottom of 
the coral reef. The diver quickly puts on his equipment and starts 
searching underwater. He almost didn't discover the chest under 
the large octopus. When the white shark appears, he quickly hides 
himself with all the underwater animals. Once it has gone again, the 
diver comes out of his hiding place. The magnificent, old treasure 
chest must originate from the time of the pirates. With a bit of 
dexterity, it can be opened to reveal valuable, ancient gold coins. 
Fun Fact: 
 A 93-year-old American is the oldest diver in the world.

Wild Life Schleich $33.70 $24.10

Schleich - Treasure Hunt Diver

A legendary treasure of gold is supposedly located at the bottom of 
the coral reef. The diver quickly puts on his equipment and starts 
searching underwater. He almost didn't discover the chest under 
the large octopus. When the white shark appears, he quickly hides 
himself with all the underwater animals. Once it has gone again, the 
diver comes out of his hiding place. The magnificent, old treasure 
chest must originate from the time of the pirates. With a bit of 
dexterity, it can be opened to reveal valuable, ancient gold coins. 
Fun Fact: 
 A 93-year-old American is the oldest diver in the world.

Wild Life Schleich $95.30 $68.10

Rburg - Lotto Game
A matching game featuring baby animal pictures. The game for 1-4 
players consists of 4 playing boards and 36 picture cards. <br>Box 
Size: 11 x 19 x 4 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $25.00 $16.60

M&D - Let's Play House! Mealtime 
Utensil Set

A must-have for the well-appointed play kitchen, this sturdy set of 
stainless-steel utensils is perfectly sized for pretend play—and safe 
to use for real snacks, too! Packaged in a handy metal storage tray 
to keep everything organized, the set includes four forks, four 
knives, four larges spoons, and four smaller spoons. Each utensil is 
made of a single piece of thick, durable stainless steel, so there are 
no joints to weaken or bonds to break. Just perfectly proportioned, 
wonderfully durable play pieces built to last through countless 
culinary adventures.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $31.20 $22.30

Orchard Toys - Football Game

A number game with a popular theme based on snakes & ladders. 
Using a dice and spinners, children work their way up the pitch to 
try and score the winning goal- but beware of the yellow and red 
cards! 2-4 players 
 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70



Rburg - The Tower of Babel Puzzle 
5000pc

A painting of intricate detail, from the famous 16th century artist 
Pieter Bruegel the Elder, filled with countless tiny figures 
constructing the gigantic riverside tower. 
 
 Our 5,000 piece puzzles which are over 15cm x 1 cm (that's 5 feet 
by 3½ feet on the old scale!) is the perfect challenge for 
experienced puzzlers. But it's worth the effort. Did you know that if 
you should ever loose a piece, contact our friendly Service-Team. 
We are always happy to help you. <br>Finished Puzzle Size: 153 x 
101 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $151.00 $103.90

ThinkFun - Fifteen Puzzle

A Pocket-Sized Puzzle Classic
 One of the worlds most recognized and popular brainteasers, the 
classic Fifteen Puzzle has been a favourite for generations. Players 
scramble the numbers, then attempt to slide them back in order 
from 1 to 15. The Fifteen Puzzle travels easily for an on-the-go 
challenge, and its retro design appeals to puzzlers of all ages! 
Features: 31 Challenges, Leatherette Travel Case.
 
 Suitable from 14 yrs+, single player Box Size: 12.7 x 1.9 x 12.7 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $24.00 $16.20

SF - Girls Bedroom Set

A pretty bedroom with a single bed, piano and piano stool, bedside 
table and chair. Additional detailed accessories include a table 
lamp, doll's house, waste paper basket and books. Figures not 
included. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $40.00 $32.10

Halilit - Cage Bell CDU12 A safe bell for small hands. Excellent bright sound.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 12pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments

Halilit $166.70 $119.00

M&D - Flip-Flap Mirror

A shiny shatterproof mirror hides behind four colorful wooden flaps 
in this captivating wooden baby toy. Flip them back with a click and 
a clack to delight babies and toddlers! The joy of spotting their own 
reflection encourages tactile exploration, improving hand-eye co-
ordination and fine motor skills naturally. This durable toy holds its 
appeal through toddlerhood, too, as young children master color-
recognition, basic vocabulary and concepts of cause-and-effect. 
Made with select hardwood and child-safe dyes and tested to the 
highest standards of safety, this is a thoughtful gift for new parents 
or the new baby in your house! Includes a parent-and-child activity 
book to inspire open-ended interactive play.
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $23.10 $16.50



Galt - Wiggly Worm

A soft friendly worm with 3 hanging toys to attach to a cot, 
pushchair or car seat. Wrap the coil around and secure with the 
fabric ties. With a crinkle hat and squeaky head plus mirror 
ladybird, crinkle butterfly and bee rattle toys. 
 
 Suitable from birth

First Years Galt $50.70 $36.20

Galt - Playnest & Gym - Farm

A soft supporting multi-sensory environment for baby, Playnest 
features a fun farm scene with the gym as the sky above. The five 
toys have varied colours and patterns to provide visual stimulation 
and can be rearranged on the colourful links to create a new 
environment. The Playnest cover, sky frame cover and soft toys are 
machine washable. 
 Outside diameter: 100cm. Height: 71cm.
 
 Suitable from birth

First Years Galt $216.10 $154.40

M&D - Paint with Water - Farm 
Animals

A special paint palette is embedded right in the pages of this all-
inclusive paint-with-water art activity. With a cup of water and the 
included paintbrush, beginning painters can get instant rewards - 
with no messy paint spills! Twenty adorable farm-animal scenes are 
fun for kids to color and easy to display
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

M&D - Paint with water - Vehicles

A special paint palette is embedded right in the pages of this all-
inclusive paint-with-water art activity. With a cup of water and the 
included paintbrush, beginning painters can get instant rewards - 
with no messy paint spills! Twenty cool scenes of vehicles and 
things that go are fun for kids to color and easy to display.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

M&D - Paint with Water - Princess

A special paint palette is embedded right in the pages of this all-
inclusive paint-with-water art activity. With a cup of water and the 
included paintbrush, beginning painters can get instant rewards--
with no messy paint spills! Twenty picturesque pages show a variety 
of pretty princess scenes just waiting for your little painter to add a 
royal touch of color!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20



ThinkFun - Solitaire Chess Game

A Strategic Twist on a Timeless Classic
 Winner of the Creative Child Magazine Preferred Choice Award
 You don't have to know chess to become a master of this addictive 
logic game! The rules in Solitaire Chess are simple - first set up the 
pieces, following one of the 60 challenge cards, then capture and 
eliminate all but one piece, using only the moves allowed in 
traditional chess. You must capture a piece with every move, so this 
game is fast-paced and always exciting! Features: 30 Double-sided 
Challenge Cards (60 Challenges), 4 levels of play, Beginner to 
Expert, Chess board features a storage drawer for easy clean-up, 
Movement rules, hints and step-by-step solutions.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 22.9 x 6.4 x 20.3 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.00

Schleich - Jungle Smurf Explorer

A thousand adventures are waiting for our Smurfs in the jungle, 
which is why it is better to take not one, but two large suitcases full 
of explorer equipment. Our Smurf has already been all over the 
world and really knows what he is doing. He just needs to lug all his 
stuff to the base camp, build his tent, and then the great jungle 
adventure can begin. Fun Fact: 
 The explorer Smurf is making a great secret about what is in his 
two suitcases.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Tournament Saddle + Bridle

A tournament saddle gives the horse the greatest freedom possible 
and keeps the rider safe on top. The Schleich tournament saddle 
looks very classy and fits most Schleich horses. Fun Fact:Jumping 
saddles are specially designed saddles for showjumping.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

PlanToys - Baby Walker

A traditional baby walker to help young children take their first 
steps. The specially designed handle can be adjusted to different 
heights. Includes coloured and natural bricks.
 
 Suitable from 10 mths+

Baby Toys PlanToys $168.40 $120.30



SF - Supermarket

A trip to the supermarket might be one of the more mundane tasks 
on a Sylvanian's to-do list, but it's still an important part of their 
day. Many of the Sylvanian children love to visit this bright little 
supermarket which is bursting with fruit and veg, bread, and lovely 
meals for the family to eat together. As well as the supermarket 
itself, and lots of shelving units, this set also comes with a trolley to 
hold your food and enough grub for the whole Sylvanian Village! 
Whether you need to buy carrots or cereal, this shop has everything 
a Sylvanian Family could need for mealtimes! It can also be 
connected to the Toy Shop and Sweet Store, making a busy 
Sylvanian High Street.
 Includes over 100 pieces. Connects to Toy Shop, Sweets Store, Cosy 
Cottage Starter home, Cedar Terrace, Beechwood Hall.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $90.00 $71.80

Rburg - First Kiss Panoramic Puzzle 
1000pc

A triptych is a work of art divided into three sections. The middle 
panel is typically the largest and it is flanked by two smaller related 
works. The triptych form arises from early Christian art, and was a 
popular format for altar paintings. From the Gothic period which 
lasted from the mid-12th century to as late as the end of the 16th 
century, altarpieces in churches and cathedrals were often in 
triptych form. Our fascinating triptych puzzles follow this classical 
style and some even incorporate a gold frame design which 
emphasizes the beauty of the three separate works, but neatly 
captures the interest of the puzzler with the two smaller panels 
containing 240 pieces and the central panel 520 pieces. Look for 
more Panoramic Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 38 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Galt - Playnest - Farm

A unique combination of a soft resting area and a self-contained 
play environment for babies and toddlers. The original design with a 
circular fabric covered inflatable ring to provide support for baby 
during rest and play. There are 8 multi-sensory features 
incorporated in the activities around the Playnest to stimulate 
touch, vision and hearing. Playnest is also an excellent place for 
baby to sit while playing with other toys. 
 
 Outside Diameter: 100cm 
 
 Suitable from birth

First Years Galt $119.60 $85.40



Orchard Toys - Magic Cauldron

A unique way to make learning addition and subtraction exciting! 
Check the answers by rubbing the head sensitive 'ghost' patches on 
the cards to see if you are right.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $52.90 $37.80

M&D - Bugs Chunky Puzzle

A wooden puzzle, featuring a glorious garden and 7 easy-grasp, 
chunky bug and insect shaped pieces that can stand upright for 
pretend play. Each piece has a full-colour, matching picture 
underneath. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and creative 
expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

M&D - Abby & Emma Magnetic Dress-
Up

Abby and Emma love to play dress-up and exchange mix & match 
outfits. These two wooden, magnetic friends come with stands and 
hundreds of dress-up options for hours of fun!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $52.10 $37.20

M&D - Magician Role Play Costume 
Set

Abracadabra, hocus-pocus, presto! Young magicians will be 
delighted with this impressive role play set. Kids can make a coin 
magically appear and disappear from the secret vest pocket or pull 
a rabbit out of the top hat's hidden compartment. Set also includes 
a cape with bow tie, magic wand, and card with tricks. Prepare to 
be amazed!
 
 Suitable size for 3-6 yrs

Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

M&D - Sand Art Bottles

Add a pinch of this color and a scoop of that color to create a 
unique sand art project. Three plastic bottles with stoppers, six bags 
of vividly colored sand, a brush and a scoop await inspiration.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $19.10 $13.60

M&D - Fire Engine Colour-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30



M&D - Dinosaurs Colour-A-Mat Bundle 
of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Phonics Write-A-Mat Bundle of 
6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Addition Write-A-Mat Bundle 
of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Subtraction Write-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Handwriting Write-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Telling Time Write-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30



M&D - Planets Write-A-Mat Bundle of 
6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Multiplication Write-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Division Write-A-Mat Bundle of 
6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - World Map Write-a-Mat Bundle 
of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
multi-colored crayons and are available in a range of topics from 
math to maps!
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Set the Table Colour-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
Learning Mat Crayons and are available in a range of 4 designs.
 Each pack includes 6 individual Learning Mats, each individually 
coded, to be sold as separate mats in store.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30



M&D - Alphabet Write-A-Mat Bundle 
of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
Learning Mat Crayons and are available in a range of 4 designs.
 Each pack includes 6 individual Learning Mats, each individually 
coded, to be sold as separate mats in store.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Numbers 1-10 Write-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
Learning Mat Crayons and are available in a range of 4 designs.
 Each pack includes 6 individual Learning Mats, each individually 
coded, to be sold as separate mats in store.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Counting to 100 Write-A-Mat 
Bundle of 6

Add new excitement to mealtime with these educational and 
entertaining double-sided, write on, wipe off placemats. These 
durable activity mats are ideal for use with our write on, wipe off 
Learning Mat Crayons and are available in a range of 4 designs.
 Each pack includes 6 individual Learning Mats, each individually 
coded, to be sold as separate mats in store.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

M&D - Sticker Collection - Alphabet & 
Numbers

Add pizazz to scrapbooks, posters, cards and school projects with 
this fabulous collection of alphabet and number stickers. Aspiring 
graphic designers will enjoy using the more than a dozen different 
alphabets and over 1000 stickers to enhance and personalise any 
craft project!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

Rburg - Blissful Mermaids Puzzle 100pc

Add some sparkle to your puzzle! There are 55 glittering gems 
included to decorate your finished puzzle.
 
 Also included is Puzzle Conserver, Glue, Glue spreader and detailed 
instructions. Look for more Brilliant Jewel Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $31.00 $21.10



Rburg - Gorgeous Unicorn Puzzle 
500pc

Add some sparkle to your puzzle! There are 55 glittering gems 
included to decorate your finished puzzle.
 
 Also included is Puzzle Conserver, Glue, Glue spreader and detailed 
instructions. Look for more Brilliant Jewel Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $34.00 $22.90

Rburg - Fairy with Butterflies Puzzle 
500pc

Add some sparkle to your puzzle! There are 55 glittering gems 
included to decorate your finished puzzle.
 
 Also included is Puzzle Conserver, Glue, Glue spreader and detailed 
instructions. Look for more Brilliant Jewel Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $34.00 $22.90

Rburg - Jewellery Box Brilliant Puzzle 
500pc

Add some sparkle to your puzzle! There are 55 glittering gems 
included to decorate your finished puzzle.
 
 Also included is Puzzle Conserver, Glue, Glue spreader and detailed 
instructions. Look for more Brilliant Jewel Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $34.00 $22.90

M&D - Sushi Slicing Play Set

Add wasabi, if you like! This elegant 24-piece wooden sushi set is 
packed in a beautiful storage box and includes sliceable sushi rolls, 
shrimp, tuna, easy to use chopsticks, a cleaver and more! Sushi rolls 
make fun chopping sounds when sliced.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $54.70 $39.10

Bigjigs - Long Curves

Additional wooden track and accessories allow a Bigjigs Rail 
network to be extended and tailored for each play session, helping 
to develop imaginative play sessions. Most other major wooden 
railway brands are compatible with Bigjigs Rail.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $10.20 $7.30

Pet Parade - Single Dog Blister PK6 
Assorted

Adopt your puppy, give them a name and bring them to life with a 
finger's touch! There are 6 styles. Collect them all!
 
 Pack includes puppy, bone and lead

Dogs Pet Parade $103.10 $73.70

M&D - Wooden Princess Dolls - DYO

Adorn two lovely princesses with glamorous gowns and accessories 
worthy of royalty in this craft kit! Includes 2 double-sided wooden 
dolls, stands, colored pencils, gem stickersand glitter glue to 
decorate two glamorous princesses in gowns. A great craft activity 
for a "princess" party! Dolls stand approximately 7" high.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80



M&D - Safari Chunky Puzzle

African animal favourites are featured on this extra thick wooden 
puzzle. 8 easy-grasp, chunky wild animal pieces have a full-colour, 
matching pictures underneath. The animal pieces stand upright for 
pretend play. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and creative 
expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

Brixies - Elephant 125 pieces

African elephants are the largest land animals on Earth. An 
elephant's trunk is actually a long nose used for smelling, breathing, 
trumpeting, drinking, and also for grabbing things - especially a 
potential meal. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Schleich - Horse Wash Area

After a joint ride it goes without saying that the horse needs to be 
washed and groomed. Rider and horse enjoy such care to the 
fullest. Just having been curried, the horse is returned to the box.
 Fun Fact - Most of the horses are keen on being hosed down and 
groomed.

Horse Club Schleich $55.40 $39.60

Schleich - Grizzly Bear

After polar bears, Grizzlies are the world's second largest bears. 
Because of their height and their aggressive behaviour, they are 
considered as very dangerous in their home, North America. Fun 
Fact - Grizzlies are the largest bears in North America.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Grizzly Bear, Female

After polar bears, Grizzlies are the world's second largest bears. 
Because of their height and their aggressive behaviour, they are 
considered as very dangerous in their home, North America. Fun 
Fact - Grizzlies are the largest bears in North America.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Grizzly Bear Cub

After polar bears, Grizzlies are the world's second largest bears. 
Because of their height and their aggressive behaviour, they are 
considered as very dangerous in their home, North America. 
 Fun Fact - Grizzlies are the largest bears in North America.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20



Schleich - Ostrich Nest

After six weeks of incubation, the small ostrich just hatched. It is 
well camouflaged in the nest, but it doesn't have much time. Soon it 
will start following its parents everywhere. This is the best 
protection from predators. Fun Fact:Ostrich nests hold up to 20 
eggs.

Wild Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Schleich - Dilophosaurus

After the Compsognathus and the Velociraptor, the Dilophosaurus 
was one of the fastest prehistoric saurians. Despite its six metre-
long body, it weighed only 500 kg and had long, powerful hind legs, 
with which it could easily reach speeds of up to 38 km/h. It had two 
striking bone crests on its skull, which also led to it being called the 
"Double Crested Lizard". They were indeed big and long, but too 
thin to defend itself with. Scientists believe that they were used to 
impress rivals. Fun Fact: 
 A crocodile has the same typical notch in the upper jaw as the 
Dilophosaurus.

Dinosaurs Schleich $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Mustang Foal

After the Mustangs, noble Arab and Berber horses came to 
America. They bred with the Mustangs, and so nowadays you can 
still spot their elegant body shapes among many wild horses. It is 
often said that Mustangs are rather stubborn. This is because they 
live in freedom and are completely independent of humans. They 
also give birth to their foals without any assistance. The foals are 
normally born at night. This is less dangerous because their 
predators – especially pumas – tend to hunt at twilight, when it is 
lighter. Fun Fact: 
 Mustangs come in all coat colourings, but they are most frequently 
roan or dun.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Agave

Agaves are found in all tropical and subtropical areas. The 
undemanding plants also grow in very dry areas. Even the Indians 
used agave as medicinal plants. Fun Fact:Agaves are a member of 
the asparagus family.

Wild Life Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Playmobil - Penguin Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $10.00 $7.30
Playmobil - Chimpanzee Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $10.00 $7.30
Playmobil - Flock of Flamingos Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $10.00 $7.30
Playmobil - Panda Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $10.00 $7.30
Playmobil - Koala Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $10.00 $7.30
Playmobil - Meerkats Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $10.00 $7.30
Playmobil - Rhino with Baby Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30
Playmobil - Gorilla with Babies Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30
Playmobil - Giraffe with Calf Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30
Playmobil - Zebra Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30



Playmobil - Lion Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30
Playmobil - Okapi Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30
Playmobil - Alligator with Babies Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30
Playmobil - Tiger Family Ages: 4 yrs+ City Life - Zoo Playmobil $16.00 $12.30

M&D - Wooden Train - DYO

All aboard! Little engineers will love making their very own train 
with this craft kit.! Includes complete supplies to design and 
personalise a sturdy wooden train toy, including 6 wheels, 3 axles, 
32 stickers, 4 pots of paint, a paintbrushand glue--no tools needed!

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

Green Toys - Train - Blue

All aboard! The Green Toys® Train is pulling out of the station! This 
sturdy locomotive is ready to chug along from one eco-friendly 
adventure to the next. Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic 
milk jugs that save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 
the brightly-colored steam engine pulls two additional cars that link 
together to form a long train, or easily unhook for stand-alone play. 
The open wagon is perfect for hauling all kinds of sustainable cargo, 
while the caboose features a spacious interior and removable roof. 
Two conductor bear figures are included with the set, encouraging 
open play as little engineers’ imaginations lay the tracks for all sorts 
of creative narratives. With no metal axles or external coatings, the 
Green Toys Train is safe and versatile for both indoor and outdoor 
play, and is dishwasher safe for easy cleaning. No BPA, phthalates, 
or PVC. Packaged using recycled and recyclable materials and 
printed with soy inks.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $69.30 $49.50

K's Kids - My Hand Held Karaoke

All babies love to sing! Give them a microphone and you cannot get 
it back. 
 With this soft microphone, there are 3 functions in line with their 
developmental needs.

Activity Toys K's Kids $58.90 $42.00

Rburg - A-Z Animals Puzzle 35pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Taking a Breather Puzzle 100pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Horses in the Field Puzzle 
100pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Bunter Waschtag Puzzle 100pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Puppy Picnic Puzzle 150pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Unicorns at Sunset Puzzle 
150pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Dragon's Day Out Puzzle 150pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Flight of the Dragon Puzzle 
200pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Let's Play Ball Puzzle 200pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Magical Unicorn Puzzle 300pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Looking at the World Puzzle 
300pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Breathing Fire Puzzle 300pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Laundry Day Puzzle 300pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Mystical Meeting Puzzle 300pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Sports Collage Puzzle 300pc

All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more puzzles 
from our enlarged Learning & Discovery Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Schleich - Ballista

All enemies have utmost respect for such an enormous ballista. In 
the entire kingdom, there is no weapon greater than this one.
 Fun Fact - The armourer who operates the ballista does not utter a 
single word. But everybody knows that honey cookies are his 
favorites.

Eldrador Schleich $93.00 $66.50

Green Toys - Launch Boat - Blue

All hands on deck! The Green Toys Sport Boats are making waves! 
Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs, these 
lightweight cruisers are specially sized for little hands, making them 
the perfect go-to toy for the tub, pool, or beach bag. The blue 
Launch Boat, orange Race Boat, and green Speed Boat all feature 
brightly colored, interchangeable tops for mix-n-match fun. The 
easy-open design also makes cleaning a snap! Each boat includes a 
duck captain figure for extended imaginative role play. No BPA, 
phthalates, PVC, or external coatings. Dishwasher Safe. Packaged 
using recycled and recyclable materials and printed with soy inks. 
Recommended for ages 2 and up.

Bath & Water 
Play Green Toys $27.60 $19.70

Green Toys - Race Boat - Orange

All hands on deck! The Green Toys Sport Boats are making waves! 
Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs, these 
lightweight cruisers are specially sized for little hands, making them 
the perfect go-to toy for the tub, pool, or beach bag. The blue 
Launch Boat, orange Race Boat, and green Speed Boat all feature 
brightly colored, interchangeable tops for mix-n-match fun. The 
easy-open design also makes cleaning a snap! Each boat includes a 
duck captain figure for extended imaginative role play. No BPA, 
phthalates, PVC, or external coatings. Dishwasher Safe. Packaged 
using recycled and recyclable materials and printed with soy inks. 
Recommended for ages 2 and up.

Bath & Water 
Play Green Toys $27.60 $19.70



Green Toys - Speed Boat - Green

All hands on deck! The Green Toys Sport Boats are making waves! 
Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs, these 
lightweight cruisers are specially sized for little hands, making them 
the perfect go-to toy for the tub, pool, or beach bag. The blue 
Launch Boat, orange Race Boat, and green Speed Boat all feature 
brightly colored, interchangeable tops for mix-n-match fun. The 
easy-open design also makes cleaning a snap! Each boat includes a 
duck captain figure for extended imaginative role play. No BPA, 
phthalates, PVC, or external coatings. Dishwasher Safe. Packaged 
using recycled and recyclable materials and printed with soy inks. 
Recommended for ages 2 and up.

Bath & Water 
Play Green Toys $27.60 $19.70

Rburg - Disney Princess Gallery Puzzle 
300pc

All little girls love the way Disney princesses dress, what they do 
and what they look like. Disney princesses include Cinderella, Snow 
White, Sleeping Beauty and Belle. And now, with Princess Ariel, the 
beautiful ocean and undersea world has come to life. Our Disney 
Princess collection is a must have for every little Princess fan. Look 
for more 300pc Puzzles from our Disney Princess Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Disney Dancing Princess Puzzle 
300pc

All little girls love the way Disney princesses dress, what they do 
and what they look like. Disney princesses include Cinderella, Snow 
White, Sleeping Beauty and Belle. And now, with Princess Ariel, the 
beautiful ocean and undersea world has come to life. Our Disney 
Princess collection is a must have for every little Princess fan. Look 
for more 300pc Puzzles from our Disney Princess Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Disney Princess 3D PuzzleBall 
108pc

All little girls love the way Disney princesses dress, what they do 
and what they look like. Disney princesses include Cinderella, Snow 
White, Sleeping Beauty and Belle. And now, with Princess Ariel, the 
beautiful ocean and undersea world has come to life. Our Disney 
Princess collection is a must have for every little Princess fan. Look 
for more Children's 108pc puzzleballs from our Disney Princess 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 14 cm dia<br>Box Size: 22 x 22 
x 7cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $30.00 $20.30

Schleich - Privateer Smurfette

All pirates want one thing: to dance again with the pretty lady 
pirate on the ship's deck.
 Fun Fact - Smurfette searched long and hard until she found the 
right hat for her pirate costume.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40



Zuru - RoboFish Wave 5 Rechargeable 
12CDU

All the fun of amazing Robo Fish - an now the batteries need never 
run out!
 
 • Includes Re-Chargeable Battery & Charging Station
 • Super – Charged for Double the Speed
 • Swims With Lifelike Movements
 • Swims in Different Directions
 • 4 Rechargeable Fish to Collect
 • Dives up to 8ft

RoboFish Zuru $23.00 $193.40

Schleich - Alligator
Alligators are easy to recognise because the teeth in their lower jaw 
are not visible from the side. Fun Fact:From the side, it looks like 
the alligator is grinning.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Baby Alligator
Alligators are easy to recognise because the teeth in their lower jaw 
are not visible from the side. Fun Fact:Young alligators love to ride 
on their mother's back or head.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Bigjigs - Services Train Set & Table

All-in-1 Set, this 59-piece wooden train set comes with a sturdy 
wooden play table (design matches the set layout). The helicopter 
has just landed bringing medical supplies for the ambulance and 
watch the boat sailing on the lake when they are waiting. On the 
other side of the table, the fire engine is going to get fuel from the 
pump to make sure his tank is full. Also includes digger, train with 
carriages, tunnel, bridge, people, buildings, trees and accessories.
 Product size: 102.5 x 32 x 73 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Sets Bigjigs $381.70 $272.70

M&D - On The Go - Secret Decoder - 
Game Book

All-inclusive activity books let kids play spy games, uncover hidden 
clues and solve mysteries with magic ink or secret decoder wheel. 
Features game pages, magic marker and decoder wheel. Crack the 
codes and complete the puzzles to solve dozens of mini mysteries.
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - On The Go - Scratch Art Color-
Reveal Pad - Fairy Tales

All-inclusive and self-storing, this compact color-reveal Scratch Art 
book brings the fun anywhere kids may go. With the included 
wooden stylus, children can etch within the lines to reveal 12 fairy 
tale scenes featuring princesses, mermaidsand fairies; by adding 
patterns and details, they can make each picture uniquely their 
own! Each set comes with built-in storage for the included stylus.

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Scratch Art Color-
Reveal Pad - Vehicles

All-inclusive and self-storing, this compact color-reveal Scratch Art 
book brings the fun anywhere kids may go. With the included 
wooden stylus, children can etch within the lines to reveal 12 
vehicle scenes featuring cars, trucks, trainsand more; by adding 
patterns and details, they can make each picture uniquely their 
own! Each set comes with built-in storage for the included stylus.

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



M&D - On The Go - Scratch Art Learn-
to-Draw - Princesses

All-inclusive and self-storing, this compact learn-to-draw Scratch Art 
book brings the fun anywhere kids may go! With the included 
wooden stylus, children can follow the step-by-step instructions to 
complete 12 princess scenes, including royal gowns, crownsand 
more. By adding patterns and details, they can make each picture 
uniquely their own! Each set comes with built-in storage for the 
included stylus.

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Leaves Feed Set
Almost all the animals on the farm love the fresh leaves from the 
feed box. It is so much fun to feed the animals. Fun Fact:The feed 
box is filled with fresh leaves every day.

Wild Life Schleich $6.60 $4.70

Schleich - Western Rider

Along with her horse, the equestrienne enjoys the day. Once they 
break into galloping away, they forget the world surrounding them. 
 Fun Fact - The great outdoors is where leisure riders feel most 
comfortable.

Horse Club Schleich $35.60 $25.40

Schleich - Recreational Rider

Along with her horse, the equestrienne enjoys the day. Once they 
break into galloping away, they forget the world surrounding them. 
 Fun Fact - Western riding is based on the cowboys' riding style. The 
different drills derive from the latter.

Horse Club Schleich $35.60 $25.40

M&D - Jumbo ABC Chunky Puzzle - 
26pc

Alphabet fun begins with this extra thick wooden puzzle that 
includes 26 easy-grasp, chunky pieces (A-Z). Each piece is shown 
with a colourful picture that begins with that letter and a full-
colour, matching letter is shown under each piece. Letter pieces 
stand up. Encourages hand-eye, fine motor, letter recognition and 
pre-reading skills.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

Rburg - Disney Finding Dori 3D Puzzle 
108pc

Amazing new Dori is now available in this stunning 108pc Puzzleball.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 14 cm dia<br>Box Size: 22 x 22 x 7cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $30.00 $20.30

SF - Walnut Squirrel Baby

Ambrose Walnut comes complete with bottle and crib.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$10.00 $7.90

Schleich - Amisi

Amisi is a really talented horseback rider. Time and again she comes 
up with new tricks she performs on the back of her horse. All elves 
are enthusiastic about her talent. 
 Fun Fact - While taking a ride over the mountains, Amisi has 
already discovered many unknown animals.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20



Schleich - Dragon Knight Hero with 
Weapons

Among the Dragon Knights is a very special hero, whose weapon is 
made of pure volcano fire. Even his helmet is crowned with fire. 
Anyone who gets too close to him is doomed. Fun Fact:The fire of 
these dragon knights' weapons is created by magic.

Eldrador Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Halilit - Baby Xylo Box

An accurately tunes Xylophone specifically designed for small 
children. The note bars are inaccessible to tiny fingers and the 
Xylophone has a specially shaped mallet.
 Individually boxed.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $49.30 $35.20

Orchard Toys - Can you Guess?

An action packed performance game for all the family!
 
 Who can collect the most stars in this action packed and 
entertaining performance game?
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $52.90 $37.80

Orchard Toys - Robot Run

An addictively fun game for the whole family. Each player takes 
turns to place a card onto the central pile; matching the previous 
players' card by robot or colour. Can't play a card? Pick another 
card from the central pile. The first to play all their cards wins! 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

SF - Push Chair
An adorable Baby Chair for Sylvanian babies.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.40

SF - Baby Crib

An adorable Baby Crib for Sylvanian baby's sweet dreams. Figure 
not included.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $11.00 $8.60

Schleich - African Reed Frog

An African reed frog weighs two grams and is 15-30 millimetres tall. 
This makes it lighter than a 1 cent piece and not much taller than a 
2 euro coin. It is a passionate singer with extraordinary talent. It is 
able to create sounds similar to that of a xylophone. But that is not 
its most exciting feature. It can simply grow back lost body parts 
again and transform from a male to a female (or vice versa) as and 
when needed. Fun Fact: 
 If African reed frogs lose a finger, they can let grow again.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Galt - Pop Up Toy

An amusing wooden toy with 4 colourful figures which bob up and 
down on concealed springs. Designed to encourage hand/eye 
coordination and introduce colour awareness. 
 
 Size: 11.5cm high x 15cm wide 
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

First Years Galt $31.10 $22.20



Orchard Toys - Where do I Live Lotto

An animals of the world lotto. Children develop their knowledge 
and understanding of the world as they match animals to their 
habitats, and win the game by finding the explorer too! Double-
sided boards feature fun and interesting animal and habitat facts, 
perfect for activity and discussion once the game is over. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Orchard Toys - Red Dog Blue Dog Lotto

An award-winning first lotto game for very young players. Try to be 
the first to match all the coloured pictures on your playing board. 2-
5 players 
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Animal Planet - 30x Telescope & 
Tripod

An economical telescope for the younger enthusiast. Great for 
seeing animals at a distance in the country side.

Optical Animal Planet $50.00 $33.90

Etch A Sketch - Pocket Doodle Sketch

An Etch A Sketch that's perfect for your pocket! This pint-size 
palette has the same magic screen and the same world famous 
knobs, it's just built to fit in your child's pocket so they can etch 
anywhere and everywhere!

Etch A Sketch $19.00 $13.00

Orchard Toys - Dinosaur Race Game

An exciting game where all the dinosaurs move simultaneously 
towards the finish line. Race for your position on the podium to 
collect a shiny medal! 2-4 players
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $52.90 $37.80

Bigjigs - Giant Brontosaurus Riser
An exciting world of railways and dinosaurs is brought to life as 
trains and their wagons creep up the back of the Bronto Riser and 
whizz down the other side!

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $57.10 $40.80

SF - Classic Furniture Set

An ideal furniture set to make your Cosy Cottage even more cute 
and attractive! Set includes Teri Chocolate, piano, study desk, 
fridge, telephone plus more!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$50.00 $37.10

Haynes - Junior Build Your Own Engine

An introduction to the world of combustion engines for younger 
enthusiasts!
 
 "First Tech" from Haynes provides ways to use and understand 
engine play with the fun of challenging and customising engine 
parts and the ability to see how things work. Ideal sharing toy, 
especially for Dads and a great learning product too. Includes lights 
and sounds for realistic play fun.

0 Haynes $50.00 $33.40



Haynes - Junior Build Your Own Racing 
Car

An introduction to the world of combustion engines for younger 
enthusiasts!
 
 "First Tech" from Haynes provides ways to use and understand 
engine play with the fun of challenging and customising engine 
parts and the ability to see how things work. Ideal sharing toy, 
especially for Dads and a great learning product too. Includes lights 
and sounds for realistic play fun.

0 Haynes $50.00 $33.40

Orchard Toys - Old MacDonald Lotto 
Game

An Old MacDonald twist on the popular Lotto game. Collect all the 
matching farm tiles from your board to win the game. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Orchard Toys - The Game of Ladybirds

An Orchard Toys classic. Roll the dice, match the spots and count 
the ladybirds hiding on the leaves. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Texas Longhorn Calf

Analogous to its name, the Texas Longhorn bull has handlebar-like 
horns on its head.
 Fun Fact - The horns of a Texas Longhorn bull can reach over four 
feet in length.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Texas Longhorn Cow

Analogous to its name, the Texas Longhorn bull has handlebar-like 
horns on its head.
 Fun Fact - The horns of a Texas Longhorn bull can reach over four 
feet in length.

Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

AniMagic - Angel My Glowing Puppy

Angel is an adorable puppy with a sparkly light up bow!
 Press Angel’s back to hear her bark and woof happily 
 Cute over sized bow that pulses & changes colour when Angel is 
content 
 Soft and cuddly plush with realistic sounds
 
 Age 3 +

0 AniMagic $56.00 $38.20

Schleich - Anhanguera
Anhanguera is a pterosaur with a wingspan of up to 4 metres. In the 
Indian language, its name means "old devil". Fun Fact:The name 
Anhanguera means "old devil" in the language of the Indians.

Dinosaurs Schleich $24.70 $17.60



M&D - Animal Rescue Shape Sorting 
truck

Animal rescue rangers to the rescue! With this rugged safari truck, 
two cheerful people are ready to zoom across the savannah to help 
their animal friends. The alligator, zebra, rhinoceros, elephant, 
giraffe, hippopotamus and lion fit into the truck's sides through die-
cut slots, so this exciting toy is perfect for imaginative play and fine 
motor skills . . . and much more! Lift and remove the cargo door to 
unload the colorful animals, then count, sort and stack the solid-
wood pieces before loading the truck and securing the door in its 
track. One male and one female ranger fit in the cab of the truck, or 
come out to tend to the animals on the preserve. Play ideas are 
included to reinforce basic skills and inspire creative play.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $50.30 $36.00

Jungle Ants

Ants are some of the most fascinating insects on Earth with many 
more ants than humans on the planet. Ants have a relatively 
sophisticated life, living in communities and with various roles from 
the queen, workers, nurses, defenders and so on. Catch live ants 
and put them into the habitat to observe and learn all about this 
fascinating world with your Jungle Ants self-contained gel ant 
habitat.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Jungle Ants $34.50 $24.70

Schleich - Peanuts Classic Scenery Pack
Anyone who knows the Peanuts knows this scene: Charlie takes a 
run-up to kick the football and Lucy pulls it away at the last minute. 
Poor Charlie kicks into the air and falls on his seat. A great classic!

Peanuts Schleich $35.40 $25.30

Rburg - The Amazing Labyrinth Board 
Game

Anything can happen in the depths of the Labyrinth where the walls 
constantly move, revealing dark unexplored passages. Venture 
down to seek the treasure but watch out for lurking traps! Collect 
all the treasures first and escape from the Labyrinth to win. 1-4 
players.
 <br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $66.00 $44.90

Schleich - Rainbow Animal Duo

Apalu, the little rainbow koala, and Miriel, the unicorn foal, have 
been best friends for a long time. While Apalu loves to sit in the 
tallest trees and eat sweet fruits, Miriel likes to play with the elf 
children and is much less shy than most unicorns. When Apalu 
appears on the edge of the forest, Miriel immediately gallops over 
to him and rubs her warm snout against him. Sometimes, Apalu 
brings sweet forest fruits for his friend, but usually the rainbow 
koala jumps up onto the unicorn’s back and rides through the horde 
of excited elf children. In the evening, Miriel then brings her rider 
back to the forest, where he quickly vanishes into the trees – until 
their next meeting. Fun Fact: 
 Apalu, the little rainbow koala, occasionally brings Miriel sweet 
rainbow berries.

bayala Schleich $29.30 $21.00



Schleich - Appaloosa Stallion
Appaloosas are typical western horses with striking fur speckles. 
Fun Facts - Typical characteristics of Appaloos are their eyes with a 
white sclera and their leopard-spotted skin.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Appaloosa Foal
Appaloosas are typical western horses with striking fur speckles. 
Fun Facts - Typical characteristics of Appaloos are their eyes with a 
white sclera and their leopard-spotted skin.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Appaloosa Mare
Appaloosas are typical western horses with striking fur speckles. 
 Fun Facts - Typical characteristics of Appaloos are their eyes with a 
white sclera and their leopard-spotted skin.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

SF - Striped Cat Baby

Apricot Sandy comes complete with bottle and crib. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$10.00 $7.90

Schleich - Aquaman

Aquaman is one of the Justice League DC super heroes. He is the 
ruler of the Kingdom of Atlantis, the hidden city in the sea. He can 
therefore not only breathe under water, but also communicate with 
all aquatic creatures by means of telepathy. He swims at an 
unimaginable speed and is also nearly just as fast on land. He 
combats the evil of the world side by side with his Justice League 
friends. Fun Fact: 
 Aquaman wears a telepathically controlled arm prosthetic.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Arab Stallion

Arab horses originally came from the dry desert regions of the 
Arabian Peninsula. Elegant, smooth and tireless, they used to gallop 
over the hot sand. Nowadays, the majestic animals are still famed 
for their extraordinary endurance. In distance events, they almost 
always come first: they are the fastest horses in the world over long 
distances. Arab horses are generally friendly, gentle and reliable. 
However, it is also said that they are nervous and difficult. This is 
because they are extremely sensitive creatures. Fun Fact: 
 Arab horses are the oldest breed of horse in the world. They used 
to be bred in the desert by Bedouins.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Arabian Foal

Arabian horses with their black, grey, red-brown or chestnut brown 
coats are a particularly noble sight.
 Fun Fact - In competition Arabians can cover almost 160 kilometres 
a day.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Arabian Mare

Arabian horses with their black, grey, red-brown or chestnut brown 
coats are a particularly noble sight.
 Fun Fact - In competition Arabians can cover almost 160 kilometres 
a day.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00



Schleich - Manager Smurfette
As a manager, Smurfette has to deal with a fair amount of stress. 
Something went wrong and now she has to sort it out again. Fun 
Fact:Smurfette looks great as a manager too.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Warehouse Smurf
As a reliable Logistics Smurf it is essential to ensure that each 
packet ends up in the right place at the right time. Fun Fact:Our 
Logistics Smurf even delivers packages himself if necessary.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Flying Ace

As soon as Snoopy jumps on his doghouse roof, puts on his flying 
cap and goggles and starts the propeller, he turns into the Flying 
Ace fighter pilot. He battles with his enemies in the sky and escapes 
them time and again through his daring flight manoeuvres. How 
does all this work with a doghouse as a plane? In Snoopy's fantasy, 
this is absolutely no problem whatsoever. In the new film, he even 
becomes involved in a dogfight over Paris. Fun Fact: 
 Snoopy adopts many fantasy roles, with the Flying Ace fighter pilot 
being certainly one of his most dangerous.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Asian Elephant Calf

Asian elephants are not as large as their African relatives. In 
addition, they also have smaller ears.
 Fun Fact - Asian elephants can be tamed. They are often used as 
working animals.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Asian Elephant Male

Asian elephants are not as large as their African relatives. In 
addition, they also have smaller ears.
 Fun Fact - Asian elephants can be tamed. They are often used as 
working animals.

Wild Life Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Schleich - Asian Elephant Female

Asian elephants are not as large as their African relatives. In 
addition, they also have smaller ears.
 Fun Fact - Asian elephants can be tamed. They are often used as 
working animals.

Wild Life Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Roominate - Townhouse

Aspiring architects can build their own luxury townhouse! Design a 
multi-story townhouse with a variety of furniture pieces, new walls, 
and circuitry. Create customized rooms by mix-and-matching 
themed wall panels and sticker cutouts, or create a custom room 
with the included colored craft paper!

Playset Roominate $69.30 $49.50

Schleich - Paddocks

Assemble the paddock wherever you like. We recommend a 
paddock that allows the horses to romp big-time. 
 Fun Fact - Outside the grazing period, paddocks are ideal to provide 
the horses with as much space as possible.

Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70

Schleich - Velociraptor

At 70 centimetres, this two-legged, feathered carnivore was quite 
small for dinosaur proportions.
 Fun Fact - Velociraptors had a retractable, sickle-shaped claw 
measuring around 7.5 centimetres on the middle toe of each foot.

Dinosaurs Schleich $24.70 $17.60



Schleich - Butterfly Tree

At the edge of the elven village, there stands a small magic tree 
around which the most beautiful butterflies and the prettiest birds 
gather. Lots of elves come to watch this wondrous display. Fun Fact:
The butterfly tree is home to a species of butterfly that can't be 
found anywhere else in Bayala: the magic butterfly.

bayala Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Playmobil - Farmer's Market

At the Playmobil vegetable stand you can find the freshest 
vegetables. The fresh greens smell delicious! The set includes 8 
baskets and accessories. With lots of fresh goods in the 8 portable 
fruit crates.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $35.00 $25.90

Schleich - Lipizzaner Foal
At the Spanish Riding School in Vienna, noble Lipizzans demonstrate 
traditional dressage choreographies. Fun Facts - Solely Lipizzans are 
presented at the Spanish Ridi

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Lipizzaner Mare
At the Spanish Riding School in Vienna, noble Lipizzans demonstrate 
traditional dressage choreographies. Fun Facts - Solely Lipizzans are 
presented at the Spanish Riding School in Vienna.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Fern

At the time of the dinosaurs, the earth was covered by giant fern 
forests. Even today these original plants are found throughout the 
world. They love very shadowy and damp places. Fun Fact:
Herbivorous dinosaurs probably primarily subsisted off ferns.

Wild Life Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Halilit - Castanet CDU36
Attractive easy to play Castanet, simply click clack to produce 
rythmic, ripping rattling sound.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 36pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $187.50 $133.90

Halilit - Wave Drum

Attractive Wave Drum with a special textured-like rim. Gently tilt 
the Wave Drum, and listen to the soft gentle sound of soothing 
ocean waves.
 Individually Boxed.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $34.40 $24.60

M&D - On The Go Vehicles Jigsaw - 
12pc

Avoid gridlock with this 12-piece wooden jigsaw puzzle. On land, 
sea or air, bright illustrations of favourite vehicles travel across this 
puzzle. Comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle building 
and easy storage. This is the ideal introduction to jigsaw 
solving…once the corner and edge pieces are in place, the puzzle is 
almost finished!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $15.50 $11.00



K's Kids - Car Seat Toy (Refresh)

Babies can have their own rear-view mirror in the car now! The 
detachable butterfly toy will jingle along with the ride. For reverse 
car seats, attach Baby's RVM onto the passenger seat's headrest. 
Parents and babies can maintain eye contact throughout the ride!
 
 Product size: 45 x 45 x 
 
 Suitable from birth

Activity Toys K's Kids $50.20 $35.80

K's Kids - Baby Blocks

Babies love blocks! Build and stack this Baby Blocks and learn about 
shapes, numbers, counting, matching and build a long train. 
Assemble 6 cartoon characters to learn their professions and find 
the related objects to match the profession. Fire engine for fireman, 
plane for pilot and more.
 Each cube: 9 x 9 x 9cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $38.50 $27.50

K's Kids - Click N Sing Eli
Baby can twist the trunk of "Click N Sing Eli" for an elephant and 
rattling sound. Baby also can press Eli's tummy to make it sing. (4 
Happy melodies are included)

Activity Toys K's Kids $16.00 $11.40

Schleich - Cheetah Cub

Baby cheetahs are very helpless and only open their eyes after two 
weeks. When their mother is out hunting, they are completely 
defenceless against hungry lions and hyenas. The best possible 
camouflage is the only chance they have. A long, silver mane helps 
them here. It stands up like a mohican hairstyle and looks like long 
blades of grass from afar. Baby cheetahs learn to hunt for 
themselves when they are around six months old. After one or two 
years, the little ones are out of the woods and can fend for 
themselves. Fun Fact: 
 During their first months, baby cheetahs have a long, fluffy mane 
on the head and neck.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - African Elephant Calf

Baby elephants are still quite clumsy after their birth and must first 
learn how to handle their trunks. They are still not able to feed 
themselves with it, so suckle from their mothers for the first year. In 
the process they gain a good kilo in weight each day. It is very 
important that they grow big quickly, because a lion or crocodile 
can hardly cause any harm to healthy, adult animals. If a predator 
does come dangerously close, the adults form a circle around the 
young. They are well protected in the middle. Fun Fact: 
 At birth, a baby elephant falls from a height of around 7 
centimetres. But this doesn't harm it.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Schleich - Giraffe Calf

Baby giraffes are reared together with other young animals in a 
kind of kindergarten. A female giraffe from the herd acts as the 
"nursery school teacher" and looks after the calves while the other 
mothers search for food. If predators approach, she immediately 
raises the alarm. Then the female giraffes stand protectively in front 
of their babies and kick at the attackers. At around four months, 
they start to pluck and eat the small leaves from trees, but they still 
suckle from their mothers until they are ninth months. Fun Fact: 
 Newborn baby giraffes are already 180 centimetres tall – as big as a 
grown man.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Eurotrike - Glide Balance Bike - Hot 
Pink

Balance bikes are the new 'norm' in childrens transition from trike 
to a real pedal bike.They are easy to ride, lightweight and teach 
balance and speed control to budding bikers. 
 
  - Super strong and lightweight all steel, 'box section' frame 
construction
  - Lowriser adjustable handle bar for more comfortable riding 
position.
  - Embossed mini motorcycle style tank and embossed springs give 
Glide a motorbike design look
  - Neoprene safety pad 
  - 12" EVA puncture proof tyres on Mag wheels
  - Sealed bearings in wheels 
  - Multi adjustable mini seat
  - Comfortable easy to hold safety hand grips 
  - Hard wearing, fade and chip resistant coatings
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(800) Width(285) Height
(490) Seat(340) 
  - Product weight 2.7kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg
 
 Suitable from 3 Years+

Balance Bike Eurotrike $131.80 $94.10



Eurotrike - Glide Balance Bike - Blue

Balance bikes are the new 'norm' in childrens transition from trike 
to a real pedal bike.They are easy to ride, lightweight and teach 
balance and speed control to budding bikers. 
 
  - Super strong and lightweight all steel, 'box section' frame 
construction
  - Lowriser adjustable handle bar for more comfortable riding 
position.
  - Embossed mini motorcycle style tank and embossed springs give 
Glide a motorbike design look
  - Neoprene safety pad 
  - 12" EVA puncture proof tyres on Mag wheels
  - Sealed bearings in wheels 
  - Multi adjustable mini seat
  - Comfortable easy to hold safety hand grips 
  - Hard wearing, fade and chip resistant coatings
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(800) Width(285) Height
(490) Seat(340) 
  - Product weight 2.7kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Balance Bike Eurotrike $131.80 $94.10



Eurotrike - Glide Balance Bike - Red

Balance bikes are the new 'norm' in childrens transition from trike 
to a real pedal bike.They are easy to ride, lightweight and teach 
balance and speed control to budding bikers. 
 
  - Super strong and lightweight all steel, 'box section' frame 
construction
  - Lowriser adjustable handle bar for more comfortable riding 
position.
  - Embossed mini motorcycle style tank and embossed springs give 
Glide a motorbike design look
  - Neoprene safety pad 
  - 12" EVA puncture proof tyres on Mag wheels
  - Sealed bearings in wheels 
  - Multi adjustable mini seat
  - Comfortable easy to hold safety hand grips 
  - Hard wearing, fade and chip resistant coatings
  
 
  - Assembled Dimensions(mm): Length(800) Width(285) Height
(490) Seat(340) 
  - Product weight 2.7kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Balance Bike Eurotrike $131.80 $94.10

Brixies - Eagle 113 pieces

Bald eagles live up to 28 years old and have a wingspan up to 2.4m. 
Their nests can be 6 m high and weigh up to 2 tonnes!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Bird Life Brixies $18.00 $12.00



WOW Toys - Police Boat Perry

Bath Toy with four water jet squirters!
 
 Policeboat Perry to the rescue! I’m great for bath time fun; fill me 
up & then squeeze the turtle button to squirt water from my four 
powerful water jets. PC Harbour, my fully qualified police captain, is 
always ready to help me solve any water related crime around 
WOW Town and we work with our friends, Police Place Pete and 
Police Chase Charlie to make sure everything is kept in order.
 
 Please note that WOW Toys bath toys are not suitable for use with 
bath or essential oils
 
 Contents:
 1x Fireboat called Perry
 1x Fire-fighter called PC Harbour

WOW 
Emergency WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

K's Kids - Bathing Turto
Bathing Turto including three different sizes stacking cups can train 
baby's motor skills and hand eye co-ordination. The smallest turtle 
is also a spinning toy for motor skills training.

Bath Play K's Kids $11.60 $8.30

Schleich - Batman Fighting

Batman is always ready to fight. While he clenches his fist and 
focuses on his goal, his cloak flags in the cold wind. Even tonight he 
must rid the city of merciless criminals. Fun Fact:Batman doesn't 
actually have superpowers, unlike other superheroes.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Batman

Batman is Gotham City's dark hero. He has vowed to rid the city of 
crime. Whenever a new villain appears in town, Batman sets out to 
fight him. Fun Fact:Batman doesn't actually have superpowers, 
unlike other superheroes.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Batman (Batman v 
Superman)

Batman is the dark hero of Gotham City. He fights with all his might 
against evil, against those who want to destroy his world. He is like 
a twenty-first century black knight in his new superhero costume. 
Most of the time he fights alone against his arch enemy Darkseid, 
but he also fights side by side with other Justice League 
superheroes and soon he will probably even have to compete 
against Superman. Does Batman stand a chance? No one knows 
yet. Fun Fact: 
 Batman uses throwing stars in the shape of a bat. They are very 
effective ranged weapons.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Batman Kneeling

Batman kneels ready to jump. Quietly he observes the criminals 
who threaten Gotham City, but in the next moment he will strike 
and fight his opponents by any means. Fun Fact:Batman doesn't 
actually have superpowers, unlike other superheroes.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00



Blue Opal - Travel Four In A Row Game
Battle to line up 4 in a row, either horizontally, vertically or 
diagonally! Includes double sided Play Grid and coloured playing 
pieces. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $14.00 $9.10

Blue Opal - Four In A Row Game
Battle to line up 4 in a row, either horizontally, vertically or 
diagonally! Includes double sided Play Grid and coloured playing 
pieces. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $27.00 $18.00

Orchard Toys - Shopping List Game

Be the first to fill your trolley with all of the items on your shopping 
list, in our best-selling memory game. 2-4 players
  
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Rburg - Rivers Roads & Rails Game
Be the first to use up all your cards while building a continuous 
network of rivers, roads and rails. Contents 140 play tiles and 
instructions. 1-8 players. <br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30

PlanToys - Creative Play House

Be your own architect with this modular and compact concept 
dollhouse! This modern living house has 3 units that can be 
arranged in various ways, over 10 different ways actually! It 
features 1 movable staircase, 2 solar cell roofs that can flip and 
create into a garden, 6 movable decoration walls, 2 glass fences and 
sets of modern furniture for the bedroom, a living room, a 
bathroom, kitchen and dining room. (Includes total of 28 pieces)

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $267.30 $191.00

ThinkFun - Laser Maze Game

Beam-Bending Logic Game
 Lights and mirrors may make it feel like magic, but it’s really 
science and a good dose of brain power that’s needed to direct the 
laser beam through this series of mind challenging mazes. Get 
ready for a satisfying mental workout as you flex your strategic 
thinking muscles and ignite the light both on the grid and in your 
mind! Features: Game Grid, 60 Challenge Cards from Beginner to 
Expert, 11 Game Tokens (1 Laser with Batteries included, 2 Beam-
Splitters, 1 Cell Blocker, 1 Mirror, 5 Target/Mirrors and 1 
Checkpoint). QR coded How to Play video.
 Suitable from 8 yrs+. Single Player. Box Size: 27.3 x 6.4 x 23.8 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $65.00 $44.60

Rburg - Puppy Pirate Puzzle 35pc

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80



Rburg - Unicorn Castle Puzzle 35pc

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Ballet Lesson Puzzle 35pc

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Beautiful Unicorns Puzzle 
3x49p

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Mythical Creatures Puzzle 
3x49pc

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Riding in the Woods Puzzle 
100pc

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more Glitter Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $29.00 $20.00

Rburg - Horse Dream Glitter Puzzle 
100pc

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more Glitter Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $29.00 $20.00

Rburg - Amazing Unicorns Glitter 
Puzzle 100pc

Beautiful fairies and brave knights inspire the imaginations of all 
little puzzlers, girls and boys alike. This wonderful collection 
includes unicorns and dragons as well! Hours of puzzling in far away 
fantasy lands. Look for more Glitter Puzzles from our Fairies & 
Knights Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 
34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $29.00 $20.00



Halilit - Fun Rattles CDU18 Beautiful rattle shakers for early ages. Multi-textured design to 
develop sensory and musical skills.

Musical 
Instruments

Halilit $231.20 $165.20

Schleich - Tournament Accessories Big

Before the jumper leads her horse across the show-jumping course, 
she puts the jumping saddle, bell boots and tendon boots on him. 
With these, it is perfectly equipped. Fun Fact:Bell boots protect the 
bulbs on horses' heels.

Horse Club Schleich $13.40 $9.50

M&D - Lock & Roll Rescue Truck 
Garage

Behind the three doors of this take-along garage are three rescue 
vehicles ready to roll into action! Turn the keys to unlock the doors, 
lift the tab to open the garage, press the button to release the 
ramp, wheel the cars across the floor. . . . Then store the pieces 
away and carry off the whole set by its sturdy handle. The real 
heroes of this story? The dynamic duo of motor-skills practice and 
imaginative play!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $64.80 $46.30

Schleich - Belle with Heart Keychain

Belle has a severe crush. She has given her pink heart to the one 
she chose and smiles at him with her puppy dog eyes. Isn't she just 
gorgeous? Belle is the cutest beagle girl in the world. Fun Fact: 
 Belle is Snoopy’s pretty sister.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Belle

Belle is Snoopys pretty sister. Unfortunately, they don't see each 
other too often, because Belle lives very far away. She looks 
confusingly similar to her brother, although he would never wear 
little bows in his hair or a necklace around his neck.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Belle Happy Belle is very happy because it's a beautiful day today – just look 
how pretty she is today! Fun Fact:Belle is Snoopy's pretty sister.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Bernese Mountain Dog 
puppy

Bernese mountain dogs are good-natured, large, black and brown 
dogs with a white flash on their chests.
 Fun Fact - They are loving family members, but can also be used as 
search and rescue dogs.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Bernese Mountain Dog, 
Female

Bernese mountain dogs are good-natured, large, black and brown 
dogs with a white flash on their chests.
 Fun Fact - They are loving family members, but can also be used as 
search and rescue dogs.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Domestic Goat, Kid
Besides dogs and sheep, domestic goats are considered as one of 
the first domestic animals ever kept by humans. 
 Fun Fact - Domestic goats give more milk than sheep.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Domestic Goat

Besides dogs and sheep, domestic goats are considered as one of 
the first domestic animals ever kept by humans. 
 Fun Fact - Mute swans really know how to defend themselves. 
During breeding season, one should not get too close to them.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Rburg - Big Ben 3D Puzzle 216pc

Big Ben is one of the most famous landmarks in the world. Its 
chimes have been ringing out of the clock tower of the Palace of 
Westminster in London since 1859. The largest of its 5 bells weighs 
13.5 tonnes. Experience the unique atmosphere of London in your 
own home with this realistic 3D Construction Puzzle! With 216 
pieces it is fascinating to construct and stands an impressive 41 cm 
high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 6 x 6 x 41 cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 
cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80

ThinkFun - Zingo! Game

Bingo with a Zing!
 This innovative game encourages pre-readers and early readers 
alike to match the pictures and words on their challenge cards with 
the tiles revealed in the Zingo! Zinger device. The first player with a 
full card wins the game by yelling <i>Zingo!</i> Two levels of play, 
and several game variations keep the zaniness going for hours! 
Features: Game Grid, 40 Challenge Cards from Beginner to Expert, 
15 Cars and Trucks, 1 Ice Cream Truck, Game-Go Bag.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+, 2 - 9 players 
 Box Size: 21 x 8.9 x 26 cm

Junior Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.10

Schleich - American Bison

Bison, which are often also known as buffalos, are extremely 
strong, compact wild cattle from North America. 
 Fun Fact - Bison are herd animals. At full speed they can run up to 
55 kilometres per hour.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Black Angus Calf

Black Angus cattle are originally from Scotland. They are now 
mainly bred in the United States and are popular worldwide for 
their excellent meat quality. Fun Fact - The Black Angus beef is 
distributed almost worldwide.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Black Angus Bull

Black Angus cattle are originally from Scotland. They are now 
mainly bred in the United States and are popular worldwide for 
their excellent meat quality. Fun Fact - The Black Angus beef is 
distributed almost worldwide.

Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Black Angus Cow

Black Angus cattle are originally from Scotland. They are now 
mainly bred in the United States and are popular worldwide for 
their excellent meat quality. Fun Fact - The Black Angus beef is 
distributed almost worldwide.

Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Black Panther

Black panthers are leopards with black fur. The world's fourth 
largest cat of prey is widely spread throughout Africa and Asia. Fun 
Fact - In the sunlight, the black panther's characteristic leopard fur 
markings become visible.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40



AniMagic - Blossom My Beautiful Pony

Blossom loves having her mane brushed
 Use the brush to comb Blossom's hair and hear her neigh 
contentedly 
 She will play with you and has real Pony sounds 
 Comes with your very own Pony brush
 
 Age 3 +

0 AniMagic $45.00 $30.50

Horrible Science - Bonkers Bubbles

Blow some mega bubbles, make your own bubble solution and 
construct 3D bubble shapes 
 Discover why bubbles are round, what kind of bubble can sink a 
ship and other foul facts.
 
 Contents: Bubble solution and wand, glycerine, small and large clip-
together wires, string, rigid straw, eight straws, 2 rubber bands and 
‘Horrible Info’ leaflet 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science

$22.40 $16.00

Schleich - Blue Shark

Blue sharks belong to the most popular types of sharks. They mostly 
appear in packs and live in almost every ocean and eat everything 
they are able to hunt down. Fun Fact - Blue sharks have a revolving 
set of teeth, which means used teeth are replaced easily.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Brixies - Rhino 120 pieces

Both black and white rhinoceroses are actually grey. They are 
different not in colour but in lip shape. Rhino females reproduce 
only every two and a half to five years. Their single calf does not live 
on its own until it is about three years old.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00



Brixies - Brachiosaurus 138 pieces

Brachiosaurus was one of the tallest and largest dinosaurs yet 
found. It had a long neck, small head, and relatively short, thick tail. 
Brachiosaurus walked on four legs and, unlike most dinosaurs, its 
front legs were longer than its hind legs. Brachiosaurus was about 
26 m long, and weighed from 30 to 80 tonnes.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Dinosaurs Brixies $21.00 $14.00

PlanToys - Baby Key Rattle
Bright and colorful keys rattle enhances baby’s fine motor skills 
while they enjoy shaking them. Keys are easy for babies to hold.
 Suitable from 4 mnths+

Baby Toys PlanToys $20.00 $14.30

M&D - Sea Creatures Peg Puzzle

Bright colored pegs make the deep blue sea an exciting place for 
little hands to play! The nine pieces of this wooden preschool peg 
puzzle feature sturdy plastic pegs for children to grasp and lift, 
revealing matching pictures underneath in the nine recessed wells 
of the wooden puzzle board. The bright colors and charming 
artwork--featuring a dolphin, octopus, sea turtle, crab, whale, and 
shark--have plenty of kid-friendly appeal and good cheer to help 
start conversations, guide cognitive connections, and keep young 
puzzlers coming back for more. The sturdy wooden puzzle is built to 
stand up to years of play, so this ocean-themed puzzle is ready to 
take its place as the big fish in your puzzle collection!
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Alphabet Nesting & Stacking 
Blocks

Brightly coloured animals and familiar objects illustrate the letters 
of the alphabet on these cardboard blocks. Nested, the 10 vibrant 
blocks fit into the included carrying case. Stacked, they form a 
tower nearly 90cm high!
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $32.80 $23.40



M&D - Jack In The Box

Brought to you by popular demand, this is a classic toy as only 
Melissa & Doug can do it! Housed in a sturdy wooden box with 
cheerful farm-themed illustrations on every side, a smiling, overalls-
wearing cow is the cheerful pop-up “Jack” in this sturdy Jack-in-the-
Box. Turn the oversize red knob to hear “Farmer in the Dell” and 
see the bandanna-clad bovine pop up with a smile!
 
 Suitable from 12 mnths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $55.60 $39.70

Green Toys - Race Car - Blue

Buckle up, because the Green Toys™ Blue Race Car is ready to roll! 
This sleek racer will tear up the track without harming the planet. 
This cool hot rod is better than any hybrid and has no metal axles.
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $18.60 $13.30

Green Toys - Race Car - Pink

Buckle up, because the Green Toys™ Pink Race Car is ready to roll! 
This sleek racer will tear up the track without harming the planet. 
This cool hot rod is better than any hybrid and has no metal axles.
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $18.60 $13.30

Buddy Balls - Sam

Buddy Balls® are all the rage in plush toys! Created by a 6 year old 
child, Buddy Balls are a combination of a super soft buddy and a 
toss-able ball!
 
 A warm smile, extra soft, rich chocolate brown fur, and a bright 
blue and lime green ball make SAM one of our most popular 
buddies. This cuddly bear is the perfect buddy for bedtime or play 
and is sure to be loved by children of all ages! Like all of his buddies, 
SAM unzips in the back to reveal a secret compartment perfect for 
storing life's little treasures.
  
 Dimensions: SAM: Teddy bear is 16 inches tall (standing), 
transforming into an 8 inch diameter plush ball.

0 Buddy Balls $40.00 $30.90

Buddy Balls - Eva

Buddy Balls® are all the rage in plush toys! Created by a 6 year old 
child, Buddy Balls are a combination of a super soft buddy and a 
toss-able ball!
 
 EVA is an adorable mocha-colored bear with a spicy personality. 
Made of the softest fur available, she transforms into a fun grape 
and lime green ball. Her wide grin and sparkling eyes will bring a 
smile to your child's face. Like all of her buddies, EVA unzips in the 
back to reveal a secret compartment perfect for storing life's little 
treasures.
  
 Dimensions: EVA: Teddy bear is 16 inches tall (standing), 
transforming into an 8 inch diameter plush ball.

0 Buddy Balls $40.00 $30.90



Buddy Balls - Max

Buddy Balls® are all the rage in plush toys! Created by a 6 year old 
child, Buddy Balls are a combination of a super soft buddy and a 
toss-able ball!
 
 Our signature buddy, MAX is a huggable honey colored bear that 
converts into a cherry red and bright blue ball. He is made of the 
softest fur available. Always ready for a game of catch or a quick 
snuggle, he is the ideal companion for your on-the-go child! Like all 
of his buddies, MAX unzips in the back to reveal a secret 
compartment perfect for storing all of life's little treasures.
 
 Dimensions: MAX: Teddy bear is 16 inches tall (standing), 
transforming into an 8 inch diameter plush ball.

0 Buddy Balls $40.00 $30.90

Buddy Balls - Lily

Buddy Balls® are all the rage in plush toys! Created by a 6 year old 
child, Buddy Balls are a combination of a super soft buddy and a 
toss-able ball!
 
 With her tangerine and hot pink ball, LILY is an irresistible buddy 
who will brighten your child's day. Full of energy and spunk, this 
cream-colored bear, made of the softest fur available, will quickly 
find a special place in your child's heart. Like all of her buddies, LILY 
unzips in the back to reveal a secret compartment perfect for 
storing life's little treasures.
  
 Dimensions: LILY: Teddy bear is 16 inches tall (standing), 
transforming into an 8 inch diameter plush ball.

0 Buddy Balls $40.00 $30.90

Galt - Dino Wind-ups

Build 3 fun wind-up dinosaurs. Simply slot the plastic pieces around 
the mechanisms. Wind up and watch them go with amazing lifelike 
movements. 
 
 Includes 3 wind-up mechanisms, 12 sheets of plastic dinosaur 
pieces and guide. 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Green Toys - Sand Play Set 4PC

Build a castle. Dig for buried treasure. No matter how ambitious the 
project, the worlds most eco-groovy sand play set always leaves a 
light footprint. Like all Green Toys products, the Sand Play Set is 
made from advanced environmentally friendly materials, helping to 
reduce fossil fuel use and CO2 emission, all in the name of Good 
Green FunTM!
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Activity & 
Outdoor Green Toys $39.10 $27.90



Roominate - Chateau

Build a luxury chateau for Bettina and her bunny! Comes with a 
bright string of lights, motor for a fan or carousel, arches, axles, and 
wheels. Use the wheels for pulleys, cars, or even tabletops! With 
one kit, the possibilities are endless!

Playset Roominate $86.10 $61.50

Orchard Toys - Giant Town Jigsaw

Build a town scene with this chunky jigsaw play mat. There are 15 
play pieces included and add your own toys for even more fun!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Orchard Toys $55.40 $39.60

Orchard Toys - Giant Railway Jigsaw

Build lots of different railway tracks with 22 interchangeable track 
pieces, railway buffers, and character & trail play pieces - Children 
will love building a different railway every time. Combine with other 
products in the Giant Road system to piece together a whole town 
of fun! Plus, add to the play value with children's own toy trains and 
wooden track pieces. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Orchard Toys $55.40 $39.60

ThinkFun - Zingo! Word Builder Game

Build Reading Skills, Three Letters at a Time
 This word building version of Zingo! is the perfect confidence 
booster for early readers! Ideal for players who are just learning 
how to put letters together to form words, it’s great for teaching 
spelling and vocabulary. With two levels of play, it’s designed to 
engage and support both beginner and more experienced readers. 
Just slide the Zinger and claim tiles to fill your Zingo! card with three 
letter words - pure Zingo “F-U-N!” Features: 1 Zingo! Zinger with 
Easy Clean-up, 32 Hour Tiles, 32 Minute Tiles, 6 Double-sided Zingo! 
Cards
 
 Ages: 5 and up, Players: 2 or more Box Size: 21 x 8.9 x 26 cm

Junior Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.10

PlanToys - Stacking Rocket Build the rocket by stacking and matching the pieces, set the 
astronaut on the seat and start the countdown 3..2..1, lift off!

Learning PlanToys $39.10 $27.90

Orchard Toys - Three Little Pigs Game

Build your houses before the big bad wolf tries to blow them down! 
2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $52.90 $37.80



Haynes - Internal Combustion Engine

Build your own fully working model of a 4 cylinder petrol car engine 
with ignition sound and illuminating spark plugs
 
 The kit contains all the tools you'll need for assembly and over 100 
parts. The model engine is great fun to put together and a practical 
aid to understanding how a four stroke combustion engine really 
works. The on/off controller includes a sound chip which 
reproduces the noise of an engine starting as the model begins to 
work. A famous Haynes Manual is included, giving clear step-by-
step assembly instructions.
 
 Did you know that almost half the cars in the world have 4 cylinder 
engines? Finished model size: 28 x 20 x 10 cm Box Size: 30 x 42 x 11 
cm Requires 2 x AA (LR6) batteries (not included)

0 Haynes $109.00 $72.40

M&D - Suspend Jr. Game

Building on the tremendous success of Suspend, the new Junior 
version brings this blockbuster balance game to younger kids with 
brighter colors, lighter pieces, and a brand-new spinner. Game play 
is easy: Simply set up the frame, spin the spinner, and balance the 
color-coded pieces to create an incredible hanging structure. Race 
against your opponents to be the first to run out of pieces—but 
watch out: one wrong move and the whole structure could fall! This 
thrilling game is perfect for young players—there is no reading 
required, and the skills required to succeed grow with every game. 
Kids learn how to balance and counterbalance, take smart risks, and 
foresee consequences, all the while having lots of fun! For 1-4 
players.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Games Melissa & Doug $41.50 $29.60

Schleich - Black Bull
Bulls are male cattle. In many cultures, the black bull represents 
strength and elegance. Fun Facts - The black bull is the symbol of 
Spain.

Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

M&D - Magnetic Towing Game

Call the tow truck! This magnetic wooden puzzle game features fun, 
automotive artwork. Use the magnetic truck to “tow” the 10 
numbered cars from the game board. Enjoy challenging fun 
returning the cars to their correct spots! A creative way to 
encourage eye-hand and fine motor development.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $20.70 $14.80



Orchard Toys - Farmyard Heads and 
Tails

Can you find the pig's head and tail? Children develop observation 
and matching skills as they find heads and tails in this fun, first 
activity that develops into a game as they grow in confidence and 
ability.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

M&D - On The Go - Scratch Art 
Hidden-Picture Pad - Animal Families

Can you guess which animals are hidden? Read the clues--like which 
animals have front teeth on the bottom but not on top--then look 
for the sections with dots and scratch away the surface coating with 
the included wooden stylus to see if you were right! A charming 
illustration of an animal family is concealed on each of the 12 
Scratch Art pages. The spiral-bound pad features built-in stylus 
storage, making it a self-contained craft project that's perfect for 
families on the go!

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Orchard Toys - Dotty Dinosaurs Game

Can you help the dotty dinosaurs to find their missing spots? Throw 
the dice to match the shapes or colours and be the first to cover 
your dinosaur board in this fun game for young players. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Rburg - Race to the Roof Game

Can you make it to the attic before anyone else? Starting at the 
front door, roll the die and race through the different rooms. Roll a 
6 and take an object card - you might leap forward or take a huge 
step backwards. No two games are alike! Finding the objects in the 
rooms supports recognition and association skills. 2 - 4 players.
<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30

TX-Juice - CYBER VAMP

Capacitor charged ornithopter that flies using ultra-realistic flapping 
wings!
 
 Charge the Cyber-Vamp in seconds, up to 20 seconds for a 
magnum charge and long flights. Pre-set the flight pattern circles; 
large or small it will fly for over 30 seconds on one charge.
 
 Crash resistant EPP body construction with carbon rod Mylar wings 
ensures it's as super tough as it is great fun to fly.
 Press again to auto-land the copter. 
 
 Contents: 
 • Cyber Vamp
 • Capacitor Charger with Juice Button
 • Batteries: 3 x AAA (not included)
 
 Age: 8 Years to 99 Years
 Box Size: 22 x 7.5 x 25 cm

Remote Control TXJuice $47.00 $31.70



Blue Opal - Draughts Game Capture the opposite pieces by diagonal jumping! Includes 16 
Draughts pieces and high quality board. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $27.00 $18.00

Pet Parade - Carry Kit

Carry your pets along with the Pet Parade Carry Kit!
 
 Comes with a lead, bowl and brush to take care of your puppy 
wherever you go!

Dogs Pet Parade $28.10 $20.10

Schleich - Buccaneer Smurf

Carrying a pistol and a knife, the Buccaneer Smurf looks really 
dangerous. Unfortunately he has forgotten to load his pistol.
 Fun Fact - Unfortunately, a real pirate pistol only has one shot and 
only if you don't forget to load it.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

K's Kids - Teether Friends - Cat Cat teether to soothe baby during teething time. Teethers K's Kids $7.30 $5.20

M&D - Magnetic Responsibility Chart

Catch children in the act of behaving well, reward them and watch 
those appropriate behaviours multiply! Open the fabric hinged 
boards to reveal a behaviour chart on one board, while the other 
board keeps all the magnets close at hand. A sturdy cord is attached 
for hanging. Dry-erase board and 90 magnets including 
responsibilities, positive behaviours and rewards.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $57.80 $41.30

M&D - Catch & Count Fishing Game

Catch some laughs and learning with this wooden magnetic play 
set--complete with working wind-up reel! The 10 magnetic fish are 
numbered and patterned to enrich matching, sorting, and counting 
activities, and two wooden rods make collecting them a blast! Kids 
can use the spinner to play as a game, or just have fun collecting 
the pieces over and over again. Either way, there's plenty of fun in 
this sea!
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $55.60 $39.70

Schleich - Cat Standing

Cats are fascinating because of their graceful, lithe movements, 
their expressive eyes and their picture-perfect fur patterns. Fun 
Fact:Cats can differentiate between salt, sour and bitter, but not 
sweet.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Cat Sitting
Cats are fascinating because of their graceful, lithe movements, 
their expressive eyes and their picture-perfect fur patterns. Fun 
Fact:Cats can hear much higher frequencies than dogs.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20



SF - Cedar Terrace

Cedar Terrace is townhouse style property with three floors. The 
backless layout allows easy access to the various rooms. With a 
traditional living room space on the ground floor, a large room on 
the middle floor and a converted loft- style space at the top of the 
house, there’s plenty of room for Sylvanian Families furniture in this 
product. As with Cosy Cottage and Beechwood Hall, this property 
comes with a makeshift reversible floor panel. Simply flipping over 
one of the floor dividers can create an extra garden space. Cedar 
Terrace also comes with two ladders to help your Sylvanians hop 
between floors.
 Connects to Beechwood Hall, Country Doctor, Country Tree School, 
Supermarket and Seaside Restaurant. Well-made with fine 
attention to detail. Good for stimulating imaginative role-play in 
children. Figures and accessories sold separately.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Welcome Home Sylvanian 
Families

$100.00 $79.20

K's Kids - Mum's on the Phone - CDU12

Character phones with recording function. Children can play back 
your recorded message. Character says "Hello" and "Bye Bye." 
Features 3 lovely melodies. Each phone requires 2 x AAA batteries. 
This display box contains 12 character phones
 Product size: 11 x 16 x 4cm
 
 Suitable from 9 mths+

Impulse K's Kids $500.00 $357.10

Schleich - Charlie Brown
Charlie is sad, like most of the time. He doesn't understand the 
world anymore, although he did everything right this time. But once 
again, he is the loser. As always. Poor, poor Charlie Brown.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Linus
Charlie's second best friend needs only one thing to be happy: his 
security blanket. If Sally was not always after him, he could think in 
peace or simply cuddle his blanket.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

M&D - Barn Animals Knob Puzzle 3 
Piece

Charming farm friends live in the red barn and are always ready for 
puzzle play. This extra thick wooden puzzle includes 3 pieces, with 
jumbo wooden knobs for easy grasping. Full-colour, matching 
pictures appear underneath each piece. A great activity to 
encourage eye-hand and visual perception skills.
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

Rburg - Enchanted Forest Board Game

Charming strategy game with hidden treasures beneath each tree. 
Players search the forest for the treasure requested by the King of 
the Castle. Try to remember the location of other treasures along 
the way, as the King may ask for these later on. The first to correctly 
identify the location of 3 treasures wins the game. 2-6 players. 
<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 4 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30



Schleich - Cheetah Female

Cheetahs are excellent hunters. First of all they approach their prey 
very carefully until they are within a few metres, then when the 
time is right, they run at lightning speed. If the fleeing prey 
suddenly changes direction, the Cheetah can simply turn its body 
mid-leap. Its flexible spine makes this possible. However, if they 
have no success after a few hundred metres, they have to give up. 
The high speed is so energy-sapping, they can only keep it up for a 
short distance. Fun Fact: 
 Cheetahs are perfectly adapted to the savannah. They only need to 
drink water every three to four days.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

M&D - Crayon Set -Truck

Children can develop their creative abilities at "top speed" with this 
truck-shaped travel case full of colorful cargo! The triangular, non-
roll design makes the 12 durable crayons easy to organise and a 
pleasure to use. The flip-top case makes this crayon set ideal for 
imaginations on the go.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $9.00 $6.40

Galt - First Mosaic Pictures

Children create 6 colourful mosaics by matching the foam tiles to 
the coloured shapes in the pictures 
 The foam shapes are self-adhesive with no glue required, ideal for 
travel. 
 
 Encourages manual dexterity, colour and shape recognition.
 
 With 6 mosaic pictures, over 400 assorted sticky foam shapes and 
play guide. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $23.60 $16.90

Rburg - Junior Colourino Game
Children learn about the primary colours as they play. Children can 
match the primary colours in the picture or create their own design. 
1 player. <br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $57.00 $38.70

K's Kids - Take Along Farmyard

Children love farmyard animals! Take Along Play Set - Farmyard is a 
mini farmyard playmat with 7 different farm animals and 2 farmers 
- Duck, Rabbit, Sheep, Horse, Cow, Pig and Cock; Wayne and Julia! 
These little farm animals and the scene are great for learning and 
role-playing. More... the animals can squeak, crinkle and make 
rattle sounds.

Activity Toys K's Kids $60.60 $43.30

K's Kids - Take Along Jungle

Children love jungle animals! Take Along Play Set - Jungle is a mini 
jungle playmat with 9 different wild animals - Elephant, Giraffe,
Tiger, Hippo, Rhino, Crocodile, Monkey, Lion and Zebra. These little 
wild animals and the scene are great for learning and role-playing. 
More... the animals can squeak, crinkle and make rattle sounds. )

Activity Toys K's Kids $60.60 $43.30



PlanToys - Hopping Rabbit Children will enjoy having this little rabbit hopping together while 
they walk. When pulled, it will move and hop like a real rabbit.

Push & Pull PlanToys $30.70 $21.90

Galt - First Lacing Pictures

Children will enjoy threading the colourful laces through the holes 
in these 6 fun animal pictures. 
 
 Made from sturdy board with chunky laces for young children. 
 
 Encourages manual dexterity and creative skills 
 Includes 6 shaped lacing pictures, 8 coloured laces and play guide.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $23.60 $16.90

Bigjigs - Goods Train

Children will love delivering milk, cargo and ice cream with the help 
of this happy little engine. Comes with two sections of wooden 
track and is compatible with other wooden railway systems! 
 Product size: 31.5L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $34.50 $24.70

Galt - First Sticker Pictures

Children will love making up their own stories as they add the 
stickers to the six picture backgrounds. 
 
 The vinyl stickers are reusable and easy to peel for young children. 
 
 Stimulates a child's imagination and encourages manual dexterity 
and language development 
 Includes 6 picture backgrounds, over 100 reusable vinyl stickers 
and play guide. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $23.60 $16.90

M&D - Pets Peg Puzzle

Children will love spending time with these beloved neighborhood 
pets as they place each wooden puzzle piece over the matching 
picture on the puzzle board. This sturdy 8-piece puzzle features 
easy-grasp pegs and wooden construction. Promotes hand-eye 
coordination, fine motor skills, problem-solving skills, and much 
more!
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40



M&D - Neighborhood Pets Peg Puzzle

Children will love spending time with these beloved neighbourhood 
pets, as they place each wooden puzzle piece over the matching 
picture on the puzzle board. This sturdy, 6-piece puzzle features 
easy-grasp pegs and solid wood construction. Promotes hand/eye 
co-ordination, fine motor and other skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

Bigjigs - Passenger Train

Children will love this bright and cheerful passenger train set, which 
includes 3 carriages, some track and a smart engine. Magnetic 
coupling also means it can be easily linked with other pieces in the 
range. 
 Product size: 31L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80

Bigjigs - Supplies Train

Children will love using this cheerful red engine to deliver crucial 
supplies around their railway! Compatible with other wooden 
railway systems and comes complete with two pieces of track. 
 Product size: 34L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $34.50 $24.70

M&D - Wooden Flower Bead Set - DYO

Children's creativity will blossom with this charming craft kit. 
Decorate a garden of flower-shaped beads with stickers and gems, 
then combine them with accent beads and string them onto color-
coordinated cords to make beautiful jewellery. Comes in a wooden 
tray. An ideal party activity or favor.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $13.70 $9.80

Schleich - Young Chimpanzee

Chimpanzees are very clever and social animals. They live together 
in large family communities and skilfully utilise self-manufactured 
tools to find food. Fun Fact - Chimpanzees use natural tools like 
sticks or stones to obtain their food.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Chimpanzee Female with 
Baby

Chimpanzees are very clever and social animals. They live together 
in large family communities and skilfully utilise self-manufactured 
tools to find food. Fun Fact - Chimpanzees use natural tools like 
sticks or stones to obtain their food.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Orchard Toys - Rocket Game

Choose a launch pad and blast into space collecting as many loop-
the-loops as you can on the way! At the end of the game count the 
loops and the player with the most wins! 2-6 players
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40



M&D - Flip to Win Memory Game

Choose from among fourteen fun themes, slide a card into the 
gameboard and start looking for matches. This handy memory 
game includes one game board, seven double-sided game cards and 
a two-player scoreboard. There are no loose pieces and everything 
conveniently stores in the board. Great for travel!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Games Melissa & Doug $38.00 $27.20

Rburg - The Christmas Cupboard 
Puzzle 1000pc

Christmas in June -- Ho Ho Ho
 This beautiful set of 8 Christmas puzzles will certainly be everyone's 
special extra gift this year. Never seen before in Australia and New 
Zealand, and including special favourites Disney, What If? and Colin 
Thompson, these 1000pc adult puzzles will definitely rush out the 
door and down the chimney singing Jingle Bells as they go! Order in 
June so that you can stuff everyone's stockings in November. 
 
 The promo pack includes a free Christmas Tree Floor Display to 
capture Christmas spirit and all puzzle customers' interest.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - Disney's Christmas Eve Puzzle 
1000pc

Christmas in June -- Ho Ho Ho
 This beautiful set of 8 Christmas puzzles will certainly be everyone's 
special extra gift this year. Never seen before in Australia and New 
Zealand, and including special favourites Disney, What If? and Colin 
Thompson, these 1000pc adult puzzles will definitely rush out the 
door and down the chimney singing Jingle Bells as they go! Order in 
June so that you can stuff everyone's stockings in November. 
 
 The promo pack includes a free Christmas Tree Floor Display to 
capture Christmas spirit and all puzzle customers' interest.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Cinque Terre Puzzle 2000pc

Cinque Terre is a rugged portion of coast on the Italian Riviera. 
Meaning "The Five Lands" it is composed of five villages: 
Monterosso al Mare, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola, and 
Riomaggiore. Over centuries people have carefully built terraces on 
the rugged steep landscape right up to the cliffs that overlook the 
sea. Cars cannot reach Cinque Terre, the only way there is by paths, 
trains and boats which connect the villages. Hence Cinque Terre is a 
very popular tourist destination. Relax and escape in this beautiful 
imagery with a 2,000 piece puzzle from Ravensburger. You can 
enjoy this puzzle for a few days or a few weeks, or share the 
pleasure with your family or friends. Perhaps take it on your annual 
holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as you complete the beautiful 
Cinque Terre coastline.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box 
Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50



M&D - Hangman

Classic word game with a twist! Think of a word and try to stump 
your opponent. Includes one game board with erasable whiteboard, 
self-storing dry-erase marker and eraser. No loose pieces and great 
for travel play.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Games Melissa & Doug $38.00 $27.20

PlanToys - Clatter

Clatter makes a click-clack sound that changes with play and goes 
from a gentle ripple to a clattering crescendo. Musical instrument 
toy suitable for group or individual play.
 
 Suitable from 19 mths+

Musical PlanToys $37.50 $26.80

M&D - Garbage Truck

Cleaning up the "neighborhood" is more fun when your toddler 
plays with this hand-operated, durable wooden garbage truck. It's a 
favorite classic vehicle that's sure to inspire lots of rolling, dumping 
pretend play. Trash bin is included with the set!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $37.70 $26.90

M&D - Alphabet Express Floor Puzzle 
27pc

Climb aboard the Alphabet Express with 26 zany animals for letter 
and puzzle fun! Over 10 feet long when complete, it features extra-
thick pieces that stand up to play after play. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Blue Opal - Snakes And Ladders Game
Climbing up Ladders and sliding down Snakes, be the first to the 
top! Includes colourful playing pieces high quality board. 2 to 4 
players.

Games Blue Opal $27.00 $18.00

Schleich - Andalusian Foal
Clothed in gray, Andalusians display elegant strength.
 Fun Fact - Andalusian stallions were the preferred horses of 
royalty.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Clydesdale Foal

Clydesdales grow more slowly than other horse breeds. The foals 
aren’t fully grown until the age of seven or eight, instead of four or 
five. They then weigh over 1,000 kg – as much as a small car. They 
are so strong that they can pull objects that are much heavier than 
themselves. This also means they need a lot of food and water. 
Every day, they need 20–25 kg of grain with minerals and vitamins, 
and around 50–60 kg hay. Needless to say, this makes them thirsty 
– very thirsty, in fact. Clydesdales drink over 100 litres of water per 
day. Fun Fact: 
 Clydesdale foals are already almost a metre tall at birth.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Rburg - Coastal Lighthouse 3D Puzzle 
216pc

Coastal Light House - Many coastal regions are unimaginable 
without their lighthouse; symbols of safety and orientation. Their 
signal lights have helped ships with navigation and positioning for 
centuries while they also alert to danger zones such as riffs, 
sandbanks and shallow waters. Serenely standing above the sea 
and enduring the ocean's constant surge, light houses have always 
been great tourist attractions. <br>Finished Puzzle Size: 30 x 
21cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80

Rburg - Lighthouse at Night 3D Puzzle 
216pc

Coastal Light House - Many coastal regions are unimaginable 
without their lighthouse; symbols of safety and orientation. Their 
signal lights have helped ships with navigation and positioning for 
centuries while they also alert to danger zones such as riffs, 
sandbanks and shallow waters. Serenely standing above the sea 
and enduring the ocean's constant surge, light houses have always 
been great tourist attractions. Our new Night edition Lighthouse 
realistically recreates a replica of an actual working lighthouse.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 30 x 21cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Schleich - Cobra
Cobras are dangerous venomous snakes who frighten their enemies 
by rearing up and spreading their hoods. Fun Fact:The king cobra is 
the world's largest venomous snake.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Brother Set

Coco Chocolate Rabbit does his chores every week, and the first 
thing on his list is always cleaning the bathroom! This practical little 
bathroom set includes everything you need to help your Sylvanians 
answer the call of nature. As well as the bathroom essentials: toilet, 
sink wall unit, toilet brush, toilet holder, toilet cleaner, toilet roll, 
bath mat, towel, and towel holder, this set also contains slippers, 
and a side unit complete with a decorative plant. This set includes 
Coco Chocolate Rabbit Brother. Ideal if you’ve already got a Cosy 
Cottage and want to add some extra furniture. After all, furniture is 
what makes a house a home!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $23.20

Rburg - The Magical Bookcase 18000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this 
amazing 18000 poiece puzzleis available in Australia for the first 
time! Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $404.00 $278.10



Rburg - The Bizarre Bookshop Puzzle 
1000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - Higgledy Piggledy House Puzzle 
1000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - The Bizarre Bookshop 2 Puzzle 
1000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40



Rburg - The Red Box Puzzle 1000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - The Craft Cupboard Puzzle 
1000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - The Gardener's Cupboard 
Puzzle 1000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40



Rburg - The Craft Shop Puzzle 1500pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $34.10

Rburg - Bizarre Buildings Puzzle 
5000pc

Colin Thompson is a well established author and illustrator of 
Children's books. Over 65 of his books have been published around 
the world. He has an incredible ability to create illustrations with 
the most intricate detail - just what a puzzler needs. Colin now lives 
in Australia
 
 Ravensburger introduced his amazing Bizarre Bookshop 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle in 2013 and it became an instant hit. Now this quirky 
title and several more are available in Australia for the first time! 
Check out the hilarious book titles and other nuances as you 
complete these laugh a minute puzzles.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $151.00 $103.90

Orchard Toys - Counting Caterpillars

Collect one to ten in this first colour and number game.
 Can you be the first player to find all the numbers to complete your 
caterpillar?
 A fun colour matching game that helps to teach number 
sequencing. 2-4 Players
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

M&D - On The Go - Color-N-Carry - 
Animals

Color-N-Carry travel coloring books are a travel toy and art activity 
in one! This animal-themed set has a built-in set of eight crayons 
that stores neatly at the back of the book. When it's time to color, 
the entire marker box hinges out to the side--so both the markers 
and book are easily accessible but still contained and organized. 
Bonus: The wide, rigid back makes the perfect lap desk for coloring 
on the go! The animals activity book for kids includes 72 pages of 
alphabet and coloring activities, all bound in a handy, compact pad. 
Close it all up with a self-stick closure when the journey is over!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



M&D - On The Go - Color-N-Carry - 
Fairy Tale

Color-N-Carry travel coloring books are a travel toy and art activity 
in one! This fantasy-themed set has a built-in set of eight crayons 
that stores neatly at the back of the book. When it's time to color, 
the entire marker box hinges out to the side--so both the markers 
and book are easily accessible but still contained and organized. 
Bonus: The wide, rigid back makes the perfect lap desk for coloring 
on the go! The fairy tale activity book for kids includes 72 pages of 
alphabet and coloring activities, all bound in a handy, compact pad. 
Close it all up with a self-stick closure when the journey is over!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Galt - Giant Soft Book

Colourful fabric book with 8 large pages featuring textures and 
activities. With crinkle material in each soft padded page. Features 
include crinkle wings, furry body, shiny wings, patterned spots, 
peep-o leaf, squeaky petal, dotty shell, sun mirror. Machine 
washable. 
 
 Suitable from 3 mths+

First Years Galt $47.00 $33.60

Rburg - KRYPT Spiral Puzzle 654 pc

Colourful Spiral Krypt Puzzle plays tricks on your eyes. All the twist 
and turns make this puzzle especially challenging. Find your way out 
of this colorful maze. 
 
 Since 1891 Ravensburger has been making the finest puzzles and 
it's their attention to detail which makes Ravensburger the world's 
greatest puzzle brand! They use an exclusively developed, extra-
thick cardboard and combine this with our fine, linen-structured 
paper to create a glare-free puzzle image. Our cutting tools are 
designed and crafted by hand. This ensures that no two pieces are 
alike and guarantees a perfect interlocking fit. Experience the 
quality! This 654-piece jigsaw puzzle measures 70 x 50 cm when 
complete.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10

Rburg - REIMANN Spiral Puzzle 654 pc

Colourful Spiral Krypt Puzzle plays tricks on your eyes. All the twist 
and turns make this puzzle especially challenging. Find your way out 
of this colorful maze. 
 
 Since 1891 Ravensburger has been making the finest puzzles and 
it's their attention to detail which makes Ravensburger the world's 
greatest puzzle brand! They use an exclusively developed, extra-
thick cardboard and combine this with our fine, linen-structured 
paper to create a glare-free puzzle image. Our cutting tools are 
designed and crafted by hand. This ensures that no two pieces are 
alike and guarantees a perfect interlocking fit. Experience the 
quality! This 654-piece jigsaw puzzle measures 70 x 50 cm when 
complete.

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $33.00 $22.10



ThinkFun - ShapeOmetry Game

Combine Different Pieces to Create Equal Shapes
 ShapeOmetry is a fun way to develop spatial, abstract, and 
quantitative reasoning skills. To solve the puzzle challenges, stack 
green pieces on top of blue pieces, or vice versa, to create identical 
shapes. Through hands-on play, students build key skills, strategies 
and mathematical understandings, such as part-to-whole 
relationships. Features: 10 Blue Puzzle Pieces, 10 Green Puzzle 
Pieces, 50 Ringed Challenge Cards with Solutions, Learning Guide, 
Game-go Bag. 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+, 1 or more players Box Size: 21 x 4.8 x 26 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $45.00 $30.80

Orchard Toys - Party Party Party! 
Game

Come on everyone, the party's started! Race to fill your handbag 
with fun accessories and be the first to join your friends on the 
dance floor! 2-4 players
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $52.90 $37.80

M&D - See & Spell

Complete a puzzle to spell a word, while developing a sight-reading 
vocabulary or use the letters for stenciling. 72 colourful wooden 
letters fit into the 8 two-sided cutout boards to spell three and four 
letter words. Fits into one compact wooden storage case!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $60.20 $43.00

M&D - Tips Ahoy!

Complete treasure maps and earn coins by keeping pirates on the 
tippy ship as you sail the stormy seas!
 
 Suitable from 5yrs+

Games Melissa & Doug $39.60 $28.30

Playmobil - Green Interactive Cannon 
with Pirate Captain

Connect your toy with the smartphone with the shooting cannon in 
cool designs: Easily download the free app and shoot with the right 
cannon on different virtuell targets. With appropriate handy stand.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $17.00 $12.30



Playmobil - Red Interactive Cannon 
with Buccaneer

Connect your toy with the smartphone with the shooting cannon in 
cool designs: Easily download the free app and shoot with the right 
cannon on different virtuell targets. With appropriate handy stand.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $17.00 $12.30

Green Toys - Tool Set - Blue

Construct a make-believe skyscraper. Repair an imaginary windmill. 
If young handy boys and girls can dream it, they can do it with the 
world’s most environmentally friendly tool kit. This 15 piece set 
made from 100% recycled plastic includes a tool box, Phillips 
screwdriver, flat screwdriver, hammer, saw, wrench, pliers, 2 two-
hole connectors, 2 nails, 2 bolts, and 2 nuts. Manufactured in the U.
S.A. from recycled plastic milk containers that save energy and help 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the Green Toys™ Tool Kit turns 
work into Good Green Fun™! Safe, non-toxic, even BPA-free. 
Packaged using only recycled and recyclable materials. 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Activity & 
Outdoor Green Toys $58.50 $41.80

PlanToys - 50 Blocks

Contains 36 natural blocks and 14 color blocks. The set reinforces 
creativity, expands children's thinking ability and stimulates 
imagination.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Construction & 
Creativity

PlanToys $46.90 $33.50

Galt - First Octons

Contains 48 bright fluorescent octagonal shapes in 6 assorted 
colours. Illustrated guide included.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $28.60 $20.50

Viking Toys - Chubbies Toy Bucket - 
15pcs

Contains: 15 pieces of Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 10cm
 Bucket size: 5 litre
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $70.30 $50.20

Viking Toys - Jumping Frog Game - 
16pcs

Contains: 16 jumping frogs in a bucket with lid
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $13.50 $9.70

Viking Toys - Maxi Trucks - 16pc 
Counter Display

Contains: 16 pieces of Maxi Trucks
 Vehicle size: 14cm
 5 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Maxi - 14cm Viking Toys $155.50 $111.10



Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies Bucket - 
20pcs

Contains: 20 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 Bucket size: 4 litre
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $62.50 $44.60

Viking Toys - Maxi Cute Racer Animals 
- 24pc Counter Display

Contains: 24 pieces of Cute Racers Assorted
 Vehicle size: 14cm
 4 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Maxi - 14cm Viking Toys $233.30 $166.70

Viking Toys - Maxi Cars - 24pc Counter 
Display

Contains: 24 pieces of Maxi Cars
 Vehicle size: 14cm
 4 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Maxi - 14cm Viking Toys $191.70 $136.90

Viking Toys - Chubbies - 30pc Counter 
Display

Contains: 30 pieces of Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 10cm
 6 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Chubbies - 
10cm Viking Toys $156.20 $111.60

Viking Toys - Chubbies Cars & Planes - 
30pc

Contains: 30 pieces of Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 10cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Chubbies - 
10cm Viking Toys $135.40 $96.70

Viking Toys - Plane & Helicopter - 36pc 
Counter Display

Contains: 36 pieces of Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 10cm
 3 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Chubbies - 
10cm Viking Toys $143.70 $102.70

Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies Rescue 
Cars - 36pc Counter Display

Contains: 36 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 5 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Mini Chubbies - 
7cm Viking Toys $137.50 $98.20

Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies - 40pc 
Counter Display

Contains: 40 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Mini Chubbies - 
7cm Viking Toys $131.90 $94.20

Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies Pastel - 
48pc Counter Display

Contains: 48 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 7 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Mini Chubbies - 
7cm Viking Toys $150.00 $107.10

Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies 
Construction Gift Box - 5pcs

Contains: 5 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $23.40 $16.70

Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies - 60pc 
Counter Display

Contains: 60 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 5 models
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Mini Chubbies - 
7cm Viking Toys $156.20 $111.60



Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies Gift Box - 
7pcs

Contains: 7 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $23.40 $16.70

Viking Toys - Mini Chubbies Pastel Gift 
Box - 7pcs

Contains: 7 pieces of Mini Chubbies
 Vehicle size: 7cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $23.40 $16.70

Viking Toys - Ferry Boat with 2 Cars 
and 2 figures

Contents: 2 Figures and 2 Mini Cars
 Vehicle size: 30cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking Toys - Display Stand 
Combination

Contents:
 • Chubbies cars & planes – 60pcs
 • Maxi trucks (5 models) – 20pcs
 • Maxi cars (4 models) – 30pcs
 • Tipper truck with 2 figures – 2pcs
 • Fire truck with 2 figures – 2pcs
 • Digger truck with 2 figures – 2pcs
 • Tractor digger with 1 figure – 2pcs
 • Ambulance with 3 figures – 2pcs
 • Taxi with 2 figures – 2pcs
 
 Dimension: 55 W x 200 H cm

Displays Viking Toys $1,161.00 $829.30

Viking Toys - Vehicles and Bowl Display 
Stand

Contents:
 • Mini chubbies – 90pcs
 • Chubbies cars & planes – 60pcs
 • Maxi cars (4 models) – 30pcs
 • Maxi trucks (5 models) – 40pcs
 
 Dimension: 55 W x 200 H cm

Displays Viking Toys $1,196.10 $854.40

Roominate - rPower

Control and program Roominate circuits with a smartphone or 
tablet! Download the Roominate app to for new ways to make 
designs come to life: move an elevator up and down, spin a merry-
go-round faster or slower, drive a car, program lights to blink, and 
so much more! Best of all, rPower is compatible with any 
Roominate kit.

Accessories Roominate $51.90 $37.10



TX Juice - RADAR COPTER

Cool Counter Rotating Propellers and Proximity Sensor that Means 
It Never Lands on the Ground
 
 Radar Copter has multiple gameplay options. Use the auto fly 
switch to turn on the built-in radar sensors that detect and move 
the Copter away from solid objects. Use the paddle for one person 
gameplay and to wave the air and direct the Copter to your 
opponent who has the extra paddle. Play "Keepy Uppy" using your 
hands and feet for an even cooler game experience.
 
 Gameplay Modes and Features:
 Auto-fly - switch on for auto flight so radar sensors detect and 
move away from solid objects beneath.
 Paddle - single player, use paddle to keep copter airborne. 2 player, 
use extra paddle included to wave air and direct copter to 
opponent.
 Shutdown - obstacles hit will cause the Copter to shut down and 
game over.
 Keepy Uppy - use hands and feet for an even cooler game 
experience.
 
 Contents:
 • Radar Copter with built-in proximity sensor and rechargeable 
Lithium polymer (Li-poly) battery
 • Infra-Red Sensor Paddles Requires 4 x AA 1.5v batteries (not 
included)
 • Extra Card Paddle
 • Instructions
 
 Age: 8 + years
 Box Size: 20 x 6.5 x 20 cm.
 
 TX Juice RC products all feature the Juice button. PRESS TO 
ACTIVATE!!
 The exclusive button on all TX Juice RC handsets unlocks our 
ground-breaking, innovative or patented features including Artificial 
Intelligence to Power-Ups to Turbo or Auto modes.

Remote Control TXJuice $56.00 $37.90



Galt - Soft Books CDU

Counter display box of 12 books, 3 each of Farm, Garden, Jungle 
and Pets. 
 
 8-page fabric books featuring pictures each with an activity or 
texture plus crinkle and ribbon tags
 With a handy link to attach to a pushchair, cot or car seat. Machine 
washable.
 
 Suitable from Birth

First Years Galt $256.80 $183.40

M&D - Jumbo Numbers Chunky Puzzle 
20 Pieces

Counting fun begins with this extra thick wooden puzzle that 
includes 20 easy-grasp, chunky pieces (1-20). A full-color, matching 
number appears under each piece and counting pictures equal to 
each numbered piece are shown on the puzzle board. Number 
pieces stand up. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and early math 
skills.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

SF - Country Bathroom Set

Country Bathroom set includes a free-standing bath tub, shower, 
toilet and two sinks. The detailed accessories include bath toys, 
cleaning bottles and brushes, a bath tidy, bath mats, mugs and 
toothbrushes.
 Figures not included.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $40.00 $32.10

SF - Country Kitchen Set

Country Kitchen set has over 30 detailed pieces including kitchen 
units, oven, sink plus a variety of pots, pans and utensils. Also 
includes kitchen table, chairs and coffee pot and cups. Figures not 
included.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $40.00 $32.10



Brixies - Cow 95 pieces

Cows are female domesticated bovines or oxen, which people often 
raise for meat, milk, leather products and draft work. There are an 
estimated 1.3 billion in the world, and over time, the animals have 
gained multiple spiritual and symbolic associations.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Farm Animals Brixies $15.00 $9.80

M&D - Peek-a-Boo Barn

Crafted from select hardwood and accented with child-safe dyes, 
First Play Peek-a-Boo Barn baby toy features four friendly farm 
animals, hiding behind barn doors that flap open and click-clack 
back into place. It's ideal for young toddlers developing hand-eye 
co-ordination and concepts of object permanence. And with lots of 
visual detail and a peek through window in the hayloft, it will keep 
older toddlers busy developing vocabulary and counting skills, 
playing memory games and more!
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $23.10 $16.50

M&D - Stacking Cars

Crafted from select hardwood and accented with child-safe dyes, 
Stacking Cars feature bright colors, a clever contour that stacks in 
any combination and easy-roll wheels that are simple for babies 
and toddlers to spin. They're ideal for young toddlers improving 
hand-eye coordination and becoming more interested in imitating 
the real world around them. And with lots of colorful interest and 
race-ready wheels, they will keep older toddlers and preschoolers 
busy building sorting skills and vocabulary, and initiating a world of 
imaginative play!
 Suitable from 12 mnths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $29.90 $21.30



Galt - Sensational Sequins - Fairies and 
Unicorns

Create 4 sparkly sequin pictures. Simply peel off the backing, pick 
up a sequin with the clear wax crayon and stick on the picture. 
 
 With 4 self-adhesive pictures in chunky board, over 800 sequins 
(6mm) and clear wax crayon
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Galt - Fab Foil Art

Create 8 sparkly pictures with this fun foil art kit. 
  
 Peel off a picture section, place the foil over the sticky area, rub 
with a finger and the sparkly foil transfers to the picture. 
 
 Includes 25 foil sheets, 8 pictures and guide 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Galt - First Knitting

Create a knitted bag, cute purse and fun pompom scarf using the 
French knitter, knitting needles and pompom tool. Learn how to 
knit using the detailed step by step guide. 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Crafty Cases Galt $28.60 $20.50

Galt - French Knitter

Create a necklace, butterfly hair band, 4 bracelets and a flower 
brooch with this cool French knitter. Simply make a length of 
knitted tube, thread on the wooden beads and stitch together.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

M&D - Butterfly Friends Bead Set

Create beatiful jewellery with these butterfly shaped beads, in 
several sizes and designs. String them onto 5 colour-coordinated 
cords. Includes over 150 beads.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Galt - Bouncy Balls

Create cool bouncy balls from the coloured crystals! Simply layer up 
the crystals and place in water for a few minutes. Make 2 large balls 
or 8 small ones. 
 
 Contents: 8 x 10g packs of glow-in-the-dark crystals, 2 ball moulds 
and guide 
 
 Age: 8 yrs. +

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10



M&D - Simply Crafty - Whimsical 
Wands

Create four butterfly wands with this all-inclusive kit! Stunning 
results are easy to achieve with sturdy cardstock materials, pre-cut 
shapes that stick on with puffy foam tabsand shimmering gem 
stickers. The layerable butterfly wings create dimensional details for 
crafts that really pop! Includes four easy-to-make, easy-to-decorate 
wands.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Simply Crafty - Safari Masks

Create four cool animal masks with fuzzy details with this all-
inclusive kit! Amazing results are easy to achieve with sturdy 
cardstock materials, pre-cut shapes that stick on with puffy foam 
tabsand felted "fur" stickers. The layerable pieces create 
dimensional details for crafts that really pop! Includes four easy-to-
make, easy-to-decorate animal masks: lion, zebra, giraffeand 
monkey.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Simply Crafty - Marvelous 
Masks

Create four glamorous masks with this all-inclusive kit! Stunning 
results are easy to achieve with sturdy cardstock materials, pre-cut 
shapes that stick on with puffy foam tabsand shimmering gem 
stickers. The layerable pieces create dimensional details for crafts 
that really pop! Includes four easy-to-make, easy-to-decorate 
costume masks.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Simply Crafty - Terrific Tiaras

Create four gorgeous tiaras with this all-inclusive kit! Stunning 
results are easy to achieve with sturdy cardstock materials, pre-cut 
shapes that stick on with puffy foam tabsand shimmering gem 
stickers. The layerable pieces create dimensional details for crafts 
that really pop! Includes four easy-to-make, easy-to-decorate 
costume tiaras.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Simply Crafty - Adventure Hats

Create four wearable hats with this all-inclusive kit! Amazing results 
are easy to achieve with sturdy cardstock materials, pre-cut shapes 
that stick on with puffy foam tabsand shiny metallic stickers. The 
layerable pieces create dimensional details for crafts that really 
pop! Includes four easy-to-make, easy-to-decorate costume hats: 
pirate, viking, jesterand king.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



Galt - Friendship Bracelets

Create friendship bracelets, hair braids and chokers with the 
colourful threads, beads and ribbon. Make multi-coloured cord 
bracelets using the foam braiding wheel.
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Galt - Flip Jewellery

Create fun necklaces, bracelets and rings by combining picture 
changing discs with assorted beads. Amaze your friends when they 
see the pictures change on your jewellery. Fun to make and to 
wear. 
 
 Contents: 10 picture changing discs, 120 round, 40 heart and 40 
star pony beads, silky cord, elastic, 2 rings, sticky pads and guide. 
 
 Age: 5 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Galt - Sparkle Jewellery

Create sparkly picture beads with holographic stickers and combine 
glitter and pearlescent beads to make cool jewellery.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

M&D - Simply Crafty - Superhero 
Masks & Cuffs

Create superhero gear that's totally customizable with this all-
inclusive kit! Amazing results are easy to achieve with sturdy 
cardstock materials, pre-cut shapes that stick on with puffy foam 
tabs and shiny metallic stickers. The layerable pieces create 
dimensional details for crafts that really pop! Includes six easy-to-
make, easy-to-decorate crafts: two masks and four cuffs.
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Galt - Racing Cars

Create two racing card by simply slotting together the car pieces 
around the mechanisms, axles and wheels. Add stickers then push 
down gently, pull back and watch the cars speed away!
 
 Contents: 2 pull and release mechanisms, 8 wheels, 2 front axles, 
pre cut printed foam board, stickers, plastic tool, glue and guide 
 
 Age: 6 yrs +

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

PlanToys - Fairy Tale Blocks Create your own version of happily ever after with this fairly tale 
block set. Includes a prince

Construction & 
Creativity

PlanToys $50.20 $35.80

Green Toys - Jump Rope - Green

Crisscrosses, can-cans and double-unders are all good for the planet 
when they are done with the Green Toys™ Jump Rope made from 
recycled plastic and all cotton rope. Happy jumpers will burn energy 
while saving energy and greenhouse gas emissions, all in the name 
of Good Green™ fun. 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity & 
Outdoor

Green Toys $25.50 $18.20



Green Toys - Jump Rope - Pink

Crisscrosses, can-cans and double-unders are all good for the planet 
when they are done with the Green Toys™ Jump Rope made from 
recycled plastic and all cotton rope. Happy jumpers will burn energy 
while saving energy and greenhouse gas emissions, all in the name 
of Good Green™. 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity & 
Outdoor

Green Toys $25.50 $18.20

Schleich - Baby Crocodile

Crocodiles are large reptiles. The Australian saltwater crocodile 
grows up to seven metres and is extremely dangerous. Fun Fact - 
Crocodiles have a life expectancy of up to 100 years. Their 
impressive teeth replace themselves regularly.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Crocodile

Crocodiles are the largest reptiles in the world and the closest living 
relatives of birds (!), with whom they share a lineage from the 
archosaurs. Fun Fact:The saltwater crocodile is the world's largest 
crocodile.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Brixies - Crocodile 94 pieces

Crocodiles are large aquatic reptiles that live throughout the tropics 
in Africa, Asia, the Americas and Australia. They are carnivores with 
a life span of up to 70 years and weigh about 900kg!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $15.00 $9.80

M&D - Sticker Collection - Pink

Cute couture, adorable animals, flowers and fairies, are just some 
of the favourite themes in this giant sticker book. Over 800 stickers 
are ready to create a picture or tell a story. Your young artist will 
find this book designed for creative fun!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



Schleich - Cyborg

Cyborg is half human, half machine. His real name is Victor Stone, a 
man who actually died in a tragic accident, but was transformed 
into a superhero by cybertechnology. His highly technical machine 
body has a huge arsenal of high-tech weapons. He is primarily a 
member of the "Teen Titans", but also belongs to the "Justice 
League". Fun Fact: 
 Cyborg is a powerful human-machine with enormous strength.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Damarai
Damarai's wings shine bright in all colours of the rainbow when she 
flies off in the morning to visit her friends. 
 Fun Fact - Damarai's favourite drink is warm honey lemonade.

bayala Schleich $39.80 $28.40

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Activity 
Book - Day of Glamour

Day of Glamour Puffy Sticker Activity Book lets kids tell a sticker 
story filled with fashion fun! The spiral-bound book contains 10 
sturdy background scenes, each one a fabulous backdrop for the 
characters to shop, relax, or be pampered. Character stickers can be 
layered with fashion stickers to create stylish ensembles that move 
with them through the book . . . or lift cleanly away to change 
outfits again and again. There are 196 stickers in all to fill the 10 
reusable scenes, including a fashion boutique, shoe salon, spa, 
makeup counter, and more. Just open the book to be part of the 
fashion adventure!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.30 $11.70

Schleich - Delicate Lily Elf Riding a 
Pony

Delicate as a lily, this elf spends her days preferably on the back of 
her pony. For hours on end, she rides across the flowering 
meadows of her home together with her friends. Fun Fact:The 
delicate lily elf loves sweet honey cake best of all.

bayala Schleich $39.80 $28.40

Halilit - Handy Bells CDU24
Delightfyl bells with specially designed handle for providing an easy 
grip for small hands.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 24pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $225.00 $160.70

SF - Deluxe Living Room Set

Deluxe Living Room Set is a relaxed and cosy setting with over 35 
detailed pieces including a glowing fireplace with extra logs, a 
comfortable sofa and armchair, a rack with newspapers and 
magazines plus a coffee table, telephone and clock. Figures not 
included. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $50.00 $37.10

Roominate - Studio

Design a studio for Alice and her puppy. Build a bunk bed, laptop 
desk, or even a cupcake stand! Wire up the motor to make a 
spinning fan, carousel, elevator, and so much more! With one kit, 
the possibilities are endless!

Playset Roominate $51.90 $37.10



M&D - Wooden Picture Frame - DYO

Design and decorate a picture frame to display a favorite 3.25 x 4.5 
in. (8.25 x 11.43 cm) photo or drawing. This craft kit includes a 
wooden picture frame, glitter glue, white glue, shimmering stickers, 
gems, paintand a paintbrush. A perfect activity for parties or rainy 
days!

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

M&D - Rubber Duck - DYO

Design and decorate this adorable rubber duck. When dry, this 
rubber duck will become your child's favorite tub toy. With the 8 
pots of special paint and a paintbrush included, this kit is a 
wonderful craft activity. The completed rubber duck is great for 
pool or bathtub play!

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

M&D - Sweet Hearts Bead Set

Design beautiful wooden jewellery to your heart's content! This 
lovable kids' jewellery set features pretty heart-shaped beads in a 
variety of sizes. An array of accent beads, all in coordinating colors, 
will encourage young jewellery makers to create lovely looks for 
every occasion. Five colorful cords and over 150 wooden beads 
allow for endless combinations.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Orchard Toys - Giant Road Jigsaw

Design lots of different road layouts using the 20 chunky 
interchangeable puzzle pieces. Add to the fun with toy cars! 
 Piece Size appox 22 x 18cm 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Orchard Toys $55.40 $39.60

M&D - Learning Mat Crayons

Design, draw and colour on a Melissa & Doug Colour Write-A-Mat 
or other non-porous surfaces then, wipe off and begin again! The 
colour-coded crayon holders are easy to grasp and slide the crayons 
up to draw and down to store.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $6.60 $4.70

M&D - Magnetic Pattern Block Kit

Designed for hours of play and ideal for travel, this wooden 
magnetic board includes 120 colorful geometric magnets. Younger 
children will enjoy using the shapes to replicate the 12 geometric 
pictures included, while older children will enjoy creating mosaic 
patterns and pictures directly on the magnetic board. This set 
comes packaged in a convenient, snap-top, phthalate-free carry 
case with sturdy handles.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $57.80 $41.30



M&D - Crayon Set - Princess

Designed to please every princess you know, this lovely, tiara-style 
carrying case is filled with 12 non-roll crayons. The triangular 
crayons are comfortable to hold and help develop the preferred 
grip for writing skills, all while Her Royal Highness beautifies her 
world with her colorful drawings and designs. All the crayons store 
neatly in their flip-top case. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $9.00 $6.40

Schleich - Giraffe Female

Despite the camouflage spots in their fur, giraffes do not always 
remain undetected by predators. But they know to defend 
themselves and can kick really hard with their front hooves. They 
mainly do this if they want to protect their young, because the adult 
animals are normally rarely attacked. Anyone who has the 
opportunity to look at giraffes from close up can easily distinguish 
the females from the males. They are somewhat smaller and have 
thin horns with a small tuft of fur on top. Giraffe bulls, in contrast, 
have thick horns with no fur on top. Fun Fact: 
 A healthy, adult giraffe can kill a lion with a single, hefty kick.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

PlanToys - Alphabet A-Z

Develop your fundamental skills with this alphabet set. The two-
sided wooden tiles feature 26 intended capital letters and pictures 
of objects that correspond to the letter. Trace the letters with your 
finger and expand your vocabulary!
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Learning PlanToys $39.10 $27.90

Brixies - Black Panther 107 pieces

Did you know that Black Panthers in Asia and Africa are leopards 
whereas and Black Panthers in the Americas are black jaguars? Also, 
just because black panthers are dark in colour doesn't mean they 
don't have spots—they're just harder to see.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00



Brixies - Sheep 85 pieces

Did you know that sheep can see behind themselves without 
turning their heads! A sheep's wool is the most widely used animal 
fibre. The history of the domesticated sheep goes back to between 
11000 and 9000 BC
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Farm Animals Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Animal Planet - Dig It! Triceratops
Dig up, clean and assemble the 20 pieces of the Triceratops 
Skeleton which comes in an excavation brick. Kit includes 
archaeological tools, safety goggles and an instruction manual.

Education Animal Planet $35.00 $23.60

Animal Planet - Dig It! Tyrannosaurus 
Rex

Dig up, clean and assemble the 20 pieces of the Tyrannosaurus Rex 
Skeleton which comes in an excavation brick. Kit includes 
archaeological tools, safety goggles and an instruction manual.

Education Animal Planet $35.00 $23.60

Animal Planet - Dig It! Velociraptor
Dig up, clean and assemble the 20 pieces of the Velociraptor 
Skeleton which comes in an excavation brick. Kit includes 
archaeological tools, safety goggles and an instruction manual.

Education Animal Planet $35.00 $23.60

M&D - Construction Chunky Puzzle

Digging dirt, moving earth or just driving down the road, 
construction vehicles are captivating. This extra thick wooden 
puzzle includes 6 easy-grasp, chunky vehicle pieces. Each vehicle 
has a full-colour, matching picture underneath and can stand 
upright for pretend play. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and 
creative expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50



M&D - Doorbell House

Ding Dong! Fun is at the door of this soundly-built wooden doorbell 
house. Four electronic doorbell sounds, four unique locks with 
matching keys, and four pose-able play people are included with 
this charming cottage! The keys are attached to the house so they 
won't get lost, and the sturdy handle allows this exciting house 
party to go wherever children go!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $79.50 $56.80

Green Toys - Dish Set

Ding. Ding. It’s dinnertime with the world’s most environmentally 
friendly dish set! Includes everything you need to serve a pretend 
meal for four, and do something great for the planet. The Green 
Toys™ Dish Set is made in the U.S.A from 100% recycled plastic milk 
containers that save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
This set gives new meaning to the term “clean plate” and is full of 
Good Green Fun™. Dishwasher safe. 
 This 24-piece set includes 4 complete place settings of plates, 
bowls, cups, and forks/knives/spoons. 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Kitchen Play Green Toys $53.80 $38.40

Brixies - Double Sided FSDU (Full - 168 
packs)

Diorama brilliantly shows off highlights from the Brixies collection
 
 Our Brixies Double-Sided Floor Display has 21 hooks per side, each 
holds up to 5 pieces. The full FSDU comes with 84 pieces per side, a 
total of 168 pieces. The stunning Diorama on the top shows off 
highlights from the collection and is easily updated on a regular 
basis with exciting new additions as soon as they become available. 
The compact FSDU was specially developed for mid-size and smaller 
shops and encourages consumers to grow their collections and 
make a quick purchase decision.
 
 FSDU Dimensions: 24 wide by 18 cm deep by 43 cm high.

POS Brixies $2,627.10 $1,876.50



Rburg - Empire State Building 3D 
Puzzle 216pc

Discover 3D construction puzzles with Ravensburger's stunning 
Puzzle Buildings & Monuments, which use perfectly fitting hinged 
and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to form an exact replica of 
the original iconic building. No glue is required and the completed 
model has no internal components! <br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm
 
 Among the skyscrapers of the world famous Manhattan skyline the 
one that attracted the most attention is the Empire State Building. 
Completed in a record 14 months in 1931 it has 102 floors. 60,000 
tons of steel and 10 million bricks were used to build it. Build a 
piece of New York City in your own home with this realistic 3D 
Construction Puzzle! With 216 pieces you are sure to build it 
quicker than the original and the finished skyscraper stands an 
impressive 47 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 7 x 14 x 47 
cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80

Rburg - One World Trade Center 3D 
Puzz 216pc

Discover 3D construction puzzles with Ravensburger's stunning 
Puzzle Buildings & Monuments, which use perfectly fitting hinged 
and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to form an exact replica of 
the original iconic building. No glue is required and the completed 
model has no internal components! <br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm
 
 Among the skyscrapers of the world famous Manhattan skyline the 
one that attracted the most attention is the Empire State Building. 
Completed in a record 14 months in 1931 it has 102 floors. 60,000 
tons of steel and 10 million bricks were used to build it. Build a 
piece of New York City in your own home with this realistic 3D 
Construction Puzzle! With 216 pieces you are sure to build it 
quicker than the original and the finished skyscraper stands an 
impressive 47 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 7 x 14 x 47 
cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80



Rburg - Empire State at Night 3D 
Puzzle 216pc

Discover 3D construction puzzles with Ravensburger's stunning 
Puzzle Buildings & Monuments, which use perfectly fitting hinged 
and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to form an exact replica of 
the original iconic building. No glue is required and the completed 
model has no internal components! <br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm
 
 Among the skyscrapers of the world famous Manhattan skyline the 
one that attracted the most attention is the Empire State Building. 
Completed in a record 14 months in 1931 it has 102 floors. 60,000 
tons of steel and 10 million bricks were used to build it. Build a 
piece of New York City in your own home with this realistic 3D 
Construction Puzzle! With 216 pieces you are sure to build it 
quicker than the original and the finished skyscraper stands an 
impressive 47 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 7 x 14 x 47 
cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - Neuschwanstein Castle 3D 
Puzzle 216pc

Discover 3D construction puzzles with Ravensburger's stunning 
Puzzle Buildings & Monuments, which use perfectly fitting hinged 
and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to form an exact replica of 
the original iconic building. No glue is required and the completed 
model has no internal components! <br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm
 
 Among the skyscrapers of the world famous Manhattan skyline the 
one that attracted the most attention is the Empire State Building. 
Completed in a record 14 months in 1931 it has 102 floors. 60,000 
tons of steel and 10 million bricks were used to build it. Build a 
piece of New York City in your own home with this realistic 3D 
Construction Puzzle! With 216 pieces you are sure to build it 
quicker than the original and the finished skyscraper stands an 
impressive 47 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 7 x 14 x 47 
cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $97.00 $66.50



Rburg - Empire State 3D Puzzle Pop Art

Discover 3D construction puzzles with Ravensburger's stunning 
Puzzle Buildings & Monuments, which use perfectly fitting hinged 
and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to form an exact replica of 
the original iconic building. No glue is required and the completed 
model has no internal components!
 
 Among the skyscrapers of the world famous Manhattan skyline the 
one that attracted the most attention is the Empire State Building. 
Completed in a record 14 months in 1931 it has 102 floors. 60,000 
tons of steel and 10 million bricks were used to build it. Build a 
contemporary piece of New York City in your own home with this 
"Pop Art" 3D Construction Puzzle! With 216 pieces you are sure to 
build it quicker than the original and the finished skyscraper stands 
an impressive 47 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 7 x 14 x 47 
cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80

Aqua Dragons - Underwater World Box 
Kit

Discover the mystery of Aqua Dragons! Live aquatic creatures which 
you will bring to life hatching them out of their hibernated egg state 
by putting them in water. Aqua Dragons have three eyes, long 
tailed, hairy headed dragons and they swim and play graciously in 
their fascinating aquatic underwater world. Care for them and you 
will see them eat, grow, swim, play and reproduce. 
 
 This kit includes a double sided illustrated fish tank, eggs and food 
packets, feeding spoon, aerator, instructions and activity book.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Aqua Dragons Aqua Dragons $24.70 $17.60

PlanToys - Submarine
Dive deep and explore the depths of an underwater world! 
Submerge them in the water and squirt them out. Stimulate 
imaginative play.

Water Play PlanToys $24.80 $17.70



Brixies - Dog 95 pieces

Dogs were probably the first tame animals. They have accompanied 
humans for about 10,000 years.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Man's Best 
Friend and

Brixies $15.00 $9.80

M&D - My First Lacing Doll Doll is approximately 11" long. Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Dolphin

Dolphins are clever marine mammals. They live together in large 
pods and feed on fish, crabs and other sea animals. Fun Fact - 
Dolphins have a larger brain than humans. They are considered very 
clever animals.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Brixies - Dolphin 65 pieces

Dolphins are well known as the intelligent stars of many aquarium 
shows. In the wild, these sleek swimmers can reach speeds of over 
30 kilometres an hour. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Sea Life Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Ram

Domestic sheep are one of the first domestic animals ever! They 
were domesticated about 9,000 to 11,000 years ago. Male sheep, 
also called rams, have large, spiral horns on their heads. 
 Fun Facts - Sheep are able to look behind themselves without 
having to turn their heads.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Schleich - Feeding on the Farm

Donkeys are extremely calm and even-tempered, making many 
animals feel safe and at ease around them. In order to ensure that 
the young donkey foal grows up quickly and healthily, it gets good-
quality hay and is regularly treated to fresh apples. The Golden 
Retriever is also already looking forward to its delicious feed, and 
wags his tail when he sees the bowl full of food. The farm cat hunts 
its own food and catches mice. This protects the strenuously 
harvested crops and prevents the little rodents from eating them. 
Fun Fact: 
 It’s feeding time! The donkey foal can already smell the delicious 
hay and crunchy apples.

Farm Life Schleich $43.20 $30.90

Schleich - Donkey

Donkeys are frugal, balanced and sure-footed. They do not run 
often, but with their little hooves they can run up to 50 km / h fast. 
Fun Fact:Donkeys aren't always grey. They can also be brown, white 
or black.

Farm Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Donkey foal
Donkeys are of a powerful, sturdy build.
 Fun Fact - Donkeys can carry up to thirty percent of their own body 
weight.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

K's Kids - Doodle Studio

Doodle Studio reinvents the classic magnetic doodle game with a 
huge drawing surface and a bundle of activity cards. Your baby can 
learn to draw different shapes, matching objects and learn to tell 
the time. Equiped with a patrick stylus that is tailored for baby's 
grip, Doodle Studio will become the best pal your your baby's 
creativity!

Activity Toys K's Kids $78.50 $56.00

Zuru - Dory Small Coffee Pot Playset

Dory Coffee Pot Playset with an MLI - Marine Life Inststute Tag!
 
 Hank comes to the rescue in the new Finding Dory movie and helps 
Dory escape from the MLI in a Coffee Pot. Kids will love being able 
to carry their very own Dory around and replicate scenes from the 
new movie! The Coffee Pot Playset comes with an exclusive Finding 
Dory character and a MLI tag just like in the movie.
 
 • Coffee Pot Playset includes Dory with her MLI tag
 • Water activated battery powered DORY fish
 • Button cell battery powered fish
 • Realistic swimming pattern

Dory Zuru $50.00 $37.40

M&D - Dinosaurs Jigsaw - 24pc

Dramatic dinosaurs are featured in the prehistoric landscape on this 
24-piece wooden jigsaw puzzle. With a volcano in the background 
and a colorful collection of dinosaurs, it will appeal to the 
imagination of any dino lover. Comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden 
tray for puzzle building and easy storage.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40



M&D - Scratch Magic Doodle Book

Draw dazzling doodles wherever you are! Simply scratch sparkling 
and colourful pictures and thoughts on 16 magical pages. Includes 
spiral bound hard-cover to keep your design flat and protected and 
a stow-and-go pocket for the wooden stylus.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $14.60 $10.40

Rburg - Dream City Puzzle 1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Beautiful Buttons Puzzle 
1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - A Momemt Together Puzzle 
1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - Cooking up a Feast Puzzle 
1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - The Inventor's Cupboard 
Puzzle 1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Fresh Herbs Puzzle 1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Passion for Music Puzzle 
1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50



Rburg - When Two Worlds Collide 
Puzzle 1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Laurel Burch: World of Cats 
1000pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1000pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Rburg - Van Gogh Starry Night Puzzle 
1500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Howard Robinson Cottage 
Puzzle 1500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70



Rburg - Wild Horses Puzzle 1500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Waters of Venice Puzzle 
1500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - 99 Colors Puzzle 1500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 1500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Colourful Night Owl Puzzle 
500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



Rburg - Colorful Spices Table Puzzle 
500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Radiant Times Square NY 
Puzzle 500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Colorful Ribbons Puzzle 500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Four Seasons Puzzle 500pc

Drawn from every period and every art movement our inspiring art 
puzzle collection is acknowledged as the best in the world and an all 
time favourite of both art and puzzle fans. Whether your taste is 
from Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci or modern pop artist 
Keith Haring, you are sure to find a beautiful art puzzle that 
perfectly suits your taste. The world's best quality puzzles from 
Ravensburger and the world's finest art are just made for each 
other! Look for more 500pc Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40



M&D - My Horse Clover Magnetic 
Dress-Up

Dress and decorate this stunning showhorse with bows, braids, 
blankets--even sparkling wings! With 53 magnetic accessories 
including saddles, bridles, and manes and tails in lots of colors and 
styles, it's easy to create a look that's totally unique. Simply place 
the magnetic wooden horse in its stand, choose your accessories, 
and stick them to Clover to dress her up. When it's time for a new 
event or adventure, it's easy to remove and rearrange the pieces 
again and again. The pieces store neatly in a segmented tray that's 
also great for sorting, counting, and matching activities. Includes 
horse, stand, and 54 wooden pieces.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $31.20 $22.30

Schleich - Eventing Saddle + Bridle

Dressage or stadium jumping? The eventing saddle can be used for 
either – it’s a jack of all trades. It offers riders a good seat for classic 
dressage, while it takes the strain off the horse’s back during 
jumping. For this reason, an eventing saddle is often used for all 
three stages of an eventing competition. They’re also very popular 
in riding schools, because they’re safe for beginners and ideal for 
riding excursions. The colourful saddlecloth, made of absorbent 
material, provides additional padding. Fun Fact: 
 The eventing saddle is more comfortable to sit on than a jumping 
or dressage saddle.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Stegosaurus Mini CDU5
Due to its distinctive tail spikes and plated back, the Stegosaurus is 
one of the most famous dinosaurs. Fun Fact:The Stegosaurus gets 
its name from the huge plates on its back.

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Schleich - Dunya

Dunya loves water. Every now and then, she sets sail in her self-
made boat and afterwards tells her friends about her adventures. 
 Fun Fact - Dunya time and again invents things all the elves get 
excited about.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

Schleich - Dwarf Goat

Dwarf goats are popular petting zoo animals. They are significantly 
smaller than other types of goat.
 Fun Fact - These cheeky and cuddly Dwarf goats are usually born as 
twins or triplets.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Viking Toys - Cute Racer Animals Gift 
Box

Each Gift box contains 1 x cute Razor animal - randomly supplied.
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $13.50 $9.70

M&D - Farm Animals Sound Puzzle - 
8pc

Each happy farm animal makes its sound when the animal puzzle 
pieces are placed correctly in the puzzle board of this wooden 8-
piece peg puzzle! Your child will enjoy all 8 sounds and the full-
colour, matching pictures that can be found under each piece. 
Enhances matching and listening skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90



M&D - Princess Magnets - 20pc

Easy to position and reposition again and again on any magnetic 
surface, these 20 wooden magnets offer endless creative princess-
themed play opportunities—all while improving hand-eye 
coordination and fine motor skills! Convenient wooden storage case 
keeps everything neatly stowed away after playtime. These colorful 
magnets with regal details like gowns and crowns are great for 
matching, sorting, and storytelling.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Farm Magnets - 20pc

Easy to position and reposition again and again on any magnetic 
surface, these 20 wooden magnets offer endless farm-themed 
creative play opportunities—all while improving hand-eye 
coordination and fine motor skills! Convenient wooden storage case 
keeps everything neatly stowed away after playtime. These colorful 
magnets with friendly graphics are great for matching, sorting, and 
storytelling.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Vehicles Jumbo Knob Puzzle

Eight big pieces with oversize knobs make this the perfect first 
puzzle! The bright, cheerful artwork features a collection of 
favourite vehicles in the air, land, and sea. Each one has its own 
illustrated well in the sturdy wooden puzzle board, encouraging 
young children to match the pictures, maneuver the pieces, and 
build important fine-motor and cognitive skills through play.
 
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $45.10 $32.20

M&D - Baby Farm Animals Stamp Set

Eight detailed baby farm animal stamps and a 4-colour inkpad help 
kids create countless animal scenes, all conveniently contained in a 
colourful wooden box. Includes washable, non-toxic kid-friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - Baby Zoo Animals Stamp Set

Eight detailed baby zoo animal stamps and a 4-colour inkpad help 
kids create countless animal scenes, all conveniently contained in a 
colourful wooden box. Includes washable, non-toxic kid-friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40



SF - Brick Oven Bakery

Elanore Bramble owns the Brick Oven Bakery and wears a special 
shop manager uniform. She wakes up early every morning to serve 
everyone in the village wonderful bread. This Bakery is also famous 
for having an oven made of red bricks. Set includes over 50 pieces 
including shelves, register, baking trays, paper bags, tongs, pieces of 
bread plus more accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $90.00 $73.00

Zuru - My Magical Mermaid VPK12

Elegant Robo Mermaids swim with lifelike movemnts including UP 
and DOWN!
 
 • Robo Mermaids swim with lifelike movements and have water 
activated pressure sensors which activate the Mermaid when it 
comes in contact with water! 
 • Mermaids have two different swimming patterns: up/down and 
backstroke.
 • A removable ring controls the swimming pattern - on the tail your 
Mermaid swims up and down, on the head she swims backstroke.
 • There are three lovely Mermaids to choose from: Pearl who has 
an aqua swimming suit, Shelly whose swimming suit is red and 
Corissa whose swimming suit is mauve. All the Mermaids have 
special hairstyles and different coloured tails.
 • Each Mermaid comes with two fitted batteries and two spare 
ones.
 • Suitable for ages 3+

Mermaids Zuru $30.00 $221.70

Zuru - My Magical Mermaid Wave 2 
VPK12

Elegant Wave 2 Robo Mermaids swim with tapping activation 
function!
 
 My MAGICAL MERMAID Wave 2 is the most enchanting addition to 
the Robo Fish Line. With the latest aquatic and micro-robotic 
technology, simply drop your Mermaid into water and watch her 
burst to life, she’ll spiral and dance with beauty and grace! Now 
featuring a new tapping activation function. 
 Wave 2 consists of 3 beautiful new Mermaid designs available each 
loaded with x2 button cell batteries plus x2 bonus batteries.

Mermaids Zuru $30.00 $254.40



Zuru - My Magical Mermaid Wave 2 
Playset

Elegant Wave 2 Robo Mermaids swim with tapping activation 
function!
 
 My MAGICAL MERMAID Wave 2 is the most enchanting addition to 
the Robo Fish Line. With the latest aquatic and micro-robotic 
technology, simply drop your Mermaid into water and watch her 
burst to life, she’ll spiral and dance with beauty and grace! Now 
featuring a new tapping activation function. 
 Wave 2 consists of 3 beautiful new Mermaid designs available each 
loaded with x2 button cell batteries plus x2 bonus batteries.

Mermaids Zuru $80.00 $53.20

Schleich - African Elephant Male

Elephant bulls are considerably bigger than elephant cows. 
Reaching heights of almost four metres, they are the second largest 
land animals after giraffes. They also weigh five to six tonnes, which 
makes them the heaviest of all land animals. African elephant bulls 
usually leave their herd when they are about twelve years old. By 
then they are grown-up enough to find their own food and defend 
themselves, so they move through the country with other bulls or 
as a loner – in search of another herd. Fun Fact: 
 Elephants recognise their own reflection. They are among the very 
few animals able to do this.

Wild Life Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Schleich - African Elephant Female

Elephants are known as being thick skinned. However, their skin is 
so sensitive, they can even get sunburnt. That is why elephants 
often throw several layers of mud on themselves. This pleasant 
"cooling pack" also combats the scorching heat. While elephants 
cannot hear any better than other animals with their huge ears, 
they help them to cope with the African heat. When they fan with 
their ears, the blood cools down and provides them with 
refreshment. Fun Fact: 
 An elephant herd often consists of ten to twelve animals and is led 
by an experienced female.

Wild Life Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Schleich - Castle Decoration Large

Elves love to party. Whenever they have a festivity, they decorate 
the elves' palace with colourful and golden blossoms, with pearls 
and beautiful tendrils. Now the party can start! Fun Fact:The elves 
get the flowers from a faraway enchanted valley.

bayala Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Castle Decoration

Elves love to party. Whenever they have a festivity, they decorate 
the elves' palace with colourful and golden blossoms, with pearls 
and beautiful tendrils. Now the party can start! Fun Fact:The elves 
get the pearls and golden flowers from a faraway enchanted valley.

bayala Schleich $8.00 $5.70



Green Toys - Tug Boat

Embark on a cruise across the bathtub. Navigate the wading pool 
and splash around in the occasional mud puddle. This colorful craft 
floats great, and has a wide spout to scoop and pour water. Made 
in the USA, our trusty Tugboat is both good for the earth, and – 
most importantly – safe for the busy little folks who play there. 
 
 NB: 3 colours available - Red, Yellow and Blue Tugboat. Colours 
randomly supplied when ordered.
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Bath & Water 
Play

Green Toys $26.90 $19.20

Brixies - Penguin 80 pieces

Emperors are the largest of all penguins—an average bird stands 
some 115 cm tall. These flightless animals live on the Antarctic ice 
and in the frigid surrounding waters. At sea, emperor penguins can 
dive to 565 meters - deeper than any other bird - and stay under for 
more than 20 minutes. Male emperors keep newly laid eggs warm. 
They stand and protect their eggs from the elements by balancing 
them on their feet and covering them with feathered skin known as 
a brood pouch. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Sea Life Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Orchard Toys - Greedy Gorilla Game

Encourage healthier eating in a fun way. Use the healthy food cards 
to create nutritious meals and post the junk food into the gorilla's 
mouth to make him burp! Batteries included. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $52.90 $37.80



K's Kids - Learn to talk with Wayne

Enhanced linguistics intelligence in a playful and interactive way.
 Parents can record simple workd or phrases for baby to follow. 
When he presses the button, baby can listen to pre-recorded words 
and start to learn his first words. The doll will move its head and 
echo whatever baby says. Baby will love communicating with his 
doll friend. Parents can also use this doll to teach vocabularies to 
tell nightime stories and more!
 
 In song mode, there are four children songs included. The Doll will 
move ite head with the rythm of the songs.

Activity Toys K's Kids $80.90 $57.80

K's Kids - Learn to talk with Julia

Enhanced linguistics intelligence in a playful and interactive way.
 Parents can record simple workd or phrases for baby to follow. 
When he presses the button, baby can listen to pre-recorded words 
and start to learn his first words. The doll will move its head and 
echo whatever baby says. Baby will love communicating with his 
doll friend. Parents can also use this doll to teach vocabularies to 
tell nightime stories and more!
 
 In song mode, there are four children songs included. The Doll will 
move ite head with the rythm of the songs.

Activity Toys K's Kids $80.90 $57.80

M&D - Fold And Go Dollhouse

Enjoy a “home away from home” with this delightful wooden 
dollhouse. 2 flexible wooden play figures live in this house, 
complete with 11 pieces of wooden furniture. The dollhouse opens 
for easy access and folds closed for convenient storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $138.90 $99.20

PlanToys - Cup & Ball Enjoy catching a ball with the Cup & Ball. This classic toy is great for 
developing hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills.

Active Toys PlanToys $12.20 $8.70

SF - Dressing Area Set

Enjoy dressing up with Freya who loves to dress up in front of the 
mirror! Play with this set with the Boutique for even more fun. Set 
includes Freya Chocolate, dress shelf, full length mirror, two dress 
hangers and two dresses. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $27.20

Rburg - Silhouette Puzz Statue Liberty 
1000pc

Enjoy our fascinating new range of Silhouette puzzles featuring 
from 800 to 1200 pieces. These wonderful shaped masterpieces 
allow you to enjoy a completely new puzzle experience. Of course 
you can expect famous Ravensburger quality, finish and image 
detail in this stunning Silhouette Collection. 
 
 <br>Finished Puzzle Sizes vary<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $43.00 $29.00



Rburg - Silhouette Puzzle Eiffel Tower 
960pc

Enjoy our fascinating new range of Silhouette puzzles featuring 
from 800 to 1200 pieces. These wonderful shaped masterpieces 
allow you to enjoy a completely new puzzle experience. Of course 
you can expect famous Ravensburger quality, finish and image 
detail in this stunning Silhouette Collection. 
 
 <br>Finished Puzzle Sizes vary<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $43.00 $29.00

Rburg - Silhouette Puzzle Skyline 
1158pc

Enjoy our fascinating new range of Silhouette puzzles featuring 
from 800 to 1200 pieces. These wonderful shaped masterpieces 
allow you to enjoy a completely new puzzle experience. Of course 
you can expect famous Ravensburger quality, finish and image 
detail in this stunning Silhouette Collection. 
 
 <br>Finished Puzzle Sizes vary<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $43.00 $29.00

Rburg - Silhouette Puzzle Dolphins 
862pc

Enjoy our fascinating new range of Silhouette puzzles featuring 
from 800 to 1200 pieces. These wonderful shaped masterpieces 
allow you to enjoy a completely new puzzle experience. Of course 
you can expect famous Ravensburger quality, finish and image 
detail in this stunning Silhouette Collection. 
 
 <br>Finished Puzzle Sizes vary<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $43.00 $29.00

Rburg - Silhouette Puzzle Big Ben 
1155pc

Enjoy our fascinating new range of Silhouette puzzles featuring 
from 800 to 1200 pieces. These wonderful shaped masterpieces 
allow you to enjoy a completely new puzzle experience. Of course 
you can expect famous Ravensburger quality, finish and image 
detail in this stunning Silhouette Collection. 
 
 <br>Finished Puzzle Sizes vary<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $43.00 $29.00

Rburg - Silhouette Puzzle Africa 
1114pc

Enjoy our fascinating new range of Silhouette puzzles featuring 
from 800 to 1200 pieces. These wonderful shaped masterpieces 
allow you to enjoy a completely new puzzle experience. Of course 
you can expect famous Ravensburger quality, finish and image 
detail in this stunning Silhouette Collection. 
 
 <br>Finished Puzzle Sizes vary<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $43.00 $29.00



SF - Field View Mill

Enjoy the delightful country charms of the Sylvanian Families Field 
View Mill.
 
 This rustic old windmill is a well known landmark in Sylvania. Field 
View Mill sits on top of a hill and can been seen a long way away. It 
used to make flour for all the bakers and cooks, but has now been 
made into a beautiful three storey house, with space for a 
bedroom, kitchen, and open up the doors and look inside the 
windmill to find the beautifully decorated interior. There are two 
circular balconies, and a foldout porch swing for your Sylvanian 
Families to sit and swing on. The sails of the windmill really turn, 
and the top floor has a working winch and bucket to carry things to 
the very top. 
 
 Sylvanian Families Field View Mill is a great home for one of your 
Sylvanian Families to live in, and is a great imaginative play set toy.
 • Sylvanian Families windmill house play set
 • Opens out to reveal three floors
 • Two circular balconies
 • Working winch and bucket system
 • Observatory with telescope in attic
 
 Figures sold separately
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$170.00 $131.30

M&D - Stamp and Sort Mailbox

Enjoy the thrill of receiving personal mail every day with this 
wooden mailbox activity set. With 6 letters and 6 removable 
stamps, it’s fun to sort the mail into the mailbox, then open the 
door with the wooden key for special delivery.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $76.40 $54.60

M&D - Number Magnets - 37pc

Enough numerals to count from zero through twenty AND five math 
signs in a convenient wooden case. 37 colorful magnetic pieces can 
help children learn their numbers and solve basic math problems.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60



Eurotrike - Twist & Roll Tri Scooter - 
Blue

Eurotrike's brilliantly innovative design tri scooter with 'lean to 
steer' mechanism. Super lightweight and perfect for just scootin 
along.
 
  - Fun, funky and stylish
  - Urethane wheels with high speed sealed bearings
  - Rear footbrake
  - Soft comfortable grips
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(570) Width(235)Height
(675) Stander(50) 
  - Weight 2.4kg
  - Max Rider weight: 50kg 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Scooter Eurotrike $84.90 $60.60

Eurotrike - Twist & Roll Tri Scooter - 
Pink

Eurotrike's brilliantly innovative design tri scooter with 'lean to 
steer' mechanism. Super lightweight and perfect for just scootin 
along.
 
  - Fun, funky and stylish
  - Urethane wheels with high speed sealed bearings
  - Rear footbrake
  - Soft comfortable grips
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(570) Width(235)Height
(675) Stander(50) 
  - Weight 2.4kg
  - Max Rider weight: 50kg 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Scooter Eurotrike $84.90 $60.60



Eurotrike - Tow Trike

Eurotrikes cool Tow Trike with real working towing mast is great 
playtime fun. It has up and down controls for the tow line plus lock 
and unlock controls for the tow hook. Fantastic cross play 
opportunities for kids to use imagination and gross motor skills on 
the crane as well as funtime fitness outdoors and riding. 
 
  - Super strong all steel, 'straight thru' frame and fork construction
  - Wide, tough, quiet EVA rubber tyres
  - Fixed wheel mode front wheel 
  - Semi high back contoured bucket seat with hand hold to carry. 
  - Large platform pedals 
  - Safety grips 
  - Front carry basket included
  - Easy assembly 
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length (680) Width (470) 
Handlebar Height (530) Seat Height(310) 
  - Weight 6.0kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg 
 
 Suitable from 3+

Tricycles Eurotrike $143.90 $102.80

Eurotrike - Dolly Trike

Eurotrike's Dolly Trike with working doll carrier is great playtime 
fun! The doll carrier is detachable with a clip on/off function at the 
back of the seat. This allow kids to take their doll for a ride or a 
stroll on a carrier. Fantastic cross play opportunities for kids to use 
imagination and nurturing as well as funtime fitness outdoors and 
riding. 
 
  - Super strong all steel, 'straight thru' frame and fork construction
  - Wide, tough, quiet EVA rubber tyres
  - Fixed wheel mode front wheel 
  - Semi high back contoured bucket seat with hand hold to carry. 
  - Large platform pedals 
  - Safety grips 
  - Front carry basket included
  - Easy assembly 
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length (680) Width (470) 
Handlebar Height (530) Seat Height (310) 
  - Weight 6.0kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg 
 
 Suitable from 3+

Tricycles Eurotrike $143.90 $102.80



Schleich - Death Valley Set

Even a hostile environment such as the Death Valley is teeming 
with animals. Many of them are active at night and poisonous. So 
shake your shoes well in the morning. You wouldn't want to 
encounter a scorpion who found a new favourite place in your 
shoe. Fun Fact:In Death Valley, daytime temperatures can exceed 
50 degrees Celsius. It's very warm even at night.

Wild Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Schleich - Eventing Rider

Eventing has been an Olympic sport since 1912. The competition 
lasts three days and has military origins: specifically, it was part of a 
comprehensive test for mounted cavalry troops which assessed 
both horse and rider. That’s why the discipline also used to be 
called military riding. The aim is to complete all three disciplines 
with as few penalty points as possible. That’s why the eventing rider 
and her horse have trained for weeks in order to be perfectly 
prepared for the competition. Fun Fact: 
 The eventing rider has to master three disciplines: cross-country, 
dressage and stadium jumping.

Horse Club Schleich $35.60 $25.40

Schleich - Eventing Rider Magenta

Eventing is regarded as the “ultimate test” for horses and riders, 
because it consists of three challenging categories: cross-country, 
dressage and stadium jumping. In the cross-country stage, the 
course constantly goes up and down, with mounds and steep 
descents, and over stony ground, soft soil or ankle-deep mud – a lot 
of skill is required. But the eventing rider has trained for a long time 
and can also complete the dressage and stadium jumping stages 
flawlessly. Fun Fact: 
 In the cross-country stage, the riders are allowed to wear more 
colourful competition outfits than in classic dressage.

Horse Club Schleich $10.80 $7.70



Skwooshi - Single 3oz Container - 
CDU12

Ever wondered what the perfect play compound should be? 
Wonder no more, “Skwooshi™ is a compound unlike anything else 
you have ever played with, and once you get it into your hands you 
just don’t want to put it down!
 Skwooshi is an incredible mouldable, s t r e t c h a b l e dough that 
never dries out. It is mess free, 100% non toxic, you can create 
amazing shapes, characters, construct with it and mix colors. It is 
wheat gluten free and casein free. But, the magic is the “Skwooshi 
™ Effect”…one minute you're moulding with Skwooshi ™, the next 
minute Skwooshi is stretching! (and for all you scientists out there it 
is a “Non – Newtonian Fluid”) Skwooshi™ then instantly transforms 
right back to being a solid. 
 
 Play on any surface, Skwooshi ™ doesn’t stick to or stain any fabrics 
or carpets and with no mess at all keeps mom’s very happy.
 
 CDU contains 12 Skwooshi dough (85g) containers with 6 different 
colours - Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Purple and Orange.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Skwooshi $78.10 $55.80



Skwooshi - Action Sets - VPK12

Ever wondered what the perfect play compound should be? 
Wonder no more, “Skwooshi™ is a compound unlike anything else 
you have ever played with, and once you get it into your hands you 
just don’t want to put it down!
 Skwooshi is an incredible mouldable, s t r e t c h a b l e dough that 
never dries out. It is mess free, 100% non toxic, you can create 
amazing shapes, characters, construct with it and mix colors. It is 
wheat gluten free and casein free. But, the magic is the “Skwooshi 
™ Effect”…one minute you're moulding with Skwooshi ™, the next 
minute Skwooshi is stretching! (and for all you scientists out there it 
is a “Non – Newtonian Fluid”) Skwooshi™ then instantly transforms 
right back to being a solid. 
 
 Play on any surface, Skwooshi ™ doesn’t stick to or stain any fabrics 
or carpets and with no mess at all keeps mom’s very happy.
 
 Each Action Set pack contains 2 Skwooshi dough (118g), 2 unique 
vehicle moulds, 2 translucent action figure & vehicle capsule and a 
instruction sheet.
 
 Assortment contains 2 different themes - Rocket & Car and Ship & 
Train!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Skwooshi $173.90 $124.20



Skwooshi - Foil Pack - CDU24

Ever wondered what the perfect play compound should be? 
Wonder no more, “Skwooshi™ is a compound unlike anything else 
you have ever played with, and once you get it into your hands you 
just don’t want to put it down!
 Skwooshi is an incredible mouldable, s t r e t c h a b l e dough that 
never dries out. It is mess free, 100% non toxic, you can create 
amazing shapes, characters, construct with it and mix colors. It is 
wheat gluten free and casein free. But, the magic is the “Skwooshi 
™ Effect”…one minute you're moulding with Skwooshi ™, the next 
minute Skwooshi is stretching! (and for all you scientists out there it 
is a “Non – Newtonian Fluid”) Skwooshi™ then instantly transforms 
right back to being a solid. 
 
 Play on any surface, Skwooshi ™ doesn’t stick to or stain any fabrics 
or carpets and with no mess at all keeps mom’s very happy.
 
 Each foil pack contains 1 Skwooshi dough (28g) and 1 mould 
container.
 24 characters to collect.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Skwooshi $108.30 $77.40

Skwooshi - Activity Set

Ever wondered what the perfect play compound should be? 
Wonder no more, Skwooshi is a compound unlike anything else you 
have ever played with, and once you get it into your hands you just 
don’t want to put it down!
 Skwooshi is an incredible mouldable, s t r e t c h a b l e dough that 
never dries out. It is mess free, 100% non toxic, you can create 
amazing shapes, characters, construct with it and mix colors. It is 
wheat gluten free and casein free. But, the magic is the “Skwooshi 
™ Effect”…one minute you're moulding with Skwooshi ™, the next 
minute Skwooshi is stretching! (and for all you scientists out there it 
is a “Non – Newtonian Fluid”) Skwooshi™ then instantly transforms 
right back to being a solid. 
 
 Play on any surface, Skwooshi ™ doesn’t stick to or stain any fabrics 
or carpets and with no mess at all keeps mom’s very happy.
 
 Activity Set contains 3 Skwooshi dough (170g), activity tools and a 
instruction sheet.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Skwooshi $25.00 $17.90



Schleich - Target

Every day, the giant who works the ballista spends hours outside 
practising on the parade ground to perfect his aim. Most of the 
time, he hits the bull's-eye on the target. Fun Fact:With his ballista, 
the giant can even hit targets that are over five hundred feet away.

Eldrador Schleich $26.00 $18.60

M&D - Wooden Princess Wand - DYO

Every little princess will dazzle the court with this star-tipped 
wooden wand! With colorful paint, a paintbrush, fabulous gems, 
glitter glueand satin ribbons to decorate it, this wand will "star" in 
lots of royal imaginative play! Wand measures approximately 11.5" 
long.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

Schleich - Stable Cleaning Kit with Calf

Every morning, the farmer gets up early to tend to his animals. The 
Shropshire lamb and the Fleckvieh calf have just come into the 
world, and are still a little wobbly on their feet. They need a lot of 
care. Are they healthy? After the farmer has checked that they are 
happy and healthy, he feeds the animals and brings them a bucket 
of fresh water to ensure they have enough to drink. Then he takes 
the broom and sweeps the walkway between the stalls. Fun Fact: 
 The farmer brushes the stall with his broom to make sure it is clean 
and tidy.

Farm Life Schleich $27.60 $19.70

Rburg - Dinosaurs Puzzle 100pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
100pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Time of the Dinosaurs Puzzle 
100pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
100pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Land of the Giants Puzzle 
100pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
100pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Among the Dinosaurs Puzzle 
100pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
100pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Realm of the Giants Puzzle 
200pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
200pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - The Land of the Dinosaurs Puzz 
200pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
200pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Primeval Giants Puzzle 2x24pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
2x24pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Dinos Puzzle 2x24pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
2x24pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Dinosaur Playground Puzzle 
35pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
35pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Dinosaur Fascination Puzzle 
3x49pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
3x49pc Square Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Prehistoric Life Puzzle 60pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
60pc Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Jolly Dinos First Puzzle 2 3 4 
5pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $20.00 $13.40



Rburg - Dinosaur Pals 24pc SuperSize 
Puzzle

Every ones favourite, our collection of dinosaurs are always very 
best sellers! Realistic scenes from ancient times include volcanos 
and even Pterosaurs, the famous flying dinosaur. Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Dinosaurs Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $34.00 $22.80

Rburg - Junior Mermaid SuperSize 
Puzzle 24pc

Every ones favourite, our collection of mermaids are always very 
best sellers! Look for more Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from 
our Dinosaurs Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 
cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $34.00 $22.80

M&D - Wooden Crown Mirror - DYO

Every reflection is regal in this glamorous mirror! This creative craft 
kit includes a wooden mirror topped with a crown shape, glitter and 
white glue, sparkling gemsand stickers to personalise your project. 
A perfect activity for parties or rainy days! Mirror measures 
approximately 8.5" long.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

M&D - Animal Magnets - 20pc

Everyone is attracted to these magnetic animals! 20 favourite wild 
and domesticated animals in a compact wooden case are waiting to 
play.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

SF - Roof Rack and Picnic Set

Everything you need for a picnic can be loaded up on the roof of the 
Family Car (sold separately). Set includes roof rack, barbecue 
equipment, table and chairs, picnic basket and accessories. 
 The roof rack can also carry the Canoe Set (sold separately).
 Load up the roof rack and go for a drive. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $27.00 $21.60

Roominate - Circuits Accessories Pack

Expanding on Roominate creations is easy with the Circuits 
Accessory Pack! The included two battery packs, string of lights, and 
buzzer allow girls to build onto their designs to make them bigger 
and brighter!

Accessories Roominate $34.50 $24.70

Siku World - Farm

Experience new gaming fun with SIKU World- Farm!
 Includes: 9 plates inc hill plate, 8 connection buttons, 1 barn with 
roof and gates, 10 trees, 1 movable silo, 1 bag with litter, 15 fence 
elements including gate, 2 cows, 1 tractor with trailer

Siku World Siku $121.30 $86.70

Siku World - Fire Engine Set

Experience new gaming fun with SIKU World- Fire Set!
 Includes: 4 printed street elements, 8 pairing buttons, fire station 
with roof, windsack, spotlight, siren and flag, 2 adapter pins, 1 fire 
engine.

Siku World Siku $69.30 $49.50



Siku World - Starter Set

Experience new gaming fun with SIKU World!
 Includes: 1 petrol station with 2 fuel pumps, 8 semi pairing buttons, 
4 entire pairing buttons, 9 printed street elements, 6 road signs, 4 
traffic lights, 2 adapters, 1 street lamp, 1 sign gastry, 3 trees.
 No vehicles included.

Siku World Siku $121.30 $86.70

Schleich - Healing Set

Experienced elves know all of the wood's medicinal plants and 
weave them into bandages that can be wound around the fetlocks 
of sick horses to cure them in no time. Fun Fact:Healing crystals 
grow in a secret cave in the enchanted forest.

bayala Schleich $6.60 $4.70

Schleich - Healing Set Large

Experienced elves know all the healing plants of the forest. They 
knit these together to make bandages for horses and put them 
around their fetlocks. That way, they recover fast. Help the elves to 
make the unicorn feel better soon! Fun Fact:The unicorns' favourite 
mushrooms possess magical powers that make the animals 
invisible.

bayala Schleich $60.60 $43.30

Zuru - My Magical Seahorse Playset

Explore a Water Wonderland while making real magical bubbles 
with My Magical Seahorse Playset!
 
 As soon she touches the water, My Magical Seahorse bursts to life 
and magically swims and explores her Water Wonderland. Her 
magical wings allow her to swim by herself when she is placed in 
water and she will explore just like a real Seahorse! Kids will love 
watching their new magical friend dance and swim around their 
Water Wonderland whilst creating real magical bubbles! Features:
 
 Water Activated Magical Seahorse - swims just like a real seahorse 
in a figure of eight!
 Tap Tap functionality - magically brings your Seahorse to life!
 Magical bubble making feature on the Water Wonderland Tank
 Power Save Mode

Seahorses Zuru $60.00 $41.30



Playmobil - Adventure Tree House

Explore life in the great outdoors with the Playmobil Adventure 
Tree House. 
 
 Located in the heart of the forest, this house is surrounded by all 
sorts of wildlife. Watch as a mother bear and her cub fish for their 
dinner while a fox family plays nearby. Just beware of the weak 
spot on the bridge or you might fall through! Both a bald eagle and 
owl have made a home in the branches above the tree house, 
giving kids an up close and personal nature experience.
 
 Set includes 2 figures, tree house with grass platform, bears, geese, 
foxes, owl, bald eagle, bird with nest, rock caves, fish, fishing pole, 
snake, walkie talkie, computer, supply boxes, and tons of other 
accessories. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Dimensions: 60x32x38cm (LxWxH) 
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Wildlife Playmobil $115.00 $86.70

M&D - Wooden Animal Nesting Blocks

Explore the animal kingdom with these exciting wooden nesting 
blocks. From a tiny seahorse to a great big elephant, discover 
charming animals from four animal habitats. Stacked, they are 
almost 90cm tall.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $53.30 $38.10

M&D - Farm Peg Puzzle

Explore the farm and meet the animals who live there with this 
easy-grasp peg puzzle. Wooden board is decorated with a charming 
farmyard scene and the pictures under the puzzle pieces make it 
simple and fun to place animals in the field. Your child will want to 
do this puzzle again and again!
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

Rburg - Statemap Puzzle 100pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more 100 piece XXL 
puzzleballs from our Space & Maps Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 14 cm dia<br>Box Size: 22 x 22 x 7cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Outer Space Puzzle 150pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more 150 piece XXL 
from our Space & Maps Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 14 cm 
dia<br>Box Size: 22 x 22 x 7cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Space Puzzle 35pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more 35pc puzzles from 
our Space & Maps Collection.<br>br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - World Map Puzzle 60pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more 60pc puzzles from 
our Space & Maps Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Outer Space Puzzle 60pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more 60pc puzzles from 
our Space & Maps Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Space Puzzle 100pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more Children's 108pc 
puzzleballs from our Space & Maps Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 14 cm dia<br>Box Size: 22 x 22 x 7cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - The Solar System Puzzle 200pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more Children's 108pc 
puzzleballs from our Space & Maps Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 14 cm dia<br>Box Size: 22 x 22 x 7cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Children's Globe 3D PuzzleBall 
108pc

Explore the solar system and outer space by rocket or explore our 
own plant earth by studying a real globe of the world. Our space 
and map collection provides valuable educational value but also 
inspires the dreamer in each of us! Look for more Children's 108pc 
puzzleballs from our Space & Maps Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 14 cm dia<br>Box Size: 22 x 22 x 7cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $30.00 $20.30



PlanToys - Castle Blocks Explore your imaginative side with this 35-piece castle-themed 
block set.

Construction & 
Creativity

PlanToys $50.20 $35.80

Galt - Traffic Jam Puzzle

Extra long 14 pieces floor puzzle featuring a traffic jam with 
different vehicles to talk about and a horn sound button to press. 
Develops matching skills and stimulates discussion and language 
development. 
 
 Size of puzzle: 140 x 14cm 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Puzzles Galt $33.30 $23.80

K's Kids - Baby's First Ball

Extra soft ball with rattle and bright colours to stimulate sensory 
touch. Encourage baby’s movement.
 Product size: 10 x 10 x 10cm
 
 Suitable from 3 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $20.00 $14.30

Horrible Science - Explosive 
Experiments

Extremely explosive stuff! Create and launch a cool rocket, watch a 
volcano erupt, make a lava lamp and mix up some seriously slimy 
snot. 
 
 Contents: plastic rocket, nose cone, fins, plastic volcano, sand, pair 
of goggles, sodium hydrogen carbonate, slime powder, glue, green 
and red food colouring, tub with lid, rubber stopper, valve, 2 mixing 
pots and 32 page Top Secret Lab Notebook. 
 
 Suitable from 10 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science

$48.40 $34.60

Schleich - Eyela in Festive Dress 
Standing

Eyela is so much looking forward to the big festival. The radiantly 
beautiful elf princess just looks regal in her party dress. Fun Fact:
Eyela's best friend is Feya. The princess has prepared something 
truly special for her.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

Schleich - Eyela in Festive Dress Riding

Eyela, the princess of the elves, rides on her wonderfully decorated 
horse to the big party. She is carrying a mysterious flower wand 
with her. Can she do magic with it? Fun Fact:All elves love their 
princess, Eyela.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20



Schleich - Eyela's King Foal CDU5

Eyela’s king foal lives in the princess’s garden. Whenever Feya visits 
with her puppy, the two little animals dash around like crazy. 
Sometimes, it makes Eyela get really worried about her rare 
flowers. The foal is already big enough to accompany the princess 
on her rides. He can gallop incredibly fast. After a while, when he 
gets tired, he flops down somewhere in the grass and sleeps like a 
baby. Then Eyela waits until the foal wakes up and accompanies 
him home, her heart bursting with love. The most unusual thing 
about the little foal is the colour of his coat, which is a dazzling blue. 
“A beautiful royal blue,” Eyela thinks. “And it goes wonderfully with 
my dress!” Sometimes, she dresses her rare foal up in a little crown. 
“It suits you brilliantly!” the elf princess enthuses. Fun Fact: 
 Eyela’s unicorn foal has an unusual blue coat that makes him 
unique throughout all bayala.

bayala Schleich $56.40 $40.30

Halilit - Egg Shaker CDU40 Fablous unique design with fantastic easy grip created by the 
painted tactile tiny elements. Perfect Egg Shaker for all ages.

Musical 
Instruments

Halilit $222.20 $158.70

M&D - Stamp A Scene - Fairy Garden

Fairies, flowers and garden critters can be combined in countless 
pretty ways! This extra-large stamp set makes it easy to create an 
exciting storyline or a color-in scene: It includes 20 rubber-faced, 
wooden-handled outline stamps and a two-color stamp pad filled 
with pink and purple washable ink. Five colored pencils coordinate 
with the garden theme to add details and color in the scene. It's a 
complete arts & crafts activity and storytelling kit in one!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

M&D - Peel & Press Sticker - Flower 
Garden Fairy

Fall under the spell of a beautiful fairy as you add magical, 
glistening colours to her enchanting world. Carefully place the gem-
like stickers, according to the number key, then proudly display 
your glittering "fairytale" for all to admire!
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00



ThinkFun - Gravity Maze Game

Falling Marble Logic Game
 Build a path through the towers to get the marble to the target and 
you win!
 This gravity powered logic games is sure to put your visual 
perception and reasoning skills to the test. The towers cab be 
arranged in a wide variety of visually stimulating structures but, for 
each challenge, you'll have to think carefully to build a path the will 
carry your marble to the Target tower.
 
 Features: Game Grid, 9 Building Towers, Target tower, 3 Marbles, 
60 Challenge Cards (Beginner to expert) with Solutions and 
Instructions.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player

Logic Games ThinkFun $65.00 $44.60

Schleich - St Bernard Puppy
Famous in the early twentieth century as rescue dogs, St. Bernhards 
today are popular as family pets. Fun Fact:The St Bernard is one of 
the heaviest breeds of dog in the world.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - St Bernard
Famous in the early twentieth century as rescue dogs, St. Bernhards 
today are popular as family pets. Fun Fact:The St Bernard is one of 
the heaviest breeds of dog in the world.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Wooden Fashion Dolls - DYO

Fashion designers wanted! This craft kit includes two double-sided 
wooden fashion dolls--each side featuring a different look--with 
stands, glitter glue, sparkling gemsand colored pencils. These 
glamour girls are ready to be adorned in the latest fashions! Dolls 
stand approximately 7" high.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

Orbit - Tennis Original

Fast 2 player bat and tethered ball game for the whole family. Orbit 
Tennis includes "in ground" powder coated base pole and chrome 
plated top pole. 2 styles of game play. Swivel rotates freely for fast 
exciting play. Spring enables scoring and game variation. Complete 
with 2 strong polypropylene bats with wrist straps and top quality 
Orbit Tennis Ball with nylon cord and swivel assembly. Supplied in a 
heavy duty zip-up bag for easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $57.10 $40.80

M&D - Animal Pattern Blocks Set

Features 10 animal scenes with recessed sections in which to match 
oversized pattern blocks, plus ideas for additional skill-building 
activities.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70



M&D - Friendship Stamp Set

Featuring a rainbow, hearts and more, children love using 8 playful 
stamps and a 2-colour inkpad. It’s fun creating countless scenes and 
colouring in the pictures with the 5 coloured pencils! This well-
crafted set is conveniently contained in a sturdy wooden box for 
organising and storage. Includes washable, non-toxic kid-friendly 
ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

M&D - First Bead Maze

Featuring brightly coloured, multi-shaped beads that spin and slide 
along red and yellow wire pathways that are anchored by a strong 
suction cup base that makes it ideal for sitting on a highchair tray. 
Encourages colour recognition, eye-hand co-ordination and fine 
motor development through play.
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $39.20 $28.00

Schleich - Pentaceratops

Featuring five horns and a powerful frill, the Pentaceratops was 
related to the Triceratops. The Pentaceratops probably had the 
largest skull of all land-living animals.
 Fun Fact - It is likely that the huge frill was used as a headdress to 
impress other species.

Dinosaurs Schleich $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Unicorn and Pegasus Feed 
Set

Feeding a unicorn or a winged horse is very difficult indeed. You 
need an inexhaustible supply of patience and, of course, the right 
food, because these wondrous creatures will eat nothing but the 
very tastiest flowers and fruits. Fun Fact:The unicorns' favourite 
mushrooms possess magical powers that make the animals 
invisible.

bayala Schleich $6.60 $4.70

Schleich - Feya in Festive Dress Riding
Feya has dressed up in her favourite colours. Now that everything is 
perfect, she rides off to pick up her friend Eyela. Fun Fact:Feya 
doesn't go anywhere without her hairbrush.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Feya's Rose Puppy CDU5

Feya loves her little puppy. She brushes her every day and weaves 
little rose petals into her fur. They often frolic around on the 
meadow outside Feya’s house. When the puppy has had enough, 
Feya puts her on her lap and strokes her. When the elf rides out 
with her friend Eyela, the little puppy usually sits on her arm or in a 
well-padded saddlebag. But sometimes she prances wildly between 
the legs of the horses. In the evening, she sleeps in Feya’s bed and 
keeps her feet warm. Fun Fact: 
 Feya’s puppy can already do a few amazing tricks.

bayala Schleich $36.50 $26.00



Schleich - Fifi

Fifi is a stunningly beautiful, white poodle who performs in a circus 
along with two other poodles. When Snoopy met her for the very 
first time, he immediately fell head over heels in love. It is no 
wonder, because she looks simply stunning with her incredible 
black eyelashes and her pink collar. Snoopy will meet her again in 
the new Peanuts film. What are the two likely to experience 
together this time? Fun Fact: 
 Fifi is a circus lady dog, who performs amazing tricks.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

M&D - Jumbo Colouring Pad - Vehicles

Fifty of the fastest, coolest cars and trucks are printed in outline in 
this oversize drawing pad. Young artists can add colors, racing 
numbers or even flames or "sponsors" with crayons, markers, 
paints or pencils! The heavy-weight white pages tear out cleanly to 
allow more than one child to color simultaneously and make proud 
display easy.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Makeup & Manicures

Fill the special pen with water to complete reusable colouring and 
writing activities. Then let the page dry to erase the pictures and 
start again! The chunky pen is easy for kids to hold and stores 
neatly in the cover for mess-free cleanup!
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - Pet 
Mazes

Fill the special pen with water to complete reusable colouring and 
writing activities. Then let the page dry to erase the pictures and 
start again! The chunky pen is easy for kids to hold and stores 
neatly in the cover for mess-free cleanup!
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Connect the Dots

Fill the special pen with water to complete reusable colouring and 
writing activities. Then let the page dry to erase the pictures and 
start again! The chunky pen is easy for kids to hold and stores 
neatly in the cover for mess-free cleanup!
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Orchard Toys - Rhyme Robber

Fill your swag with rhyming pairs but beware of rhyme robbers with 
this fun rhyming game. 
 Collect the sets of rhyming words to put into your swag bag but 
beware of robbers pinching your cards. 
 The player with the most rhyming cards wins. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70



SF - Seaside Treasure Set

Find some treasure with Lily Marlowe wearing special swimwear. 
Also includes two fish, a snorkel, a shell, a treasure box and more!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $28.00 $22.20

Blue Opal - Travel Battle of the Pacific 
Game

Find where the enemy ships are hiding! Includes double sided Play 
Grid, two fleets of ships and carry case. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $14.00 $9.10

Blue Opal - Battle of the Pacific Game Find where the enemy ships are hiding! Includes double sided Play 
Grid, two fleets of ships and carry case. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $33.00 $22.20

K's Kids - Teether Friends - Fish Fish teether to soothe baby during teething time. Teethers K's Kids $7.30 $5.20

K's Kids - Fishing Time

Fishing is a great training game for kids. There is hand eye 
coordination, cause and 
 consequence, logics, fine and gross motor training. You are getting 
all the developmental benefits from this game. More, kids have 
great fun and achievenemt that brings self-esteem.

Bath Play K's Kids $29.90 $21.30

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - Fairies

Five reusable backgrounds set the stage and over 165 enchanting 
stickers add the fun! This reusable sticker-activity pad let kids 
create perfect pixie pictures, using fairies, flowers, glowing lanterns, 
friendly bugs, and more to decorate and fill each oversize scene. All 
five scenes (fairy village, pond, tree house, wildflower garden, and 
twilight scene) and coordinating sticker pages are bound into a 
handy oversize pad for portability and storage, and also tear our 
cleanly for easy sharing and display. (The rigid cardboard back 
makes it a great laptop activity for the car or airplane, too!) Pass 
them around to let up to five kids sticker their scenes at once, or 
take your time creating a whole fairy world, page by page. The 
reusable pieces mean it’s simple to reposition the fairy stickers to 
tell a changing story, reimagine a scene, and have lots of creative 
fun, time after time!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

Green Toys - Seaplane - Green

Float, fly, and find Good Green Fun™ no matter how you travel! The 
Green Toys™ Seaplane is ready for earth-friendly excitement in the 
sky or out at sea. This green floatplane features a spinning propeller 
and chunky, oversized pontoons perfect for coasting into any port. 
Specially designed to float when taken into the bathtub or pool, 
young captains can easily navigate from water to air and back again.
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Bath & Water 
Play Green Toys $38.90 $27.80

M&D - Wooden Flower Box - DYO

Floral fans can create their own special spot for storing treasures 
with this craft kit. Includes a sturdy wooden flower-shaped box (3.1 
x 1.4 x 3.1 in.), glitter glue, white glue, colorful gem stickers, 4 pots 
of paintand a paintbrush. A perfect activity for parties or rainy days.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80



Roominate - Helicopter

Fly with Bettina to Hawaii, or even to Mars! Wire a spinning 
propeller with the motor and design your dream helicopter. Take it 
apart and make an airplane or submarine too! 3 different designs all 
in 1 kit!

Playset Roominate $34.50 $24.70

Schleich - Fruit Bat

Flying foxes are related to bats, but are much larger. They can grow 
to have a wingspan of up to 1.7 metres.
 Fun Fact - Just like bats, flying foxes sleep hanging upside down in 
trees.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D - Colouring Pad 
- Pink

Follow the colour-coded dots to create spectacular visual effects!
 
 Suitable from 4+ years.

Easy-to-See 3D Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D - Colouring Pad 
- Blue

Follow the colour-coded dots to create spectacular visual effects!
 
 Suitable from 4+ years.

Easy-to-See 3D Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D - Colouring Pad 
- Animals

Follow the colour-coded dots to create spectacular visual effects!
 
 Suitable from 4+ years.

Easy-to-See 3D Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Colour By Dots

Following the simple colour key to complete animal-filled 
illustrations is an entertaining way to learn colours and practice fine 
motor skills. As the pictures become more complex, you child will 
experience the thrill of accomplishment!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

Schleich - Velociraptor Mini CDU5
For a dinosaur, this feathered carnivore on two feet was very small 
with its seventy centimetres. Fun Fact:The Velociraptor had a 
retractable, sickle-shaped claw on the middle toe of each foot.

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Schleich - Feed Set

For a proper horse friend there's nothing more pleasant than taking 
care of her animal after riding it. Certainly, your horse will be 
hungry. Luckily, there already are fresh carrots and crisp apples for 
your horse in the feed box. You'll only have to bring it to him.

Horse Club Schleich $6.60 $4.70

M&D - Design-Your-Own - Headbands

For girls exploring their stylish sides or just looking for the world’s 
cutest way to hold their hair back, this all-inclusive craft set is the 
perfect way to customise two cute headbands! Over 50 shimmering 
gel stickers and sparkling glitter stickers are included to make each 
one unique. Kids simply choose a headband cover, add stickers, and 
slip the cover over one of the included plastic headbands. The result 
is a shimmering fashion statement they’ll be proud to wear!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



Animal Planet - Periscope
For those hard to see places or seeing without being seen! This 
clever optical tool allows young scientists to look around corners 
and over walls!

Nature Science Animal Planet $52.00 $35.30

M&D - Woodland Princess Jigsaw - 
24pc

Forest animals and birds are enchanted by the beautiful princess 
that graces this 24-piece wooden jigsaw puzzle. Your child will enjoy 
noticing the details of this puzzle, while assembling it in the sturdy 
wooden storage tray.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Schleich - Rabbit Sitting
Found in different colour combinations, rabbits are known for their 
long ears and puffy tails.
 Fun Fact - A rabbit's wool is five times warmer than that of a lamb.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

M&D - Hand Animal Puppets - Zoo

Four adorable hand puppets make up this family-friendly 
collection—a perfect play set to help children and caregivers to 
role-play together! Four simple glove puppets in an animal theme 
make it easy and so much fun to act out scenes, practice new 
vocabulary, and spend quality time playing together. Great for 
motor skills and self-confidence, too! Made with brightly patterned, 
washable fabrics and built to last, these soft and sweet hand 
puppets are sure to be go-to toys for years to come.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $41.50 $29.60

Galt - Glider Planes

Four foam planes to make and fly! 
 Colour in the printed designs, construct the planes adding a nose 
weight for balance then customise with stickers ready for take-off 
 Includes printed foam pieces to make 4 planes, 4 nose weights, 8 
washable fibre pens, stickers and guide.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10



Brixies - Fox 74 pieces

Foxes are slightly smaller than a medium-size domestic dog. Their 
widespread reputation for cunning has contributed to their 
prominence in popular culture and folklore.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Franklin

Franklin was introduced as the first African American character to 
appear in the Peanuts comic strip. Franklin shares many interests 
with Linus, being equally well versed in the Old Testament, and 
appears to have the best friendship with Charlie Brown, after 
meeting him at the beach.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Father Set

Frasier Chocolate loves to rest on his laurels on his comfy settee 
and relax after a long day. This homely set has everything you need 
to help Father Chocolate feel comfortable, including his favourite 
gingham sofa, a luscious leafy plant, and a beautiful painting of 
flowers native to Sylvania hanging on the wall. Perfect for playing 
with if you already have the Cosy Cottage Starter Home, this set 
also includes Frasier Rabbit dressed in a casual yellow check shirt 
with red lounge pants. Make your Cosy Cottage complete with this 
rustic-style Furniture and Figure set.. Set doesn't include Teri 
Chocolate 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $23.20

Schleich - Plants and Feed Set

Fresh fruits and leaves are the absolute favourite food for many 
animals. In nature, they often have to travel long distances, climb 
very high, or have to wait for the right moment for the fruit to be 
ripe. Fun Fact:Plants don't contain as much energy as meat, so 
herbivores that subsist off plants have to eat a lot more.

Wild Life Schleich $29.30 $21.00



SF - Girl's Swimwear Set

Freya and Crème love swimming in their cute swimwear. Set also 
includes towel and basket. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $27.00 $21.00

SF - Seaside Friends

Freya and Sabrina love wearing their seaside-themed outfit each in 
a different colour. Set includes Freya Chocolate and Sabrina Sandy 
Figures. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$25.00 $18.50

WOW Toys - Lift-it Luke

Friction powered mini digger.
 
 I’m only little but I’m super strong! Watch me pick up this big 
rattling boulder – push down the handle up it goes - no problem. I 
whiz round any site with my powerful friction motor, ready for the 
next job. Comes with removable driver figure and rattling boulder 
and features realistic engine sounds!
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Construction

WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

WOW Toys - Whiz-Around Amy

Friction powered motorbike and sidecar.
 
 Hi guys, I’m Whiz-Around Amy, a motorised bike with side-car, and 
although I’m new to WOW Town I’m not afraid to whiz around and 
show everyone that I’m the coolest bike on the block! My cute pink 
and flowery paint job shows everyone that I’m a girlie-girl at heart, 
but when it comes to racing, I always try my best to beat the boys! 
My passengers are Annabelle, Ted and Tiddles the kitten that are all 
removable for extra fun.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Town WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

WOW Toys - Police Plane Pete

Friction powered plane with rotating propellers.
 
 Police the skies with Police Plane Pete, Officer Foley and his loyal 
dog Buddy. Use the friction powered plane and rotating propellers 
to fly around your town and help Officer Foley to fight crime.
 
 Officer Foley and Buddy might get hungry so don’t forget to open 
the secret compartment on the tail of the plane to give them their 
lunch and if you need back up, then find the walkie-talkie in the 
secret compartment.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Emergency

WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20



WOW Toys - Flip 'n' Tip Fred

Friction powered recycling truck with tip & release action.
 
 Recycling has never been so much fun! Fred is your friendly 
recycling truck, use his bucket to tip waste into the truck or sort the 
bins and flip them into the rear. Drive off using his powerful friction 
motor with realistic engine sounds. Watch the automatic waste 
crusher spin then slide open the clicking door to empty the truck.
 
 Three different recycle bins, recycling team Lucy and George and a 
sturdy carry handle complete this great play set.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Town WOW Toys $86.60 $61.90

WOW Toys - Dudley Dump Truck

Friction powered truck with motorised tipping action.
 
 Dudley is a tough and chunky dump truck that tips, drives and even 
shakes! Turn the power switch to tip out his load before driving off-
site with his powerful friction motor with realistic engine sounds.
 
 This eight-piece set includes barrels and traffic cones to collect & 
dump, a driver friend and a sturdy carry handle.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Construction

WOW Toys $86.60 $61.90

WOW Toys - Casey Camper Van

Friction-powered camper van.
 
 Join Casey and his friends on a road trip!
 
 Open the roof to find Casey's friends chilling on their bunk beds, 
take out the picnic table, match and sort luggage or even have a 
hop scotch competition on the pull out playground! 
 
 This playset includes best friends, Pete and Lily, their pet dog 
Sammy with removable dog basket and dog bowl, a removable 
picnic table and two luggage items.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Adventure

WOW Toys $72.70 $52.00



WOW Toys - Poppy's Pony Adventure

Friction-powered car & horsebox set.
 
 Clip-clop, clip-clop, here's a jolly pony set! This cute and chunky 
eight piece set features friction-powered Poppy the car with a 
realistic engine sound, detachable horsebox with a magnetic hook, 
push-button tailgate, shape-sorting roof rack, Sally and her pony, 
pony jump and hay bale.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Farm WOW Toys $60.60 $43.30

WOW Toys - Penny's Pooch 'n' Ride

Friction-powered car with pet play set.
 
 Join Penny on a fun day out with Chloe and her pet pooch Roxy. 
Driving to to the shops or going out to the beach, Penny’s friction 
motor means she’s never late. Her removable dog basket fits snugly 
in the back, so Roxy and the puppies can go for a ride too. 
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Town WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

WOW Toys - Harvey Harvester

Friction-powered combine with automatic baler.
 
 A powerful friction motor drives his rotating thresher which rattles 
with newly harvested grain. Feed the bales into the automatic baler 
and watch as they are cleverly dropped out as he drives along!
 
 A swivel grain arm, 3 removable bales and Farmer Phil figure 
complete this farm themed 5 piece set.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Farm WOW Toys $72.70 $52.00

WOW Toys - Motorbike Max

Friction-powered motorbike & sidecar.
 
 Join Max on a family fun day out. Max’s motorbike with sidecar has 
a friction motor with realistic engine sound. The mother with baby, 
father figure & Wiggles the dog are all removable & don’t forget the 
flip-open picnic basket! Then you’re ready for the open 
road…whizzz.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Adventure

WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20



WOW Toys - Police Chase Charlie

Friction-powered patrol car.
 
 This speedy friction powered police car is always around to help 
out. The policeman figure, Officer Cash, can open the flip top roof 
using a push button. A loyal police dog, Whisky, completes this fun 
emergency services set.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Emergency WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

WOW Toys - The Turbo Twins

Friction-powered racing car team.
 
 And they're off! A marvellous motor racing team featuring two 
champion drivers, Vicky and SImon and two friction-powered racing 
cars with realistic engine sounds. Magnetic hooks make them 
compatible with other products in the WOW World.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Adventure WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

WOW Toys - Richie Race Car

Friction-powered racing car team.
 
 I’m Richie Race Car, the WOW Toys’ super-fast race car! Along with 
my driver, Lewis, I have never lost a race and don’t plan to either! 
On the race track I give no mercy, but off it I am a nice guy who 
loves to hang with my best buds, The Turbo Twins, Dynamite Daisy 
and Fireball Frankie! Together, we make up the WOW Toys’ racing 
car section and together, we are an unstoppable racing force! All 
slow coaches can eat my dust as I speed past to get the number 1 
spot!
 
 Contents:
 
 1 x racing car called Richie
 1 x racing driver called Lewis

WOW 
Adventure WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

WOW Toys - Sidney School Bus

Friction-powered shape sorter bus.
 
 Shape sorting fun for kids on the move! Sort the six packages by 
shape and colour, then retrieve them using the driver's key hand or 
load-up and play the role of bus driver. Perfect for little hands and 
is a great introduction into imaginative play.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Town WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20



WOW Toys - Fireball Frankie

Friction-powered sports car set.
 
 Fasten your seatbelts - Frankie is as fast as lightening and ready to 
burn up the track! This set includes Toby, his cool driver as well as 
the friction-powered racing car with realistic engine sounds. 
Frankie’s magnetic hook can be used with other products in the 
WOW World range.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Town WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

WOW Toys - Robbie Racer

Friction-powered sports car set.
 
 Race to the finish line with Robbie Racer and his race car driver, 
Jenson.
 
 Use the friction-powered race car to make sure Robbie and Jenson 
come in first place and listen to the realistic engine sounds as they 
zoom over the finish line.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Town WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

WOW Toys - Dynamite Daisy

Friction-powered sports car set.
 
 Super cool fun for girls on the move! This set includes Charlotte, a 
stylish driver as well as the pink friction-powered racing car with 
realistic engine sounds. Daisy’s magnetic hook can be used with 
other products in the WOW World range.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Town WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

WOW Toys - Tip-it Toby

Friction-powered truck with realistic engine sounds. Tip-it Toby only 
little but he's a great help, whizzing around any work site with his 
powerful, motorised engine. Tip-it Toby can carry heavy loads & tip 
them out with his spring loaded bucket.

WOW 
Construction WOW Toys $38.00 $27.20

Schleich - Horse Care Set Frisian

Friesian horses need especially attentive care because of their long 
mane. Our Friesian loves to get some of its favourite treats before a 
ride. Fortunately there are always some ready. Whenever it is really 
cold outside, you can give it its thermal blanket. Then it feels 
especially good and does not get ill. Fun Fact: 
 Frisians are almost all completely black.

Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70

Schleich - Frisian mare

Frisians are powerful, black horses, bred exclusively as black horses. 
At one time they were often the horses of knights - today they are 
used as draught or dressage horses.
 Fun Fact - Frisians are also known as long-haired horses due to the 
long hair on their legs and their tail.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00



Rburg - Dolphin Trio Puzzle 100pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Beautiful Ocean Puzzle 100pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Underwater Paradise Puzzle 
150pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 150pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Underwater World Puzzle 
2x24pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 2 x 24pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Ocean Turtles Puzzle 200pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 200pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Oceanic Life Puzzle 200pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 200pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Orca Paradise Puzzle 200pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 200pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Underwater Adventure Puzzle 
300pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 300pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Caribbean Smile Puzzle 300pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 300pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Dolphin Collage Puzzle 300pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 300pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Caribbean Smile Puzzle 60pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more 60pc Puzzles from our Oceans & Seas 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Underwater Fantasy 
3DPuzzleball 108pc

From a playful and colourful octopus to a school of leaping happy 
dolphins our underwater oceans and seas collection is everyone's 
favourite. Look for more Children's 108 puzzleballs from our Oceans 
& Seas Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 14 cm dia<br>Box Size: 
22 x 22 x 7cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $30.00 $20.30

Schleich - Frisian Stallion

From the cool, northern Friesland comes a horse that is as noble as 
the fiery Andalusian. In fact, the Friesian is a cross between the 
Dutch cold-blooded and the purebred Spanish horses. The horse 
likes to keep its head proud and high. It also lifts its knees 
particularly high during its sweeping movements, which looks 
extremely elegant. Therefore, it is especially popular as a dressage 
horse. Friesians are bred as black horses, but the foals are always 
brown at birth. Their fur turns black only in the course of the years. 
Fun Fact: 
 Frisians are exclusively black.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

M&D - Deluxe Watercolor Paint Set-21 
colours

From vibrant color to a pale wash, these 21 beautiful non-toxic 
watercolors are awaiting your inspiration! Contained in a sturdy 
carry case, the lid doubles as a mixing tray. Deluxe brush included.
 
 Suitable for all ages

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $15.10 $10.80

M&D - Wooden Heart Bead Set - DYO

Fulfill your heart's desire for beautiful necklaces with this charming 
craft kit. Use the gems and sparkly stickers to decorate the heart-
shaped beads, then string them onto the color-coordinated cords 
for a look you are sure to love! Comes in a wooden tray. An ideal 
party activity or favor.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $13.70 $9.80



ThinkFun - Hoppers Game

Fully Updated - Contains 40 brand new challenges
 Leap one frog over another, removing frogs until only the red frog 
remains. Use your thinking skills to find the right sequence to 
remove all the frogs except the red one. With its whimsical design 
and easy storage, Hoppers will keep everyone endlessly entertained 
on road trips or rainy days. Features: 4 levels of play, Beginner to 
Expert, 40 Challenge Cards with Solutions, 1 Red Frog, 11 Green 
Frogs
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 13.3 x 6.4 x 20.3 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $28.00 $18.70

Rburg - Las Vegas Game

Fun for the Whole Family - our new Las Vegas board game is an 
easy, dice-rolling, fun-and-luck game with a lot of interaction. Las 
Vegas includes six cardboard casino mats, one for each side of a 
normal six-sided die. For each mat, players draw money cards until 
at least $50,000 is showing, but the amount may end up being a lot 
more, making that casino more desirable. It was developed by 
famous inventor Stefan Brück.
 
 Each player has eight dice of different colours which they take 
turns rolling. After you roll your dice you can choose to place them 
on the matching casino cards. You must place at least one die per 
turn although you may place more. All players take turns doing this 
until all the dice have been used. Finally, the player with the most 
dice on each casino card takes the money associated with it. In case 
of a tie, the next non-tied player takes the highest-valued money 
card at that casino.
 
 Players: 2 to 5
 Ages: 8 and up
 Difficulty: Easy
 Playing Time: 30 minutes

Games & Craft Ravensburger $58.00 $39.60

M&D - Multicoloured Construction 
Paper - Pack 50

Fun to fold, cool to cut, every crafter needs lots of colourful paper 
to use with paints, crayons and markers. This sturdy paper is acid-
free and the 50 sheets provide a palette of 10 vibrant colours, 5 
sheets of each.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $7.80 $5.60



Rburg - Indigo Game

Gather the most precious gems to win!
 In this exotically fun, family board game, players create twisting 
pathways for gathering gems and moving them along to the exit. 
Every exit may belong to just one player; so building occasional 
alliances with your opponents could be the key to success. Simple 
rules let everyone be a part of this intriguing adventure. 2 - 4 
players.<br>Box Size: 17 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $55.00 $37.60

Gelli Baff - CDU8

Gelli Baff is a totally unique, fun, bath time product that lets you 
turn water into goo and back again! By adding Gelli Baff powder to 
water, you create a thick colourful goo. Add a second ‘dissolver’ 
powder, to turn the goo back to water! CDU8 contains 2 x Swamp 
Green, 2 x Lava Blast Red and 2 x Lagoon Blue and 2 x Princess Pink.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

0 Zimpli Kids $11.00 $60.50

Green Toys - Flatbed with Red Race 
Car

Gentlemen (and ladies) start your environmentally responsible 
engines! The Green Toys™ Flatbed Truck with Red Race Car is on 
the move. This sturdy blue truck hauls our sleek red hot rod on its 
back and has a flatbed that tilts up to allow the car to roll off!
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $70.30 $50.20

Glow Tennis Spare Ball Assembly - By 
Orbit

Genuine replacement glow-in-the-dark tennis ball and tether. Top 
quality Orbit Tennis Ball complete with nylon cord and swivel 
assembly. Supplied in a plastic bag with hang-sell card.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $13.70 $9.80

Orbit - Tennis Replacement Ball

Genuine replacement Orbit tennis ball and tether. Top quality Orbit 
Tennis Ball complete with nylon cord and swivel assembly. Supplied 
in a plastic bag with hang-sell card.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $13.70 $9.80

PlanToys - My First Phone

Get a call with the PlanToys phone! A magnifier screen and a 
colorful beaded dial pad make a wonderful toy for interactive play 
and help to develop children’s dexterity and cognitive skills. 
 Suitable from 12 mnths+

Learning PlanToys $22.00 $15.70

PlanToys - My First Camera

Get picture perfect views of your surroundings with this PlanToys 
camera. Point, Focus, and click the camera and see the different 
images through the kaleidoscope lens! 
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Learning PlanToys $24.70 $17.60

M&D - Wooden Plane - DYO

Get ready to jet off for aerial adventures with this easy-to-assemble 
wooden plane model. Includes wooden plane, wheels, axle, paint, 
paintbrush, glueand aviation-themed stickers so young pilots' 
creativity can fly high! Plane measures approximately 4" long.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



SF - Supermarket Owners

Get two full-time members of staff for your Sylvanian Supermarket! 
Perkin and Dorothy Grey Cat dressed in their Supermarket uniforms 
make up the bulk of this little set! There's also a useful basket, 
handy pricing machine and several food containers. Make your 
supermarket complete with these two friendly Sylvanians, who are 
trained to help customers with their bags and make sure all the 
essentials are always in stock!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

Aqua Dragons - Jurassic EGGspress 
Blister

Get your very own Aqua Dragons Eggspress dino egg tank and raise 
yourself a generation of tiny live pre-historic time travellers, Aqua 
Dragons. They're alive!
 Includes: Aqua Dragons dino egg tank with lid and base, Aqua 
Dragons eggs and food plus a feeding spoon and instruction 
booklet.
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Jurassic Time 
Travel Aqua Dragons $20.50 $14.60

K's Kids - Jumbo Go Go

Giant soft car with detachable electronic dashboard. Push in the 
plastic teether key to start the engine, hear a real engine sound 
followed by music and flashing lights. Includes a pocket at rear to 
keep babies' belongings, mirror and a place for babies to put their 
bottle. 3 x 'AA' batteries included for "try me" function. Machine 
washable (except dashboard).
 Product size: 54 x 20 x 56cm
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $196.00 $140.00

Schleich - Giant Turtle
Giant turtles carry large, bony shells on their back that house their 
head and appendages when danger calls.
 Fun Fact - The oldest recorded giant turtle died at the age of 176.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Gibbon young

Gibbons are apes from the rain forests of South East Asia who live 
in trees. They swing from branch to branch with their long arms.
 Fun Fact - Several species of gibbon have a throat pouch with 
which they can roar unbelievably loud.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Gibbon

Gibbons are apes from the rain forests of South East Asia who live 
in trees. They swing from branch to branch with their long arms.
 Fun Fact - Several species of gibbon have a throat pourch with 
which they can roar unbelievably loudly.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Giganotosaurus Orange

Giganotosaurus was a powerful predator in the Late Cretaceous 
period and easy to mistake for the considerably more famous 
Tyrannosaurus Rex: both were very dangerous animals in any case. 
Fun Fact:The Giganotosaurus was a giant relative of the 
Tyrannosaurus Rex.

Dinosaurs Schleich $54.20 $38.70



Schleich - Giraffe Male

Giraffe bulls are so large, they can put their head through the 
window of the second floor of a building and say "hello". Their 
tongue is up to 50 centimetres long, is desensitised to prickly 
leaves, and has an unusual colour: it is dark blue. This colour helps 
protect it from sunburn when giraffes use it to wrap around and 
pluck leaves. Even animals as large as giraffes need to sleep 
between meals. When there is no threat of danger, they lie down 
for a nap, but in the wilderness they mainly sleep standing up. Fun 
Fact: 
 When two giraffe bulls fight, they beat their heads against the 
other one's neck.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Brixies - Giraffe 134 pieces

Giraffes are the world's tallest mammals, their legs are taller than 
many humans - about 1.8 meters. Giraffes can run as fast as 56 kph!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Unicorn Utensil Holder Girly 
Girl 54p

Girly Girl is a wonderful new 3D Puzzle Collection that is sure to be 
very little girl's favourite!

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $15.30 $10.90

Rburg - Horses Utensil Holder Girly Girl 
54pc

Girly Girl is a wonderful new 3D Puzzle Collection that is sure to be 
very little girl's favourite!

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $15.30 $10.90

Rburg - Horse Jewellery Tree Girly Girl 
108pc

Girly Girl is a wonderful new 3D Puzzle Collection that is sure to be 
very little girl's favourite!

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $35.00 $23.40

Rburg - Unicorn Jewellery Tree Girly 
Girl 108

Girly Girl is a wonderful new 3D Puzzle Collection that is sure to be 
very little girl's favourite!

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $35.00 $23.40

Rburg - Unicorns Box Girly Girl 216pc Girly Girl is a wonderful new 3D Puzzle Collection that is sure to be 
very little girl's favourite!

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $35.10

Rburg - Horses Box Girly Girl 216pc Girly Girl is a wonderful new 3D Puzzle Collection that is sure to be 
very little girl's favourite!

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $35.10



SF - Deluxe Television Set

Give your Sylvanian family a treat with the Deluxe TV Set. Includes 
light-up screen and four different TV images. Requires 2 x AAA 
batteries (not included).
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$18.00 $13.60

Glitter Gelli Baff - CDU8

Glitter Gelli Baff is a totally unique, fun, bath time product that lets 
you turn water into goo and back again with the added twist of 
Glitter! By adding Glitter Gelli Baff powder to water, you create a 
thick colourful pink goo with Glitter. Add a second ‘dissolver’ 
powder, to turn the goo back to water! CDU8 Contains 8 x Glitter 
Gelli Baff.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

0 Zimpli Kids $11.00 $60.50

Orchard Toys - GoGo Dragons

Go Go Dragons! Speeding down the track, can you make it to the 
finish, without having to go back? Choose which dragon to support 
and race to be the first to cross the finish line. Take turns flipping 
over the dragon discs to determine which coloured dragon moves 
forward, but watch out! When the last dragon catches up with the 
pack a disc from the fame board is turned over to determine which 
dragon must move back! An addictively fun family game. 
 Encourages participation and social interaction.
 2-4 players 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

M&D - Stacking Chunky Puzzles - Safari

Go on a wild adventure with this extra-thick wooden puzzle and 
stacking toy in one! The 9 cheerful zoo animals can balance and 
play, then fit back in their matching spots in the puzzle board. The 2 
included stands offer extra stability for stacking; how high can you 
build them?
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $42.50 $30.40

M&D - Vehicle Stamp Set

Go wherever your imagination takes you! It’s easy to mix and match 
these detailed vehicle and traffic sign stamps to create hundreds of 
visual adventures. All the pieces, including the 2-colour inkpad, 
store in a sturdy wooden box. Includes washable, non-toxic kid-
friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60



M&D - Construction Peg Puzzle

Go, go, go in your choice of vehicle with this colorful 8-piece 
wooden puzzle! The bright colors will catch your child's interest, 
and the pictures under the pieces and easy-grasp pegs will help to 
solve the puzzle. A great way to practice hand-eye coordination, 
fine motor skills, memory skills and more.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Vehicles Peg Puzzle

Go, go, go in your choice of vehicle with this colourful 8-piece 
wooden puzzle! The bright colours will catch your child's interest 
and the pictures under the pieces and easy-grasp pegs will help to 
solve the puzzle. A great way to practice hand-eye, fine motor and 
memory skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

Brixies - Golden Retriever 125 pieces

Golden Retrievers are family dogs; they need to live indoors with 
their human "pack," and shouldn't spend hours alone in the 
backyard. For many years, there was a legend that Golden 
Retrievers were descended from Russian sheepdogs bought from a 
circus. In fact, the breed was developed in Scotland, at the highland 
estate of Lord Tweedmouth.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Man's Best 
Friend and

Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Schleich - Golden Retriever, Male

Golden retrievers are medium-sized, intelligent and friendly dogs 
with a honey-coloured coat.
 Fun Fact - Golden retrievers are companionable, playful dogs and 
therefore very popular.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Golden Retriever, Female

Golden retrievers are medium-sized, intelligent and friendly dogs 
with a honey-coloured coat.
 Fun Fact - Golden retrievers are companionable, playful dogs and 
therefore very popular.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Schleich - Golden Retriever puppy

Golden retrievers are medium-sized, intelligent and friendly dogs 
with a honey-coloured coat.
 Fun Fact - Golden retrievers are companionable, playful dogs and 
therefore very popular. Originally they were English hunting dogs.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

PlanToys - Activity Boat

Gone fishin' with your first wooden toy fishing boat! The set 
includes a wooden boat with a removable cabin, detachable 
fishhook, sail, fisherman, fish, starfish, and a turtle. Children can 
play and place the fisherman inside the cabin. This fun fishing boat 
will help your children develop their imagination.

Water Play PlanToys $57.10 $40.80

PlanToys - Water Landing Net

Gone fishin' with your wooden toy Landing Net! The set includes a 
landing net, a fish, a turtle, a starfish and 2 different cups. Kids will 
enjoy experimenting different flows of water with these 3 cups. 
Some are pierced and kids can enjoy dumping, filling, reversing, the 
possibilities are endless.

Water Play PlanToys $57.10 $40.80

M&D - Fairy Fantasy Jigsaw - 48pc

Good fairies and good wishes abound in this fabulous, magical 
scene. As a winged horse takes to the sky, a unicorn dances down 
the garden path and a princess awaits assembly! This wooden, 48-
piece jigsaw puzzle comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for 
puzzle building and easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Blue Opal - Hanley A Day to Pretend 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley Fish and Chips 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Blue Opal - Hanley Right Over Left 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley The Toy Sellers 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley An Appetite for 
Books 1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley Pitstop 1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley The Lone Ranger 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Blue Opal - Hanley Teddies Tea Time 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley Business as Usual 
1000p

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley A Quick Chat 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley Builders Puzzle 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Hanley Tea Party Puzzle 
1000pc

Gordon Hanley paints an extraordinarily wide range of subject 
matter that includes birds, horses, wildlife, nostalgia and portraits. 
A self-taught artist, he is now widely recognized as one of 
Australia's very top watercolourists, raising this medium to new 
heights.
 
 Puzzle fans alre sure to be inspired by the beautiful nostalgic 
images in our brand new Gordan Collection of 1000 piece puzzles.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Schleich - Gorilla Family

Gorillas are gentle giants. They roam the forests of Central Africa 
for plant food. They are very patient parents and keep their calm 
with their young ones. An older male, the silverback, leads the 
group. Fun Fact:Old male gorillas develop a patch of silver-grey fur 
on their back, which is why they are known as "silverbacks".

Wild Life Schleich $45.00 $32.10

Brixies - Gorilla 123 pieces

Gorillas are large, quiet, gentle apes that live in Africa. Although 
gorillas are frequently portrayed as aggressive, dangerous killers, 
they are shy, peaceful vegetarians. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Schleich - Gorilla, Male

Gorillas are the largest living primates. They live amongst 
themselves in the African jungle. Their diet consists almost 
exclusively of plants.
 Fun Fact - A silvery grey fur develops on older gorillas which is why 
they are called "silverbacks."

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Gorilla Female with Baby

Gorillas are the largest living primates. They live amongst 
themselves in the African jungle. Their diet consists almost 
exclusively of plants.
 Fun Fact - A silvery grey fur develops on older gorillas which is why 
they are called "silverbacks."

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Halilit - Harmonica CDU48

Great sounds and easy to play. A very satisfying and fun first 
instrument to introduce the magical world of music. Individually 
wrapped.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 48pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $516.60 $369.00

Schleich - Great White Shark

Great white sharks are the world's largest predatory sharks. They 
attack their prey from deep down below. Fun Facts - Great white 
sharks have a revolving set of teeth, which means used teeth are 
replaced easily.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40



Brixies - Shark 140 pieces

Great White Sharks have a streamlined shape and powerful tails 
that propel them through the water at over 60 km per hour!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Sea Life Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Schleich - Green Lantern

Green Lantern draws all his power from his mysterious ring that 
grants him supernatural abilities. He uses all his powers to fight evil 
villains. Fun Fact:Green Lantern has to recharge his ring every 24 
hours.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Brixies - Turtle 90 pieces

Green Turtles, which are brown in colour, are reptiles and have a 
life span of over 80 years. They are herbivores and can weigh over 
300 kg!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Sea Life Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Smurf Cottage Blue Greeted by a butterfly, the Smurf Cottage is painted in hues of blue 
like its inhabitants.

The Smurfs Schleich $34.20 $24.40



Brixies - Bear 112 pieces

Grizzly bears are powerful, top-of-the-food-chain predators, yet 
much of their diet consists of nuts, berries, fruit, leaves, and roots. 
Females give birth during winter hibernation and their offspring are 
often twins.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Horrible Science - Creepy Crystals

Grow a creepy crystal tree, create your own diamonds and make 
crystals that rock! Discover how crystals form and foul facts about 
crucial crystals.
  
 Contents: ammonium dihydrogen orthophosphate, tree growing 
solution, tree card, Petri-dish, colour tablet, seed crystal, round 
bottle, funnel, limestone rock and 'Horrible Info' leaflet. 
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science

$22.40 $16.00

Schleich - Guitarfish

Guitarfish have the body and pectoral fins of a ray and the tail fins 
of a shark. With a length of 2.70 metres and a weight of 135 
kilograms, the bowmouth guitarfish is one of the largest of its kind. 
It has sharp, thorny ridges on its head, back, and pectoral fins. They 
consist of bones and ward off bite attacks from enemies. The 
guitarfish are thus able to escape, with a bit of luck. It likes to eat 
crustaceans and crabs, breaking open their shells with its flat teeth. 
Fun Fact: 
 The body of a guitarfish is similar to a violin or guitar, which is why 
it got its name.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Seagull

Gulls with their white and grey feathers, long, slim wings and their 
characteristic loud call are the best known coastal birds. 
 Fun Fact - Gulls can drink salt water. Unthinkable for humans, but a 
matter of course for these birds.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



M&D - Pound-A-Peg

Hammer the 8 colourful wooden pegs into the wooden bench, then 
flip it over to repeat the activity again and again! Four pairs of pegs 
for colour matching and wooden hammer included.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

Schleich - Hanoverian Foal
Hanoverians are particularly noble sport horses, outstandingly 
suitable for dressage and show jumping. 
 Fun Fact - Hanoverians are the most famous warm-blooded horses.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Hanoverian Mare

Hanoverians are particularly noble sport horses, outstandingly 
suitable for dressage and show jumping. 
 Fun Facts - Hanoverians are the most famous warm-blooded 
horses.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Birthday Smurf Happy birthday to you! And don't forget to blow out the candle! The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

M&D - Pets Chunky Puzzle 8pce

Happy pets play in the yard on this extra thick wooden puzzle that 
includes 8 easy-grasp, chunky pet pieces. Each pet animal can stand 
upright for pretend play and has a full-colour, matching picture 
underneath. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and creative 
expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

Happy Hopperz - Pink Cow SM

HappyHopperz® are a collection of bright, inflatable animals that 
not only rival the space hoppers of the 1970's but take BOUNCING 
to a whole new level. The Pink Cow has ears & horns for children to 
grip on to and feet to steady the bounce. 
 
 Designed to be durable, soft and flexible, all Hopperz are supplied 
with a hand pump for inflation. Happy Hopperz®are made from EU 
approved phthalates free pvc and contain no heavy metal elements.
 Suitable for 12 mths - 2.5yrs

Small Hopper Happy Hopperz $51.90 $37.10

Happy Hopperz - White Cow SM

HappyHopperz® are a collection of bright, inflatable animals that 
not only rival the space hoppers of the 1970's but take BOUNCING 
to a whole new level. The White Cow has ears & horns for children 
to grip on to and feet to steady the bounce. 
 
 Designed to be durable, soft and flexible, all Hopperz are supplied 
with a hand pump for inflation. Happy Hopperz®are made from EU 
approved phthalates free pvc and contain no heavy metal elements.
 Suitable for 12 mths - 2.5yrs

Small Hopper Happy Hopperz $51.90 $37.10



Happy Hopperz - Blue Dog SM

HappyHopperz® are a collection of bright, inflatable animals that 
not only rival the space hoppers of the 1970's but take BOUNCING 
to a whole new level. These playful puppies have ears for children 
to grip on to and feet to steady the bounce. 
 
 Designed to be durable, soft and flexible, all Hopperz are supplied 
with a hand pump for inflation. Happy Hopperz®are made from EU 
approved phthalates free pvc and contain no heavy metal elements.
 Suitable for 12 mths +

Small Hopper Happy Hopperz $51.90 $37.10

Happy Hopperz - Green Dino LG

HappyHopperz® are a collection of bright, inflatable animals that 
not only rival the space hoppers of the 1970's but take BOUNCING 
to a whole new level. This daring Green Dinosaur has a wider body 
for larger toddlers, ears to grip onto and feet to steady the bounce.
 
 Designed to be durable, soft and flexible, all Hopperz are supplied 
with a hand pump for inflation. Happy Hopperz®are made from EU 
approved phthalates free pvc and contain no heavy metal elements.
 Suitable for 2.5yrs - 5yrs

Large Hopper Happy Hopperz $51.90 $37.10

Happy Hopperz - Pink Horse LG

HappyHopperz® are a collection of bright, inflatable animals that 
not only rival the space hoppers of the 1970's but take BOUNCING 
to a whole new level. This Pink Horse has a wider body for larger 
toddlers, ears to grip onto and feet to steady the bounce.
 
 Designed to be durable, soft and flexible, all Hopperz are supplied 
with a hand pump for inflation. Happy Hopperz®are made from EU 
approved phthalates free pvc and contain no heavy metal elements.
 Suitable for 2.5yrs - 5yrs

Large Hopper Happy Hopperz $51.90 $37.10

M&D - Construction Site Jigsaw - 12pc

Hardworking construction vehicles are on site in this 12-piece 
wooden jigsaw puzzle. Comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray 
for puzzle building and easy storage. This is the ideal introduction to 
jigsaw solving…once the corner and edge pieces are in place, the 
puzzle is almost finished!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $15.50 $11.00

M&D - Diggers At Work Jigsaw - 24pc

Hardworking construction vehicles are on site in this 24-piece 
wooden jigsaw puzzle. Comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray 
for puzzle building and easy storage.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Schleich - Batman vs. Harley Quinn 
Scenery Pack (2016)

Harley Quinn leads her own battle against Batman. She wears a 
black and red harlequin costume. Behind her false smile hides a 
sneaky criminal. Batman needs all his skills to fight her. Fun Fact: 
 Harley Quinn is immune against every kind of poison.

DC Comics Schleich $58.70 $41.90



M&D - Wooden Low Loader

Hauling a steamroller and bulldozer is hard work and this rugged 
wooden rig is perfect for the job. This sturdy tractor has a 
removable trailer with a pull-down ramp for loading and unloading 
the two included construction vehicles at any childhood worksite!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

M&D - Farm Chunky Puzzle

Have fun on the farm with this extra thick wooden puzzle. It 
includes 7 easy-grasp, chunky farm animals and a barn. Each piece 
has a full-colour, matching picture underneath. The barn and 
animal pieces stand upright for pretend play. Encourages eye-hand, 
fine motor and creative expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

Orchard Toys - The Post Box Game

Have fun with this posting game! Match the correct letters into the 
corresponding colour post - boxes. There is also an optional lotto 
game play for older players to be the first to collect all the letters of 
their chosen colours. 
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Shopping List Booster - Clothes

Have lots of fun playing Shopping List with this booster pack. 
Adding the Clothes pack allows you to fill your trolley with many 
more familiar, everyday items.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $21.70 $15.50

Shopping List Booster - Fruit and 
Vegetables

Have lots of fun playing Shopping List with this booster pack. 
Adding the Fruit & Vegetables pack allows you to fill your trolley 
with many more familiar, everyday items.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $21.70 $15.50

PlanToys - Tea Set
Have tea-time with friends. Includes two place settings - teapot, 
sugar bowl, milk pitcher, 2 tea cups, 2 saucers, 2 tea spoons, 2 tea 
bags, and 2 cubes of sugar.

Pretend Play PlanToys $42.50 $30.40

Schleich - Horse feed
Hay, straw, carrots and many more – this is what makes horses 
happy. 
 Fun Fact - An adult horse feeds on approx. 10 kg of hay, every day.

Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70

M&D - Vehicles Sound Blocks

Hear the sounds of 6 favourite vehicles when the 2 wooden cubes 
are properly placed in the wooden tray. Fire engine and steam train 
are among the featured vehicles in this match and listen activity. 
Find the halves that match and hear 6 different, realistic sounds. 
Develops visual perception and fine motor skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $38.00 $27.20



Schleich - Jungle Smurf Native

Heavily armed with spear and shield, the native observes the Smurf 
expedition. He is not at all pleased that so many curious Smurfs, 
who are louder than the howler monkeys, are stomping around in 
his jungle. The pretty blue girl with the wonderful blond hair, 
however, certainly pleases him a lot. Perhaps he will simply steal 
her at night. Fun Fact: 
  The small native Smurf creeps silently through the jungle. Be 
careful, he is very dangerous.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Hedgehog

Hedgehogs are small animals with a pointed snout and a coat of 
over five thousand quills.
 Fun Fact - When in danger the hedgehog rolls up into a prickly ball 
and is perfectly protected.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

SF - Washing Machine Set

Help keep your family's clothes clean with this great Washing 
Machine set. Includes washing machine, washing basket, washing 
powder and towels.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.70

Playmobil - Lynx Family with 
Cameraman

Help the cameraman capture the lynx family in their natural 
habitat.The camouflage netting provides shelter for the cameraman 
as he collects footage from afar.
 
 Set includes one figure, video camera with tripod, lynx with 2 cubs, 
mouse, birds, tree, thermos, lunchbox, and lots of other accessories
 
 Children can play with this set on its own, or combine with other 
PLAYMOBIL sets for hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Wildlife Playmobil $35.00 $25.90

M&D - Pets Stamp Set

Help your child’s creativity gallop free with this Pets Wooden Stamp 
Set from Melissa & Doug, featuring a dog, a cat, a bunny, a turtle, a 
horse, and more kid favourites. The durable two-color stamp pad, 
five colored pencils, and nine detailed stamps are all conveniently 
and neatly contained in a sturdy wooden box.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

M&D - Princess Elise Magnetic Dress-
Up

Her Highness, Princess Elise is a delightful magnetic wooden dress-
up doll with a treasure trove of outfits. This set includes a magnetic 
wooden doll with a wooden stand and lots of colourful and 
attractive magnetic outfits and accessories for pretend play!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $31.20 $22.30



M&D - Horses Stamp Set

Herd your horses with this detailed stamp set that includes a barn, 
corral, jump and 6 different horse stamps. Mix and match the 
detailed stamps to create hundreds of beautiful scenes. All the 
pieces, including the 2-colour inkpad, store in a sturdy wooden box. 
Includes washable, non-toxic kid-friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

M&D - Magnetic Farm Hide & Seek

Here a chick, there a chick...behind each of the 9 hinged doors on 
this charming barnyard scene is a delightful, magnetic animal. 
Learning about animals while improving memory and fine motor 
skills will keep children busy and having fun on the farm for hours!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $46.40 $33.10

M&D - Wooden Fridge Food Set

Here is a parcel of the food your little chef needs to keep chilled for 
delicious food play. 9 wooden pieces include orange juice, waffles, 
milk, ice cream, cheese, yogurt, frozen vegetables and butter. Extra 
learning fun is provided when deciding whether to put a particular 
item in the freezer or the fridge.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $54.70 $39.10

M&D - Fire Chief Role Play Costume 
Set

Here is everything your fire fighter needs in an emergency: a bright 
red, machine-washable jacket trimmed with reflective material, a 
fire chief helmet, a "fire extinguisher", a bullhorn with sound 
effects, a shiny badge and a name tag for personalising.
 
 Suitable size for 3-6 yrs

Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

WOW Toys - Misty n Molly

Hi guys, I’m Molly and Misty here is my best friend! She’s such a 
lovely, caring pony who always knows how to cheer me up. We 
hang out in our stable every day and always go for a gentle trot 
before dinner.
 
 Twist the cockerel to turn the clicking trough and feed Misty her 
favourite meal. Open the stable doors and let me jump on for a fun 
ride around outside the stable.
 
 My set includes our stable with a rotating feeder, Misty the pony 
and me.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Farm WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50



Schleich - Dragons Treasure

Hidden away in a secret chamber in the Dragon castle, there lies a 
very special treasure: the magic sword of a Dragon knight long 
dead. It is part of the hollow skull of the dragon once so powerful, 
but be careful – both are guarded by a vicious snake! Fun Fact:Only 
one man is destined to wield the magical sword.

Eldrador Schleich $26.00 $18.60

SF - Baby High Chair
High chair and set including plate, cup and spoon. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $9.00 $6.60

Schleich - Hippopotamus Calf

Hippopotamuses live in African waters. Because of their aggressive 
behaviour, they are considered one of the most dangerous species 
there. Hippopotamuses live in the water and go ashore to eat. Fun 
Fact - Hippopotamuses are considered one of the most dangerous 
animals in Africa.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Hippopotamus

Hippopotamuses live in African waters. Because of their aggressive 
behaviour, they are considered one of the most dangerous species 
there. Hippopotamuses live in the water and go ashore to eat. 
 Fun Fact: Hippopotamuses are considered one of the most 
dangerous animals in Africa.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Brixies - Hippo 120 pieces

Hippopotamuses love water. Their name means "river horse" and 
they spend up to 16 hours a day submerged in rivers and lakes to 
keep their massive bodies cool.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00



Schleich - Blanket + Halter Pink

Horse blankets are available in many amazing colours and sizes. 
They look great, but they also serve a practical purpose. Thick 
pasture blankets keep the horses warm on cold winter days and are 
highly durable. Rain blankets are usually extremely lightweight and 
protect the coat against moisture. There are even riding blankets. 
They keep out the wind on exposed fields, where the wind can 
often be very nippy. Special reflective stripes on horse blankets are 
ideal for late-evening rides. They mean the horse and rider are 
clearly visible even in the dark. Fun Fact: 
 Horse blankets are like high-quality sports clothing: they keep the 
horse warm and are also breathable.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Brixies - Horse 120 pieces

Horses and humans have an ancient relationship. Nomads probably 
domesticated the first horses some 4,000 years ago, and the 
animals remained essential to many human societies until the 
advent of the engine. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Farm Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

PlanToys - Happy Puppy
Hours of fun for children as they pull the Happy Puppy along and 
watch it dance!
 Suitable from 12 mnths+

Push & Pull PlanToys $42.50 $30.40

M&D - Classic Abc Block Cart

Hours of timeless block play await your toddler! This sturdy, 
wooden block cart, features 30 solid wood blocks with a colourful 
collection of pictures, letters and numbers for recognition and 
matching, stacking and sorting.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $40.40 $28.90



M&D - Astronaut Role Play Costume 
Set

Houston, we have a costume. Kids will be over the moon when they 
get to step into the jumpsuit, slip on the stretchy silver gloves, and 
top it all off with the shiny helmet! There’s even a reusable 
nametag that proudly IDs your little space explorer, then wipes 
clean so another astronaut can have a turn. This durable role play 
set is suitable for ages 3–6 and ready for any mission, whether it’s 
piloting an imaginary rocket, exploring the distant galaxies at the 
other end of the house, or just striding dramatically toward your 
spaceship. Made of sturdy materials and built to last, the entire set 
is machine washable too!
 
 Suitable size for 3-6 yrs

Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

OGOBILD - POD

How big can you "BILD"? Activate your imagination with OGOBILD, 
the only construction set you can kick, spin, and throw!
 
 Pod kit creates large, light-weight structures
 Add a simple bed sheet for play-fort fun!
 
 Includes: 
 12 OgoBILD Balls, (30) 24-inch tubes

Construction OgoBild $64.90 $49.50

M&D - Space Voyage Jigsaw 48pc

How far can your imagination take you? Explore our solar system 
with an "out of this world" puzzle with exciting images of planets, a 
meteor and more! This wooden, 48-piece jigsaw puzzle comes 
packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle building and easy 
storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Orchard Toys - Monster Catcher

How many monsters can you catch? A fun matching game.
 
 Collect monsters in this fun, colour matching game but be careful, 
the monster catcher is waiting to take them from you!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

M&D - Wooden Stringing Beads

How many ways can your little jeweller spell “beautiful”? Lots of 
wooden letter beads, gorgeous shapes and brightly coloured laces 
are packed in a handy wooden tray to create fabulous bracelets and 
necklaces.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $40.40 $28.90



SF - Nursery Double Decker Bus

Huckleberry Hamilton is the driver of the Forest Nursery Double 
Decker bus and drives the children to the Forest Nursery everyday. 
The children love playing on the slide and the play section on the 
top of the bus. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $29.00

Viking Toys - Jumbo Gift Box 
Helicopter with 2 Figures

Hurry! We need to get the patient to the hospital immediately! Lets 
take this ambulance helicopter with stretcher and it'll get us there 
in no time.
 Made from flexible soft plastic, there are no sharp edges, the soft 
material neither breaks nor loses it's colour when exposed to sun, 
cold or rainy weather. The axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, 
so they can endure rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy 
for both indoor and outdoor play. The soft-rubber wheels allow 
Viking Toys to keep on rolling silently for many years to come.
 Viking Toys are BPA-free and are dishwasher safe.
 Vehicle size: 26cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

Schleich - Husky
Huskies are a highly active, energetic breed of dog whose ancestors 
came from extremely cold and hostile areas of Siberia. Fun Fact:You 
rarely hear huskies bark, but they do howl frequently.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Orchard Toys - Lunch Box Game

Identify healthy food and improve your memory skills as you race to 
fill your lunch box with tasty items. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

ThinkFun - Rush Hour Game

If stacked, the total number of Rush Hour games sold worldwide 
would reach the top of Mt. Everest 35 times!
 Voted one of Parents' Choice Best 25 Toys of 25 Years! Set up the 
traffic challenge and battle the gridlock as you slide the blocking 
vehicles out of your way to find a path for your red car to exit! 
Features four levels of difficulty, allowing players to progress at 
their own pace. With 40 all-new challenges, its even more bumper 
to-bumper fun for all ages! Features: Rush Hour Traffic Grid with 
card storage, 40 ALL NEW Challenge Cards from Beginner to Expert 
with Solutions, 15 Blocking Cars and Trucks, 1 Red Escape Car, 
Game-Go Bag. Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 22.9 x 
6.4 x 20.3 cm Box Size: 22.9 x 6.4 x 20.3 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.00



SF - Country Nurse Set

If your Sylvanians aren't feeling well then the Country Nurse Set 
could help turn their frowns into smiles! As well as Kate Milk Rabbit 
in a nurse outfit, this set also includes everything a nurse could 
need to treat her patient, from essentials such as a wheelchair and 
cast, to luxuries such as comfy slippers! This set contains 35 pieces, 
including a syringe, thermometer, and plenty of other things you'd 
find in a nurse’s office. Perfect for playing with using the Country 
Doctors Practice, which is sold separately.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Caring in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $27.70

SF - Sweets Store

If your Sylvanians have a sweet tooth, then this sweet store will be 
their dream come true! With everything from bunny shaped 
cookies to car shaped treats and lollipops, this little shop also 
contains all the things you need to play shop. As well as the main 
milky white shop with its beautiful window feature and pear drop 
pink roof, there’s also an impressive display counter to hold up all 
those lovely goodies! Make the tots of Sylvania happy with this 
child-friendly set.
 Includes over 25 pieces. Connects to Supermarket and Toy Shop. 
Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $25.20

Rburg - Oceanic Wonders Puzzle 
1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Elegant Horses Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Vacation Memories Puzzle 
1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 84 x 
60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70



Rburg - Historical Map Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Maps & Charts Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 
84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Country Cottage Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Nostalgia Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 84 x 
60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $27.70

Rburg - Passage To Paris Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Mediterranean Harbour Puzzle 
1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Romantic Venice Puzzle 
1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Vintage Paris Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70



Rburg - Stunning Rio Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - African Wild Life Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - Neuschwanstein Autumn 
Puzzle 1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Rburg - The Spirit of Paris Puzzle 
1500pc

If you're looking for the next challenge after a 1,000 piece puzzle we 
have the right fit! Our 1,500 piece puzzles feature some of the most 
famous artwork in the world, fascinating pictures from the animal 
kingdom, favourite places and views, a stunning fantasy world 
image and an intriguing historical map. Look for more 1500pc 
Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 84 x 60 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $41.00 $27.70

Schleich - Ilaya

Ilaya is happy that she is friends with a Pegasus unicorn. It even 
allows her to take a ride on its back. All of the Rainbow Elves love 
and admire her for that. 
 Fun Fact - The hooves of Ilaya's Pegasus unicorn are made of pure 
gold!

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20



M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Play Set - 
Mermaid

Imagine a glittery mermaid grotto--then bring it to life with this 
enchanting sticker set! A double-sided, glossy background board 
offers lots of space to layer and arrange the 65 reusable puffy 
stickers: A seashell closet has room for 10 glittering outfits; a trio of 
dress-up mermaids is ready for a makeover in the pretty purple 
dressing room; and a panoramic sandy seafloor sets the stage for 
unlimited undersea fun. Just add the shimmering puffy stickers to 
fill in the backgrounds, dress the mermaids, and create an original 
scene! The 65 stickers are easy to place, layer, and rearrange, so the 
storytelling possibilities are endless. And the gorgeous dress-up 
stickers mix, match, and layer in any combination, and fit all five of 
the dress-up mermaids. When playtime is over, simply fold up the 
sturdy background board store it all away--then just grab the diecut 
handle and take this fantastical sticker set to go.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Dinosaur Stamp Set

Imagine a landscape full of dinosaurs! Children love using the 8 
detailed dino stamps and a 2-colour inkpad. It’s fun creating 
countless scenes and colouring in the pictures with the 5 coloured 
pencils! This well-crafted set is conveniently contained in a sturdy 
wooden box for organising and storage. Includes washable, non-
toxic kid-friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

PlanToys - Speed Boat Imagine racing across the sea at super speeds! This delightful set 
stimulates interactive and imaginative play.

Water Play PlanToys $24.80 $17.70

SF - Grocery Shopping

Imogen the white mouse mother is taking her new baby Mel to the 
shops for the first time! As well as a trolley with working wheels, 
this set also contains all the essentials: juice, milk, jam, and some 
other bits 'n' bobs to make their dinner. This set is the perfect 
addition to the Supermarket Set, and can also be ideal if you have 
several smaller shop sets and want your Sylvanians to go on a lovely 
day out to the shops!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $24.90

Schleich - Magic Fire Sword
In battle, the blade of this magic sword becomes pure dragon fire 
and makes its handler almost completely invincible. Fun Fact:The 
blade of this magical sword transforms into pure fire.

Eldrador Schleich $19.10 $13.60



Schleich - Mini Dinosaurs + Marshland 
Puzzle

In the "swamp" set you will find two carnivorous and two 
herbivorous dinosaurs that lived in swamps, in the marshlands, or 
on estuaries. The Suchomimus had a narrow, lightweight body and 
was thus perfectly adapted to this type of ground. It hunted for fish 
there with its sharp claws, which were up to 30 centimetres long. 
Much smaller, but also equipped with sharp claws, was the fast and 
dangerous Velociraptor. Kentrosaurus and Triceratops were two 
peaceful herbivores that had horns and spikes to protect them 
against predators. Can be combined with the waterhole puzzle! Fun 
Fact: 
 The Suchomimus used its long curved claws to catch fish from the 
water like a bear.

Dinosaurs Schleich $38.00 $27.20

Schleich - Mini Dinosaurs + Water Hole 
Puzzle

In the "waterholes" set you will find dinosaurs and prehistoric 
reptiles that lived on or in the water. The Quetzalcoatlus could be 
found above the water surface, where it used its long beak to peck 
for fish in shallow water. The Spinosaurus is also believed to have 
mainly stayed near water. The Ichthyosaurus, which was just two 
metres long, could be found under water. The Mosasaurus was 
much bigger in comparison. The marine reptile was 18 metres long 
and resembled a crocodile with dolphin fins. Can be combined with 
the swamp puzzle! Fun Fact: 
 The Ichthyosaurus was a mere two metres long, the Mosasaurus an 
impressive 18 metres.

Dinosaurs Schleich $38.00 $27.20

Schleich - Andalusian Mare

In the 15th century, monks began to breed the Andalusians in the 
south of Spain. With its graceful appearance, it enchanted 
especially nobles and kings. Therefore, only few would guess that 
the Andalusian has long been used as a cavalry horse. Although it 
was always known for his courage and strength, it is rather their 
elegance that distinguishes it. It is a unique dressage horse and 
even dominates the famous leap into the air, which is otherwise 
known only from the higher riding school of the Lipizzaner horse. 
Fun Fact: 
 The Andalusian is known for the elegant curve of its neck.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Skeleton

In the deepest dungeon of the Dragon castle lies a skeleton. Some 
say it is that of a king who rises at full moon to take revenge on his 
enemies… Fun Fact:It is said that the skeleton is that of an ancient 
king.

Eldrador Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Schleich - Bones

In the desolation of the desert, sometimes one will encounter 
animal skeletons. The predators and vultures have left not more 
than the blank bones of this cattle. Fun Fact:Some species of 
vulture can even crack open thick animal bones to get at the 
marrow.

Wild Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70



Schleich - Battle Arena with 
Accessories

In the great battle arena, men become heroes. Here, the fighters of 
the knights' orders come together for duels with other knights or 
wild animals. In a cage, the beasts are already waiting for their 
opponents. Whoever wins, returns as a hero from the arena. Fun 
Fact:In the battle arena, some men have become legendary heroes.

Eldrador Schleich $255.00 $182.20

Schleich - Crocodile Nest

In the shadow of the agave, a young crocodile just hatched from the 
egg. As long as it is small, it will be protected by its mother from 
predators such as monitor lizards and birds of prey. Fun Fact:Up to 
80 young crocodiles can hatch from a clutch of crocodile eggs.

Wild Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - Face It!

In this lighthearted sticker activity pad, kids put the finishing 
touches on five crowds of characters. Each sticker features a 
different funny face, and every scene features lots of bodies to put 
them on. Use the stickers to fill a scene with unique characters - 
then change them around to mix up the crowd! The funny faces and 
busy scenes combine for countless possibilities and hilarious 
results. Contains 150 reusable stickers to fill five reusable play 
scenes.
 Suitable from 3yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

Schleich - Rainbow Animals Assorted 
CDU36

In this screen you will find all of the Rainbow Elves' friends. It 
includes all six animals six times and serves the purpose of 
attractive secondary placement. Fun Fact: Picki is always inventing 
new melodies to captivate his audience.

bayala Schleich $334.40 $238.80

Rburg - New Scotland Yard Game

In New Scotland Yard, one of the players takes on the role of Mr. X. 
His job is to move from point to point around the map of London 
taking taxis, buses or subways. The detectives – that is, the 
remaining players acting in concert – move around similarly in an 
effort to move into the same space as Mr. X. But while the 
criminal's mode of transportation is nearly always known, his exact 
location is only sometimes.

Games & Craft Ravensburger $64.00 $43.50

K's Kids - Block 'n' Learn

Includes 12 cubes and 5 triangle blocks. “Number” faces, “Peek-a-
boo” and a variety of pictures on the cubes enable kids to learn 
consequence, counting and matching. Blocks can be put together 
like a puzzle to provide practise in hand-eye co-ordination and 
logical thinking. Machine washable.
 Product size - Cube: 8 x 8 x 8cm, Triangle: 10 x 5 x 8cm
 
 Suitable from 9 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $74.50 $53.20

Blue Opal - Wild Australia Oceans 
Puzzle 300pc

Includes a key line and index for all the creatures found in the 
Oceans!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20

Blue Opal - Wild Australia Outback 
Puzzle 300pc

Includes a key line and index for all the creatures found in the 
Outback!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20



Blue Opal - Wild Aust Rainforest Puzzle 
300pc

Includes a key line and index for all the creatures found in the 
Rainforest!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20

Blue Opal - Wild Australia Treetops 
Puzzle 300pc

Includes a key line and index for all the creatures found in the 
Treetops!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20

Blue Opal - Wild Australia Wetlands 
Puzzle 300pc

Includes a key line and index for all the creatures found in the 
Wetlands!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20

Blue Opal - Wild Aust Forest Floor 
Puzzle 300pc

Includes a key line and index for all the creatures found on the 
Forest Floor!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20

Blue Opal - Wild Aust Butterflies Puzzle 
300pc

Includes a key line and index for many Australian beautiful 
butterflies and other the creatures!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20

M&D - Scratch Magic Deluxe Kit

Includes all of the favourite Scratch Magic activities; Scratch & 
Sparkle, Rainbow Black, Rainbow White and Stained Glass. Also 
includes a stencil with over 30 shapes, a fine point wooden drawing 
stylus, a medium point wooden drawing stylus, easel frames and 
hang strips to display your works of art and full instructions.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70

Viking Toys - Jumbo Cement Truck 
with Figure

Includes: 1 Figure
 Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking Toys - Jumbo Garbage Truck 
with Figure

Includes: 1 Garbage Truck & 1 Figure
 Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking Toys - Jumbo Ambulance 
Helicopter with 3 Figures & 1 Stretcher

Includes: 1 Stretcher and 2 Figures
 Vehicle size: 26cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking Toys - Jumbo Airline with 2 
Figures

Includes: 2 Figures
 Vehicle size: 30cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking Toys - Jumbo Shape Truck with 
2 Figures

Includes: 3 shapes and 2 Figures
 Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

PlanToys - Bathroom Furniture - Neo 
5pcs

Includes: bathtub, washbasin, shower, toilet and a partition to 
separate wet and dry areas.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

PlanToys - Bedroom Furniture - Neo 
5pcs

Includes: bed with bedding, dressing table, stool, lamp and 
wardrobe.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $47.40 $33.90



PlanToys - Dining Room Furniture - 
Neo 6pcs

Includes: dining table, chairs and cupboard.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

PlanToys - Living Room Furniture - Neo 
6pcs

Includes: entertainment unit, television, table, sofas and standing 
lamp.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

PlanToys - Road Construction - 3pcs
Includes: loader, bulldozer and road roller.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanWorld PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

PlanToys - Kitchen Furniture - Neo 
14pcs

Includes: refrigerator, sink, oven, table and accessories.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

PlanToys - Helicopter With Pilot
Innovative helicopter in bright colours. The pilot is included.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanWorld PlanToys $27.80 $19.80

M&D - Dinosaurs Peg Puzzle

Introduce your toddler to a collection of colorful dinosaurs with this 
6-piece wooden puzzle with easy-grasp pegs with pictures under 
each piece. Simple pieces present an “I can do it myself!” 
experience. This is a great way to introduce your youngster to the 
fascinating creatures who lived when the Earth was young.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

K's Kids - Owl! Stacking bucket

It is an Owl, it is a shape sorter, it is a stacking bucket toy! Five 
amazing stacking buckets with lots of play value. Man, woman, girl, 
boy and owl face on the buckets. Sea shaped animals can also be 
used for shape sorting.
 Product size: 19 x 19 x 19cm
 
 Suitable from 9 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $51.90 $37.10

Schleich - Unicorn Care Set Large

It is really hard to feed a Pegasus or a unicorn. You need lots of 
patience and of course the right feed, because these wonderful 
creatures only eat the most tasty flowers and fruits. Help the elves 
to feed and groom the unicorn! Fun Fact:Some medicinal plants are 
actually poisonous. In the right quantities, they can cure illnesses.

bayala Schleich $60.60 $43.30

Schleich - Jungle Smurf Nature 
Watcher

It is very important to maintain a precise overview in the jungle. For 
this reason, our blue friend also has new binoculars with him so he 
can even recognise from afar any surprises that may be waiting for 
the expedition team. Sometimes he even climbs a huge jungle tree 
and looks around carefully with his binoculars. Then he can discuss 
with Papa Smurf where they need to go. Fun Fact: 
 This Smurf bought new binoculars specially for the trip.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40



PlanToys - Robot Tool Box

It’s a tool box that can transform into a robot! Not only can you 
build amazing things but also have your own robot play buddy. This 
set consists of 16 pieces of tools which include a hammer, wrench 
with screwdriver, nuts and bolts and a tool box that can flip upside 
down to assemble into a robot.

Construction & 
Creativity

PlanToys $65.10 $46.50

M&D - Wooden Shimmering Hearts 
Bead Set

It’s easy to make three pretty necklaces with this simple beading 
set! This compact collection of wooden beads, including a wooden 
tray that makes the perfect contained work space, includes cubes, 
rounds, barrels, and giant hearts with glittering foil accents. In all, 
there are over 45 painted wooden pieces to mix, match, and 
arrange on three woven laces, allowing for lots of creativity and 
endless combinations! Kids love the simple process and pretty 
results when they lace the beads, knot to attach the clasp, and 
proudly wear their hand-made accessories.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Origami Paper

It’s fun to learn about the art of origami with this collection of 51 
sheets of origami paper. Hours of folding fun are at your fingertips 
with 17 colours, including metallics and fluorescents. The illustrated 
project booklet includes step-by-step instructions for many 
creations!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Play Set - 
Dress-Up

It's a puffy sticker collection and dress-up sticker activity book in 
one! Four glossy background panels and 76 puffy stickers combine 
for countless creative possibilities . . . and one stylish sticker set. 
The open-ended design inspires creative expression and is so easy 
to use: Place the reusable clothing stickers to fill the closet with 
pants, skirts, dresses, shoes, and accessories. Then layer the dress-
up doll figures with reusable puffy stickers to create a dream outfit! 
Ready to change your style? Just peel up the pieces to switch 
everything around for endless sticker fun. The puffy stickers mix, 
match, and layer in any combination to fit the five cheerful models. 
And pretty furnishings and adorable pets add even more fun to the 
dressing room and backyard scenes! It's great for travel too: The 
sturdy background board folds for neat storage, and a diecut handle 
makes this sticker activity set easy to grab and go.
 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



M&D - Police Officer Role Play 
Costume Set

It's easy to enforce the law of the land when you have the proper 
equipment! Your little police officer will love this official looking, 
machine-washable, jacket and cap, and shiny police badge. Add the 
whistle, walkie-talkie with sound effects, handcuffs, ticket and a 
name tag for personalizing and no one will dare to jay walk in your 
neighborhood!
 
 Suitable size for 3-6 yrs

Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

M&D - Wiggling Worm Grasping Toy

It's easy to twist and turn this wooden worm's eight sections into 
different positions and form creative shapes! With its bright shades 
of green, appealing expression and easy-to-grasp size, this is a 
perfect first manipulative.
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $22.90 $16.40

Etch A Sketch - Classic Etch A Sketch

It's magical, timeless and brings all generations together - it's the 
Etch A Sketch! With its magic screen and world famous white 
knobs, Etch A Sketch provides endless creative fun for you and your 
children.

Etch A Sketch $45.00 $30.50

K's Kids - What to Wear Doodle fun - 
Julia

It's party time, what should Julia wear tonight? Kids can create their 
party-wear with the water doodle pen. Simply fill the pen with 
water then dress her up in her favourite outfit! Lots of fun to be had 
changing styles on Julia.

Activity Toys K's Kids $38.90 $27.80

K's Kids - What to Wear Doodle fun - 
Wayne

It's party time, what should Wayne wear tonight? Kids can create 
their party-wear with the water doodle pen. Simply fill the pen with 
water then dress him up in his sports gear or his school uniform! 
Lots of fun to be had changing outfits.

Activity Toys K's Kids $38.90 $27.80

M&D - Temporary Tattoos - Jewelry

It's the jewelry kids wear right on their skin! Temporary Jewelry 
Tattoos include bracelets, watches, rings, and charms that press 
right on with a wet paper towel and last for days. Each pack 
includes over 130 kid-friendly press-on tattoos in cool jewelry 
shapes to layer and combine. Press on a charm bracelet then add 
the charms, or put a ring on every finger and toe--with bright colors 
and cool designs to mix and match, each pack has countless ways to 
accessorize! Tattoos come on four perforated sheets, so it's easy for 
children to see them all at a glance and easy to separate the 
“jewelry” of their choice. Removes easily with oil or rubbing 
alcohol.

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $9.70 $6.90

Schleich - Miriel CDU5

It's the Rainbow Unicorn's Miriel birthday. Therefore, the elves have 
adorned it with a beautiful ribbon. All of the little unicorn's friends 
have come to celebrate. Fun Fact:Miriel can drive away bad dreams 
and thoughts with just a touch and induce colourful rainbow 
dreams.

bayala Schleich $56.40 $40.30



WOW Toys - Mini WOW - Izzy the 
Racercar

Izzy the racecar makes up one half of the mini WOW racing team 
along with her good friend, Ace. Izzy and Ace like to compete with 
their speedy spoilers and fire stripes helping them win the race! 
Izzy's cool, purple design appeals to both boys and girls and her 
removable figure aids children's role play.

mini WOW WOW Toys $14.20 $10.20

Schleich - Jaguar
Jaguars can be spotted by their dark sleek or spotted coat.
 Fun Fact - Jaguars are felines that swim and actually prefer to live 
near water.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Rburg - Rizzi: Times Square Puzzle 
1000pc

James Rizzi, born October, 1950 is an American pop artist. It has 
been said that his trademark style is as recognisable as any in the 
world. His recent paintings have been described as combining his 
Picasso meets Hanna-Barbera drawing style with an increasingly 
chromatic palette. Puzzlers will be sure to delight in his delirious 
detail. See also our 5,000 piece Rizzi puzzle.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Blue Opal - Sanders Hippy Van Puzzle 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders Red Monaro Puzz 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Blue Opal - Sanders Running on Empty 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders Famous Sandman 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders Mauve Torana Puz 
1000p

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders Red Ford 351 Puz 
1000p

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Blue Opal - Sanders Tinas Torana Puz 
1000p

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders Lake Tabourie 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders FC & FH Puzzle 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders Reliable Old Ute 
1000p

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00



Blue Opal - Sanders Lockeys Shed 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Blue Opal - Sanders Yellow Sandman 
1000pc

Jenny Sanders is an outgoing artist with a breath of fresh air from 
Australia’s famous Blue Mountains where she was born. Jenny’s 
love affair with Holden cars goes back to her first car as a teenager - 
a two-toned FB sedan. 
 
 Jenny’s iconic Holden paintings have been available in Blue Opal 
puzzles continuously since 2001 and have received wide acclaim 
from Holden fans all over the country. Holden Club members refer 
to Jenny as “Holden’s Own Artist”. Blue Opal is proud to present 
these eight new iconic Sanders Holdens.

Deluxe Puzzles Blue Opal $19.00 $13.00

Playmobil - Beavers with Backpacker

Join the Backpacker on a hike through the woods to see the 
Beavers. These industrious animals are busily gnawing on a tree as 
they collect wood for their dam.
 
 Set includes one figure with backpack and camp roll, dog with 
leash, 2 beavers, folding tree, binoculars, and other great 
accessories. 
 
 Children can play with this set on its own, or combine with other 
PLAYMOBIL sets for hours of fun.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Wildlife Playmobil $17.00 $12.30

Orchard Toys - Crazy Chefs

Join the chefs in the crazy kitchen and collect everything they need 
to make a meal. Then grab your plate and wait for your dish to 
cook! Will you be the first to serve up a tasty treat? A fun lotto 
game with a food theme. 2-5 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40



Orbit - Junior Jack Hammer

Junior kids' pogo stick made from heavy duty metal encourages 
outdoor play and improves co-ordination, balance, and fitness! 
Tough metal construction – strong welded handle and body plus 
external powder coated hardened spring. Maximum bounce is 
obtained for children up to 30kg in weight. Supplied in a glossy full 
colour box with a view window to see colour. 
 NB: 3 colours available - Red, Blue & Purple. Colours randomly 
supplied when ordered.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $47.70 $34.10

WOW Toys - Jurassic Jimmy

Jurassic Jimmy's motorised truck and trailer can pull the whole set 
along to see the marvels of the dinosaur age. Tricksy's dinosaur egg 
can break open to reveal Tricksy just in time for play time with her 
best friend, Bronty.

WOW Fantasy WOW Toys $60.60 $43.30

M&D - Peel & Press Sticker - Princess 
Garden

Just follow the number key to place sticker gems and bring 
beautiful designs to life!
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D - Reusable 
Sticker - Fashions

Just pop on the 3D glassed and place the reusable stickers on the 
three scenes to make them pop!
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Easy-to-See 3D Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D - Reusable 
Sticker - Adventure

Just pop on the 3D glassed and place the reusable stickers on the 
three scenes to make them pop!
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Easy-to-See 3D Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D - Reusable 
Sticker - Habitats

Just pop on the 3D glassed and place the reusable stickers on the 
three scenes to make them pop!
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Easy-to-See 3D Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Twin Set

Kabe and Breeze Chocolate Rabbit love riding in their carriage. The 
carriage is large enough so they can ride together. Kabe and Breeze 
enjoy it when their mother takes them outside for a walk. Set 
doesn't include Teri Chocolate (Mother) 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families $25.00 $18.20



Brixies - Kangaroo 120 pieces

Kangaroos are the only large animals that move by hopping. They 
cannot move backwards. Hopping is a fast and energy efficient 
method of travel, designed to cover huge distances in a land that 
offers little food or water.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

SF - Babies Ride and play

Kate Periwinkle takes the babies Hannah and Alfie to ride around 
the park in their new push car and tricycle! Includes mother rabbit, 
baby rabbit and squirrel, tricycle with basket & rotating wheels, car 
with rotating steering wheel & tyres, 2 attachable push handles, 
watering can and shovel.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families $35.00 $27.20

M&D - Wooden Jewelry Box - DYO

Kids can add their own creative touches to this wooden jewellery 
box, which features a mirror inside the lid and a velvet ring holder. 
The all-inclusive craft kit features sparkling gems, shimmering 
stickers and glitter glue to adorn the pretty pink surface.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70

M&D - Design-Your-Own - Bangles

Kids can design, make, and wear their own fabulous bracelet styles 
with this all-inclusive craft kit! Shimmering gel stickers, sparkling 
glitter stickers, and stick-on pearls make it easy to customise the 
four bangle-style bracelets with a gorgeous array of shapes and 
designs. Kids can layer on the stickers or create one-of-a-kind 
patterns—whatever the design, the results always look fabulous!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Wooden Race Car - DYO

Kids can fill their need for speed with this cool craft kit! Includes 
complete supplies to design and personalise a race car, including 
wooden wheels and axles, paints, brush, glue, stickersand easy 
directions. Put youngsters on the "fast track" to building and racing 
fun!

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



M&D - Design-Your-Own - Rings

Kids can make their own sparkling, glittering jewellery with this 
exciting fashion activity set. Includes 80+ sparkle gems, glitter 
stickersand stick-on pearls to promote creative expression; and 
with 10 adjustable rings, there are enough to layer, wear one on 
each fingeror share with friends. Just choose a ring, add layers of 
stickersand slide it onto a finger to wear. Adjustable sizing means 
ensures the right fit every time.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

ThinkFun - Math Dice Jr. Game

Kids First Mental Math Game
 The 12-sided Target Die sets the target number. Then players add 
and/or subtract the five Scoring Dice to match the target number, 
moving one space on the Scoring Track for every Scoring Die used. 
The first player to reach the finish line wins! Features: 12-Sided Die, 
Five 6-Sided Dice, Scoring Track, Instructions, Game-Go Bag.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+, 2 or more players Box Size: 13.3 x 4.4 x 17.8 
cm

Junior Games ThinkFun $22.00 $14.50

K's Kids - Hungry Pelican Loves Balls
Kids love balls and so does Hungry Pelican. He is holding all the balls 
for kids to enjoy 
 their bath tub. Bathing is always a wonderful time for kids.

Bath Play K's Kids $38.50 $27.50

K's Kids - Popbo Blocs - Dinos - CDU35
Kids love Dinosaurs. Have fun creating new spices by mixing their 
heads and tails. 
 There is endless imagination with kids' creative mind.

Impulse K's Kids $425.30 $303.80

M&D - Scissor Skills Activity Pad

Kids love to cut with scissors—as you can see by the trail of scraps 
often left in their wake! This creative and practical activity pad gives 
an engaging, creative direction to scissor work, meaning more 
concentration and less mess. Organized from simple to more 
complex, 20 different paper cutting projects (with complete 
supplies included right in the pages of the book) practice slightly 
different skills and techniques, and produce 20 unique crafts, 
games, and activities to offer kids a creative focus and a sense of 
accomplishment. Plastic safety scissors are included, which 
naturally encourage proper form and are safe for preschoolers—but 
any pair of scissors can be used to complete the paper-cutting 
projects.
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Going Places Floor Puzzle - 
4x12pc

Kids will feel like they're really going places with these four-in-a-box 
cardboard floor puzzles! Assemble a jet plane, a locomotive, a 
dump truck and a cruise ship. Each vehicle-shaped puzzle is 18" 
long. The 48 jigsaw pieces are extra-thick and durable and their 
Easy-Clean surface keeps puzzles looking new.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00



M&D - Zoo Figurines - DYO

Kids will go wild for these zoo animals! Quality solid-resin 
construction means that after all the decorating is done, they'll 
have 2 beautiful collectables to display. This engaging craft kit 
includes 6 pots of non-toxic paint and an easy-clean paintbrush. 
Figurines measure approximately 2" and 3.75" high.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Stacking Chunky Puzzles - 
Occupations

Kids will love exploring all the different kinds of jobs people do-from 
astronaut to cowboy-with this extra-thick wooden puzzle and 
stacking toy in one! The 9 cheerful figures can balance and play, 
then fit back in their matching spots in the puzzle board. The 2 
included stands offer extra stability for stacking; how high can you 
build them?
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $42.50 $30.40

M&D - Make-a-Face - Sparkling 
Princesses

Kids will love filling in the faces and adding sparkling jewellery to 
create beautiful princess portraits in this extra-large sticker-activity 
pad. With 15 faces and 180 stickers, there are so many ways to get 
creative: Just select a face, add eye and mouth stickersand adorn 
with coordinating sparkling jewellery and tiara details--or mix-and-
match for one-of-a-kind looks.

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Barnyard Jigsaw - 24pc

Kids will love putting together this 24-piece wooden jigsaw puzzle 
to reveal a busy barn scene that is bursting with colorful farm 
animals! When the puzzle is complete, the jigsaw stores neatly in its 
sturdy wooden puzzle board.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Galt - Beady Bands

Knit 4 beaded bracelets with corded thread and assorted beads
 Start by threading the beads onto the cord then knit the bracelets 
following the simple knitting pattern adding beads as you go 
 With 40 metres of corded nylon thread, 300 beads, metal knitting 
needles, bodkin and knitting guide.
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Galt - Beady Knitting

Knit a beaded purse, necklace and two bracelets with corded thread 
and coloured beads
 Start by threading the beads onto the cord then follow the simple 
knitting patterns adding beads as you go. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

Crafty Cases Galt $28.60 $20.50



K's Kids - Patrick's Home 3D Activity 
Book

Knock, knock. Who's there? Patrick is at the front yard swinging and 
you want to play with him! Patrick's home is not only a flipping 
book but a 3-dimensional house consists of 3 scenes - Bathroom, 
Bedroom and Front Yard and a soft fluffy Patrick, they are great for 
learning and role-playing. Put Patrick in the bath tub, desk and bed. 
Flip the toilet lid and closet door. Full of surprises! Lot of fun 
learning.

Activity Toys K's Kids $60.60 $43.30

Schleich - Moray Eel Den

Laced morays can grow up to three metres in length and thus 
belong to the largest moray eels in the world. Only giant morays are 
longer with a length of up to four metres. Laced morays mainly live 
on the ocean floor at a depth of about four to 40 metres, where 
they hide in crevices, caves, or coral. Laced morays living in clear 
water usually have less black spots, while those in murky water 
have more. This serves as their camouflage. The older laced morays 
become, the fewer their natural enemies, which is why their black 
spots get smaller over time. Fun Fact: 
 Moray eels have a thick mucus on their skin, which protects them 
against injuries.

Wild Life Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Butterfly Set

Large, colourful butterflies live in tropical regions. Two of these 
wonderful animals have landed on a blooming agave in search for 
nectar. Fun Fact:Some agaves only blossom very rarely. You need to 
be very lucky to find butterflies on a blossoming agave.

Wild Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Zuru - Finding Dory - Bailey

LARGER than LIFE - Bailey
 
 Bailey is a hero character in the new Finding Dory Movie and kids 
will love playing with him as he bursts to life when hitting the water 
and takes them on an underwater adventure! Bailey can dive up to 
2 meters and swim just as he does in the movie with multiple 
swimming patterns. Bailey is perfect for endless bath and pool play. 
Bailey features:
 
 • Bailey is water activated - he starts swimming as soon as he hits 
the water and stops when taken out
 • AAA Battery powered fish
 • Two realistic swimming patterns
 • Bailey Dives up to 2 meters!
 • ‘Power save’ mode. Automatically switches off after 4 minutes in 
the water to save power and will reawake once dried and placed 
back in the water

Dory Zuru $50.00 $34.80

Schleich - Larinya

Larinya crosses the lake elegantly on the back of her swan. She is 
holding a swan chick in her hands. She loves the wonderful birds 
and spends most of her time with them on the water. Fun Fact:
Larinya has given every little swan a name.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20



Slime Bombz - Slingshot

Launch your Slime Bombz even further with a more accurate aim to 
take down your opponent! Non irritant, safe on skin and non 
staining. Pack includes 1 Sling Shot, 1 easy tie tool, 4 slime powders 
and 24 water balloons. 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

#N/A Zimpli Kids $22.40 $16.00

Schleich - Kangaroo
Leaning on their tails, these marsupials have short but strong limbs.
 Fun Fact - Kangaroos are able to attain speeds of forty miles per 
hour while hopping.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Orchard Toys - Insey Winsey Spider 
Game

Learn about counting and shapes with this best-selling game based 
on the popular nursery rhyme. Be the first to move your spider up 
the drainpipe before it starts to rain. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Orchard Toys - Monster Bingo

Learn about shapes and counting in this fun, first bingo game. There 
are two ways to play. 2-4 Players
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

M&D - Lace & Trace Shapes

Learn the ins and outs of shapes while lacing around the edges of 
these brightly coloured wooden pieces. It’s fun to trace around the 
shapes to create exciting designs, too. This set includes 5 sturdy, 
double-sided lacing panels, plus 5 colour coordinated laces! 
Develop eye-hand co-ordination and attention skills with this great 
activity.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $21.90 $15.60

Orchard Toys - Alphabet Lotto Game

Learn the letters of the alphabet with this fun lotto game. Try to be 
the first player to find all the cards that match the letters or 
pictures on your lotto board. 2-5 players 
 
 Suitable from 3+ yrs

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70

Orchard Toys - Spotty Dog Game

Learn to count with these spotty dogs. Spin the spinner, match the 
numbers with the dog's spots and then see how many biscuit bones 
are in the basket. 2-4 players. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Orchard Toys - Pass The Word Game

Learn to spell with this fast-moving word game. Race against the 
timer to put together a word but try to be quick as when the time 
runs out the letters have to be passed on to the next player. 2-4 
players 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $44.40 $31.70



Rburg - My First Clock Game
Learn to tell the time with this fun clock game. Children will learn to 
read analogue and digital time. 1-6 Players. <br>Box Size: 19 x 28 x 
6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Schleich - Recreational Saddle + Bridle

Leisure saddles are real all-rounders. They are comfortable for long 
rides and can also be used for jumping small obstacles. In addition, 
the Schleich leisure saddle looks really nice and fits most Schleich 
horses. Fun Fact:Leisure saddles are versatile all-round saddles.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Brixies - Leopard 210 pieces

Leopards are graceful and powerful big cats closely related to lions, 
tigers, and jaguars. They live in Africa, Central Asia, India and China. 
Leopards are strong swimmers and very much at home in the 
water, where they sometimes eat fish or crabs. Leopard cubs live 
with their mothers for about two years - otherwise, leopards are 
solitary animals.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $24.00 $16.50

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Play Set - 
Fairy

Let imagination take flight with two sensational sticker scenes! This 
reusable puffy sticker set includes a sturdy double-sided 
background panel, plus 75 glitter-filled puffy stickers. Use the 
stickers to fill a sundrenched meadow or twilight fairy-castle 
garden, adding butterflies and other fairy friends. Or dress five 
fairies in an array of mix-and-match tops, skirts, wands, shoes, and 
crowns to add some stylish fun! Easy to place, layer, and reposition, 
the reusable stickers make it easy to tell a story of fairy 
enchantment. Simply place the puffy stickers on the board, then 
change the picture whenever you're ready to change the story! The 
built-in sticker collection--75 fairy stickers in all--offers endless 
opportunities for kids to express their creativity, all while improving 
fine motor skills and communication. A diecut handle and fold-and-
go format make this kids' sticker activity set great for travel, too!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



M&D - My First Paint with Water - Boy

Let little ones enjoy “painting”—with no messy paint spills! 24 
brush-and-blend pages are filled with exciting outlined scenes, with 
pigment patterns printed right inside. A paintbrush is included, so 
all you add is water: Just brush it on to make the colors come to life 
and the pictures fill with vibrant color! An ideal first painting 
activity!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.50 $8.90

M&D - My First Paint with Water - Girl

Let little ones enjoy “painting”—with no messy paint spills! 24 
brush-and-blend pages are filled with pretty outlined scenes, with 
pigment patterns printed right inside. A paintbrush is included, so 
all you add is water: Just brush it on to make the colors come to life 
and the pictures fill with vibrant color! An ideal first painting 
activity!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.50 $8.90

Playmobil - Dog Park Super Set

Let the hounds run wild at the Playmobil Dog Park
 Children can play with this set on its own, or combine with other 
PLAYMOBIL sets for hours of fun.
 
 Set includes 2 adult figures, one child figure, five dogs, leashes, 
bone, ball, flying disk, cat, birds with nest, and lots of other 
accessories.
 
 This park has everything kids need for an action packed doggy play 
day
 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $45.00 $31.60



SF - Village Shoe Shop

Let your Sylvanian put their best paw forwards with a lovely pair of 
shoes from the Village Shoe Shop. Stocking everything from clogs to 
sneakers, this shop is just the place to find your Sylvanians some 
footwear. As well as 2 display stands, there are 6 pairs of children's 
shoes and 3 pairs of shoes for little tots. A lovely display unit is 
provided to hold all these lovely pumps, and there's a sofa too so 
your Sylvanians can rest their pegs while they try them on for size. 
To keep the clogs looking their best there are: 2 shoe creams, 2 
waxes and 1 brush. There's also a mirror so they can see what their 
new shoes look like, and 2 shoe boxes to help them get their spoils 
home. With over 20 pieces, and 9 pairs of shoes, this has everything 
you need to run your very own shoe shop!
 Includes over 30 pieces.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $20.00 $16.40

SF - Splash and Play Whale

Let your Sylvanians have a whale of a time with this all in one Splash 
& Play Whale. Build sandcastles inside its mouth, slide down its fins, 
climb up top to the spout for a quick spin, or perhaps have a fun 
ride on the whale baby! With its attractive blue and yellow colour 
scheme, this playground is the cutest in the whole of Sylvania! It 
also connects to the Adventure Treasure Ship if you put the whale 
on top.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$25.00 $18.40

SF - Nursery Picnic Set

Let's go on a picnic! Set includes George Golightly with a nursery 
uniform, bag, drink bottle, sandwiches and accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $18.00 $14.50



Brixies - Domestic Cat 93 pieces

Like their wild relatives, domestic cats are natural hunters able to 
stalk prey and pounce with sharp claws and teeth. They are 
particularly effective at night, so you should keep yours inside to 
protect native birds!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Man's Best 
Friend and Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Lioness

Lions are the largest predatory cat in Africa. Their fur is usually 
sand-coloured and the adult male has a dark mane.
 Fun Fact - Lions live in a pride which is led by a strong male. Usually 
the females hunt gnus and antelopes together.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Lion Roaring
Lions are the only big cats whose males have a mane which makes 
them clearly distinguishable from females of the species. Fun Fact:It 
takes five years for the mane of a male lion to grow fully.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Brixies - Lion 105 pieces

Lions are the only cats that live in groups, which are called prides 
and only male lions have manes, the impressive fringe of long hair 
that encircles their heads. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00



Schleich - Rainbow Elf Lis with Pegasus 
Foal

Lis and her pegasus foal are flying through the sky. Their wings are 
glittering in all the colours of the rainbow. They must be looking for 
new adventures again. There are new things to discover 
everywhere – the world is full of hidden treasures. Whenever Lis 
finds something special, she places it securely in her treasure chest. 
The chest is filled with mysterious stones, dried plants and other 
things she has found. When Lis and her pegasus foal return from 
their adventures in the evening, she lovingly tends to the foal. She 
grooms him and gives him his favourite food. Would you like to go 
on an adventure with them? Fun Fact: 
 Lis and her rainbow foal are always having new adventures.

bayala Schleich $60.60 $43.30

Schleich - Lis

Lis and the little Pegasus foal are inseparable friends. The two of 
them spend most of their time together, run along the Rainbow 
River, fly over the colourful meadows or play together at the skirts 
of the forest. 
 Fun Fact - Lis has a colourful butterfly fan she was given as a 
present by her best friend.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

M&D - Zoo Animals Sound Puzzle - 8pc

Listen to the voices of 8 favourite wild animals when the puzzle 
pieces are correctly placed in the puzzle board! Each animal piece 
has a matching full-colour picture beneath. Enhances matching and 
listening skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

Bigjigs - Princess Train

Little ones will love this bright and cheerful wooden train set, 
designed in pretty pink princess theme. An ideal first train set, it 
contains a chunky engine and three detailed royal carriages, which 
attach using a magnetic system - perfect for little hands to use! Can 
be used with any wooden railway system.
 Product size: 31L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80

M&D - Horse Carrier

Load the two flocked horses into the trailer of this wooden big rig 
and you’re ready to hit the trail, 21st century-style! The horse 
carrier comes with a pull-down ramp so that the horses can be 
loaded and unloaded with ease. Great for fine motor, language and 
imaginative play skills.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70



Rburg - Tower Bridge 3D Puzzle 216pc

London's famous Tower Bridge was built between 1886 and 1894. 
This London icon is located close to the Tower of London, from 
which it takes its name and crosses the River Thames . The bridge's 
colour scheme dates from 1977, when it was painted red, white and 
blue for Queen Elizabeth II's Silver Jubilee. With 216 pieces it is 
fascinating to construct and extends an impressive 117 cm in 
length!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 117 x 17 x 34 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 
27 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $83.00 $56.90

Schleich - Belle Happy Keychain

Look how sweet Belle looks again today. She is thrilled because she 
has just received a wonderful message. The cutest beagle girl in the 
world is beaming with happiness. Fun Fact: 
 Belle is Snoopy’s pretty sister.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

M&D - Wooden Heart Box - DYO

Looking for the perfect spot for storing those treasures that are 
close to your heart? This kit includes a sturdy wooden heart-shaped 
box (3.1 x 1.4 x 2.9 in.), glitter glue, white glue, colorful gem 
stickers, 4 pots of paintand a paintbrush. A perfect activity for 
parties or rainy days.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

ThinkFun - Move & Groove Game

Lots of Ways to Move with Your Child’s First Dance Game
 Move & Groove is the perfect first game for toddlers! Designed to 
inspire movement, creativity, laughter and learning, it’s a fun way 
to introduce the basics of game play and the joy of movement 
without the pressure of competition. The rules are simple—toss the 
plush cube to determine colour, choose a matching coloured card 
and perform the given move. There’s no right or wrong way to 
boogie—it’s all up to interpretation—so players can use their 
imagination while improving balance, coordination and flexibility. 
The perfect game to build confidence and celebrate all the things 
your little one does so well!
 
 Ages: 18 months and up, Players: 2 or more Box Size: 18.4 x 17.8 x 
16.8 cm

Preschool 
Games ThinkFun $41.00 $27.70

Schleich - Lucy
Lucy is annoyed, she has just explained Charlie for the umpteenth 
time why things always go wrong for him. But he just does not 
understand. "He can't be helped!"

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Siku - Remote Control John Deere 
8345R - 1:32 Scale

Made of metal and plastic, these rugged, high-quality tractors are a 
breeze to control. The driving and steering functions are 
proportional and allow for precise driving and maneouvering. The 
lights at the front and rear of the vehicle will remain on during 
operation.
 Requires 5 x AAA Batteries.

Remote Control Siku $347.00 $247.90



Siku - Remote Control Claas Axion 850 
- 1:32 Scale

Made of metal and plastic, these rugged, high-quality tractors are a 
breeze to control. The driving and steering functions are 
proportional and allow for precise driving and maneouvering. The 
lights at the front and rear of the vehicle will remain on during 
operation.
 Requires 5 x AAA Batteries.

Remote Control Siku $347.00 $247.90

Schleich - Large Smurf House Made out of mushroom, this house is fitted with windows and a 
door.

The Smurfs Schleich $86.60 $61.90

M&D - On The Go - Magic Velvet - 
Ballerinas

Magic Velvet coloring scenes are filled with special effects! The 
velvet-flocked backgrounds create amazing contrast with the six 
vibrant marker colors. And hidden patterns appear when you color 
in the scenes! This compact, spiral-bound coloring activity book is 
just the right size for kids and perfect for travel . . . the felt-tip 
markers store right in the cover. Six sturdy coloring boards feature 
ballerina-themed scenes.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Fancy Party 
Fashions

Make 2 gorgeous double-sided cards to decorate and display! Our 
patented technology lets kids get the look and feel of real glitter 
without the mess. One simple process creates amazing results: Just 
peel away a section of white paper from the foam stickers to reveal 
the sticky surface, then press on one of the glitter sheets. Arrange 
the foam stickers and puffy stickers on the model cards to create 
outfits, then slot in the stand to show off your dazzling design!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Ballet & 
Dance Fashions

Make 2 gorgeous double-sided cards to decorate and display! Our 
patented technology lets kids get the look and feel of real glitter 
without the mess. One simple process creates amazing results: Just 
peel away a section of white paper from the foam stickers to reveal 
the sticky surface, then press on one of the glitter sheets. Arrange 
the foam stickers and puffy stickers on the model cards to create 
outfits, then slot in the stand to show off your dazzling design!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Princess & 
Fairy Scenes

Make 2 gorgeous peel-and-sparkle scenes! Our patented 
technology lets kids get the look and feel of real glitter without the 
mess. One simple process creates amazing results: Just peel away a 
section of white paper from the princess and fairy scenes to reveal 
the sticky surface, then press on one of the 5 glitter sheets for 
instant sparkling art.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Underwater 
Scenes

Make 2 peel-and-sparkle scenes! Our patented technology lets kids 
get the look and feel of real glitter without the mess. One simple 
process creates amazing results: Just peel away a section of white 
paper from the exciting underwater scenes to reveal the sticky 
surface, then press on one of the 5 glitter sheets for instant 
sparkling art.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Foam Tiara 
& Wand

Make 2 sparkling accessories! Our patented technology lets kids get 
the look and feel of real glitter without the mess. One simple 
process creates amazing results: Just peel away a section of white 
paper from the sticker shapes to reveal the sticky surface and press 
on one of the glitter sheets for instant sparkle. Decorate the tiara 
and wand with the 35 stickers, then get glam with your dazzling 
designs!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

Gelli Snow Assortment - CDU10

Make 4 bowls of fluffy snow with Gelli Snow! Simply sprinkle the 
Gelli Snow ® Powder into a suitable bowl or container. Stir the Gelli 
Snow ® powder vigorously and watch the snow grow. Enjoy playing 
with the Snow. Read the instructions sheet for fun tips and hints. 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

0 Zimpli Kids $12.00 $85.60

Galt - Selfie Bracelets

Make 4 fun bracelets featuring selfies 
 Select photos or stickers for the tile beads, add clear dome stickers 
and thread onto elastic with the coloured beads 
 Includes 12 tile beads, 12 dome stickers, 100 beads, elastic, 2 
sticker sheets (1 to colour), 6 washable fibre pens, photo stencil, 
sticky dots and guide.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10



Galt - Charm Bracelets

Make 7 cool bracelets with metal charms. Simply clip the silver 
charms onto the bracelet chain. Thread silver and coloured beads 
onto elastic with a coloured charm to create 6 beaded charm 
bracelets.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Galt - Brilliant Hair Bands

Make 8 cool hair braids by plaiting together colourful fabric strips 
with flowers and beads. Great activity for parties, sleepovers and 
festivals. With 30 assorted fabric strips, 25 fabric flowers, 25 beads, 
8 elastic hair bands and guide. 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Crafty Cases Galt $28.60 $20.50

Galt - Mosaic Pictures

Make 8 fun mosaic pictures with self adhesive foam tiles. Simply tile 
by number, matching the colour of tile to its number on the picture. 
 
 Contents: 12 foam sheets with over 4500, self-adhesive, 8 tile by 
number colour pictures, guide. 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10

Galt - First Sewing

Make a butterfly bag, neck purse, picture frame, notepad cover and 
pencil case. Stitch the pre-punched sections together with the cord 
and decorate with foam shapes and stick-on gems. 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Crafty Cases Galt $28.60 $20.50

Horrible Science - Violent Volcano

Make a 'lava-ly' erupting volcano, become a survival expert and 
discover why volcanoes blow their tops! 
 
 Contents: plastic volcano model, tartaric acid, bicarbonate of sold, 
goggles, scoop, mini card stand ups and 'Horrible Info' leaflet. 
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science $22.40 $16.00

PlanToys - Flower Set

Make a seed blossom into a beautiful flower! This set includes all 
the tools you need to build a flower: seed, soil, watering can, 
shovel, garden shears, stackable stems, 2 leaves and 4 
interchangeable flower petals.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Learning PlanToys $41.50 $29.60



Horrible Science - Shocking Rocket

Make a water-fuelled rocket, defy gravity and learn how rockets 
blast off into space and other shocking rocket facts. 
 
 Contents: plastic rocket, nose cone, finx, rubber stopper, valve, 
stickers, sticky tape and ' Horrible Info' leaflet. 
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science $22.40 $16.00

Slime Baff Assortment - CDU10

Make bath time fun with Slime Baff! Slime Baff is a powder that 
turns bath water into a gooey slime. When the fun is done simply 
turn the taps back on to dilute the slime. Slime Baff gives children a 
fun bath time, does not block drains and is kind on skin. CDU 
contains 4 x Gunky Green, 3 x Oozy Red and 3 x Goo Blue.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Zimpli Kids $11.00 $75.60

Horrible Science - Bouncy Eyeballs

Make eyeballs that bounce, find out how balls bounce and learn 
jazzy juggling. Make one large eyeball and three small glow-in-the 
dark eyeballs. 
 
 Contents: 8 packs of crystals, large mould, small mould, plastic pot, 
funnel, measuring spoon and "Horrible Info" leaflet
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science $22.40 $16.00

Horrible Science - Savage Storms

Make real thunder sounds, hold a tornado in your hand and grow 
your own snow and icicles
 Check out how flooding is made worse by humans, the gruesome 
effect of global warming and other facts. 
 
 Contents: Thunder tube, cap and spring, glue, sticker sheet, 
tornado jar with lid, glitter, clear sticker scene, icicle cards, icicle 
solution, petri dish, snow powder, measuring scoop, 2 plastic trays 
and 20-page Lab Notebook 
 
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science

$43.20 $30.90



M&D - Wooden Sparkling Flowers 
Bead Set

Make three glittering necklaces with this pretty wooden bead set! A 
collection of over 45 wooden beads includes cubes, rounds, barrels, 
and giant flowers with glittering foil accents, all in pretty shades of 
purple, yellow, and green. The three woven laces, capped with 
sturdy aglets, thread easily through the wooden beads to make 
jewelry-making a snap! Kids simply lace the beads, knot to attach 
the clasp, and wear their hand-made accessories with pride. Laces 
and beads store in a handy wooden tray that’s perfect for 
containing supplies and preventing rollaway beads. 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Green Toys - Fire Truck

Make way – it’s the world’s most environmentally friendly 
emergency vehicle to the rescue! The Green Toys™ Fire Truck is 
solidly constructed from 100% recycled plastic milk containers that 
save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and has no 
metal axles. Includes sturdy extendable ladder rotates 360 degrees 
and two removable side ladders. No BPA, PVC or phthalates. 
Packaged using only recycled and recyclable Suitable from 1 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $60.80 $43.40

Crackle Baff - CDU 8

Make your bath water crackle and pop with this magical popping 
dust. Sprinkle some over your water and watch it bubble. CDU8 
contains 8 x Crackle Baff.
 
 Suitable for 3 yrs+

0 Zimpli Kids $11.00 $60.50

Horrible Science - Slippery Slime

Make your own slippery slime, mould a slithery glow worm, check 
out how many squelchy farts, discover why glow worms glow and 
other foul facts!
 
 Contents: glow-in-the-dark slime with glow worm mould, make 
your own slime powder, plastic pot, fart pot, wiggly eyes, and 
'horrible Info' leaflet. 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Horrible 
Science

Horrible 
Science $22.40 $16.00

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Foam Beads

Make your own sparkling beaded jewelry! Our patented technology 
lets kids get the look and feel of real glitter without the mess. One 
simple process creates amazing results: Just peel away a section of 
white paper from the beads to reveal the sticky surface, then press 
on one of the glitter sheets for instant sparkle. With 20 foam beads, 
6 glitter sheets, 4 cords, and 4 clasps, get ready to shine!
 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40



M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Friendship 
Foam Stickers

Make your own sparkling stickers! Our patented technology lets 
kids get the look and feel of real glitter without the mess. One 
simple process creates amazing results: Just peel away a section of 
white paper from the sticker shapes to reveal the sticky surface, 
then press on a glitter sheet for instant sparkle. With 23 foam 
stickers and 5 glitter sheets, there are sparkling hearts, stars, 
rainbows, and animals galore!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Adventure 
Foam Stickers

Make your own sparkling stickers! Our patented technology lets 
kids get the look and feel of real glitter without the mess. One 
simple process creates amazing results: Just peel away a section of 
white paper from the sticker shapes to reveal the sticky surface, 
then press on one of the glitter sheets for instant sparkle. With 17 
foam stickers and 5 glitter sheets, there are plenty of spaceships, 
creepy crawlers, dinosaurs, and more adventurous favourites!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

Schleich - Moose Bull

Making this tall forest dweller even taller are the antlers he carries 
on his head.
 Fun Fact - Moose's antlers fully grow within three to five months, 
making them one of the fastest growing organs in animals.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Rburg - Junior Mandala Designer

Mandalas for the young artist. These Mandala Designers feature 
more basic templates and a thick marker so young children can 
create their very own Mandala designs.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 28 
x 28 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 30 x 5 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $35.00 $24.10

Schleich - Mandrill, Male

Mandrills are a type of primate from the forests of Central Africa. 
The bright blue and red areas in their face and their yellow beards 
make them one of the most colourful mammals in the world.
 Fun Fact - Although mandrills have the formidable canine teeth of a 
predator, they feed almost entirely on plants.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Mandrill, Female with Baby

Mandrills are a type of primate from the forests of Central Africa. 
The bright blue and red areas in their face and their yellow beards 
make them one of the most colourful mammals in the world.
 Fun Fact - Although mandrills have the formidable canine teeth of a 
predator, they feed almost entirely on plants.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Ray

Mantas Rays are sea animals that grow up to nine metres and travel 
by elegant, flying movements. Despite their dangerous appearance, 
they are absolutely harmless for to humans. Fun Fact - Mantas have 
small teeth only in their lower jaw.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40



Schleich - Clydesdale Gelding

Many Clydesdales can be easily identified from their white legs. This 
hair is also known as “feathering”. These horses often have a brown 
coat, but they can also be black, sorrel or roan. Clydesdales are 
often used as draught horses. For instance, they may haul tree 
trunks through terrain that is too difficult for tractors to traverse. 
They are easy to train and keen learners. But they’re also excellent 
horses for riding. However, because the horses are so big, you need 
special, extra-large saddles to ride them. Fun Fact: 
 Clydesdales are named after the River Clyde that flows through 
south-west Scotland.

Horse Club Schleich $20.70 $14.80

SF - Doughnut Store

Margaret Petite welcomes you to her doughnut store. She bakes so 
many kinds of delicious doughnuts and muffins. Set includes over 
30 pieces including doughnuts, table, dishes, tongs, trays plus more 
accessories.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $27.20

Schleich - Marween's Striped Foal 
CDU5

Marween found the striped foal during one of her adventures. The 
foal looked lonely and afraid, but she quickly came to trust the elf. 
When Marween took her home, the beautiful animal really began 
to flourish. She now races around Marween’s house every morning 
and accompanies the elf everywhere. She has even learned a few 
little tricks: she can walk a few steps on her hind legs, roll over 
several times or hop sideways. “It’s amazing how talented you are!” 
Marween says happily, giving the foal a crunchy apple. Fun Fact: 
 Marween has put a golden ribbon on her striped foal.

bayala Schleich $56.40 $40.30

Schleich - Marween in Festive Dress 
Standing

Marween is colourful, funny and surprising. At the masked ball she 
will be wearing a raccoon mask. She will also be singing and dancing 
and maybe she will also do some magic tricks. Fun Fact:Marween is 
an artist. She made her mask herself.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

Schleich - Marween in Festive Dress 
Riding

Marween is colourful, funny and surprising. For the great party, she 
came up with some fantastic ticks. Everybody is looking forward to 
them. Fun Fact:Marween's best friend, her little raccoon, is always 
at her side.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

M&D - Numbers Wooden Puzzle Cards

Match these wooden puzzle pairs to make mastering numbers as 
easy as 1, 2, 3. Groups of objects illustrate numbers 1-20 and the 
puzzles are self-correcting; each piece has only one match that fits, 
so children can play independently and learn all the while.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90



M&D - Pattern Blocks And Boards

Matching and mosaic fun! 120 brightly coloured, wooden geometric 
shapes to match ten designs on five reversible boards or design 
your own! Children will enjoy the fun of matching and develop fine 
motor skills.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

Schleich - Rainbow Elf Meena with 
Flying Squirrel

Meena and her flying squirrel are simply inseparable. The little furry 
animal follows the elf everywhere. They both have the same 
favourite food: honeyfruit! They usually meet at their favourite 
place: beneath an ancient elm where they frolic around, attempt 
little magic tricks in the shade or share a honeyfruit between them. 
Meena is wearing a beautiful friendship ring set with a red rose. 
There’s another identical ring for her best friend. Could that be 
you? Fun Fact: 
 Meena has a magical power that makes all animals love her. They 
allow her to stroke them and even eat from her hand.

bayala Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Meena

Meena is very fond of animals and animals are very fond of her. 
Bunnies, roe deer and many other animals like to sit next to her 
letting her stroke their fur. 
 Fun Fact - At night, Meena's small flying squirrel sleeps on her 
pillow.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

SF - The New Arrival

Meet Baby Jacque Chantilly, Sylvania's new arrival! The New Arrival 
set includes the essentials Jacque should need, including a beautiful 
blue and polka-dot rocking crib, a pot of milk powder, a feeding 
bottle, a baby bowl and spoon. Not an experienced parent? Don't 
fret, Mother Myriam Chantilly can look after the little one. Jacque 
Chantilly comes adorably dressed in a blue baby-grow and cape, 
Mother Myriam Chantilly in a lovely pink frock. This set includes 
Myriam Chantilly and Jacque Chantilly.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families

$27.00 $21.30

SF - Hedgehog Baby with Blanket

Meet Bilberry Bramble the Hedgehog Baby. Bilberry comes 
complete with comb, brush and bottle. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90



SF - Chiffon Dog Baby

Meet Brooklyn Doughty, the Chiffon Dog Baby. Brooklyn comes 
complete with crib and bottle. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90

SF - Cottontail Rabbit Baby

Meet Charlie Cottontail, the Cottontail Rabbit baby. Charlie comes 
complete with crib and bottle.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
  
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Baby

Meet Crème Chocolate the Chocolate Rabbit Baby. Crème comes 
complete with crib and bottle. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90

SF - Silk Cat Baby

Meet George Golightly, the Silk Cat Baby. George comes complete 
with bottle and crib. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90

SF - Milk Rabbit Baby

Meet Henry Periwinkle, the Milk Rabbit Baby. Henry comes 
complete with crib and bottle.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90

SF - Chihuahua Dog Baby

Meet Joelynda Lopez, the Chihuahua Dog Baby. Joelynda comes 
complete with crib and bottle.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90



SF - Chiffon Dog Family

Meet the Chiffon Dog Family, pack includes: Father Gordon, Mother 
Delia, Brother David & Sister Karen Doughty
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Chiffon Dog Twins

Meet the Chiffon Dog twins, pack includes Austin and Nigella 
Doughty. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20

SF - Chihuahua Dog Family

Meet the Chihuahua Dog Family, pack includes Father Cesar, 
Mother Conchita, Brother Pablo and Sister Laya Lopez. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Chihuahua Dog Twins

Meet the Chihuahua Dog Twins, pack includes Pepi and Lola Lopez. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Family

Meet the Chocolate Rabbit Family, pack includes Father Frasier, 
Mother Teri, Brother Coco & Sister Freya. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70



SF - Chocolate Rabbit Grandparents

Meet the Chocolate Rabbit Grandparents, pack includes 
Grandfather Rhys and Grandmother Patricia.
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$27.00 $21.70

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Twin Babies

Meet the Chocolate Rabbit twins, pack includes Kabe & Breeze 
Chocolate. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $13.00 $10.20

SF - Cottontail Rabbit Family

Meet the Cottontail Rabbit Family, pack includes Father Aaron, 
Mother Sorrel, Brother Gromwell and Sister Willow. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Hamster Family

Meet the Hamster Family, pack includes: Father Huckleberry, 
Mother Hilda, Brother George and Sister Jane. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Hamster Twins

Meet the Hamster Twins, pack includes Neil and Christine Hamilton.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20



SF - Hedgehog Family

Meet the Hedgehog Family, pack includes: Father Mortimer, 
Mother Eleanor, Brother Maxwell & Sister Abigail. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Hedgehog Twins

Meet the Hedgehog Twins, pack includes Honey and Hazel Bramble.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20

SF - Kangaroo Family

Meet the Kangaroo Family, pack includes: Father Bruce, Mother 
Sheila, Brother Joey & Sister Joanne. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Kangaroo Twin Babies

Meet the Kangaroo twins, pack includes Joseph and Josephine 
Springer.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
  
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families $13.00 $10.20

SF - Yellow Labrador Twins

Meet the Labrador Twins, pack includes Marley and Shiloh Barker. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20



SF - Milk Rabbit Family

Meet the Milk Rabbit Family, pack includes: Father Alex, Mother 
Kate, Brother Oliver and Sister Rebecca. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Monkey Family

Meet the Monkey Family, pack includes Father Geoff, Mother 
Shirley and Daughter Katie.
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$27.00 $21.30

SF - Silk Cat Family

Meet the Silk Cat Family, pack includes: Father Fred, Mother Holly, 
Brother Toby & Sister Tiffany. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made of plastic with a high quality thin fabric giving 
them a soft ‘velveteen’ surface. Each figurine has its own story and 
can be complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Silk Cat Twin Babies

Meet the Silk Cat twins, pack includes Gilly & Ginni Golightly.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20

SF - Striped Cat Family

Meet the Striped Cat Family, pack includes: Father Simon, Mother 
Amelia, Brother Shane and Daughter Sabrina.
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70



SF - Striped Cat Twins

Meet the Striped Cat Twins, pack includes Scott and Skyler Sandy. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20

SF - Tuxedo Cat Family

Meet the Tuxedo Cat Family, pack includes: Father Mason, Mother 
Natalie, Twin Sisters Lily and Rose. 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Walnut Squirrel Family

Meet the Walnut Squirrel Family, pack includes: Father Cedric, 
Mother Yardley, Brother Ralph & Sister Saffron.
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Walnut Squirrel Twins

Meet the Walnut Squirrel twins, pack includes Alfie & Alyssa 
Walnut. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20

SF - White Mouse Family

Meet the White Mouse Family, pack includes: Father Hickery, 
Mother Imogen, Brother Bryce & Sister Laurel.
 
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70



SF - White Mouse Twins

Meet the White Mouse twins, pack includes Matt and Mel 
Hawthorn.
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.20

SF - Yellow Labrador Family

Meet the Yellow Labrador Family, pack includes: Father Barker, 
Mother Lucy, Brother Buddy and Sister Sadie.
 
 These miniature animal figures have articulated arms, legs and 
head and are made with a high quality fabric giving them a soft 
velveteen surface. Each figurine has its own story and can be 
complemented with a range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

AniMagic - Feed and Care Pets Assort 
VPK6 2 Dog, 2 Cat, 2 rabbit

Meet these lovable pets who need all your love and care. Feed 
them their food accessory to make them really happy and hear cute 
animal sounds! 3 to collect - Puppy, Kitten and Bunny. Requires 2 x 
LR44 batteries, included. For ages 3 years and up.

0 AniMagic $28.00 $113.10

M&D - Mermaid Fantasea Jigsaw - 
48pc

Mermaids and marine creatures live happily together in this 
wonderful jigsaw puzzle. 48 wooden pieces fit neatly into the puzzle 
board when assembled by your little puzzle lover.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Schleich - Mini Shetty Foal Mini Shetland ponies have a shoulder height of not more than 87 
cm. Fun Fact:At birth, a miniature Shetland pony is just 40 cm tall.

Horse Club Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Mini Shetty Stallion
Mini Shetland ponies have a shoulder height of not more than 87 
cm. Fun Fact:Miniature Shetland ponies are among the smallest 
ponies in the world.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Mini Shetty Mare
Mini Shetland ponies have a shoulder height of not more than 87 
cm. Fun Fact:Miniature Shetland ponies are among the smallest 
ponies in the world.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Bigjigs - Mini Track

Mini Track. Additional wooden track and accessories allow a Bigjigs 
Rail network to be extended and tailored for each play session, 
helping to develop imaginative play sessions. Most other major 
wooden railway brands are compatible with Bigjigs Rail.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $8.50 $6.10

Orchard Toys - Pick n Mix People 
Game

Mix and match crazy characters! Make hilarious combinations as 
different characters are assembled.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40



M&D - Animals Stamp Set

Mix and match the detailed stamps with images of wild and 
domestic animals from land and sea, to create hundreds of 
beautiful scenes. All the pieces, including 16 stamps, 7 coloured 
pencils and a durable inkpad, store in the sturdy wooden box. 
Include washable, non-toxic kid-friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70

Brixies - Monkey 81 pieces

Monkeys are found in two main regions of the world, so scientists 
have grouped them as either Old World monkeys or New World 
monkeys. Monkey feet are as flexible as their hands and monkeys 
are famous for their tree-swinging leaps that put human acrobats to 
shame!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $15.00 $9.80

M&D - Stamp A Scene - Rain Forest

Monkeys, snakes, birds and bugs galore combine to create a jungle 
straight out of your imagination! This extra-large stamp set makes it 
easy to create an exciting storyline or a color-in scene: It includes 20 
rubber-faced, wooden-handled outline stamps and a two-color 
stamp pad filled with blue and green washable ink. Five colored 
pencils coordinate with the jungle theme to add details and color in 
the scene. It's a complete arts & crafts activity and storytelling kit in 
one!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70



Brixies - Moose 108 pieces

Moose are the largest of all the deer species. During mating season 
males bellow loudly to attract mates and battle each other with 
their antlers. After mating, the two sexes go their separate ways 
and while they occasionally feed in the same grounds, males and 
females tend to ignore each other.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

SF - Pizza Delivery Set

Mortimer delivers delicious pizza on his vintage bike. Everyone in 
Sylvania can’t wait for pizza hot and fresh out from the oven! Set 
includes over 25 pieces including Bike, menu board, delivery boxes 
and pizza. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $27.20

MicroBrik - Animals 12CDU

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

Animals MicroBrik $16.00 $132.40



MicroBrik - Emojis 12CDU

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

Emojis MicroBrik $16.00 $132.40

MicroBrik - Taj-Mahal

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

World Icons MicroBrik $36.00 $25.90



MicroBrik - Statue of Liberty

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

World Icons MicroBrik $36.00 $25.90

MicroBrik - Big Ben

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

World Icons MicroBrik $36.00 $25.90



MicroBrik - Eiffel Tower

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

World Icons MicroBrik $36.00 $25.90

MicroBrik - Sydney Harbour Bridge

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

World Icons MicroBrik $36.00 $25.90



MicroBrik - Sydney Opera House

Mosaic is decorative art technique for creating images using many 
small coloured tiles. It has a long history, starting as long ago as 
3000 BC. Mosaics pictures became widespread in Ancient Greece 
and Rome and were used in early Christian basilicas from the 4th 
century onwards. Mosaic art flourished up to the 15th century.
 
 Modern mosaics are made by professional artists, street artists, as 
a popular craft and today can be created using computer digital 
techniques and robotics.
 
 Our Intermediate Level MicroBrik Boxed Sets, containing over 1300 
pieces, allow you to challenge yourself with an exciting design while 
enjoying this creative and rewarding pastime. Every tile clicks onto 
the base plate just like a construction toy. Each boxed set contains 
all the coloured tiles required to build a realistic likeness of a world 
famous icon and includes the backing plate and special stand tiles. 
Accessory tweezers sold separately.

World Icons MicroBrik $36.00 $25.90

Schleich - Feed Set

Most animals are crazy about fresh fruits. The keeper must take 
good care that every one of them gets some of it. Fun Fact:Animal 
feed must always be fresh, otherwise sensitive animals will become 
ill.

Wild Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Horse Feed

Most horses love beetroots because the little round root vegetables 
are extremely sweet and tasty. Especially in winter, they offer 
welcome variety and also boost the horses’ immune systems thanks 
to the many vitamins they contain. In order to give her horse 
optimum nutrition, the rider also hangs a delicious chew stick in the 
stall. It contains fruit, vegetables and grains packed with key 
nutrients. This also prevents horses from getting bored when they 
have to stay in their stalls because the temperatures are icy cold. 
Fun Fact: 
 Horses love chew sticks. They keep them busy for hours.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Mustang Stallion

Mustangs are also called “mestengos”. This comes from a Spanish 
word meaning “wild, stray”. They were originally domesticated 
horses that the Spanish brought to America by ship in the 16th 
century and that ran away once in America. Since they found plenty 
of fodder on the fertile pastures and had almost no natural 
predators except pumas, their numbers rapidly increased. Wild 
Mustangs still roam the countryside to this day. They are led by a 
brave herd stallion who protects his herd and is usually the father 
of all the foals. Fun Fact: 
 Mustang stallions are very brave. They defend their herd even if 
they’re injured.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00



Schleich - Mustang Mare

Mustangs are significantly more robust than other horse breeds 
because they stay outdoors even in cold, wet and windy weather. In 
winter, they develop such a thick coat that any snow that lands on 
it doesn’t melt. In addition to the herd stallion, in every mustang 
herd there’s also always a herd mare. She ensures that all the 
horses in the herd are doing well, and leads them to sources of 
water or verdant grasslands. If Mustangs are tamed, they are 
extremely versatile horses that are especially suited to leisure, trail 
and endurance riding. Fun Fact: 
 The hoofs of Mustangs are so hard that they don’t need 
horseshoes.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - White Swan with Cygnets

Mute swans rank among the largest birds able to fly. Occasionally, 
the mute swan mother takes her chicks on her back to protect 
them. Fun Fact - Mute swans really know how to defend 
themselves. During breeding season, one should not get too close 
to them.

Farm Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Zuru - My Magical Seahorse - VPK12

My Magical Seahorse swims, dives and explores with its magical 
wings!
 
 Get ready for an underwater adventure with Zuru Robo Seahorse. 
Watch her magically burst to life and swim by herself instantly 
when you put her in water. 
 
 Girls will love seeing their Seahorse use her - just like a real 
seahorse. Collect all three and watch them swim around together. 
Each Serahorse features:
 
 • Water activated and Micro-robotic technology gives lifelike 
movements
 • Swims like a real seahorse with two swimming patterns (Vertical 
and horizontal)
 • Three My Magical Seahorses to collect (each sold separately)

Seahorses Zuru $25.00 $193.40

Schleich - Nayara

Nayara is the mysterious enchantress in the kingdom of the 
Rainbow Elves. She gladly lends a hand to any elf in need of her 
help. Be it with good advice or a healing spell.
 Fun Fact - Within the core of Nayara's wand there is a magic stone 
from a star.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

Green Toys - Dump Truck

Need help hauling a big load while helping save the planet? The 
Green Toys™ Dump Truck is ready to get working. Made from 100% 
recycled plastic milk containers the Green Toys Dump Truck is the 
most energy efficient vehicle on this or any planet. The super cool 
eco-design has a workable dumper and no metal axles.
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $60.80 $43.40



Zuru - Finding Dory - Nemo Tracks 
Playset

Nemo Track Playset for Endless Underwater Adventures 
 
 Recreate all of your favorite scenes from the Finding Dory movie! 
The play mat maps out the key scenes from the Finding Dory movie 
and the accompanying track set allows you to take all of your 
favourite characters on an underwater adventure! Trackset 
features: 
 
 • Water activated and button cell battery powered NEMO fish with 
realistic swimming motion 
 • Track set which allow characters to go on endless underwater 
adventures 
 • Finding Dory Movie themed Floor Mat

Dory Zuru $90.00 $60.30

Eurotrike - Tandem Trike -Princess

New design for 2014. Perfect for 2 children to interact and play 
together or just as much fun for one little princess in a make beleive 
world of castles and horse drawn carriages on her way to the 
magical ball.
 
  - Great themed Princess graphics
  - Super strong all steel frame and fork construction
  - Steel wheels. 
  - Big, tough, quiet EVA rubber tyres 
  - Oversized steel pedal cranks 
  - High back bucket seat
  - Fully enclosed rear passenger seat 
  - Large rear footplate
  - Comfortable safety grips
 
  - Size (mm): Length (930), width(480), H/bar Height(635), Seat 
Height - Rider(360), passenger(315)
  - Weight 7.2kg
  - Max Rider weight: 40kg combined rider and passenger 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Tandem Trikes Eurotrike $248.10 $177.20



Real FX Artificial Intelligence Racing 
System: Stage 1

Next Generation Racing System - No Slots - No Limits!
 
 •Racing like you have never experience before
 • Overtake / Undertake anywhere
 • Virtual Race Hazards and Audio Race Data
 • Single (but with two cars) & Multi-player Modes
 • 16 different Multi-Modular Track Layouts
 • Contents: 2 x AI R/C Race Cars; 2 x AI R/C Handsets; 12 x Piece 
RealFX Sensor-Track(TM) Set; Instruction Manual
 • Batteries: 6 x AA and 6 x AAA (not included)
 www.realfxracing.com

Remote Control Real FX $350.00 $240.80

M&D - Nina Ballerina Magnetic Dress-
Up

Nina, prima ballerina is ready to perform with grace and beauty in 
practice tights or bespangled tutu. This set includes a magnetic 
wooden doll with a wooden stand and lots of colourful and 
attractive magnetic outfits and accessories for pretend play!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $31.20 $22.30

Schleich - Jungle Papa Smurf

No matter how dense the jungle is, Papa Smurf has an overview. 
Sure thing, because in the first place he is also the boss here in the 
forest, and secondly, he has a map with which he can determine 
their exact position. With his chic, tropical Smurf hat he looks like a 
real jungle explorer and hopefully he really knows just as much as 
everyone thinks he does. Fun Fact: 
 So far, no one has noticed that Papa Smurf sometimes holds the 
map upside down.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

M&D - Pets At Play Jigsaw - 24pc

No one is allergic to the lovable pets in this 24-piece wooden jigsaw 
puzzle! Comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle 
building and easy storage.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Animals

No-mess painting for kids! This exciting paint-with-water coloring 
book includes four reusable pages and a refillable water pen. Simply 
use the pen to color in each scene--details and vibrant color appear 
with every stroke! Then let the page dry to erase the pictures and 
fill it in again and again. This animal-themed book includes four 
scenes to color and a search-and-find activity for each scene. The 
chunky-sized water pen is easy for kids to hold and stores neatly 
right in the front cover, so Water WOW books make ideal travel 
activity books and travel toys for kids!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Vehicles

No-mess painting for kids! This exciting paint-with-water coloring 
book includes four reusable pages and a refillable water pen. Simply 
use the pen to color in each scene--details and vibrant color appear 
with every stroke! Then let the page dry to erase the pictures and 
fill it in again and again. This vehicle-themed book includes four 
scenes to color and a search-and-find activity for each scene. The 
chunky-sized water pen is easy for kids to hold and stores neatly 
right in the front cover, so Water WOW books make ideal travel 
activity books and travel toys for kids!
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Fjord Horse Foal

Norwegian Fjord Horses are small powerful and compact horses 
which can easily be recognised by their roached mane and the 
characteristic dark stripe right along its back.
 Fun Fact - Norwegian Fjord Horses have been in existance for 
thousands of years. The Vikings used them as warhorses.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Fjord Horse Stallion

Norwegian Fjord Horses are small powerful and compact horses 
which can easily be recognised by their roached mane and the 
characteristic dark stripe right along its back.
 Fun Fact - Norwegian Fjord Horses have been in existance for 
thousands of years. The Vikings used them as warhorses.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Fjord Horse Mare

Norwegian Fjord Horses are small powerful and compact horses 
which can easily be recognised by their roached mane and the 
characteristic dark stripe right along its back.
 Fun Fact - Norwegian Fjord Horses have been in existance for 
thousands of years. The Vikings used them as warhorses.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

K's Kids - Rubber Duck Set 6pcs

Not one, not two not three but six ducks are ready for the splashing 
and diving around and having fun during bath time! Now that is 
how bathtime for every kid should be!
 Playing with these ducks, children's sensory, fine motor and gross 
motor skills are enhanced.

Bath Play K's Kids $17.20 $12.30

AniMagic - Fluffy Goes Walkies Refresh

Now Fluffy is better and more loveable than ever!
 
 She walks and barks with a light up lead and also has a new pretty 
light up tag! Of course she sounds just like a real puppy.
 
 Age 3+

0 AniMagic $72.00 $49.50

Halilit - Baby Music Carnival
Now your little musicians can create their very own little carnival! 
the Toddler’s Music Carnival offers a wide variety of sounds, colors, 
and musical fun.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $46.70 $33.40



M&D - Numbers Peg Puzzle

Number concepts, from 0 to 9, are illustrated in this 10-piece peg 
puzzle. A colourful picture under each piece shows the same 
number of items as the numeral on top of the piece, helping 
promote number recognition and counting skills! Encourages eye-
hand, fine motor and visual perception skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

ThinkFun - Zingo! 1-2-3 Game

Numbers Bingo
 Build your child's reading and counting skills with Zingo! 1-2-3. 
Match numbered spaces on your challenge card with number tiles 
revealed by the Zingo! Zinger. The first player with a full card wins 
the game by yelling <i>Zingo!</i> Zingo! 1-2-3 supports early math 
learning through counting and pattern recognition. Features: 2 
Levels Of Play, 6 Double-Sided Zingo! Cards, 72 Double-Sided Tiles, 
Zingo! Zinger, Easy Clean-up!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+, 2 - 6 players Box Size: 21 x 8.9 x 26 cm

Junior Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.10

Schleich - Octopus

Octopus can be easily distinguished from other squids because they 
have eight tentacles. This is why they are called octopus, because 
the Greek word "okto" means eight and "puos" means foot. If they 
feel threatened, they release an ink-like liquid, which spreads in the 
water like a huge, dark cloud. The octopus can thus disguise the 
direction of its escape. Moreover, the animals are masters of 
camouflage because they can instantly change their body colour 
from grey-brown to blue-green, red or pink. Fun Fact: 
 Octopuses have three hearts. One is for the body and the other 
two pump blood through the gills.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

K's Kids - Teether Friends - Octopus Octopus teether to soothe baby during teething time. Teethers K's Kids $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Dragon Fighter
Of all dragons, the Fighter is the strongest and wildest. With its 
incredible power and its spiny tail, it can cause terrible destruction. 
Fun Fact:It is the wildest and strongest of all the dragons.

Eldrador Schleich $56.90 $40.70

Schleich - Frog Set

On a leaf high up on a tree sits a blue poison dart frog. Its skin is of 
an azure colour. This means for other animals: Attention, I am 
poisonous. No one wants to eat a frog like this. Fun Fact:The blue 
poison dart frog isn't actually especially poisonous. But it's 
poisonous enough not to be eaten.

Wild Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Elf Carriage Festive

On some especially festive days, the elf princesses and their friends 
take the carriage through Bayala. They spread blankets along the 
lake's shore and party. Fun Fact:The elf carriage makes a perfect 
hiding place too if the petal roof is closed.

bayala Schleich $112.70 $80.50



Schleich - Picnic Set

On sunny days, the elf friends often saddle their horses and ride to 
one of their favourite places at the lake or to the magic rocks on the 
hill to have long picnics there. Fun Fact:Feya and Eyela love to go 
picnicking – and so do all their friends.

bayala Schleich $13.40 $9.50

M&D - On The Go - Surprize Ink! - Pets

On the Go Game Books make the perfect travel toys! Each of these 
fun-packed activity books for kids includes an invisible-ink marker 
that stores right in the front cover. Pop it out to color in scenes, 
complete crosswords, follow mazes, find hidden pictures and more . 
. . and see Surprize Ink images appear as you color! Includes 24 
animal-themed pages, bound in a compact tablet format with a 
rigid back cover to support comfortable laptop coloring.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Surprize Ink! - 
Fashion

On the Go Game Books make the perfect travel toys! Each of these 
fun-packed activity books for kids includes an invisible-ink marker 
that stores right in the front cover. Pop it out to color in scenes, 
complete crosswords, follow mazes, find hidden pictures and more . 
. . and see Surprize Ink images appear as you color! Includes 24 
fashion-themed pages, bound in a compact tablet format with a 
rigid back cover to support comfortable laptop coloring.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Surprize Ink! - 
Jungle

On the Go Game Books make the perfect travel toys! Each of these 
fun-packed activity books for kids includes an invisible-ink marker 
that stores right in the front cover. Pop it out to color in scenes, 
complete crosswords, follow mazes, find hidden pictures and more . 
. . and see Surprize Ink images appear as you color! Includes 24 
jungle-themed pages, bound in a compact tablet format with a rigid 
back cover to support comfortable laptop coloring.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Surprize Ink! - 
Vehicles

On the Go Game Books make the perfect travel toys! Each of these 
fun-packed activity books for kids includes an invisible-ink marker 
that stores right in the front cover. Pop it out to color in scenes, 
complete crosswords, follow mazes, find hidden pictures and more . 
. . and see Surprize Ink images appear as you color! Includes 24 
vehicle-themed pages, bound in a compact tablet format with a 
rigid back cover to support comfortable laptop coloring.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



Playmobil - Large Farm

On the Playmobil Large Farm there is a lot to discover. In addition to 
the stables and the equipment room there is a lounge area for the 
farm family. With a freight elevator inventories are transported on 
the overhead storage. The milking machine is mobile and the apples 
can be picked from the tree. 
 
 Set includes Large Farm, stables, tool shed and a living area for the 
farmer's family.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Dimensions 58 x 39 x 28 cm (LxWxH)
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $150.00 $109.60

M&D - Vehicles Chunky Puzzle

On the road, on the rails, by sea or by air, imaginations travel far 
and wide with this extra thick wooden puzzle. Featuring 9 easy-
grasp, chunky vehicle pieces that can stand upright for pretend 
play. Each vehicle has a full-colour, matching picture underneath. 
Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and creative expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

Rburg - Race Through Space Game

On this constantly moving galaxy board, fly your rocket many light 
years through the Milky Way. Dangers lurk everywhere with 
asteroid fields and black holes! Race to the space stations to collect 
the most points and win! Promotes skills in strategy, logic and 
deduction. 2 - 4 players.<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30

Rburg - Make 'N' Break Junior Game

On your building blocks, get, set, go! Each player has his own 
building blocks and tries to be the first to complete the building. 
The popular fun in a version for young master builders. Contents: 
27 building blocks in 5 colours, 50 building cards printed both sides, 
48 chips, 1 card holder. 2-5 players. <br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $54.00 $37.10

Bigjigs - Red Brick Tunnel

One of the start favourites in the Bigjigs Rail range. The Red Brick 
Tunnel adds a great feature to any collection. With a high quality 
finish and super design detail it's a must have. Compatible with 
other leading brands of wooden railway.
 Product size: 13 x 17 x 13 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $29.00 $20.70



M&D - Magnetic Chalk/Dry-Erase 
Board

One side is a dry-erase board, the other is a magnetic chalkboard. 
Whatever your artist’s mood this portable drawing board comes 
complete with 3 sticks of coloured chalk, a dry-erase marker, plus 
36 magnetic letters and numbers!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $44.10 $31.50

Bigjigs - Pirate Galleon

Oo arrrrgh, sail your railway through the decorative pirate ship, 
fitted with a flag to warn off other pirates. Close up the elasticated 
track each end and sail the octopus infested waters, transport your 
railway over sea to land, push them back down add on the docking 
track and continue your journey. This fun accessory encourages 
imaginative play. Most other major wooden railway brands are 
compatible with Bigjigs Rail.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $57.10 $40.80

Orbit - Pop Up Rocket

Orbit Pop Up Rocket is a safe foam jump rocket, jump onto the 
pump, and watch it BLAST OFF… to a height of up to 20 M! The 
Orbit Pop Up Rocket launch pad has adjustable angles for aiming 
you rocket, for junior astronauts and parents who want hours of 
fun. Includes air pump, launch pad and 3 soft foam rockets.
 Age: 6+ years

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $11.50 $8.20

Schleich - Killer Whale

Orcas, also called "killer whales", are related to dolphins and 
considered the world's largest predators in the ocean. 
 Fun Fact - Orcas hunt pinnepeds and other sea animals at a speed 
of up to 55 kilometres per hour.

Wild Life Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Brixies - Whale 80 pieces

Orcas, or killer whales, are the largest of the dolphins and one of 
the world's most powerful predators
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Sea Life Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Siku - 16 Series Double Blister - 25 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 25 x assortement of Siku Double Blister - 16 Series.

16 Series Siku $342.90 $244.90



Siku - 16 Series Double Blister - 25 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 25 x assortement of Siku Double Blister - 16 Series.

16 Series Siku $342.90 $244.90

Siku - 10 Series Single Blister - 50 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 50 x assortement of Siku Single Blister - 10 Series.

10 Series Siku $338.50 $241.80

Siku - 10 Series Single Blister - 50 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 50 x assortement of Siku Single Blister - 10 Series.

10 Series Siku $338.50 $241.80

Siku - 13 Series Single Blister - 50 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 50 x assortement of Siku Single Blister - 13 Series.

13 Series Siku $399.30 $285.20

Siku - 13 Series Single Blister - 50 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 50 x assortement of Siku Single Blister - 13 Series.

13 Series Siku $399.30 $285.20

Siku - 08 Series Single Blister - 50 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 50 x assortement of Siku Single Blister - 8 Series.

8 Series Siku $217.00 $155.00

Siku - 08 Series Single Blister - 50 pc 
Counter Display

Order as 1 x prepacked Counter Display. Each Counter Display 
contains 50 x assortement of Siku Single Blister - 8 Series.

8 Series Siku $217.00 $155.00

Rburg - Beneath the Sea Puzzle 5000pc

Our 5,000 piece puzzles which are over 150cm x 100 cm (that's 5 
feet by 3½ feet on the old scale!) are the perfect challenge for 
experienced puzzlers. But it's worth the effort: The Views of 
Modern Rome or the Babel Tower look impressive, especially in 
that format! And by the way: New in 2012 is a fabulous New York 
skyline from James Rizzi - a puzzle with amazing intricate detail. Did 
you know that if you should ever loose a piece, contact our friendly 
Service-Team. We are always happy to help you. Look for more 
2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 153 x 101 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $151.00 $103.90

Rburg - Historical World Map Puzzle 
5000pc

Our 5,000 piece puzzles which are over 150cm x 100 cm (that's 5 
feet by 3½ feet on the old scale!) are the perfect challenge for 
experienced puzzlers. But it's worth the effort: The Views of 
Modern Rome or the Babel Tower look impressive, especially in 
that format! And by the way: New in 2012 is a fabulous New York 
skyline from James Rizzi - a puzzle with amazing intricate detail. Did 
you know that if you should ever loose a piece, contact our friendly 
Service-Team. We are always happy to help you. Look for more 
2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Maps & Charts Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 153 x 101 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $151.00 $103.90



Rburg - Sistine Chapel Puzzle 5000pc

Our 5,000 piece puzzles which are over 150cm x 100 cm (that's 5 
feet by 3½ feet on the old scale!) are the perfect challenge for 
experienced puzzlers. But it's worth the effort: The Views of 
Modern Rome or the Babel Tower look impressive, especially in 
that format! And by the way: New in 2012 is a fabulous New York 
skyline from James Rizzi - a puzzle with amazing intricate detail. Did 
you know that if you should ever loose a piece, contact our friendly 
Service-Team. We are always happy to help you. Look for more 
2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Maps & Charts Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 153 x 101 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $151.00 $103.90

Schleich - Book Keeper Smurf

Our Accountant Smurf keeps an eye on all the facts. To make sure 
that everything is perfect, he recalculates everything again and 
again. Fun Fact:A good accountant is always on top of all the 
figures.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Rburg - Eiffel Tower at Night 3D Puzzle 
216pc

Our amazing 3D construction puzzle collection now features new 
"Night" editions for extra interest and a new 3D puzzle challenge. 
Ravensburger's stunning Puzzle Buildings & Monuments all use 
perfectly fitting hinged and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to 
form an exact replica of the original iconic building. No glue is 
required and the completed model has no internal components! 
<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm
 
 Among the skyscrapers of the world famous Manhattan skyline the 
one that attracted the most attention is the Empire State Building. 
Completed in a record 14 months in 1931 it has 102 floors. 60,000 
tons of steel and 10 million bricks were used to build it. Build a 
piece of New York City in your own home with this realistic 3D 
Construction Puzzle! With 216 pieces you are sure to build it 
quicker than the original and the finished skyscraper stands an 
impressive 47 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 7 x 14 x 47 
cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50



Rburg - Big Ben at Night 3D Puzzle 
216pc

Our amazing 3D construction puzzle collection now features new 
"Night" editions for extra interest and a new 3D puzzle challenge. 
Ravensburger's stunning Puzzle Buildings & Monuments all use 
perfectly fitting hinged and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to 
form an exact replica of the original iconic building. No glue is 
required and the completed model has no internal components!
 
 London's famous Tower Bridge was built between 1886 and 1894. 
This London icon is located close to the Tower of London, from 
which it takes its name and crosses the River Thames . The bridge's 
colour scheme dates from 1977, when it was painted red, white and 
blue for Queen Elizabeth II's Silver Jubilee. With 216 pieces it is 
fascinating to construct and extends an impressive 117 cm in 
length!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 117 x 17 x 34 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 
27 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - Statue of Liberty Night 3D Puzz 
216pc

Our amazing 3D construction puzzle collection now features new 
"Night" editions for extra interest and a new 3D puzzle challenge. 
Ravensburger's stunning Puzzle Buildings & Monuments all use 
perfectly fitting hinged and curved sturdy plastic puzzle pieces to 
form an exact replica of the original iconic building. No glue is 
required and the completed model has no internal components!
 
 This new addition is a stunnning replica of the Statuer of Liberty - 
an icon instantly reconisable everywhere! With 216 pieces it is 
fascinating to construct and extends an impressive 117 cm in 
length!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 117 x 17 x 34 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 
27 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Schleich - Jungle Smurf Tired

Our blue friend is worn out, because the whole day he has been 
lugging a heavy rucksack through the jungle in the tropical heat. 
Someone has to carry the heavy equipment and Smurfette can 
hardly be expected to do it. The little Smurf wants only one thing: a 
bed, so he can lie down and go straight to sleep. But that is not 
likely to happen, because Papa Smurf keeps on driving the others 
forward. Fun Fact: 
 The little Smurf's feet are already smouldering from all this lugging 
around.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40



Brixies - Swan 120 pieces

Our Brixies Swans is distinguished from other swans by the colour 
of its bill, which is orange, with the tip and base coloured black. 
Known as "Mute" swans, they are large birds, measuring 144 to 158 
cm. The wingspan is 2 to 2.5 meters. The two sexes are alike in 
appearance, except that males are generally larger than females. 
The plumage is white. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Bird Life Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Ocean Wonders Puzzle 3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - African Animal World Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Underwater Paradise Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10



Rburg - Bountiful WildLife Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Lady of the Forest Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Amazing San Francisco Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Proud Maasai Puzzle 3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Mountains of Flowers Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Neuschwanstein Winter Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10



Rburg - V Gogh: Langlois Bridge Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - North American Skylines 
Puzzle 3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Oceania Puzzle 3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Tranquil Countryside Puzzle 
3000pc

Our challenging series of 3,000 piece puzzles includes a brand new 
animal kingdom puzzle, a stunning image of ocean wonders, 
famous art and more. Why not collect the whole range? A little tip: 
Sort the puzzle pieces into bowls and decide which striking parts of 
the image you want to put together first. Look for more 2000 - 
5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 121 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $75.00 $51.10

Rburg - Kitties and Daisies Puzzle 
100pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 100pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Busy Farm Puzzle 100pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 100pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Animal Life Puzzle 100pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 100pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Mothers’ Pride Puzzle 100pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 100pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Adorable Bunny Puzzle 150pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 150pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Colt in the Field Puzzle 150pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 150pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Happy Horses Puzzle 200pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 150pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Big Cat Nap Puzzle 200pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 200pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Majestic Horses Puzzle 200pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 200pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - A Precious Moment Puzzle 
200pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 200pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - My First Pet Puzzle 200pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 200pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Country Animal Families Puzz 
2x24pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 2x24pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - World of Horses Puzzle 2x24pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 2x24pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Dog And Cat Puzzle 2x24pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 2x24pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Cute Forest Animals Puzzle 
2x24pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 2x24pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Rainbow Horses Puzzle 2x24pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 2x24pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00



Rburg - Happy Animal Babies Puzzle 
300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Horse Heaven Puzzle 300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Horses Collage Puzzle 300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - The Imaginaries Puzzle 300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Kitten Collage Puzzle 300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Snooze for an Hour Puzzle 
300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Say Cheese! Puzzle 300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Bébés Labrador Puzzle 300pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 300pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - A Day with Horses Puzzle 
3x49pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 3x49pc 
Square Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 
19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Forest Zoo & Pets Puzzle 
3x49pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 3x49pc 
Square Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 
19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Cats and Dogs Puzzle 3x49pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 3x49pc 
Square Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 
19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - No Dogs on the Beach Puzzle 
100pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 3x49pc 
Square Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 
19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Cute Kittens Puzzle 100pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 3x49pc 
Square Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 
19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Equine Pasture Puzzle 100pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 3x49pc 
Square Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 
19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Colourful Horse Puzzle 60pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 60pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Mother And Foal Puzzle 60pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 60pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Cats & Dogs Puzzle 60pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 60pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - In the Wild West Puzzle 
3x49pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more 60pc 
Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Flowing Manes Puzzle 2x12pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more brand new 
2x12pc Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80



Rburg - Baby Farm Animals Puzzle 
2x12pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more brand new 
2x12pc Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Animal's Children Puzzle 
2x12pc

Our colourful collection of farm animals and friendly pets is 
designed to warm the hearts of every little puzzler. From cuddly 
kittens to beautiful cows, from quacking ducks to fleecy sheep, 
Ravensburger has every child's favourite! Look for more brand new 
2x12pc Puzzles from our Farm Animals & Pets Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Tournament Rider

Our competition rider practiced with her horse on a daily basis and 
today is the day: the great tournament takes place and the odds are 
looking good for her. 
 Fun Fact - Western riders are often full of energy and spirits.

Horse Club Schleich $35.60 $25.40

Schleich - Riders Winner Set

Our jumper actually made it! For the first time in her life, she has 
won a tournament. She's beaming with joy and very proud of her 
beloved horse. As a reward, she is receiving a cup and a gold medal. 
What a wonderful day! Fun Fact:The first win at a horse show is an 
unforgettable moment.

Horse Club Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Horse Winner Set

Our jumper actually made it! For the first time in her life, she has 
won a tournament. She's beaming with joy and very proud of her 
beloved horse. Her horse is awarded with the winner's crown and a 
lovely bow. What a wonderful day! Fun Fact:The first win at a horse 
show is an unforgettable moment.

Horse Club Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Marketing Smurf

Our Marketing Smurf is very casual and trendy, but to examine the 
latest developments, even he has to take off his cool sunglasses. 
Fun Fact:Casual, cool and never at a loss for words – the Marketing 
Smurf.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Rburg - New York City Window Puzzle 
32000pc

Our new 32000pc puzzle is a stunning artists view of New York 
skyscrapers looking south from the "Top of the Rock" - the world 
famous Art Deco Rockefeller Centre in Midtown built from 1930 to 
1939.
 
 According to the Guinness Book of Records 2015 website, this 
puzzle and is earlier companion puzzle is the world's largest puzzle 
and a must-have for serious puzzle enthusiasts. This giant puzzle 
contains an impressive 32,256 pieces.
  <br>Finished Puzzle Size: 544 x 192 cm<br>Box Size: 80 x 40 x 25 
cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $832.00 $572.50



Rburg - Tropical Bird Lge Format Puzzle 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box 
Size: 30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Mischief Makers Lge Form Puz 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box 
Size: 30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - At the Dog Park Lge Form 
Puzzle 500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box 
Size: 30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Tropical Love Large Format 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box 
Size: 30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Window Buddies Large Format 
500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box 
Size: 30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Flower Truck Lge Format 
Puzzle 500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Art & Artists 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60



Rburg - Cottage Dream Lge Format 
Puzzle 300p

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Fantasy 
Worlds Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 
30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Cottage on a Lake Lge Form 
Puz 300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Fantasy 
Worlds Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 
30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Brilliant Balloons Lge Form Puz 
500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Maps & 
Charts Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 
30 x 26 x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Sunlit Shores Lge Format 
Puzzle 300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - By the Sea Lge Format Puzzle 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Pretty Paris Lge Format Puzzle 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60



Rburg - Over the River Lge Form Puzzle 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Mary's General Store Lge 
Format 300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Knitting Notions Large Format 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Vintage Bicycle Large Format 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Cosy Potting Shed Large 
Format 300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Grandpa's Garage Lge Form 
Puz 300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60



Rburg - Dad's Shed Lge Format Puzzle 
500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Rooftop Garden Lge Form 
Puzzle 500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - The Attic Lge Form Puzzle 
500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - The Sitting Room Large Format 
500pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

Rburg - Colonial Seaside Large Format 
300pc

Our new LARGE FORMAT puzzles are perfect for younger and older 
puzzlers wishing to pursue this wonderful hobby of puzzling in a 
relaxed way. There are many new beautiful titles in the Large 
Format collection which is now available in 300 piece and 500 piece 
counts. Look for more Large Format Puzzles from our Nostalgia 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 69 x 51 cm<br>Box Size: 30 x 26 
x 7 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $29.00 $19.60

M&D - Make-a-Face - Crazy Characters

Our popular Make-a-Face sticker activity pad gets a wacky 
makeover in Crazy Characters Make-a-Face. Over 160 stickers add 
silly, heroic, disgusting, scary or even extraterrestrial personality to 
20 background pages. Kids will love filling in the faces to create 
sensational characters in this hilarious arts-and-crafts activity!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10



Rburg - Roll your Puzzle! XXL Storage

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 
1000 to 3,000 pieces. The puzzle is constructed directly onto the 
non-slip felt mat. For storage, simply inflate the plastic tube, wrap 
the puzzle around it and secure with the rubber bands provided. 
The puzzle can then be easily stored using a minimum of space. 
<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $81.00 $55.20

Rburg - Roll Your Puzzle! 300 - 1500 
pieces

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 300 
to 1,500 pieces. The puzzle is constructed directly onto the non-slip 
felt mat. For storage, simply inflate the plastic tube, wrap the puzzle 
around it and secure with the rubber bands provided. The puzzle 
can then be easily stored using a minimum of space. Mat size 
(approx.): 100 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $46.00 $31.60

Rburg - New York Taxi 1000pc-Roll 
Your Puzzle

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 300 
to 1,500 pieces. The special edition features a bonus puzzle which is 
easily stored during construction using a minimum of space. 
 
 Puzzle Mat size (approx.): 100 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $58.00 $39.70

Rburg - Neuschwanstein 1000p-Roll 
Your Puzzle

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 300 
to 1,500 pieces. The special edition features a bonus puzzle which is 
easily stored during construction using a minimum of space. 
 
 Puzzle Mat size (approx.): 100 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $58.00 $39.70

Rburg - Bizarre Library 1000-Roll Your 
Puzzle

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 300 
to 1,500 pieces. The special edition features a bonus puzzle which is 
easily stored during construction using a minimum of space. 
 
 Puzzle Mat size (approx.): 100 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $58.00 $39.70

Rburg - Klimt: The Kiss 1000-Roll Your 
Puzzle

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 300 
to 1,500 pieces. The special edition features a bonus puzzle which is 
easily stored during construction using a minimum of space. 
 
 Puzzle Mat size (approx.): 100 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $58.00 $39.70

Rburg - Wolf 1000pc + Roll Your Puzzle

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 300 
to 1,500 pieces. The special edition features a bonus puzzle which is 
easily stored during construction using a minimum of space. 
 
 Puzzle Mat size (approx.): 100 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $58.00 $39.70

Rburg - Paris 1000pc + Roll Your Puzzle

Our Roll Your Puzzle mat provides a work surface for puzzles of 300 
to 1,500 pieces. The special edition features a bonus puzzle which is 
easily stored during construction using a minimum of space. 
 
 Puzzle Mat size (approx.): 100 x 80 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 6 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $58.00 $39.70



Schleich - Leisure Saddle + Bridle

Our Schleich leisure saddle is easy to put on and comfortable to ride 
with. It gives the horse freedom of movement and it remains 
comfortable even during a long ride. Of course, the saddle and 
bridle are colour-matched and fit on almost all Schleich horses.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Show Jumping Saddle + 
Bridle

Our Schleich show jumping saddle fits perfectly on almost all 
Schleich horses. Such a show jumping saddle is designed to give the 
horse the greatest possible freedom of movement when jumping 
while providing good support to the rider. With this beautiful 
saddle you are well equipped for the next horse-jumping 
tournament.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Western Saddle + Bridle

Our Schleich Western saddle fits perfectly on almost all Schleich 
horses. Many riders choose a western saddle, because it provides 
safety and comfort. Of course, the matching bridle is just as high 
quality as the light brown saddle.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Ship's Boy Smurf

Our Ship's boy Smurf simply enjoys his work. From scrubbing the 
decks to helping the ship's cook, he could almost be a real pirate.
 Fun Fact - If no one is watching, the Ship's boy secretly swings his 
mop like a sword.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Rburg - Vehicles in the City Puzzle 
100pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - I Love London Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Robots Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Airport Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Fire Brigade Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Police District Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Busy Fire Brigade Puzzle 
2x24pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 2x24pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - At the Service Station Puzzle 
2x24pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 2x24pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00



Rburg - The Busy Post Office Puzzle 
2x24pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 2x24pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Around The Airplane Puzzle 
2x24pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 2x24pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Busy Train Station Puzzle 
2x24pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 2x24pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Trash Removal Puzzle 2x24pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 2x24pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Merry Country Life Puzzle 
2x24pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 2x24pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00



Rburg - Power Vehicles Puzzle 200pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 300pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Mountain Duel Puzzle 300pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 300pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - The Old Toy Shelf Puzzle 300pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 300pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.90

Rburg - Busy Construction Site Puzzle 
2x12pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 35pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 18 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Busy Airport Puzzle 35pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 35pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80



Rburg - Busy Builders Puzzle 35pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 35pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Engines & Tires Puzzle 35pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 35pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Moving Vehicles Puzzle 3x49pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 3x49pc Square Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm 
each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Fire Brigade Run Puzzle 3x49pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 3x49pc Square Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm 
each puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Construction Crowd Puzzle 
60pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 60pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80



Rburg - Muscle Cars Puzzle 60pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 60pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Railway Station Puzzle 60pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 60pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Fly Away Puzzle 60pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 60pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Building a Playground Puzzle 
60pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 60pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Construction Vehicle Puzzle 
3x49pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more 60pc Puzzles from our 
Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box 
Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00



Rburg - Working on the Farm Puzzle 
2x12pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more brand new 2x12pc 
Puzzles from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 
18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Police and Firefighters Puzzle 
2x12pc

Our stunning collection of vehicle puzzles is designed to inspire the 
imagination of every little puzzler. From planes to boats to trains to 
cars to fire engines, there is a Ravensburger vehicle puzzle for every 
little vehicle fan. The details in our vehicle puzzles are designed for 
their specific age groups, with greater accuracy and vehicle features 
in puzzles for older children. Look for more brand new 2x12pc 
Puzzles from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 26 x 
18 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Woodland Harmony Puzzle 
100pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
100pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Creepy Crawlies Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
100pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Wild Jungle Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
100pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Animal Party Puzzle 200pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
200pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Polar Bears Puzzle 200pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
200pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Animals in the Jungle Puzzle 
200pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
200pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Animals In Africa Puzzle 200pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
200pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Woodland Friends Puzzle 
200pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
200pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Friendly Frogs Puzzle 300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
300pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Cuddling Pandas Puzzle 300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
300pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - At the Watering Hole Puzzle 
300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
300pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Favourite Wild Animals Puzzle 
300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
300pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Animal Kingdom Puzzle 35pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
35pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Colourful Reptiles Puzzle 35pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
35pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Rburg - Day at the Zoo Puzzle 35pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
35pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80



Rburg - Tropical Friends Puzzle 60pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
60pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Panda Family Puzzle 60pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
60pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 36 x 26 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - World of Wildlife Puzzle 300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Noah's Arc Puzzle 300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Wild Animals Puzzle 300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Meet the Polar Animals Puzzle 
300pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Jungle Juniors 24pc SuperSize 
Puzzle

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $34.00 $22.80

Rburg - Animal Alphabet SuperSize 
Puzzle 24pc

Our stunning collection of wild animals is designed to inspire and 
thrill every little puzzler. From majestic but sometimes cuddly lions 
and very very tall giraffes to beautiful elephants, there is a 
Ravensburger wild animal puzzle for every curious kid! You will find 
the animals resting by waterholes or boarding the arc. Watch out 
for the ferocious tigers or the extra cute pandas. If you listen 
carefully, you can sometimes hear the roar of Africa! Look for more 
Super Size & Giant Floor Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 89 x 61 cm<br>Box Size: 31 x 26 x 7 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $34.00 $22.80

Rburg - Monster Buddies Puzzle 60pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80



Rburg - Sports! Sports! Sports! Puzzle 
60pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.80

Rburg - Little Mermaid Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Music Castle Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Exciting Joust Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Fairy Playland Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Skating Adventure Puzzle 
100pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Unicorns World Puzzle 100pc

Our stunning Learning & Discovery puzzles are designed to inspire 
the imagination of every little puzzler. Look for more 60pc Puzzles 
from our Vehicles Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 36 x 26 
cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Ocean Friends Puzzle 35pc

Our stunning ocean & seas is designed to inspire and thrill every 
little puzzler. There is a Ravensburger ocean puzzle for every 
curious kid! You will find the all kinds of fascinating sea creatures. 
Look for more 35pc Puzzles from our Wild Animals Collection.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 30 x 21 cm<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Battle Arena

Outside the arena of battle, the bravest knights have gathered to 
fight against the most terrifying creatures on earth. Each single one 
of them is ready to do battle when the portcullis is raised and 
suddenly, the fight to the death begins. Fun Fact:In the battle arena, 
some men have become legendary heroes.

Eldrador Schleich $168.20 $120.20



PlanToys - Oval Xylophone

Oval shaped xylophone makes melodious tones to enchant music 
lovers.
 
 Suitable from 19 mths+

Musical PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

M&D - Sticker Collection - Blue

Over 500 stickers are compiled in one giant sticker book. Each page 
is packed with stickers to illustrate favourite topics including 
dinosaurs, construction, outer space and many more. Create a 
picture or tell a story with these favourite themed stickers.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Jumbo Colouring Pad - Blue

Oversized colouring book where the outline drawing appears on 
one side only, so that your child’s masterpiece won’t smudge. The 
11" x 14" paper is premium white bond and the pages tear out 
cleanly to allow more than one child to colour simultaneously and 
for proud display once completed. Includes favourite themes, 
including animals, sports and vehicles.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

Galt - Connecta Straws

Pack contains 200 pieces of flexible plastic straws, connectors, 
wheels and building rings.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $28.60 $20.50

Bigjigs - Track Expansion Set - 25pcs

Packed full of high quality wooden pieces, this expansion set will 
add to any exisiting railway collection. Compatible with other 
leading brands of wooden railway. 
 Set contains 25 pieces of track.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $42.00 $30.00

Galt - Paint a Tea Set

Paint a miniature tea set with colourful ceramic paints. Follow the 
design on the box to create your own unique tea set. A fun and 
creative activity.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Crafty Cases Galt $28.60 $20.50

Galt - Nail Art

Paint your nails with a coloured nail varnish then add gems, glitter 
nail varnish or holographic strips. With tattoos to decorate hands 
and fingers. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

Activity Packs Galt $19.80 $14.10



Schleich - Palm Tree

Palm trees are found in all tropical and subtropical areas of the 
world. They are very popular on all hot beaches of the world for 
giving shade. Fun Fact:In some countries, trained monkeys are used 
to harvest coconuts from palm trees.

Wild Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Panda Cub Playing
Panda bears are seriously endangered. Each panda baby born is 
something akin to a miracle and a true blessing for the conservation 
of the species. Fun Fact:Pandas love to do somersaults.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Boss Smurf
Papa Smurf is, of course, the boss. He makes sure that everybody 
keeps busy and holds all things together. Fun Fact:Papa Smurf is an 
amazing boss.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Brixies - Parasaurolophus 116 pieces

Parasaurolophus is a duck-billed dinosaur from approximately 77 - 
73 million years ago. The most stunning feature of the 
Parasaurolophus is the crest on its head. Scientists were unsure of 
its function until recently. We now know that it is primarily for 
communication, allowing the animals to remain in contact over 
distance by amplifying their haunting, beautiful cries.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Dinosaurs Brixies $18.00 $12.00



TX Juice - ai COPTER

Patented ground detection system! Can never crash on the floor!
 
 This Infra-red controlled helicopter is the first to use Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) in helicopters, making for an incredible user 
experience, more like video games than traditional remote control 
products! AI Button Functions include: Press once for auto-take-off 
- Copter takes off hovering in mid-air until you are ready to take 
manual control and Press again to auto-land the copter. 
 
 The AI Copter has in-built proximity sensor, ensuring it cannot 
crash on to the floor beneath. Control the copter left/right, up and 
down and forward. 3 Channel pro R/C controller.
 
 Contents: 
 • Ai Copter, includes Li-Poly re-chargeable battery and built-in 
ground detection system
 • TX handset, requires 4 x AAA batteries 1.5V (not included)
 • USD charging cable
 • Full instructions for use
 
 Age: 8 + Years
 Box Size: 24.5 x 8.1 x 33 cm

Remote Control TXJuice $115.00 $79.00

Brixies - Peacock 160 pieces

Peacocks are large, colourful pheasants known for their iridescent 
tails. These tail feathers, or coverts, spread out in a distinctive train 
that is more than 60 percent of the bird’s total body length and 
boast colourful "eye" markings of blue, gold, red, and other hues. 
The large train is used in mating rituals and courtship displays. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Bird Life Brixies $21.00 $14.00



Schleich - Peacock

Peafowls are characterised by peacocks and their magnificent 
plumes. These are part of their courtship display behaviour to win 
over the rather unimpressive hens. Fun Fact - The gorgeous 
plumage of a peafowl consists of approximately 150 feathers.

Farm Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Emperor Penguin

Penguins are flightless birds with streamlined bodies and thick 
coats, making them perfectly suited for life on the ice.
 Fun Fact - Penguins hunt for fish in the sea, where they can reach 
astonishing diving depths.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Emperor Penguin with Chick

Penguins are flightless birds with streamlined bodies and thick 
coats, making them perfectly suited for life on the ice.
 Fun Fact - Penguins hunt for fish in the sea, where they can reach 
astonishing diving depths.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Peppermint Patty

Peppermint Patty has a crush on Charlie Brown however he is not 
aware of her feelings for him. Her baseball team constantly beats 
Charlie's team, which is also not really difficult. Peppermint Patty 
has a tendency to sleep through class so only gets bad grades. She 
is really athletic, and eventually ends up not only managing her 
baseball team but also plays rugby and goes ice skating. And she 
has one really particular quirk: she only ever wears sandals, even in 
winter. Fun Fact: 
 Peppermint Patty always calls Charlie "Chuck". He doesn't like that 
at all.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Eurotrike - Tandem Trike - Police

Perfect for 2 children to interact and play together or just as much 
fun for one superhero fire fighter too.
 
  - Great themed fire engine graphics
  - Super strong all steel frame and fork construction
  - Strong Steel wheels. 
  - Big, tough, quiet EVA rubber tyres 
  - Oversized steel pedal cranks 
  - High back bucket seat with cool fire themed safety flag
  - Fully enclosed rear passenger seat now with teddy bear/doll 
seatbelt
  - Large rear footplate
  - Comfortable safety grips
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length (930), width(480), H/bar 
Height(635), Seat Height - Rider(360), passenger(315)
  - Weight 7.2kg
  - Max Rider weight: 40kg combined rider and passenger 
 
 Suitable from 3 Years+

Tandem Trikes Eurotrike $248.10 $177.20



SF - Seaside Birthday Party Set

Perfect for a beachside bash or a boat located shindig, this pretty 
birthday set has all the fun things your Sylvanian could need to 
celebrate their special day in style. Including Freya Chocolate Rabbit 
in her party frock, there's a scrummy cake for your Sylvanians to 
share, and delectable aperitifs for them to nibble. And of course, 
lots of lovely drinks to keep them hydrated! Give your Sylvanian 
something special on their birthday with this Seaside Birthday Set.
 Includes over 45 pieces. Other figures sold separately.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$40.00 $30.90

SF - Dinner for Two Set

Perfect for a dinner for two, this set includes a main dish, salad, 
soup, dessert and cutlery. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $13.00 $9.40

Bigjigs - Grand Central Station

Perfect for imaginative play, this set includes 4 cars, a helicopter, a 
ramp, a working lift, several platforms and a rotating departure sign 
with moving pieces.
 Product size: 50 x 22 x 31 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $178.60 $127.60

M&D - Turn & Tell Clock

Perfect for kids who are ready to learn to tell time, this learning 
clock features hands that rotate with a gentle click, marking off the 
minutes as they go. The detailed clock face has large red numbers 
to match the hour hand, small blue numbers to match the minute 
hand, and a segmented color disk to help kids visualize “quarter 
past” and “half past.” Also included are 13 double-sided time cards 
for practice: Place one in the holder at the top of the clock, then 
match the numeric or analog time shown by moving the clock 
hands to their proper position. Slide open the “digital clock” 
window to check the answer! Then place the cards back in the 
storage slot at the back of the clock for neat and tidy storage.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $37.20 $26.50

Schleich - Pony Riding Set Perfect for prancing on a pony, this set includes terrific tack. Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70



Green Toys - Watering Can

Perfect for the garden, and also fun at the beach, the Green Toys™ 
Watering Can is a classic set that encourages kids to help take care 
of the world around them. Made in the USA from 100% recycled 
plastic milk jugs, it features an easy-to-pour spout and cotton rope 
carrying handle that make this set frustration-free for little 
gardeners. It's great for spending time together outside, and kids 
will love helping and playing alongside the grownups to watch their 
garden grow. And...it's even fun in the tub! No BPA, phthalates, 
PVC, or external coatings. Dishwasher Safe. Packaged using recycled 
and recyclable materials and printed with soy inks. Recommended 
for ages 18 months and up

Activity & 
Outdoor Green Toys $41.50 $29.60

Rburg - World Globe 3D PuzzleBall 
540pc

Perfection in the round! puzzleball® is revolutionising 3D puzzles. 
The strong curve shaped plastic pieces fit together perfectly to form 
a spherical shaped puzzle. These puzzles can be completed in the 
usual way by looking at the picture or, as each piece is numbered 
on the back, you can also follow the numbers for those more 
challenging areas! puzzleballs® can also be taken apart and 
completed again and again. This 540pc puzzleball® provides an 
extra challenge for experienced 3D puzzlers and is suitable for 
teenagers and adults. Look for more Adult puzzleballs from our 
Maps & Charts Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 22 cm 
diameter<br>Box Size: 27 x 27 x 8 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $67.00 $45.80

Rburg - Vintage Globe 3D Puzzleball 
540pc

Perfection in the round! puzzleball® is revolutionising 3D puzzles. 
The strong curve shaped plastic pieces fit together perfectly to form 
a spherical shaped puzzle. These puzzles can be completed in the 
usual way by looking at the picture or, as each piece is numbered 
on the back, you can also follow the numbers for those more 
challenging areas! puzzleballs® can also be taken apart and 
completed again and again. This 540pc puzzleball® provides an 
extra challenge for experienced 3D puzzlers and is suitable for 
teenagers and adults. Look for more Adult puzzleballs from our 
Maps & Charts Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 22 cm 
diameter<br>Box Size: 27 x 27 x 8 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $67.00 $45.80



Green Toys - Elephant Push Toy

Perform at the big top, roll in the mud, or explore around the pond. 
Open play is the name of the game with the Green Toys® Animals-
on-Wheels – fun, friendly-faced push toys for babies and toddlers. 
Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save 
energy and reduce greenhouse gas emission, this Elephant Push Toy 
feature an easy-to-grasp handle and free-spinning wheels that 
encourage both fine and gross motor skill development. The 
compact, rounded bodies are designed with no sharp edges or 
metal axles, making these rollers perfect for encouraging 
imaginative, eco-friendly play for early crawlers. Super safe with no 
BPA, phthalates, or PVC, and dishwasher safe for easy cleaning. 
Packaged with recyclable materials and printed with soy ink.
 Suitable from 6 mnths+

Infant Toys Green Toys $29.50 $21.10

Green Toys - Pig Push Toy

Perform at the big top, roll in the mud, or explore around the pond. 
Open play is the name of the game with the Green Toys® Animals-
on-Wheels – fun, friendly-faced push toys for babies and toddlers. 
Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save 
energy and reduce greenhouse gas emission, this Piggy Push Toy 
feature an easy-to-grasp handle and free-spinning wheels that 
encourage both fine and gross motor skill development. The 
compact, rounded bodies are designed with no sharp edges or 
metal axles, making these rollers perfect for encouraging 
imaginative, eco-friendly play for early crawlers. Super safe with no 
BPA, phthalates, or PVC, and dishwasher safe for easy cleaning. 
Packaged with recyclable materials and printed with soy ink.
 Suitable from 6 mnths+

Infant Toys Green Toys $29.50 $21.10

Green Toys - Turtle Push Toy

Perform at the big top, roll in the mud, or explore around the pond. 
Open play is the name of the game with the Green Toys® Animals-
on-Wheels – fun, friendly-faced push toys for babies and toddlers. 
Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save 
energy and reduce greenhouse gas emission, this Tutle PushToy 
feature an easy-to-grasp handle and free-spinning wheels that 
encourage both fine and gross motor skill development. The 
compact, rounded bodies are designed with no sharp edges or 
metal axles, making these rollers perfect for encouraging 
imaginative, eco-friendly play for early crawlers. Super safe with no 
BPA, phthalates, or PVC, and dishwasher safe for easy cleaning. 
Packaged with recyclable materials and printed with soy ink.
 Suitable from 6 mnths+

Infant Toys Green Toys $29.50 $21.10



M&D - On The Go - Magicolor - 
Colouring Pad - Adventure

Pick a marker, fill the scenes and see the colours of your choice 
magically appear on the page! Four Magicolor markers in each set 
feature ink that's invisibile anywhere else but creates instant colour 
on Magicolor paper.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Magicolor - 
Colouring Pad - Friends & Fun

Pick a marker, fill the scenes and see the colours of your choice 
magically appear on the page! Four Magicolor markers in each set 
feature ink that's invisibile anywhere else but creates instant colour 
on Magicolor paper.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Magicolor - Sticker 
Pad - Blue

Pick a marker, fill the scenes and see the colours of your choice 
magically appear on the page! Four Magicolor markers in each set 
feature ink that's invisibile anywhere else but creates instant colour 
on Magicolor paper.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Magicolor - Sticker 
Pad - Pink

Pick a marker, fill the scenes and see the colours of your choice 
magically appear on the page! Four Magicolor markers in each set 
feature ink that's invisibile anywhere else but creates instant colour 
on Magicolor paper.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Sticker Collection - Make-A-
Meal

Pick a place setting--picnic table, cafeteria or fancy dinner--then fill 
the page with stickers to create your dream dinner. Over 225 
stickers include every food group, so it's easy to make a balanced 
meal and practice healthy eating . . . or pile a plate with doughnuts 
and ice cream for a meal that could only happen in stickers! Fifteen 
background pages in three colorful designs tear out cleanly and are 
big enough to "serve" at your make-believe restaurant.

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Play-Time Produce Fruit

Picked at the peak of ripeness, these realistically sized fruits will add 
lots of vitamin P for play to your child's culinary activities. There are 
9 pieces packed in this crate of "farm fresh" favourite fruits. This 
durable, molded-plastic food is ideal for kitchen and grocery play.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $50.20 $35.80

Schleich - Piglet Standing
Piglets are born with numerous siblings. Usually a litter comprises 
10-14 animals. Fun Fact:Sows sing to their piglets while they are 
suckling.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20



Bigjigs - Fairy Figure of Eight Train Set - 
40pcs

Pinks, pastels and fairy figures feature extensively in this wooden 
Fairy Figure of Eight Train Set. The cute engine and colour co-
ordinated carriages pass by pretty houses, trees and toadstools as 
they travel across the countryside. Additional accessories are 
available to expand this set. Most other major wooden railway 
brands are compatible with Bigjigs Rail.

Rail Sets Bigjigs $86.60 $61.90

Schleich - Pinto Foal

Pintos are often confused with Paint Horses, because they look very 
similar. However, Paint Horses are a specific breed, while pintos are 
defined by the appearance of their coat. This means that, in 
principle, their beautiful coat patterns can appear in any breed. The 
horses are then referred to as, for example, Arab pintos or Tinker 
pintos. There are even Pintaloosas – a mix of pinto and Appaloosa. 
As a rule of thumb: if you don’t know the breed of a piebald horse, 
you can safely say it’s a pinto. That’s always correct. Fun Fact: 
 While greys always have black skin, pintos always have pink skin 
beneath their white coat.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Pinto Stallion Pintos are piebald horses, known especially as "Indians" and 
Western horses. Fun Fact:"Pinto" is Spanish, meaning "painted".

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Pinto Mare Pintos are piebald horses, known especially as "Indians" and 
Western horses. Fun Fact:"Pinto" is Spanish, meaning "painted".

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

M&D - Vehicles Sound Puzzle - 8pc

Place a vehicle puzzle piece correctly in the puzzle board and listen 
to it toot, beep or rumble! Eight great sounds and a full-colour, 
matching picture beneath each of the 8 pieces. Enhances matching 
and listening skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

M&D - Farm Sound Blocks

Place the 2 wooden cubes correctly into the wooden tray and listen 
to the animals. Find the halves that match and listen to 6 different, 
realistic farm animal sounds. Develops visual perception and fine 
motor skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $38.00 $27.20



M&D - Make-a-Face - Crazy Animals

Place the stickers to complete 20 silly animal faces . . . or mix them 
up to make some truly wacky creatures! Five sticker sheets are 
filled with features to place on the animal backgrounds—including 
eyes, ears, noses, trunks, horns, and snouts of all shapes and sizes. 
There are over 170 stickers in all, and 20 full-color background 
pages to fill! What will your child’s zany zoo include? A bunny with a 
trunk? A fox with a horn? The funny results will have kids giggling 
while they play, improving fine motor skills and hand-eye 
coordination as they seek out matching parts…or make the most 
outlandish animals possible!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

K's Kids - Tummy Time Cushion

Placing babies on their tummies strengthens their neck muscles and 
prepare them for crawling. Spend time with your baby with this 
tummy time cushion! The Bobby cushion comes with a detachable 
mirror, you can choose to either hang it or sit aside and your baby 
can look at him/herself in the mirror!

Activity Toys K's Kids $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Tennessee Walker Stallion
Plantation owners in the American South bred the Tennessee 
Walker due to its pleasant gaits "Walk" and "Canter". Fun Fact:
Tennessee Walkers can overtake trotting horses at a walk.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Orchard Toys - Farm Snap

Play snap or pairs with this fun first card game. 48 sturdy cards with 
a farm animal theme. 
 
 Suitable from 3+ yrs

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Polar Bear Cub

Polar bears are the largest land-dwelling predatory animals on 
earth. Their thick, snow-white fur and thick layer of fat protects 
them from the cold.
 Fun Fact - Polar bears are perfectly adapted to life in the eternal ice 
of the Arctic. They can even swim for long distances in ice cold 
water.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Polar Bear

Polar bears are the largest land-dwelling predatory animals on 
earth. Their thick, snow-white fur and thick layer of fat protects 
them from the cold.
 Fun Fact - Polar bears are perfectly adapted to life in the eternal ice 
of the Arctic. They can even swim for long distances in ice cold 
water.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Polar Bear Cub, Walking

Polar bears are the largest predatory animals on Earth. Their thick, 
snow-white fur and a thick layer of fat protect them from the cold.
 Fun Fact - Polar bears are perfectly adapted to life in the eternal ice 
of the Arctic. They can even swim large distances in the ice-cold 
water.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20



Brixies - Polar Bear 95 pieces

Polar bears live in the world's coldest regions and depend on their 
thick coats of insulated fur, which covers a warming layer of fat. Fur 
grows on the bottom of their paws, which protects against cold 
surfaces and provides a good grip on ice.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Pony Saddle + Bridle
Ponies need saddles that are specially adapted to their size. With 
this saddle, long and fun rides on the back of your favourite pony 
are guaranteed. Of course, the matching bridle is part of the set.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

SF - Yellow Labrador Baby

Poppy Fenton comes complete with Crib and Bottle. 
 
 Each figurine has its own story and can be complemented with a 
range of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Families Sylvanian 
Families

$10.00 $7.90

Schleich - Warrior with Dragon

Portok, the Dragon Rider, is entering the combat arena with his 
dragon. The pair of them are feared throughout Eldrador – which is 
no wonder, since they both possess fearsome weapons: the dragon’
s fiery breath and razor-sharp claws and teeth, and Portok’s 
powerful sword. They attack without warning from the air, fast as 
lightning – and they’re just as skilled on the ground. The two of 
them have never lost a battle. Countless legends are told about the 
Dragon Rider. That’s why all anybody is talking about is the battle 
that is taking place today. Portok is certain that he and his dragon 
will win, no matter who the opponent is. Fun Fact: 
 Numerous razor-sharp blades are built into Portok’s new armour. 
This makes him even more dangerous.

Eldrador Schleich $76.20 $54.40

Schleich - Pot-bellied Pig
Pot-bellied pigs are of a compact build and have a low-hanging 
belly; hence their name.
 Fun Fact - The belly of some pigs almost touches the ground.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



PlanToys - Meadow Ring Toss

Practice your aim with this Meadow Ring Toss! Features 6 rope 
rings with colored beads and 3 wooden posts of various heights. 
Place the posts close for beginner and spread them out for 
advanced play!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Active Toys PlanToys $46.90 $33.50

WOW Toys - Dexter the Digger

Press my secret WOW button to discover all sorts of mystery things 
on board and my motorised action means I can whizz from one end 
of the construction site to the other in no time at all. My strong, but 
easy to use scoop action can lift anything on site, and I know all the 
other construction guys are jealous of good old Dex!

WOW 
Construction

WOW Toys $86.60 $61.90

M&D - My First Temporary Tattoos - 
Boy

Press them on, peel them off and let your personality show! My 
First Temporary Tattoos for kids are wearable art. Their bright 
colors, amazing details and kid-friendly themes look great on all skin 
tones. And they're so easy to use!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $9.70 $6.90

M&D - My First Temporary Tattoos - 
Girl

Press them on, peel them off, let your personality show! My First 
Temporary Tattoos for kids are wearable art. Their bright colors, 
amazing details and kid-friendly themes look great on all skin tones. 
And they're so easy to use!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $9.70 $6.90

Schleich - Mini Dinosaurs + Discovery 
Puzzle

Pretty dangerous and pretty cute. Four little dinosaurs, a robber, 
two herbivores and a Pterodactyl. One must not mistake the small 
ones, the teeth of the small T-Rex are already long and pointed and 
the Mini Pentaceratops is certainly very defensive. A young 
Quetzalcoatlus has been attacking very clever from the air. All four 
love to fight. But they are sweet anyway. Fun Fact: 
 Young reptiles have to fend for themselves from the moment they 
are born – and the young dinosaurs probably had to as well.

Dinosaurs Schleich $38.00 $27.20

Schleich - Mini Dinosaurs + Lava Field 
Puzzle

Pretty dangerous and pretty cute. Four little dinosaurs, two robbers 
and two herbivores. One must not mistake the small ones, the 
teeth of the small T-Rex and Spinosaurus are already pretty long 
and quite sharp. A small Triceratops and a young Saichania are 
almost as defensive as their parents and all four are surely 
determined to fight. But they are just too sweet. Fun Fact: 
 As reptiles, dinosaurs would all – in theory – have hat to hatch 
from eggs. Yet it is still not known whether some of them were born 
live: if they weren’t, their eggs would have been gigantic.

Dinosaurs Schleich $38.00 $27.20



K's Kids - Baby's First Book
Product size: 12.5 x 14cm
 
 Suitable from birth

Activity Toys K's Kids $24.10 $17.20

Halilit - Tambourine
Professional style headless tambourine with easy grip and seven 
pairs of jingles. Produces an excellent sound.
 Individually Boxed, colours may vary.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $26.00 $18.60

PlanToys - Coast Guard Boat Protect the shores and rescue those stuck out at sea! Stimulate 
interactive and imaginative play.

Water Play PlanToys $24.80 $17.70

Playmobil - Take Along Police Station

Protect the town with the Take Along Police Station. Monitor the 
situation from the headquarters, answering emergency calls and 
dispatching the police officer. The officer races to rescue and tracks 
down criminals on his speedy motorcycle. Once captured, prisoners 
can be locked away in the station's jail cell. But beware! Some will 
try to escape through the breakaway window. 
 
 As an added bonus, this set doubles as a take along case. When 
kids have finished their heroic deeds, simply store the pieces inside, 
fold up the floor and grab hold of the carrying handle for an exciting 
set that can travel anywhere. 
 
 Set includes 3 figures, police station, lockable jail cell, motorcycle, 
station control board, computer, phone, walkie talkie, handcuffs 
and additional accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
Police Playmobil $50.00 $37.10

Schleich - Puffin

Puffins are strikingly beautiful birds. They hunt fish by diving for 
them where they propel themselves underwater by paddling with 
their wings.
 Fun Fact - Puffins can dive up to 50 metres deep.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Brixies - Pug 72 pieces

Pugs are very active and friendly little dogs. They love to run, even if 
not being chased, and hate to be home alone.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Man's Best 
Friend and

Brixies $15.00 $9.80

WOW Toys - Ronnie Rocket

Pull cord activated space rocket .
 
 Ronnie is a super-sonic space rocket ready for outer space 
adventures! Pull the power pull-cord located on Ronnie’s robot 
called Ziggy to trigger his countdown: 5…4…3…2…1… Ronnie begins 
to vibrate as he prepares for takeoff as each countdown number 
passes through a special screen under Ronnie’s cockpit. His 
spaceman, Major Tom, revolves in his cockpit as the countdown is 
triggered and then BLAST OFF! Ronnie’s secret push button flips the 
cockpit open to reveal Major Tom in his high tech control panel. 
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Fantasy WOW Toys $60.60 $43.30

WOW Toys - George's Dragon Tale

Push-along chariot with working catapult
 
 I’m Sir George, WOW Toys’ very own gallant knight, and together 
with my loyal dragon, Smokey, we set out on heroic quests through 
dark, enchanted forests and magical, fairy-tale worlds on our sturdy 
chariot. 
 
 I use my working catapult to fire my boulder into enemy lines to 
break their defences, free the injured and save the day!
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Fantasy WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50



WOW Toys - Pippa's Princess Carriage

Push-along fairytale carriage.
 
 Pippa will go to the Ball! Push Pippa’s pumpkin carriage with 
realistic clippety-clop sounds as Snowdrop, her magical pull-along 
pony, rushes to get Pippa to the ball on time. 
 
 Pippa’s Fairy Godmother waves her magic wand and transforms 
Pippa’s dress into a beautiful ball gown which she can admire from 
all angles in her revolving magic mirror. Will Pippa kiss Francis the 
Frog Prince? The story unfolds…
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Fantasy WOW Toys $60.60 $43.30

WOW Toys - Farm Buddy Benny

Push-along farm buddy with rocking action.
 
 Farm Buddy Benny here, out on the WOW farm fields! My good 
friends, Clark the farmer and Shep the dog, help me do all sorts of 
jobs on WOW Farm. We feed the animals, stack the hay and water 
the fields amongst all sorts of other fun-filled activities! My off-road 
suspension means I am as safe and sturdy as any other WOW toy 
and I’ll never break down on the rough fields.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW Farm WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

WOW Toys - Mini WOW - Jax the 
Dump Truck

Push-along mini WOW dump truck.
 
 Jax the dump truck makes up one half of the mini WOW 
construction team along with his good friend, Clay. You'll find Jax 
whizzing around the construction yard with his speedy rubber push-
along tyres whilst transporting construction goods in his sturdy 
trailer. 
 
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

mini WOW WOW Toys $14.20 $10.20

WOW Toys - Mini WOW - Blaze the 
Fire Buggy

Push-along mini WOW fire truck. 
 
 Blaze the fire truck makes up one half of the mini WOW emergency 
team along with his good friend, Jojo. Blaze is able to put out fires 
in WOW Town with his fire extinguisher, axe and ladder and he's 
always first on the scene with his speedy rubber push-along tyres. 
 
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

mini WOW WOW Toys $14.20 $10.20



WOW Toys - Mini WOW - Ace the 
Racecar

Push-along mini WOW racecar.
  
 Ace the racecar makes up one half of the mini WOW racing team 
along with his good friend, Izzy. Ace and Izzy like to compete with 
their speedy spoilers and fire stripes helping them win the race! Ace 
has a bright green paintjob which appeals to both boys and girls and 
his removable figure aids children's role play.
 
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

mini WOW WOW Toys $14.20 $10.20

WOW Toys - Police Buggy Bobbie

Push-along police buggy.
 
 I’m Police Buggy Bobbie, but you can call me Bob! I’m always 
straight on the scene as soon as there’s a crime in WOW Town. 
Along with my trusty dog, Bentley and my policeman driver, PC 
Taylor, we can always protect the public and keep any problem 
under control. We can drive on or off road with my awesome fun 
rocking action!
 
 The whole WOW team know they’re safe with us around so leave it 
to good old Bobbie; I’ll always be around to save the day!
 
 Contents:
 
 1 x Push-along police buggy
 1 x Removable policeman
 1 x Removable dog figure

WOW 
Emergency

WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

WOW Toys - Rock n' Ride Ralph

Push-along quad bike with rocking suspension action.
 
 Quad biking has reached new levels of fun! Ralph’s sturdy 
construction and chunky wheels, together with his safari ranger 
Sam and Elvis the elephant companion, show us how quad biking is 
really done. Push him along and rock him from side to side to create 
dare-devil turns as he explores the safari park!
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Adventure

WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50



K's Kids - HeeHaw Tony

Put HeeHaw Tony wrapped around your baby's belly and let him 
hop and run while feeling like he is riding a pony. The motion sensor 
detects movement and plays fun sound effects to inspire babies to 
jump and move. The toy is also suitable for younger babies as a mini 
activity centre with rattles, crinkles, squeakers and many more 
activitie.
 
 Product size: 36 x 33 x 16cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $69.30 $49.50

Viking - Jumbo Fire Truck w 1 Figure 
Gift Box

Putting out fires in a neighborhood near you!
 Vikingtoys are made of flexible soft plastic. There are no sharp 
edges, nothing 
 that can break or parts that can fall of.
 
 A high-quality toy and the axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, 
so they 
 can endure rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both 
indoor and 
 outdoor play.
 
 Comes in a Gift Box
 
 BPA-free toys that are dishwasher safe. Age 0-5. Size 28 cm.

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

Rburg - Puzzle Store Carry Case

Puzzle Store carry case is made from moulded plastic covered with 
a high quality linen-finish full colour print. It contains a puzzle 
assembly board that is made from thick sturdy cardboard and 5 
sorting trays. Simply sort your pieces and begin assembling the 
puzzle on the board included. When finished puzzling for the day, 
place the puzzle assembly board on top of the sorting trays and 
snap the lid shut to keep everything safe and secure. The Puzzle 
Store has carry handles and can be stored upright or flat. The puzzle 
assembly board measures 71 x 51cm. Puzzle Store is suitable for 
puzzles up to 1,000 pieces.<br>Box Size: 76 x 56 x 3 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $136.00 $93.10

Halilit - Baby Tambourine CDU9
Quality Tambourine, attractive and safe design, light and durable 
construction. 4 Pairs on jingles create excellent sounds.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 9pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $192.20 $137.30

Schleich - Baby Rabbits, Playing

Rabbits can be found in different colour combinations. Their main 
characteristics are long ears and a bob-tail.
 Fun Fact - Rabbits are born with no fur. Their beautiful, warm fur 
does not grow until they are in their burrow. The wool of a rabbit is 
five times warmer than that of a lamb.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



M&D - Race Car Bank - DYO
Race to save your change with this cool race car bank! Everything 
you need is included: 36 stickers, 6 pots of paint and an easy-to-
clean paintbrush. Resin bank measures approximately 2.25" high

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

ThinkFun - WordARound Game

Race to Unravel the Word!
 Who knew that positioning a word in one continuous ring would 
make it so tricky to read? The challenge in WordARound is to 
quickly figure out where the word starts and to read it aloud before 
your opponents. The game seems so simple, but you'll find yourself 
baffled as you race to spot and call out words! Features: 100 
WordARound Cards with 300 Words.
 
 Suitable from 10 yrs+, 2 or more players Box Size: 9.8 x 5.1 x 11.4 
cm

Family Games ThinkFun $24.00 $16.10

Bigjigs - Lifting Bridge

Raise and lower the gates according to whether the bridge is up or 
down. It's time to take responsibility for which trains can pass and 
when! An absorbing wooden accessory that will sustain interest and 
help with learning and development. Consists of 3 play pieces. Also 
compatible with other leading wooden rail systems.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $50.00 $35.70

K's Kids - Rattling Giraffe Rattling Giraffe includes rattling sound, pop-up squeaker & small 
spinning rings. Its small handle is best for baby's hand to hold.

Activity Toys K's Kids $12.50 $8.90

K's Kids - Rattling Triangle
Rattling Triangle is best for sensory stimulation with varied textures 
and spinning shapes. Baby would love to see the black & white 
beads moving inside the transparent handle.

Activity Toys K's Kids $12.50 $8.90



WOW Toys - Mary's Day Out

Realistic clippety-clop sounds and moving wheels for easy push 
along play.
 
 Hi, I’m Mary and I am ready for a day out on the farm. I ride my 
horse, Holly, around the WOW fields and WOW Town with my 
trailer at the back keeping Lola the little lamb nice and safe.
 
 Lola likes to baa along to her favourite songs and the three of us 
often start a farmyard sing-song whilst clippety-clopping our way 
over the fields.
 
 My set comes with me, my horse and lamb friends Holly and Lola 
and a push-along cart.
 
 Contents:
 1x Push-along cart
 1x Removable Farmer called Mary
 1x Removable Horse called Holly
 1x Removable Lamb called Lola

WOW Farm WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

Animal Planet - Tyrannsaurus Rex 
Skeleton

Realistic fossil skeleton model of Tyrannosaurus Rex (T Rex), the 
most famous dinosaur of all. This model has 51 pieces and is almost 
1 meter long and 40 cm high! It comes with it's own display stand 
and instructions for assembly.

Education Animal Planet $103.00 $70.70

Schleich - Iloris' bear CDU5

Recently, a veil bear started living in the tree behind Iloris’ house. 
He flits amongst the branches and, increasingly often, ends up in 
Iloris’ garden, where he loves to play with Leolynn, the elf’s young 
son. Iloris was horrified when she found her son taking part in a 
flying race against the veil bear. She watched them for a while and 
saw how lovingly and carefully the pair treated each other. Since 
then, the little furry animal has been part of the family. He is even 
allowed to steal nuts from the breakfast table. Fun Fact: 
 The little veil bear is a very talented flyer.

bayala Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Mookie - Reflex Soccer Reflex Swingball is great for practicing ball control as well as 
improving reflexes and coordination.

Outdoor Toys Mookie $50.00 $37.10

Rburg - Jungle Impressions Puzzle 
2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50



Rburg - Beneath the Sea Puzzle 2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - Abundant Sealife Puzzle 
2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Animal Kingdom 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - Map of World From 1650 
Puzzle 2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Maps & Charts 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - World Map Puzzle 2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Maps & Charts 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50



Rburg - Fireworks Over Sydney Puzzle 
2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - Mountain Canoes Puzzle 
2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - Cathedral Bridge Puzzle 
2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

Rburg - New York Collage Puzzle 
2000pc

Relax and escape in beautiful imagery with 2,000 piece puzzles from 
Ravensburger. You can enjoy a sophisticated puzzle for a few days 
or a few weeks, or share the pleasure with your family or friends. 
Take one on your annual holiday and enjoy the peace and rest as 
you complete a beautiful scene. New challenges in this series 
include the famous "Allegory of Sight" by Jan Brueghel the Elder. 
Look for more 2000 - 5000pc Puzzles from our Places & Views 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 75 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $65.00 $44.50

M&D - To The Rescue Jigsaw - 24pc

Rescue vehicles are on the go in this 24-piece wooden jigsaw 
puzzle. Comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle building 
and easy storage.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40



Schleich - Falabella Foal
Resembling its relatives in miniature, Falabellas wear spots and 
solids.
 Fun Fact - Falabellas are about as tall as average yard fences.

Horse Club Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Falabella Mare
Resembling its relatives in miniature, Falabellas wear spots and 
solids.
 Fun Fact - Falabellas are about as tall as average yard fences.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Playmobil - Fire Station with Alarm

Respond to fire emergencies with the Playmobil Fire Station with 
Alarm. Once the station's functioning alarm sounds, firefighters can 
slide down the pole to arrive at the scene of the blaze faster. The 
hose tower fits up to four fire hoses to ensure that the fire 
dissipates quickly. Once the emergency is over, open the station's 
garage doors, park your firefighting vehicle, and head inside to find 
a bunk and rest until a new emergency call is received. 
 
 Kids can monitor calls from around the city from the station's main 
control board. 
 
 Set includes 2 figures, fire station, helmets, megaphone, flashlight, 
and other accessories.
  
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 2 x 1,5-V-AAA-Batteries required (not included).
 
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

City Action - 
Fire brigade Playmobil $85.00 $61.90

WOW Toys - Reward Chart - Dino

Reward Charts from WOW Toys are a great way to encourage 
positive behaviour in kids at home. Using a Reward Chart can not 
only encourage goal setting and responsibility but can help to 
improve self esteem by tracking a childs progress.
 WOW Toys Reward Charts come with a magnetic star tracker to 
trach progress and along the way the child recieves 3 magical toys 
as rewards.
 Avaliable in 3 great themes - Dinos, Fairies & Racing Cars!

Reward Chart WOW Toys $39.80 $28.40



WOW Toys - Reward Chart - Fairies

Reward Charts from WOW Toys are a great way to encourage 
positive behaviour in kids at home. Using a Reward Chart can not 
only encourage goal setting and responsibility but can help to 
improve self esteem by tracking a childs progress.
 WOW Toys Reward Charts come with a magnetic star tracker to 
trach progress and along the way the child recieves 3 magical toys 
as rewards.
 Avaliable in 3 great themes - Dinos, Fairies & Racing Cars!

Reward Chart WOW Toys $39.80 $28.40

WOW Toys - Reward Chart - Racers

Reward Charts from WOW Toys are a great way to encourage 
positive behaviour in kids at home. Using a Reward Chart can not 
only encourage goal setting and responsibility but can help to 
improve self esteem by tracking a childs progress.
 WOW Toys Reward Charts come with a magnetic star tracker to 
trach progress and along the way the child recieves 3 magical toys 
as rewards.
 Avaliable in 3 great themes - Dinos, Fairies & Racing Cars!

Reward Chart WOW Toys $39.80 $28.40

Schleich - Rhinoceros

Rhinoceroses are large, heavy-hoofed animals. Their horns are not 
made of bone, but out of a material similar to that of our finger 
nails and hair. Fun Fact:The horn of a rhinoceros can grow to up to 
1.5 metres in length.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

WOW Toys - Robin's Medical Rescue

Robin is a speedy ambulance with a powerful friction motor & 
realistic engine sounds.
 
 Open his clicking side door to remove a comfy stretcher. Paramedic 
Nina cleverly opens the back ramp & the push button automatically 
releases the wheelchair - whoosh!
 
 Push figures down on the amazing X-ray machine to see what's 
wrong. 
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Emergency WOW Toys $86.60 $61.90

Orchard Toys - If you See a Crocodile

Row your boat to the boat house by matching the colour spot dice 
to the colours on the game board, but watch out for the crocodiles! 
2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $52.90 $37.80



WOW Toys - Charlotte’s Princess 
Parade

Royal carriage with clippety-clop sound.
 
 The trumpets sound as my prince and I glide past the crowds in my 
elegant carriage. We’re on our way to the royal ball at the castle; I’
ve been preparing for the big night for so long! On route we’re 
stopping for a picnic, a slice of chocolate cake and sandwiches 
(crusts off of course!)
 
 My pony, Lucy, also has her jewellery on to make her look as 
elegant as possible for the big night.
 
 Contents:
 1x Royal carriage
 1x Royal pony called Lucy
 Rupert the Prince and Charlotte the Princess

WOW Fantasy WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

K's Kids - Ryan 28 Activity Toy

Ryan is a wonderful multi-feature activity centre for baby. With 
Ryan 28 there are 28 activities for baby to discover. You can play 
peek-a-boo, find the teether, discover shapes, colours and textures, 
hug or sit on him. 
 Product size: 48 x 50 x 54cm
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $196.00 $140.00

M&D - Pirate Adventure Jigsaw - 48pc

Sailing over the ocean, comes this pirate ship, where even the 
mouse is ready for adventure! Discovering all the fun details in this 
picture will be an adventure for the assembler! This wooden, 48-
piece jigsaw puzzle comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for 
puzzle building and easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

M&D - Owl Bank - DYO

Saving coins can be a real hoot with this cute owl bank! Watch kids' 
creativity take flight as they decorate the detailed design. This 
engaging craft kit includes a resin bank, glitter glue, 6 pots of paint, 
and an easy-to-clean paintbrush. 
 Owl bank measures approximately 7.7cm high. Includes rubber 
stopper.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

M&D - Piggy Bank - DYO

Saving money is fun with this appealing little piggy. Kit includes a 
ceramic piggy bank, glitter glue, stickers, 4 pots of paint and a 
brush. A rubber stopper on its belly means you never have to 
“break the bank”! A perfect activity for parties or rainy days.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80



Schleich - Sawfish

Sawfish get their name from the conspicuous prolongation of their 
head which, because of their teeth, looks like a saw.
 Fun Fact - Sawfish swing their saw across the sea floor and root out 
the crabs hidden in the sand.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Orchard Toys - Tell The Time Lotto

Say the time out loud and try to make a match on your action-
packed playing board. Children learn and develop skills with 
analogue and digital times. 2-4 players 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

SF - School Friends

School Friends Rebecca Periwinkle & Ralph Walnut come all dressed 
up for their first day at Country Tree School! They each have a 
school uniform, back pack and school shoes.
 
 Includes 2 figures.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $30.00 $23.40

ThinkFun - Laser Maze Jr. Game

Science Logic Maze For Juniors!
 Your Mission: Get the laser beam to the rockets so they can safely 
return to earth! You’ll need to use science and logic to reflect the 
laser beam to the rockets. Carefully place the satellite mirrors to 
guide your path, but watch out for space rocks that might get in 
your way. It’s one tricky job for any scientist, but with a little brain 
power you’ll be sure to ignite the rockets and your mind. One 
mission completed and 39 more to go! 
 
 • Ages 6 and up 
 Includes: 
 • Game Grid with Laser 
 • 40 Challenges from Easy to Super Hard 
 • Instruction Manual with Solutions 
 • 11 Game Tokens (2 Rocket Targets, 5 Satellite Mirrors, 3 Space 
Rock Blockers, 1 Beam Splitter)

Junior Games ThinkFun $72.00 $49.50



Green Toys - Construction - Dumper

Scoop it! Mix it! Dump it! Just another earth-moving, earth-saving 
day at the job site for the Green Toys™ Construction Trucks, made 
in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy 
and reduce greenhouse gas emission. Chunky, sturdy, and durable, 
the fleet features a front loader with a moveable scooper, cement 
mixer with a revolving drum, and a dump truck with a classic open-
box bed. Perfect in a sand box, toy box, or gift box, these pint-sized 
trucks are just right for little hands, and can easily be tossed in a 
diaper bag for on-the-go fun. Each vehicle comes with its own 
bulldog construction worker, and the figures are interchangeable 
among all three. Great for individual play, or sharing and swapping 
with friends. No BPA, phthalates, or PVC, and dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning. Packaged with recyclable materials and printed with 
soy ink. Recommended for ages 2 years and up. Each vehicle 
approximately 6" long.

Vehicles Green Toys $41.50 $29.60

Green Toys - Construction - Mixer

Scoop it! Mix it! Dump it! Just another earth-moving, earth-saving 
day at the job site for the Green Toys™ Construction Trucks, made 
in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy 
and reduce greenhouse gas emission. Chunky, sturdy, and durable, 
the fleet features a front loader with a moveable scooper, cement 
mixer with a revolving drum, and a dump truck with a classic open-
box bed. Perfect in a sand box, toy box, or gift box, these pint-sized 
trucks are just right for little hands, and can easily be tossed in a 
diaper bag for on-the-go fun. Each vehicle comes with its own 
bulldog construction worker, and the figures are interchangeable 
among all three. Great for individual play, or sharing and swapping 
with friends. No BPA, phthalates, or PVC, and dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning. Packaged with recyclable materials and printed with 
soy ink. Recommended for ages 2 years and up. Each vehicle 
approximately 6" long.

Vehicles Green Toys $41.50 $29.60



Green Toys - Construction - Scooper

Scoop it! Mix it! Dump it! Just another earth-moving, earth-saving 
day at the job site for the Green Toys™ Construction Trucks, made 
in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy 
and reduce greenhouse gas emission. Chunky, sturdy, and durable, 
the fleet features a front loader with a moveable scooper, cement 
mixer with a revolving drum, and a dump truck with a classic open-
box bed. Perfect in a sand box, toy box, or gift box, these pint-sized 
trucks are just right for little hands, and can easily be tossed in a 
diaper bag for on-the-go fun. Each vehicle comes with its own 
bulldog construction worker, and the figures are interchangeable 
among all three. Great for individual play, or sharing and swapping 
with friends. No BPA, phthalates, or PVC, and dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning. Packaged with recyclable materials and printed with 
soy ink. Recommended for ages 2 years and up. Each vehicle 
approximately 6" long.

Vehicles Green Toys $41.50 $29.60

Schleich - Seahorse

Seahorses are indeed fish - from the hippocampus family to be 
exact. They live in tropical seas.
 Fun Fact - In the case of the seahorse, it is the male that hatches 
the eggs. At birth the fry are literally thrown out of the male's 
pouch.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Brixies - Sea Horse 94 pieces

Seahorses are truly unique, and not just because of their unusual 
equine shape. Unlike most other fish, they are monogamous and 
mate for life. Rarer still, they are among the only animal species on 
Earth in which the male bears the unborn young.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Sea Life Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Seal

Seals are types of pinniped. They are excellent swimmers and 
divers, and they almost solely feed on fish. Fun Fact - In breeding 
stations, young, motherless pinnipeds are raised. They are called 
"howlers".

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40



Schleich - Seal Cub

Seals are types of pinniped. They are excellent swimmers and 
divers, and they almost solely feed on fish. 
 Fun Fact - n breeding stations, young, motherless pinnipeds are 
raised. They are called "howlers".

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Orchard Toys - Where's my cupcake

See how many delicious cupcakes you can match and collect in this 
fun-filled game. Remember your manners, as other players offer to 
share their cupcakes with you. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games

Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Sera in Festive Dress on 
Horse

Sera has put on her most beautiful dress and adorned her beloved 
horse with beads and ribbons. This is how they ride to the big 
festival. Fun Fact:No other elf knows as much about animals and 
plants as Sera.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Sera in Festive Dress 
Standing

Sera will have an appearance at today's elves' party. Anyone who 
has heard her wonderful voice and her playing the blossom harp 
has been enchanted. Fun Fact:Sera has a brand new blossom harp. 
The instrument makes a wonderful accompaniment to her crystal-
clear voice.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

Bigjigs - Town & Country Train Set - 
101pcs

Set contains 101 pieces. The passengers must make sure they know 
which line the train is going on, or they could arrive at the orchard 
instead of the post office! The train with two carriages and a guards 
van is travelling through the town over the bridge and out into the 
countryside, passing houses, trees, boat and buildings.
 Product size: 102 x 76 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Sets Bigjigs $195.80 $139.90

Bigjigs - Mountain Railway Set - 112pcs

Set contains 112 pieces. There is so much to do and see – train 
pulling away from the station and starts to chuff up the mountain 
pass over the top and down the other side, whizzing over bridges 
and through a tunnel, passing villages, trees and orchards, vehicles 
and lots of smiley people. Want to go the other way? Onto the 
turntable and off you go to the crane yard to unload your trucks.
 Product size: 123 x 86 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Sets Bigjigs $272.40 $194.60



Bigjigs - Freight Train Set - 133pcs

Set contains 130 pieces. This set has so much included it will keep 
children busy for hours. Low and high rail tracks up above the 
forest, bridges, a tunnel, a turntable and a triple engine shed. Two 
freight trains chug along carrying their cargo to the crane depot to 
be unloaded. Also includes brightly coloured houses, trees and 
vehicles.
 Product size: 102.3 x 86 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Sets Bigjigs $374.80 $267.70

M&D - Farm Puzzles In A Box

Set includes 4 wooden, 12-piece farm animal jigsaw puzzles; a hen 
and her chick, a cow, a pig and a horse, each stored in a separate 
compartment of a sturdy wooden box! The slide-on box lid doubles 
as a convenient puzzle board. Each puzzle piece is shape-coded on 
the back for easy sorting. Great for travel.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $21.50 $15.40

M&D - Vehicles Puzzles In A Box

Set includes 4 wooden, 12-piece vehicle jigsaw puzzles; a race car, a 
steam engine, a school bus and a fire engine, each stored in a 
separate compartment of a sturdy wooden box. The slide-on box lid 
doubles as a convenient puzzle board. Each puzzle piece is shape-
coded on the back for easy sorting. Great for travel.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $21.50 $15.40

M&D - Dinosaurs Puzzles in a Box

Set includes four wooden, 12-piece dinosaur jigsaw puzzles-- a 
triceratops, an Apatosaurus, a stegosaurus and a T-Rex-- each 
stored in a separate compartment of a sturdy wooden box! The 
slide-on box lid doubles as a convenient puzzle board! Each puzzle 
piece is shape-coded on the back for easy sorting. Great for travel!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $21.50 $15.40

M&D - Pets Puzzles in a Box

Set includes four wooden, 12-piece pet jigsaw puzzles-- a fish, a 
dog, a cat and a bird-- each stored in a separate compartment of a 
sturdy wooden box! The slide-on box lid doubles as a convenient 
puzzle board! Each puzzle piece is shape-coded on the back for easy 
sorting. Great for travel!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $21.50 $15.40



M&D - Wild Animals Puzzle in a Box

Set includes four wooden, 12-piece wild animal jigsaw puzzles-- a 
zebra, a tiger, a lion, and an elephant-- each stored in a separate 
compartment of a sturdy wooden box! The slide-on box lid doubles 
as a convenient puzzle board! Each puzzle piece is shape-coded on 
the back for easy sorting. Great for travel!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $21.50 $15.40

SF - Home Interiors Set

Set includes one working light (battery included) and a pair of 
pretty yellow patterned curtains to brighten up your home. Can be 
used in Beechwood Hall (SF4531), Starter House (SF4419), Cedar 
Terrace (SF4755), Log Cabin (SF4370), Rainbow Nursery (SF4714) 
and Courtyard Restaurant (SF4712). 
 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$18.00 $14.10

Galt - Cotton Reels

Set of 20 cotton rells in 4 bright colours plus a chunky threading 
cord. Ideal for threading and stacking to encourage hand/eye 
coordination and manual dexterity. Made from tough, durable 
plastic. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $16.80 $12.00

Galt - Construction Vehicles Shape 
Puzzle Set

Set of 4 exciting shaped puzzles, each with a different number of 
chunky pieces to encourage progression. Designed to make puzzle 
building fun, encouraging matching skills, stimulating discussion and 
language development through play. 
 
 Size of puzzles: approx. 23 x 30cm with 3,4,5 and 6 pieces
 
 Suitable from 3yrs+

Puzzles Galt $23.40 $16.70

Galt - Emergency Vehicles Shape 
Puzzle Set

Set of 4 exciting shaped puzzles, each with a different number of 
chunky pieces to encourage progression. Designed to make puzzle 
building fun, encouraging matching skills, stimulating discussion and 
language development through play. 
 
 Size of puzzles: approx. 23 x 30cm with 3,4,5 and 6 pieces
 
 Suitable from 3yrs+

Puzzles Galt $23.40 $16.70



Galt - Fun Buttons

Set of 40 colourful buttons for many different activities. 10 each of 
4 different colours with 5 different hold patterns plus a threading 
lace. Fun to thread and easy to stack with serrated rims. Progress to 
counting and sorting by colour and hold pattern. Made from tough, 
durable plastic. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $20.00 $14.30

Galt - Baby Puzzles - Farm - 2pcs

Set of 6 shaped 2 piece puzzles for very young children. These 
simple colourful puzzles with chunky pieces will encourage early 
matching skills and manual dexterity.
 
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40

Galt - Baby Puzzles - Jungle - 2pcs

Set of 6 shaped 2 piece puzzles for very young children. These 
simple colourful puzzles with chunky pieces will encourage early 
matching skills and manual dexterity.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40

Galt - Baby Puzzles - Pets - 2pcs

Set of 6 shaped 2 piece puzzles for very young children. These 
simple colourful puzzles with chunky pieces will encourage early 
matching skills and manual dexterity.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40

Galt - Baby Puzzles -Transport - 2pcs

Set of 6 shaped 2 piece puzzles for very young children. These 
simple colourful puzzles with chunky pieces will encourage early 
matching skills and manual dexterity.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Puzzles Galt $16.00 $11.40



Green Toys - Ferry Boat w/ 2 Mini Cars

Set sail with the Green Toys™ Ferry Boat for a quick bathtub 
excursion or an extended trans-pool voyage. Whatever the 
adventure, this two-story vessel is ready to hit the open water with 
room for eco-friendly cargo galore, and even comes with two Green 
Toys™ Mini Fastbacks. Use the slide-out ramp to load up the 
spacious bottom level that accommodates up to four Green Toys™ 
Mini Vehicles or Fastbacks. The open top deck features two small 
benches on each side, as well as eleven windows looking down into 
the main level. Made in the USA from 100% recycled plastic milk 
jugs that save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, this 
craft is ideal for any body of water – durable, buoyant, and 
dishwasher safe. The hull also detaches for easy cleaning. No BPA, 
phthalates, PVC, or external coatings. Packaged using recycled and 
recyclable materials and printed with soy inks.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Bath & Water 
Play Green Toys $60.80 $43.40

PlanToys - Tableware Set
Set the table with this colorful kid-sized tableware. Includes two 
place settings - 2 plates, 2 bowls, 2 cups, 2 forks, 2 knives, and 2 
spoons.

Pretend Play PlanToys $41.50 $29.60

M&D - Large Farm Jumbo Knob Puzzle 
- 8pc

Seven favourite farm animals and a farmer stand out against the 
big, red barn. Extra thick wooden puzzle includes 8 pieces, with 
jumbo wooden knobs for easy grasping. Full-colour, matching 
pictures appear underneath each piece. Encourage eye-hand, fine 
motor and visual perception skills.
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $45.10 $32.20

Green Toys - Twist Teether

Shake, rattle and explore with the My First Green Toys™ Twist 
Teether. Tiny hands can easily grasp this lightweight, three 
dimensional, ultra-safe teether. Each uniquely shaped and colourful 
charm has a distinct texture to stimulate visual and tactile senses. 
Made in the USA from 100% food-safe recycled plastic milk 
containers that save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
No BPA, PVC, phthalates or external coatings. Meets FDA food 
contact standards. Dishwasher safe too. 
 NB: Colour combinations may vary.
 
 Suitable from birth

Infant Toys Green Toys $25.50 $18.20

PlanToys - Sorting Boat
Shape and sort the pieces on the boat like loading goods at port. It 
encourages children’s recognition of shapes and colors as well as 
develops hand-eye coordination skills.

Learning PlanToys $31.20 $22.30

Schleich - Black Sheep
Sheep have an exceptional memory: They can remember faces of 
fellow sheep and humans for up to two years. Fun Fact:Sheep can 
remember the faces up to 50 other sheep.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Schleich - Shetland Pony Foal

Shetland ponies are small, tough horses. They are intelligent and 
very popular due to their good-naturedness.
 Fun Fact - In relation to its size, the Shetland pony is the strongest 
race of horse and can pull double its own weight.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Shetland Pony Mare

Shetland ponies are small, tough horses. They are intelligent and 
very popular due to their good-naturedness.
 Fun Fact - In relation to its size, the Shetland pony is the strongest 
race of horse and can pull double its own weight.

Horse Club Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Shetland Pony Gelding

Shetland ponies are small, tough horses. They are intelligent and 
very popular due to their good-naturedness.
 Fun Fact - In relation to its size, the Shetland pony is the strongest 
race of horse and can pull double its own weight.

Horse Club Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Rburg - Pirate Battle Puzzle 100pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Beautiful Princess Puzzle 150pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 150pc Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Princess with Horse Puzzle 
200pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 200pc Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Pirates Battle Puzzle 200pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 200pc Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Pirate's Secret Map Puzzle 
200pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 200pc Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Candy Cottage Puzzle 300pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 200pc Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box 
Size: 34 x 23 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - With the Pirates Puzzle 2x24pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 2x24pc Square Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Pirates Puzzle 3x49pc

Ship ahoy! Sail across the sea to a deserted island or dream of 
arriving in a horse drawn carriage at a fairy-tale castle, this 
collection will appeal to the pirate in every boy and the princess in 
every girl. Look for more 3x49pc Square Puzzles from our Pirates & 
Princesses Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 18 x 18 cm each 
puzzle<br>Box Size: 27 x 19 x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles

Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Schleich - Shire Stallion
Shire horses are the world's largest horses. These giant horses can 
measure more than 2 metres in height! Fun Fact - Shire horses are 
gentle giants.

Horse Club Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Schleich - Shire Mare
Shire horses are the world's largest horses. These giant horses can 
measure more than 2 metres in height! Fun Fact - Shire horses are 
gentle giants.

Horse Club Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Schleich - Clydesdale Mare

Shoeing a Clydesdale can be very hard work for a farrier. Their 
horseshoes are not just extremely large, but also weigh over 2.5 kg. 
This means they weigh four to five times as much as the shoes of 
warmbloods or thoroughbreds. Although Clydesdales tend to be 
stocky and extremely heavy, they can move very elegantly. They are 
famous for their gait: they lift their beautiful white legs very high 
and with great force. For this reason, they aren’t just used as 
draught horses, but also for shows and street parades. Fun Fact: 
 Clydesdales have very big hoofs. Their horseshoes measure 5 cm 
from one end to the other.

Horse Club Schleich $20.70 $14.80

M&D - Fashion Press

Show off your design skills with an amazing tri-fold playboard 
featuring two models. Create fashions you and your friends might 
wear on the model in the neighbourhood setting. Imagine the 
glamor when designing for the princess in her fairytale setting! 12 
fabric swatches can create hundreds of designs! ...feel free to add 
your own!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $24.70 $17.70



Schleich - Shropshire Lamb

Shropshire sheep are an old English domesticated breed with a 
light-coloured coat and a dark-coloured head. 
 Fun Fact - Because of their funny appearance, Shropshire sheep 
have been made into heroes of various children's series for quite 
some time. They have amusing adventures as clay figurines.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Shropshire Sheep

Shropshire sheep are an old English domesticated breed with a 
light-coloured coat and a dark-coloured head. 
 Fun Fact - Because of their funny appearance, Shropshire sheep 
have been made into heroes of various children's series for quite 
some time. They have amusing adventures as clay figurines.

Farm Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Brixies - Husky 120 pieces

Siberian Huskies are not a dog for everyone. Most people naturally 
associate huskies with the cold, but they are built to withstand 
extreme cold and also extreme heat, due to their unique double 
coats. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Man's Best 
Friend and Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Lottino Game

Silhouette/picture lotto game, for developing skills in shape 
recognition, concentration and problem solving. Contents: 6 double 
sided playing boards, 54 lotto cards. 1-6 players. <br>Box Size: 19 x 
28 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30

Halilit - Mini Rainmaker CDU16
Simply turn this colourful Mini Rainmaker over, to watch & hear the 
"rain" fall.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 16pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $316.60 $226.20

Rburg - Snail's Pace Race Game

Six colour garden snails are ready to race. Which snail will come in 
first and which will come in last? Ready, set, go little snails! 
Contents: 6 Wooden snails, 2 coloured dice, 1 playing board, 
instructions. 2-6 players. <br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30



Green Toys - Stacking Cups Set of 6

Six graduated cups, dozens of possibilities for bath and play time. 
Scoop and pour water, build towers by turning upside down, or just 
sort sizes to nest. Stacking Cups are colourful, fun and teach basic 
counting and math concepts. Each cup is numbered on the bottom 
from 1 to 6 and is volumetrically accurate. Fill cups 1 and 2, for 
example and it will equal the volume of cup 3. Perfect for home, 
classroom, outdoors, or the tub. No BPA, PVC, phthalates, or 
external coatings. Meets FDA food contact standards. Dishwasher 
safe too. 
 NB: Colour combinations may vary.
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Infant Toys Green Toys $25.50 $18.20

M&D - Cube Puzzle - Farm - 16pc

Six puzzles in one! There are 16 solid wooden cubes in this unique 
puzzle. One part of a colourful farm animal is pictured on each side. 
Rotate the cubes in the included wooden tray, to complete the 6 
different and playful animals. The border design provides a helpful 
hint.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $31.10 $22.20

M&D - Cube Puzzle - Pets - 16pc

Six puzzles in one! There are 16 solid wooden cubes in this unique 
puzzle. One part of a colourful pet is pictured on each side. Rotate 
the cubes on the wooden tray, to complete the 6 different animal 
pals! The border design provides a helpful hint.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $31.10 $22.20

M&D - Cube Puzzle - Princess & Fairies 
- 16pc

Six puzzles in one! There are 16 solid wooden cubes in this unique 
puzzle. One part of a colorful princess or fairy is pictured on each 
side. Rotate the cubes on the wooden tray to complete the six 
different images!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $31.10 $22.20

Schleich - Hanoverian Stallion

Sleek in shades of brown, Hanoverian horses have the crowd's 
attention.
 Fun Fact - Hanoverian horses are the best-known warmbloods 
(partbred Arabians or Thoroughbreds).

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Snoopy hugging Woodstock

Snoopy and Woodstock are best buddies. The little yellow bird is 
also Snoopy's secretary. But these services are not required right 
now. Woodstock needs to be cheered up because once again he 
landed in Snoopy's bowl and he is soaked to the skin.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40



Schleich - Snoopy’s Siblings Scenery 
Pack

Snoopy has seven siblings in total. They were all born on a farm and 
were then scattered to the four winds. Spike lives in the desert and 
is rather scrawny. He always wears a hat and a moustache. This 
makes him look rather grown-up. Unlike Spike, Olaf is quite fat and 
was bestowed with the dubious honour of winning the ugliest dog 
competition. Belle, in contrast, enchants all with her beauty. You 
can't help loving her. Fun Fact: 
 Snoopy only rarely meets up with his siblings.

Peanuts Schleich $35.40 $25.30

Schleich - I love you!

Snoopy is always horsing around and even Charlie Brown 
sometimes doesn't know what to do about it. But Snoopy has also a 
huge heart and because he can not speak, he says it with a sign: "I 
love you!"

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Joe Cool
Snoopy is not only a fantastic pilot and ice-dancing trainer, he is 
also of course Joe Cool. His black sunglasses give him just the right 
coolness required as a successful surfer and roller skater.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Olaf

Snoopy is not the only one of his kind. He has quite a few siblings. 
Olaf is one of his brothers. He is the one who everyone says is 
particularly ugly. He supposedly even won the ugliest dog contest. 
Olaf finds it difficult to see the funny side of this, even though he 
has a really biting sense of humour. You normally see him together 
with Andy, another brother. Somehow, the two are always 
searching for Spike's house. Let's see if they will ever find it. Fun 
Fact: 
 Olaf is certainly not the handsomest of Snoopy's brothers.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Snoopy Snoopy is on his way back home. He will very soon lay down on his 
doghouse's roof and take a nap or philosophise about the world.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Snoopy holding his supper
Snoopy is thinking "Where is that round-headed kid who always 
brings me my food?" Maybe he will have to put his bowl at Charlie 
Brown's feet once again to remind him that it's time for lunch!

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Mookie - All Surface Soccer Swingball

Soccer Swingball is great for practicing ball control and improves 
coordination. 
 Soccer Swingball has a brand new style base, simply fill with sand 
or water and can be played on any surface. Play individually or with 
friends.
 All components easily pack away back into the base for easy 
storage.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Outdoor Toys Mookie $90.00 $65.60



M&D - Pets Sound Puzzle - 8pc

Some of our favourite pets are waiting to "speak" to your child. 
Place the puzzle piece correctly onto the matching picture on the 
puzzle board and hear the animal meow, woof, tweet etc! Enhances 
matching and listening skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

Green Toys - Recycling Truck

Sort cans, bottles and paper or just have a blast! Your eco-conscious 
little one will learn recycling basics while playing with this super 
cool recycling truck that has a moveable recycling bed and 
open/shut rear door. The awesome eco design has no metal axles.
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $60.80 $43.40

M&D - Giant Fire Truck Floor Puzzle 
24pc

Sound the alarm! This fire truck is ready to roll. This impressive 4-
foot-long puzzle features just 24 extra-thick cardboard pieces, so it's 
easy to complete. "Easy-Clean" surface keeps this tough puzzle 
looking new.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Schleich - Spike

Spike is Snoopy's brother and lives in the desert. One day, he sends 
Snoopy a message saying that he is going to come and visit soon. 
When he finally appears, everyone is astonished at how thin he is. 
Probably it is because there is not much food in the Californian 
desert and the coyotes don't want to share their food with him. 
Spike always wears a hat. Does he need it for protection from the 
sun? And why does he have a cactus as a friend? In any case, Spike 
is quite a wacky character. Fun Fact: 
 Spike's whiskers look like a real moustache. It makes him look 
really grown-up.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

PlanToys - Sea Life Bath Set
Splash and make waves in the bath with this set. The fun never 
ends! Float them on the water, fill’em up and squirt the water out. 
Set of 4 animals: Shell, Starfish, Turtle, and Dolphin.

Water Play PlanToys $34.50 $24.70

K's Kids - Octopus Sprinkler

Splash Splash Splash! Kids enjoy so much playing with water. 
Bathing is a great sensory
 stimulating exercise. The water coming out from the crown of the 
Octopus will certainly add the fun.

Bath Play K's Kids $42.90 $30.60

K's Kids - Bathing with Wayne & Julia

Splish, Splash, Splosh! Squeeze the press-and-pump toy 
showerhead and sprinkle on this set of baby Wayne and Julia. Dirt 
marks printed on the figurine are treated with heat sensitive ink, 
the stain can be removed by 32-35 degree Celsius of warm water! 
When cooled down, the marks will be back again. Simply wash, dry 
and cool them, over and over again, babies don't want to leave the 
bath tub!

Bath Play K's Kids $45.00 $32.10



Schleich - Smurfette Cottage Sporting friendly flowers, Smurfette's Cottage is fresh in pink and 
purple.

The Smurfs Schleich $34.20 $24.40

Schleich - Hyena

Spotted hyenas might not be the most beautiful predators in the 
African savannah, but they are certainly the most successful. They 
live in clans of up to 80 animals and hunt at dawn and at dusk. Fun 
Fact:Hyenas can even bite through bones and digest them.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

SF - Garden Decoration Set

Spruce up your garden or balcony with these cute accessories. From 
hanging pots to ivy vines, and even some perky flowers and lattices; 
this set lets you add a little touch of green to your Sylvanian home. 
The hanging pots and ivie can be hung from the fences of 
Beechwood Hall.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $11.00 $8.60

Schleich - Squirrel Monkey

Squirrel monkeys are small apes from the Amazon jungle. They are 
very skillful climbers.
 Fun Fact - Only the young squirrel monkeys use their long tail to 
grip things.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Squirrel, Eating
Squirrels are small rodents with bushy tails who spend their lives up 
in the trees. There they find their food which is mostly vegetables. 
Fun Fact - Squirrels often hide their collected food very well.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

PlanToys - Stacking Ring Stack the rings in/out of the rod to make various patterns. Rod is 
bendable for safety. Easy to lift up base.

Learning PlanToys $33.50 $23.90

M&D - Sandwich Making Set

Stack your sandwich the way you like it, with these 16 wooden 
sandwich fillings that make a satisfying “crunch” sound when the 
included wooden knife slices the pieces apart! Wooden storage tray 
included to help keep it all organised.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $54.70 $39.10

M&D - Jungle Friends Knob Puzzle 3 
Piece

Standing against a lush green background, a lion, an elephant and a 
giraffe are waiting to play. Extra thick wooden puzzle includes 3 
pieces, with jumbo wooden knobs for easy grasping. Full-colour, 
matching pictures appear underneath each piece. Encourage eye-
hand, fine motor and visual perception skills.
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60

Schleich - At Home with the 
Herbivores

Stegosaurus and Saichania were both peaceful herbivores. They 
were well protected by their armour and their dangerous tails 
against attacks from large predatory dinosaurs. The two were surely 
able to defend themselves well. Fun Fact:The Stegosaurus and the 
Saichania were extremely well-protected herbivores.

Dinosaurs Schleich $69.30 $49.50



Green Toys - Chef Set

Stir-fry. Sautee. Ladle Soup. Reduce fossil fuel use and CO2 
emissions. It’s all part of the recipe for aspiring gourmets who use 
the Green Toys™ Chef Set. Every bit as green as the rest of our 
products, this classic collection of kitchen essentials is made in the 
U.S.A. from 100% recycled plastic milk containers. The Green Toys 
Chef Set includes a stock pot and lid, skillet, ladle, and spatula. Safe, 
non-toxic, BPA-free, and even meets FDA food contact standards. 
Dishwasher safe. Guaranteed to produce hours of Good Green 
Fun™! Packaged using only recycled and recyclable materials.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Kitchen Play Green Toys $32.50 $23.20

Bigjigs - Farm Yard Train

Story-telling and creative play is never ending with this 44-piece 
Farm Train Set. Youngsters can drive the farm train through the 
apple orchards and help the farmer deliver hay bales before 
stopping for a rest by the duck pond.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80

Bigjigs - Farm Train Set - 44pcs

Story-telling and creative play is never ending with this 44-piece 
Farm Train Set. Youngsters can drive the farm train through the 
apple orchards and help the farmer deliver hay bales before 
stopping for a rest by the duck pond.

Rail Sets Bigjigs $102.80 $73.40

ThinkFun - All Queens Chess Game

Strategy game with only the most powerful chess piece!
 Think of it as four-in-a-row chess. In this two-player game of All 
Queens you’ll have to plan your moves carefully as you outwit your 
opponent to get four Queens in a row. Just like in a game of chess, 
the all-powerful Queen can move any number of squares vertically, 
horizontally or diagonally. The only difference is that pieces can’t be 
captured. Stay alert and exercise logic as you navigate the board to 
get your Queens in a row. 
 
 • Ages 8 to adult 
 Includes: 
 • 6 Red Queens 
 • 6 Black Queens 
 • Game Board

Family Games ThinkFun $33.00 $22.60

ThinkFun - Tip Over Game

Strategy in Three Dimensions
 Your goal is to get the red Tipper Man to the red crate. Set up your 
game board to match the challenge card and then decide which 
crates to tip over to create a connected path to the red crate. 
TipOver helps develop sequential reasoning skills as you learn to 
look ahead and plan your path to victory! Features: Game Grid, 40 
ALL NEW Challenge Cards from Beginner to Expert with Solutions, 
Red Tipper Man, 17 Coloured Crates, Game-Go Bag.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 22.9 x 6.4 x 20.3 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.00



Schleich - Kittens
Striped or solid, cats are felines with bright eyes and a long tail.
 Fun Fact - Cats have thirty-two muscles in each ear that allow them 
to move their ears independently.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Eurotrike - TCV Ride On - Green

Strong and stable, Eurotrike's TCV is a Totally Cool Vehicle . This 
balance bike ride on has super wide and stable wheels with an 
ergonomic sleek body and ultra cool styling. Unique spokeless 
wheels make this bike the real deal for cool kids learning to balance 
and steer on their first wheels.
 
  - Fully moulded ergonomic integrated body
  - Spokeless wheels
  - Super stable, wide, rubberised tyres
  - Cool black body with blue colour highlight flashes
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(628) Handle bar Height
(409) Seat(300) 
  - Product weight 2.6kg
  - Max Rider weight: 20kg
 
 
 
 Suitable from 18 Mnths+

Balance Bike Eurotrike $128.30 $91.60

Eurotrike - TCV Ride On - Blue

Strong and stable, Eurotrike's TCV is a Totally Cool Vehicle . This 
balance bike ride on has super wide and stable wheels with an 
ergonomic sleek body and ultra cool styling. Unique spokeless 
wheels make this bike the real deal for cool kids learning to balance 
and steer on their first wheels.
 
  - Fully moulded ergonomic integrated body
  - Spokeless wheels
  - Super stable, wide, rubberised tyres
  - Cool black body with blue colour highlight flashes
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(628) Handle bar Height
(409) Seat(300) 
  - Product weight 2.6kg
  - Max Rider weight: 20kg
 
 
 Suitable from 18 Mnths+

Balance Bike Eurotrike $128.30 $91.60



Eurotrike - TCV Ride On - Pink

Strong and stable, Eurotrike's TCV is a Totally Cool Vehicle . This 
balance bike ride on has super wide and stable wheels with an 
ergonomic sleek body and ultra cool styling. Unique spokeless 
wheels make this bike the real deal for cool kids learning to balance 
and steer on their first wheels.
 
  - Fully moulded ergonomic integrated body
  - Spokeless wheels
  - Super stable, wide, rubberised tyres
  - Cool black body with blue colour highlight flashes
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(628) Handle bar Height
(409) Seat(300) 
  - Product weight 2.6kg
  - Max Rider weight: 20kg
 
 
 Suitable from 18 Mnths+

Balance Bike Eurotrike $128.30 $91.60

OGOBILD - Animation Set w Camera

Studio Kit Build, Create and Animate! OGOBILD is a line of creative 
construction toys created to promote open-ended play and 
stimulate a child's imagination. This kit contains Animate It! Express 
software, which was developed with the Aardman Animations 
studio (the creators of Wallace & Gromit and Chicken Run) and is 
the premier UK education stop-motion animation software. 
OGOBILD with Animate It! is an all-in-one kit for any child to start 
learning how to create their own stop motion animated movies.
 
 Teaches the basics of stop motion animation.
 Allows kids to make their own animated movies with Animate It! 
Express.
 Takes advantage of the OGOBILD System's Versatility
 Share finished films with family, friends, and the world!
 
 Includes: 
 108 OgoBILD construction pieces, certificate for Animate It! Express 
software, steady-mount webcam

Animation OgoBild $99.90 $74.30

Rburg - Animal's Children My 1st 
Puzzle 6x2pc

Stunning new "My First 6x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $14.00 $9.10



Rburg - Favourite Food My 1st Puzzle 
6x2pc

Stunning new "My First 6x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $14.00 $9.10

Rburg - Dream Jobs My 1st Puzzle 
6x2pc

Stunning new "My First 6x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $14.00 $9.10

Rburg - Animal's Homes My 1st Puzzle 
6x2pc

Stunning new "My First 6x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $14.00 $9.10

Rburg - Underwater Plastic Puzzle 
12pc

Stunning new "My First 6x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.40

Rburg - Dino Friends Plastic Puzzle 
12pc

Stunning new "My First 6x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.40

Rburg - Princess Plastic Puzzle 12pc

Stunning new "My First 6x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $16.00 $10.40



Rburg - Garden Animals My 1st Puzzle 
9x2pc

Stunning new "My First 9x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Adorable Animals My 1st 
Puzzle 9x2pc

Stunning new "My First 9x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Emergency Vehicles My 1st 
Puzz 9x2pc

Stunning new "My First 9x2 piece" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles.

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $18.00 $12.00

Rburg - Farmyard Friends 1st Flr Puzzle 
16pc

Stunning new "My First" Floor Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles. Finished Puzzle Size: 36.2 x 126.3 cm 
Box Size: 33.5 x 23 x 5 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $25.00 $16.60

Rburg - On the Move My 1st Floor 
Puzzle 16pc

Stunning new "My First" Floor Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles. Finished Puzzle Size: 36.2 x 126.3 cm 
Box Size: 33.5 x 23 x 5 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $25.00 $16.60



Rburg - Storytime Friends 1st Puzz 2 3 
4 5pc

Stunning new "My First" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles. Finished Puzzle Size: 11.5 x 16.5 cm 
each puzzle Box Size: 20 x 20 x 4.5 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $20.00 $13.40

Rburg - On the Farm My First Puzzle 2 
3 4 5pc

Stunning new "My First" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles. Finished Puzzle Size: 11.5 x 16.5 cm 
each puzzle Box Size: 20 x 20 x 4.5 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $20.00 $13.40

Rburg - Travel Far My First Puzzle 2 3 4 
5pc

Stunning new "My First" Pre-school Puzzles
 All children's puzzles from Ravensburger are graded for their 
recommended age group and made to the highest quality standards 
in the world. Image themes are available for girls and boys with all 
kinds of interests. Puzzlers young and old are sure to have many 
years of fun with a Ravensburger puzzle. Look for more of our 
beautiful pre-school puzzles. Finished Puzzle Size: 11.5 x 16.5 cm 
each puzzle Box Size: 20 x 20 x 4.5 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $20.00 $13.40

Orbit - Metal Clothes Line

Sturdy metal clothesline for the child who wants to hang out the 
laundry with mum or dad. Excellent realistic role play toy. 
Galvanised for corrosion protection. Pegs included. Realistic 
rotating arms, complete with sturdy nylon cord. Easy to assemble. 
Supplied in a glossy full colour box.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Orbit Pretend Orbit $51.90 $37.10

Glow Tennis Spare Bat - By Orbit

Sturdy multi-use bat. Bright plastic glow-in-the-dark Orbit Bat made 
from top quality polypropylene. Use as a extra bat for Orbit Tennis 
or independently with a tennis ball for beach, backyard or park play 
day or night! Supplied with hang-sell card.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $9.40 $6.70

Orbit - Tennis Bat

Sturdy multi-use bat. Bright plastic Orbit Bat made from top quality 
polypropylene. Use as a extra bat for Orbit Tennis or independently 
with a tennis ball for beach, backyard or park play
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $9.40 $6.70



Schleich - Styracosaurus

Styracosaurus were stout dinosaurs that were five and a half metres 
long and had an impressive skull. This skull was equipped with a 
mighty and spiky neck frill and a nose horn of up to 50 cm in length. 
Fun Fact - Styracosaurus were mere herbivores.

Dinosaurs Schleich $24.70 $17.60

Schleich - Scorpion Rider

Suddenly, the Scorpion Rider showed up in Eldrador and spreads 
fear and pain. So far, no one knows how to defeat the Scorpion 
Rider, but he must have a weak spot, no? Fun Fact:Even the sword 
of the scorpion rider is coated in deadly poison.

Eldrador Schleich $76.20 $54.40

Siku - Excavator Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Front Loader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Police Helicopter Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Refuse Truck Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Cement Mixer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Space Shuttle Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Recycling Transporter Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Massey Ferguson Tractor Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Helicopter Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Road Signs Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Fendt Favorit 926 Vario Tractor Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Deutz Agotron Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Snowmobile Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Snipper Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Ranger Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Tank Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Jet Plane Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Storm Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Wiesmann GT Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - SIKU Canyon Suitable from 3 yrs+ 8 Series Siku $4.30 $3.10
Siku - Porsche Carrera GT Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Mercedes McLaren SLR Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Porsche 911 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - BMW 645i Cabriolet Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - John Deere 7530 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Tram Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - New Holland T8.390 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Local Train Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80



Siku - Fire Engine Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - City Bus Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Camping Car Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - JCB® 8310 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Water Cannon Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Pistenbully Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Fendt Tractor with Front Loader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - BMW R1200 GS Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Fire Engine - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - VW Multivan Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Truck with Dump Body Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - 2-Axled Trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - DHL Van Suitable from 3 yrs+ 10 Series Siku $6.80 $4.80
Siku - Bugatti Eb 16.4 Veyron Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Winter Service Truck Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Forklift Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Rider Lawn Mower - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Audi R8 Spyder Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Lamborghini Gallardo Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70

Siku - Lamborghini Murciélago 
Roadster

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70

Siku - US School Bus Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Wiesmann Roadster MF5 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Road Main Lorry Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Case IH Quadtrac 600 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Hydraulic Crane Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Milk Collecting truck Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - US Police Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Claas Ares with Front Loader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Porsche 911 Turbo Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - John Deere with Front loader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Jeep Wrangler Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Police Team Van Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Grand Sport Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - New Holland with frontloader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70



Siku - JCB Front Loader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Formula 1 Racing Car Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Taxi Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Taxi Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Tractor with Bale Gripper Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Tractor with Pliers Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Steyr Tractor Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - MB-Trac Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - KTM 1290 Super Duke R Suitable from 3 yrs+ 13 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - US Patrol Car Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Italian Police Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Police Pick-Up Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Motorway Patrol Car Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - VW The Beetle Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Class Combine Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Transporter Camion Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Audi R8 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Porsche Cayman Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Dodge Viper Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - KTM X-BOW GT Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Toyota Landcruiser Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Gumpert Apollo Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Mercedes SLS Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Lambourghini Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - BMW M3 Coupe Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Alfa Romeo Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Porsche Macan Turbo Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Fiat 500 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - MINI Countryman Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Cup-Race Porsche 911 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Porsche Driving School Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - BMW i8 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - BMW 5 series Touring Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Emergency Car Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Children Emergency Ambulance Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70



Siku - Firefighter Pick-Up Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - ADAC Pick Up Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Mercedes 300SL Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Citroen Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - John Deere 9560R Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70

Siku - John Deere Track Tractor 
8360RT

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70

Siku - Porsche 918 Spyder Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Class Forage harvester Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Liebherr wheel loader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - MB-Trac Snow Plow Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - John Deere Skidder Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - John Deere Gator Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Telescopic Handler Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Bentley Continental GT V8 S Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Massey Ferguson with FL Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Lamborghini Veneno Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - Bergmann Dumper Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - New Holland Tractor Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70
Siku - US Taxi Suitable from 3 yrs+ 14 Series Siku $8.00 $5.70

Siku - New Holland 7070 - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $9.50 $6.80

Siku - John Deere Tractor - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $9.50 $6.80

Siku - Low Loader with Helicopter Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Low Loader with Excavator Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Low Loader with Boat Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Low Loader with Rocket Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Tram Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Low Loader with Front Loader Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Hinged Bus Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Mega Lifter Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Coach - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Tanker with Trailer - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Truck and Trailer - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80



Siku - Car with Caravan Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Tractor with Tipping Trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Tractor with 2-Axled Trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Fire Engine with Boat - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Tractor with Stock Trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Tractor with Forestry Trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Local Train Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Helicopter Taxi - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - John Deere with Silage Trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Jeep with Horse Trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - John Deere Harvester - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Steam Engine with Carriage - 1:
120 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Jeep with Boat Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Log Transporter Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Transporter with Traffic Control 
Trailer

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Firefighter Set Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - John Deere Tractor with Round 
Baler

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Breakdown truck with van Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Tractor with crop sprayer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - MB-Trac with bale trailer Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80
Siku - Camper Van Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Steyr with Pottinger mower 
combination

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Tractor with Universal manure 
spreader

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Tractor with wood chipper Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Tractor with Pottinger loader 
wagon

Suitable from 3 yrs+ 16 Series Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - Sweeper - 1:55 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $13.70 $9.80

Siku - US School Bus - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $15.50 $11.00



Siku - Forklift Truck - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $15.50 $11.00

Siku - Accessories Set Tractor Drivers - 
1:32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Accessories 
Boxed

Siku $17.70 $12.60

Siku World - Waterways Accessories Suitable from 3 yrs+ Siku World Siku $18.90 $13.50

Siku - Sporting Airplane - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $20.00 $14.30

Siku - Tank - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $20.00 $14.30

Siku - Tractor with Plough - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $20.30 $14.50

Siku World - Silo Suitable from 3 yrs+ Siku World Siku $20.70 $14.80

Siku World - Accessories road signs 
and street lamps

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Siku World Siku $22.00 $15.70

Siku - Wacker Neuson DW60 Dumper 
1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $22.40 $16.00

Siku - Mein Schiff 1 Cruising Ship - 1:
1400 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $22.40 $16.00

Siku - John Deere Gator - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $22.90 $16.40

Siku - Rescue Service Set - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $24.10 $17.20

Siku - Refuse Lorry - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $24.10 $17.20

Siku - Cement Mixer - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $24.10 $17.20

Siku - Cruise Ship - 1:1400 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $24.10 $17.20

Siku - Tractor with Dolly & Tipping 
Trailer - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $24.10 $17.20

Siku - Fire Engine - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.00 $17.90

Siku - My Ship 3 - 1:1400 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.00 $17.90

Siku - Tour Bus - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.20 $18.00

Siku - Quad with jet-ski - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.20 $18.00



Siku - VW Amarok Winter Service - 1:
50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.20 $18.00

Siku - Crawler Excavator - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.20 $18.00

Siku - John Deere & Front Loader 
Trailer - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.30 $18.10

Siku - Truck with tank container 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.90 $18.50

Siku - Truck with trailer and roof 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.90 $18.50

Siku - MAN Double-Decker Bus - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.90 $18.50

Siku - Massey Fergson Tractor with 
Trailer - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.90 $18.50

Siku - Tractor with Trailer - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.90 $18.50

Siku - Tractor with Forestry Trailer - 1:
87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $25.90 $18.50

Siku - Transporter - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $26.40 $18.80

Siku - 2 Axled-Tipping Trailer - 1:50 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $26.90 $19.20

Siku - Tram - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $27.60 $19.70

Siku - Piste Bully - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $27.60 $19.70

Siku - Amazone Cayena 6001 Tractor 
with seeder - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $27.60 $19.70

Siku - Claas Xerion with slurry tanker - 
1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $27.60 $19.70

Siku - Front loader accessories - 1:32 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $27.60 $19.70

Siku - Accessories Set for Front Loader 
- 1:32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Accessories 
Boxed

Siku $27.60 $19.70

Siku - Car and Trailer - 1:55 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $28.10 $20.10

Siku - Hydraulic Excavator - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $28.60 $20.50



Siku - Volvo Dumper - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $28.60 $20.50

Siku - Postcar - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $28.60 $20.50

Siku - Pick-Up with Tipping Trailer - 1:
55 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $30.00 $21.50

Siku - Telescopic loader - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $30.60 $21.80

Siku - Four Wheel Loader - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $30.60 $21.80

Siku - Rolling Mill Drive - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $30.60 $21.80

Siku - Low Loader with John Deeres - 1:
87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $30.60 $21.80

Siku - Car with Motorboat -1:55 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $31.10 $22.20

Siku - Combine Harvester John Deere 
9680i - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $31.10 $22.20

Siku - Gift Set Urban Transport Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $31.60 $22.60

Siku - Mobile Shop - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $31.60 $22.60

Siku World - Waterways Suitable from 3 yrs+ Siku World Siku $32.10 $22.90
Siku - Gift Set Cars Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $32.80 $23.40
Siku - Gift Set Variety Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $32.80 $23.40
Siku - Gift Set Construction Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $32.80 $23.40
Siku - Gift Set Agriculture Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $32.80 $23.40
Siku - Gift Set International Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $32.80 $23.40

Siku - Taxi van - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $32.80 $23.40

Siku - Tractor with ploughing plate and 
salt spreader - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $33.90 $24.20

Siku - Jeep Wrangler - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $34.50 $24.70

Siku - Massey Ferguson with 
Frontloader - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $35.10 $25.00

Siku - Truck for construction material 
and trailer 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $35.60 $25.40



Siku - John Deere with Front Loader - 
1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $35.60 $25.40

Siku - New Holland T9.560 - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $35.60 $25.40

Siku - Queen Mary II - 1:1400 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $35.90 $25.70

Siku - John Deere 9630 with Amazone 
Centaur - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $36.30 $25.90

Siku - Low Loader with 4 Wheel Loader 
- 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $36.80 $26.30

Siku - US School Bus - 1:55 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $36.80 $26.30

Siku - Deutz-Fahr Tractor with Trailer 
Set - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $36.80 $26.30

Siku - Mobile Crane Liebherr - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $37.30 $26.70

Siku - Gift Set Super Sports Cars Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $38.00 $27.20

Siku - Truck with Sporting Airplane - 1:
87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $38.00 $27.20

Siku - Backhoe Loader - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $38.00 $27.20

Siku - Claas with front loader - 1:50 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $38.00 $27.20

Siku - New Holland with front loader - 
1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $38.00 $27.20

Siku - Truck with feedstuff silo - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $38.40 $27.40

Siku - Truck with 2 New Holland 
Tractors - 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $38.50 $27.50

Siku - Amazone seeder - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $38.50 $27.50

Siku - Car with Caravan -1:55 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $39.80 $28.40

Siku - Telehandler 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $43.20 $30.90

Siku - Sugarbeet Harvester - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $43.20 $30.90



Siku - Service Vehicle 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $43.20 $30.90

Siku World - Car Showroom Suitable from 3 yrs+ Siku World Siku $43.20 $30.90

Siku - John Deere Forestry tractor - 1:
50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $45.00 $32.10

Siku - Amazone UX 11200 crop sprayer 
- 1:32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $45.00 $32.10

Siku - Car with Hovercraft and Trailer - 
1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $45.50 $32.50

Siku - Rescue Helicopter - 1:55 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $46.00 $32.90

Siku - Road Train - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $46.50 $33.20

Siku - Car with Motorbike and Trailer - 
1:55 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $46.70 $33.40

Siku - Magirus Fire Engine - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $47.20 $33.70

Siku - Car with Snowmobile and Trailer 
- 1:55 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $47.20 $33.70

Siku - Heavy haulage truck with tank - 
1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $48.30 $34.50

Siku - Cable Excavator - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $48.40 $34.60

Siku - Lorry with Trough Tipper - 1:50 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $48.40 $34.60

Siku - Tractor with single axle vacuum 
tanker 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $48.40 $34.60

Siku - Weidemann Hoftrac - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $48.40 $34.60

Siku - Mercedes Zetros Fire Engine - 1:
50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $49.00 $35.00

Siku - Mercedes Atego with Crane - 1:
50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $49.00 $35.00

Siku - Hydraulic Excavator Volvo EC290 
- 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $49.00 $35.00

Siku - Pistenbully 600 - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $49.00 $35.00



Siku - Liebherr Y264 Mining Truck - 1:
87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $49.30 $35.20

Siku - Massey-Ferguson MF8690 with 
Baler - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $49.50 $35.30

Siku - Transporter with Yacht - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $50.20 $35.80

Siku - Concrete Mixer - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $50.20 $35.80

Siku - Magirus Auxiliary Fire Tender - 1:
50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $50.20 $35.80

Siku - Class Forage Harvester - 1:50 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $50.20 $35.80

Siku - Ifor-Williams Stock Trailer - 1:32 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $50.20 $35.80

Siku - New Holland Knicklenker with 
silage trailer - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $51.20 $36.60

Siku - Tractor with Trailer - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $51.20 $36.60

Siku - John Deere with Forestry Trailer 
- 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $51.20 $36.60

Siku - John Deere Tractor with 
livestock trailer - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $51.20 $36.60

Siku - Loader Liebherr R580 2plus2 - 1:
50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $51.60 $36.80

Siku - Milk Collecting Truck - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $51.90 $37.10

Siku - Mercedes Benz Sprinter with 
elevated work platform - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $53.60 $38.30

Siku - Walking excavator 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $55.40 $39.60

Siku - Mercedes Actros - Container 
Truck - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $57.10 $40.80

Siku - Tractor with Frontloader, Dolly 
and Tipping Trailer - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $57.10 $40.80

Siku - Combine Harvester - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $57.10 $40.80

Siku - Forwarder - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $57.10 $40.80



Siku - Mercedes Benz with platform 
and canvas cover - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $57.60 $41.20

Siku - Mercedes-Benz with tipping 
trailer 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $58.90 $42.00

Siku - Mercedes Benz Zetros roll-off 
skip - 1:50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $60.60 $43.30

Siku - Helicopter Gunship - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $60.60 $43.30

Siku - Battle Tank - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $60.60 $43.30

Siku - Log transporter - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $61.60 $44.00

Siku - Refuse Lorry - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $62.30 $44.50

Siku - Port-a-Cabin Transporter - 1:50 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $62.30 $44.50

Siku World - Drawbridge Suitable from 3 yrs+ Siku World Siku $63.40 $45.30

Siku - Round Baler - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $64.90 $46.40

Siku - John Deere- 6210R - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $65.80 $47.00

Siku - John Deere 8345RT - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $66.30 $47.40

Siku - Haulage Transporter with Trailer 
- 1:87 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $66.80 $47.70

Siku - Hinged Bus - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $66.80 $47.70

Siku - Amazone Seeder CDX 6000 - 1:
32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $67.50 $48.20

Siku - New Holland T8.390 - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $67.50 $48.20

Siku - Cattle Carrier - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $68.60 $49.00

Siku - Massey Ferguson MF8680 - 1:32 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $68.60 $49.00

Siku - Claas Xerion - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $69.30 $49.50



Siku - John Deere with Front Loader - 
1:32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $69.30 $49.50

Siku - Massey Ferguson Tractor with 
Front Loader - 1:32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $69.30 $49.50

Siku - Claas Tractor with Front Loader - 
1:32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $69.30 $49.50

Siku - Car Ferry - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $71.50 $51.10

Siku - Horse transporter - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $75.50 $53.90

Siku World - Stable Suitable from 3 yrs+ Siku World Siku $76.70 $54.80

Siku - Valkner Mobil Performance - 1:
50 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $78.10 $55.80

Siku - Truck with Power Boat - 1:50 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $79.70 $56.90

Siku - Tractor with snow cutter blower Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $79.70 $56.90

Siku - Car Transporter - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $83.20 $59.40

Siku - John Deere Skidder - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $95.50 $68.20

Siku - Heavy Haulage Transporter with 
Excavator and Service Vehicle - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Gift Sets Siku $97.00 $69.30

Siku - Heavy Haulage Transporter with 
Excavator and Service Vehicle - 1:87 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed Siku $97.00 $69.30

Siku - Cable Excavator - 1:50 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $98.80 $70.60

Siku - Tower Slewing Crane - 1:87 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $100.30 $71.70

Siku - Tractor with Kuhn embankment 
mower - 1:32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $100.50 $71.80

Siku - Truck with wind turbine 1:50 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Super Series 
Boxed

Siku $104.00 $74.30

Siku - Case Quadtrac 600 - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $113.90 $81.30

Siku - John Deere 9560R - 1:32 Scale Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $121.30 $86.70



Siku - Joskin Cargo Track with loader 
wagon

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $124.80 $89.20

Siku - John Deere Harvester - 1:32 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $159.70 $114.10

Siku - John Deere Forwarder - 1:32 
Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $159.70 $114.10

Siku - John Deere with Round Baler - 1:
32 Scale

Suitable from 3 yrs+ Farmer Series 
Boxed

Siku $173.30 $123.80

Schleich - Superman vs Darkseid 
Scenery Pack

Superman and Darkseid are bitter enemies. The villain and ruler of 
Apokolips fights the Justice League of the good superheroes by any 
means. But so far, Superman was able to beat him again and again. 
Fun Fact:Darkseid comes from an alien planet called Apokolips.

DC Comics Schleich $58.70 $41.90

Schleich - Superman Kneeling

Superman, the Man of Steel, fights against any threat to the people. 
In the midst of a battle he keeps his eyes on his opponents while 
already striking them again. This time he will need all his 
superpowers to win. Fun Fact:Superman has lots of superpowers. 
Above all, he is incredibly fast and strong.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Superman Fighting

Superman, the Man of Steel, fights for the good in the world. A new 
threat has emerged. Now he will use all his supernatural power to 
free the people from the terrible danger. Fun Fact:Superman has 
lots of superpowers. Above all, he is incredibly fast and strong.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Superman

Superman, the Man of Steel, fights for the good in the world. A new 
threat has emerged. Now he will use all his supernatural power to 
free the people from the terrible danger. Fun Fact:Superman has 
lots of superpowers. Above all, he is incredibly fast and strong.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

WOW Toys - Fireboat Felix

Super-squirting boat set, perfect for bath time!
 
 Ahoy there Fireboat Felix to the rescue! Felix is great for bath time 
fun, fill him up and then squeeze the turtle button to squirt water 
from his four powerful water jets. Includes removable fire-fighter 
Tom.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Emergency WOW Toys $25.90 $18.50

Schleich - Surah in Festive Dress on 
Horse

Surah is riding her magnificently decorated horse to the elves 
festival. Always with her is her little green bird, carrying her 
favourite amulet in its beak. Fun Fact:Sera's little green bird 
absolutely loves eating Surah's food.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Surah in Festive Dress 
Standing

Surah is wearing a bird mask to the mask ball, because her best 
friend is a little green magic bird who is very pleased with the 
costume. Fun Fact:Surah's bird mask is a present from Marween.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40



Schleich - Surah's Feathered Foal CDU5

Surah was overcome with joy when Nuray, her friend, recently gave 
her a colourful feathered foal as a present. Surah was speechless 
when she saw the magical animal for the first time – her coat was 
exactly of the same colours as her own wings. She cuddled and 
stroked the feathered foal – and from that moment on, the two of 
them have been the closest of friends. Since then, the elf has taken 
her new best friend with her everywhere. Their favourite place is a 
flat area by the stream, where Surah sits on the bank and watches 
the colours of her feathered foal’s coat reflecting in the water. 
Surah is proud of her new friend, and delighted to have her. Fun 
Fact: 
 The feathered foal wears exactly the same jewellery as her friend 
Surah.

bayala Schleich $56.40 $40.30

Schleich - Pegasus Standing
Surveying the land from high above, the Pegasus is ready for a new 
adventure.
 Fun Fact - The noblest animals in this world are winged horses.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

ThinkFun - Chocolate Fix Game

Sweet Game of Deductive Reasoning
 Using the clues, fill the tray with all nine chocolate pieces in their 
correct positions. Similar to Sudoku, you must examine all clues on 
the challenge card before making a move. You will feel your 
confidence build as you narrow the possibilities to complete each 
challenge. Features: Chocolate Tray, 40 ALL NEW Challenge Cards 
from Beginner to Expert with Solutions, 9 Chocolate Pieces (3 
Strawberry, 3 White Vanilla, 3 Brown Chocolate), 18 Shape and 
Colour Place Holders, Game-Go Bag.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 22.9 x 6.4 x 20.3 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.00

M&D - Switch & Spin Magnetic Gear 
Board

Switch & Spin Magnetic Gear Board lets kids build their own toy! 
Simply choose a picture template from 10 unique designs and place 
it in the wooden frame. Then add the gears in the color-coded 
spaces to turn each picture into an amazing kid-powered machine! 
Or remove the templates to reveal the white magnetic surface—
perfect for an open-ended exploration of simple mechanics or a 
range of counting, adding and problem-solving activities 
(instructions included). This sturdy, durable set includes a magnetic 
board with wooden frame, eight magnetic pegs, eight colorful gears 
and five double-sided, color-coded design templates.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $50.10 $35.80

SF - Let's play playpen

Sylvanian babies will love this fun playpen that includes a feeding 
bottle, trumpet, rotating panel, and piano. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $10.00 $7.90



SF - Kitchen Cooking Set

Sylvanian's love to cook and this set includes everything they need, 
pots, pans and kettle. Figures not included. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$18.00 $12.90

Mookie - Tailball Light
Tailball is a unique game with a tiny foam Tailball and 2 ultra cool, 
light weight CheckerBats. This helps little hands control the flight of 
the ball and improves hand-eye coordination.

Outdoor Toys Mookie $37.00 $27.20

ThinkFun - Rush Hour Deluxe Edition 
Game

Take Gridlock to the Next Level
 Voted TD Monthly Magazine Top -10 Most Wanted Puzzles – 2011
 This deluxe version of our award-winning game is the perfect gift 
for the Rush Hour fanatic! Set up your game board according to the 
challenge card, then steer your snazzy metallic red car through 
traffic and out of the exit. With 60 challenges and five levels of play, 
this is the ideal gift for any serious puzzler! Features: Game Grid, 60 
Challenge Cards from Beginner to Grand Master, 15 Metallic Cars 
and Trucks, 1 Red Escape Car.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 27.3 x 6.4 x 24.1 cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $46.00 $31.60

Playmobil - Pirates Carry Case

Take the fun where ever you may go with the Pirates Carry Case. 
Includes 2 figures, boat, cannon and accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Carry Case Playmobil $25.00 $17.20

Playmobil - Police Carry Case

Take the fun where ever you may go with the Police Carry Case. 
Includes 2 figures, police motorcycle and accessories.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Carry Case Playmobil $25.00 $17.20

Playmobil - Pony Farm Carry Case

Take the fun where ever you may go with the Pony Farm Carry 
Case. Includes 2 figures, ponies, food, fences and accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Carry Case Playmobil $25.00 $17.20

Green Toys - Submarine - Yellow Cabin

Take the helm of the Green Toys™ Submarine for a nautical journey 
to help protect the planet! Submerge it underwater to explore the 
terrain at the bottom of the tub, and let it resurface to scan the 
horizon in search of the next earth-friendly adventure. This sturdy 
watercraft features a spinning rear propeller, a flat bottom for 
added stability, and the classic handle and wide-mouth opening 
combination for plenty of scoop-and-pour fun.
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Bath & Water 
Play Green Toys $26.90 $19.20



Slime Bombz - Mix and Load Bottle

Take water fights to the next level with Slime Bombz. Simply mix 
your pre measured Slime powder sachet with water in the loading 
bottle to make your Slime Bombz. Pack includes 1 x Loading Bottle, 
1 x Easy Tie Tool, 4 x Slime Powder, 24 Balloons. 
 Non irritant, safe on skin and non staining. 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

#N/A Zimpli Kids $20.00 $14.30

Slime Bombz - Powder Refill

Take water fights to the next level with Slime Bombz. Slime Bombz 
refill pack includes 16 Slime Powders and 96 Water Balloons. Non 
irritant, safe on skin and non staining. CDU 8 
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

#N/A Zimpli Kids $159.70 $114.10

Viking Toys - Jumbo Gift Box Airline 
with 2 Figures

Take your passengers on a real flight! Fly Viking Airlines!
 Made from flexible soft plastic, there are no sharp edges, the soft 
material neither breaks nor loses it's colour when exposed to sun, 
cold or rainy weather. The axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, 
so they can endure rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy 
for both indoor and outdoor play. The soft-rubber wheels allow 
Viking Toys to keep on rolling silently for many years to come.
 Viking Toys are BPA-free and are dishwasher safe.
 Vehicle size: 26cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

M&D - Grocery Cart

Take your shopping list and your teddy bear and get ready to shop! 
Our durable metal shopping trolley looks just like those in real 
stores! Sturdy metal construction includes pivoting front wheels 
and a folding seat so your child and their favourite companion can 
navigate the aisles in style.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $185.80 $132.70

M&D - Rainbow Stacker

Talk about a classic childhood toy! All the colours of the spectrum 
are represented by these 8 smooth, easy-grasp wooden pieces. 
Stack them on to the solid-wood base designed with rocking edges 
for safe and intriguing play.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $19.10 $13.60



Green Toys - Build-a-Bouquet

Talk about flower power! With the Green Toys™ Build-a-Bouquet, 
budding florists can create countless floral arrangements while 
saving energy and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This brightly 
colored 44 piece set includes 4 bases, 16 stem and leaf pieces, and 
24 flower pieces. The vibrant lilies, petunias, and daisies stack 
interchangeably in the assorted stems for limitless fun that 
blossoms in all seasons. It's no secret that this garden is as safe as it 
is fun, with no BPA, phthalates, PVC or external coatings.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Activity & 
Outdoor

Green Toys $56.40 $40.30

Green Toys - Tea Set 15Pc

Talk about green tea! Young hosts can serve up a pot of tea while 
doing something really good for the earth. Like all Green Toys 
products, the Tea Set is made from advanced environmentally 
friendly materials, helping to reduce fossil fuel use and CO2 
emission, all in the name of Good Green FunTM! Dishwasher safe. 
 Set includes: Tea Pot with lid, Sugar Bowl with lid, Creamer, 4 Cups, 
4 Saucers, 4 Spoons. 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Kitchen Play Green Toys $62.80 $44.90

Blue Opal - Pop 'n' Hop Game tba Games Blue Opal $27.00 $18.00
Real FX - Real FX Expansion Track Set TBA Remote Control Real FX $115.00 $78.90
Real FX - Real FX Crossover Track Set TBA Remote Control Real FX $134.00 $92.10
Real FX - Real FX Pro Builder Track Set TBA Remote Control Real FX $147.00 $100.80
ThinkFun - Yoga Cards Game TBA Junior Games ThinkFun $10.00 $6.40
ThinkFun - Yoga Memory Game TBA Junior Games ThinkFun $19.00 $12.90
ThinkFun - Maths Dice Chase Game TBA Family Games ThinkFun $19.00 $12.90
ThinkFun - Visual Brainstorms Game TBA Logic Games ThinkFun $22.00 $15.10
ThinkFun - Stratos Spheres Game TBA Family Games ThinkFun $26.00 $17.20
ThinkFun - Yoga Spinner Game TBA Junior Games ThinkFun $27.00 $18.40
ThinkFun - Brick by Brick Game TBA Logic Games ThinkFun $32.00 $21.60
ThinkFun - Block by Block Game TBA Logic Games ThinkFun $32.00 $21.60
ThinkFun - Shape by Shape Game TBA Logic Games ThinkFun $32.00 $21.60
ThinkFun - Balance Beams Game TBA Junior Games ThinkFun $38.00 $25.80

ThinkFun - Code Master Programming 
Logic Game

TBA Logic Games ThinkFun $43.00 $29.00

ThinkFun - Circuit Maze Game TBA Logic Games ThinkFun $69.00 $47.40



ThinkFun - Zingo! Sight Words Game

Teaches Words that are Essential to Reading!
 Zingo! Sight Words is a fun and interactive word game that brings 
fast-paced excitement and learning to the classic game of Bingo! 
Players learn to quickly recognize and read sight words, which are 
words with spelling that is not always straightforward. Sight words 
are the most frequently used words in the English language and 
make up about 50-75% of all written material. Learning and 
mastering sight words is a key step in becoming a successful, fluent 
reader. The sight words used in this game have been specially 
selected by leading educators as the most fundamental for reading 
development. Features: 72 Zingo! Sight Words Tiles, 6 Double-sided 
Zingo! Cards, 1 Zingo! Zinger, Instructions and Learning Guide. 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+, 2 - 6 players Box Size: 21 x 8.9 x 26 cm

Junior Games ThinkFun $41.00 $28.10

M&D - Play-Time Produce Vegetables

Tempting your children to try some delicious vegetables will be 
much easier once they have played with these realistically sized 
"fresh from the farm" veggies! There are 7 pieces packed in this 
crate of harvested seasonal favourites. This durable, molded-plastic 
food is ideal for kitchen and grocery play.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $50.20 $35.80

Schleich - Tennessee Walker Foal

Tennessee Walkers are famous for their gaits, which are extremely 
pleasant for riders: the “walk”, the “running walk” and the “canter”. 
Even the foals instinctively know these gaits and love to show them 
off when they frolic around and play on the paddock. All Tennessee 
Walkers are descended from a black foal named Black Allen, born in 
1886. Black Allen didn’t like to trot, but much preferred fast 
ambling gaits (“walk” and “running walk”). The breeders quickly 
learned the value of these new gaits. Fun Fact: 
 Tennessee Walkers are famous for their extremely soft, smooth 
gaits.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Tennessee Walker Mare

Tennessee Walkers are medium-sized, elegant and harmonious 
horses. Walkers are reputed to be very friendly, calm and 
intelligent.
 Fun Fact - The Tennessee Walker is a wonderful riding horse thanks 
to its smooth gait and even temperament.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00



M&D - Chunky Puzzle - Princess Dress-
Up

The 11 chunky wooden pieces in this dress-up puzzle are packed 
with patterns—challenging young puzzlers to use their powers of 
observation to mix, match, and rearrange the interchangeable 
pieces. Fine motor skills and problem-solving skills get a workout 
too—but kids will be so focused on the fun of dressing this pretty 
princess, they won’t even notice how much they’re learning! Three 
types of pieces (tops, upper skirts, and lower skirts) fit individually 
into recessed wells as one part of the puzzle “solution,” and 
combine to outfit the illustrated character as well. Included 
extension activities outline even more ways to play and learn!
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

Schleich - Tyrannosaurus Rex, walking

The 13-metre long Tyrannosaurus Rex was a two-legged predator. 
With its massive skull and its nearly 20-centimetre long teeth, it was 
an extremely impressive dinosaur of his time.
 Fun Fact - If this tremendous predator lost one of his dagger-
shaped teeth, a new tooth grew again within a few weeks.

Dinosaurs Schleich $54.20 $38.70

M&D - Rainbow Stamp Pad 6 Colours

The 6 bright colours of this inkpad will keep kids stamping in style! 
Featuring primary and secondary colours! Includes washable, non-
toxic kid-friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $15.80 $11.30



TX-Juice - ai DRONE

The AI Drone is the most stable and easiest to fly Drone available 
anywhere in the world today!
 
 Press the Juice button and the Ai DRONE will take off and hover 
approximately 1 metre from the ground, waiting for you to take 
control. Four channels, gyro stability, Pro grade R/C 2.4GHz , and 
the patented Ai system ensure extraordinarily controlled flights. 
Simply press the Juice Button when you are ready to land - no fuss, 
no sudden accidents! The Ai DRONE is able to perform 360° degree 
flips with the touch of a button. It been has an Auto-stunt button 
that, when pressed, flips the Ai DRONE and then lands it safely - all 
on autopilot!
 
 Contents: 
 • Ai DRONE includes Li-Poly re-chargeable battery and built-in 
ground detection system
 • TX handset with Juice Button, requires 4 x AAA batteries 1.5V 
(not included)
 • USB charging cable
 • FOUR spare propellers
 • Full instructions for use
 
 Age: 8+ Years
 Box Size: 20.5 x 8 x 33.5 cm

Remote Control TXJuice $150.00 $102.70

Schleich - Allosaurus

The Allosaurus was a gigantic, carnivorous hunter over twelve 
metres tall. It walked on its hind limbs, had long, sharp saw-like 
teeth and two horns above its eyes.
 Fun Fact - The most famous Allosaurus was affectionately named 
"Big Al" by the researchers.

Dinosaurs Schleich $32.80 $23.40

M&D - Alphabet Wooden Puzzle Cards

The alphabet has met its match! This alphabet box is filled with 26 
two-piece puzzles, pairing upper and lowercase letters with 
illustrations to match. Each wooden puzzle piece fits only with its 
correct match, so children can work by themselves to learn letters 
in a way that's frustration-free.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90



Brixies - Camel 90 pieces

The ancient camel question is: One hump or two? Our Brixies 
Arabian camel has only one hump. The hump stores up to 36 kg of 
fat, which a camel can break down into water and energy when 
sustenance is not available. These humps give camels their 
legendary ability to travel up to 160 kilometres without water. 
Camels rarely sweat, even in desert temperatures that reach 49°C!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Animal Planet - Aqua Viewer The Aqua Viewer magnifies your discovery up to 5x larger. You can 
also light up your subjects with the built in LED lights.

Nature Science Animal Planet $62.00 $42.40

Schleich - Ardennes Foal
The Ardennes is a heavy draft horse that is very lively in spite of the 
massive body. Fun Fact:Ardennes horses can weigh between 800 
and 1,000 kg.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Ardennes Stallion
The Ardennes is a heavy draft horse that is very lively in spite of the 
massive body. Fun Fact:Ardennes horses can weigh between 800 
and 1,000 kg.

Horse Club Schleich $20.70 $14.80

SF - Forest Nursery

The babies love the Forest Nursery. Hilda Hamilton is a teacher and 
there are many fun things that all the children enjoy. Set includes 
desk & chairs, piano & blackboard, swing, toys, crowns and drawing 
set. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$40.00 $30.90

PlanToys - Baby Car

The Baby car has been designed to make it easy for young hands to 
push and play with.
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Baby Toys PlanToys $27.80 $19.80

Schleich - Bald Eagle

The bald eagle has a goldenrod beak in stark contrast to its white 
and chocolate coloured plumage.
 Fun Fact - This symbolic bird of prey builds a nest that is the size of 
a small bedroom.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40



Schleich - Bashkir Curly Foal

The Bashkir Curly has a unique curly winter coat. It protects the 
horse from the icy temperatures in the Russian steppes. Fun Fact:
The Bashkir Curly's coat makes it especially suitable for people who 
are allergic to animal fur.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Bashkir Curly Mare

The Bashkir Curly has a unique curly winter coat. It protects the 
horse from the icy temperatures in the Russian steppes. Fun Fact:
The Bashkir Curly's coat makes it especially suitable for people who 
are allergic to animal fur.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Dragon Battering Ram

The Battering Ram can easily break through the thickest walls with 
its horns. Its enormous penetrating power makes it one of the most 
dangerous dragons. Fun Fact:The battering ram can even break 
through castle walls with its horns.

Eldrador Schleich $56.90 $40.70

Rburg - Junior Labyrinth Board Game

The beginner’s version of the great game classic. On every turn 
players shift the maze walls and move their ghosts through open 
corridors on the board, in search of treasures. Whoever reaches a 
treasure first gets to claim it but the corridors close up quickly so it 
can take several turns to reach a goal. 1-4 players. 
 <br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Schleich - Dragon Knight Berserk

The berserk is the most ferocious and strongest of all Dragon 
Knights. Nobody but him is able to swing his huge battle-axe.
 Fun Fact - Underneath his armour, the berserk carries a charm with 
a dragon scale. This is to protect him from any peril.

Eldrador Schleich $26.00 $18.60

Schleich - Ship's Cook Smurf

The best dish made by our Pirate Cook Smurf is served three times 
a week. Sea fish with Smurf berries.
 Fun Fact - The ship's cook has two sacks full of Smurf berries below 
deck, so that he can cook his favorite dish often.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Recreational Rider Pink

The best thing for a rider is to gallop her beloved horse through the 
countryside and return back to the stable after a long ride. 
Afterwards, she must bring her darling back into the stable and take 
care of it. Fun Fact:Even leisure riders should always wear a helmet 
when riding.

Horse Club Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Recreational Rider Purple

The best thing for a rider is to gallop her beloved horse through the 
countryside and return back to the stable after a long ride. 
Afterwards, she must bring her darling back into the stable and take 
care of it. Fun Fact:Even leisure riders should always wear a helmet 
when riding.

Horse Club Schleich $10.80 $7.70



Orbit - Jack Hammer

The big brother of the Junior Jack Hammer - built to withstand the 
most punishing treatment fun loving kids can dish out. While 
encouraging outdoor play this product also improves co-ordination, 
balance, and fitness! Comfy mountain bike hand grips. Internal 
hardened spring for long life. Maximum bounce is obtained for 
children up to 70kg in weight. Supplied in a glossy full colour box 
with a view window to see colour. 
 NB: 3 colours available - Red, Blue & Purple. Colours randomly 
supplied when ordered.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $74.50 $53.20

Schleich - Blue-and-Yellow Macaw

The Blue-and-Yellow Macaw is a flashily coloured parrot species 
native to South America. They were named after their glowing 
yellow feathers covering their underside. Their upper side is of an 
intense blue colour. Fun Fact - Blue-and-Yellow Macaw couples stay 
together forever. They fly together, and they also rest together.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

SF - Bluebell Seven Seater

The Bluebell Seven Seater is a classic Sylvanian car, which comes in 
smart navy blue. With 2 detachable seats, and 3 child seats 
included, this is the car for you if you’ve got a large brood to look 
after. As well as plenty of space inside, this car also comes with a 
book to stop the little ones from getting restless, and a map to 
make sure you they don’t get lost! As an added bonus the kitchen 
furniture from the Cosy Cottage Starter Home can be placed inside 
the Bluebell Seven Seater to turn it into a camping car! Figures sold 
separately.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Vehicles Sylvanian 
Families $55.00 $43.30

Schleich - Boa Constrictor

The boa constrictor is one of the snakes which kills its prey by 
coiling around it and suffocating it slowly instead of with a 
venomous bite. Fun Fact:The boa constrictor doesn't break its 
prey's bones – it suffocates them.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

SF - Boutique

The Boutique sells beautiful dresses, bags and accessories and is 
owned by Cecilia Teak who loves to wear special dresses. Find your 
favourite accessories among this lovely collection! Set includes over 
30 pieces including mirror, mannequin, display case and clear 
display unit for necklaces, dresses, ten bags, three gift boxes and 
more!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $90.00 $73.00



Brixies - Boxer 91 pieces

The Boxer is a breed of medium-sized, short-haired dogs developed 
in Germany. An intelligent, loyal pet, the Boxer has a high need for 
companionship and exercise. They are not happy when regularly 
left home alone.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Man's Best 
Friend and Brixies $15.00 $9.80

Schleich - Coral Fish

The bright orange clownfish likes to hide in colourful anemones, 
which protect it with their stinging tentacles. The foxface rabbitfish 
has a striking black and white striped head, which is why it is also 
often called the badgerfish. It feeds on algae, which grow on the 
corals. You can also find the surgeonfish here, which likes to pluck 
algae from the coral as well. It gets its name from the horn-like 
outgrowths on its tail fin. They are used for defence and reminded 
biologists of a doctor's scalpel. Fun Fact: 
 When eating, the foxface rabbitfish moves its top lip like a nibbling 
rabbit.

Wild Life Schleich $45.00 $32.10

Schleich - Zarinya
The butterfly elf Zarinya is sitting dreamily on a swan, swimming 
with her beautiful companion on the lake. Fun Fact - The butterfly 
elf lives on an islet in the Lake Bayala.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

SF - Candy Cart

The Candy Cart contains over 40 pieces including lollipops, cookies 
and chocolate! Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $17.00 $14.00

SF - Canoe Set

The Canoe Set has room for two and includes two life jackets.
 The life jackets are the perfect size for children and once inside the 
canoe they can sit next to or facing each other.
 Have even more fun playing by connecting with the Swan Boat Set. 
Figures not included. Does not float on actual water. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $15.00 $11.50



Schleich - Catapult
The catapult is the most powerful weapon that the armourer has. 
With it, he can shoot very far and aim very precisely. Fun Fact:Using 
the catapult, you can knock down even thick castle walls.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20

SF - Seaside Merry Go Round

The children of Sylvanian love to play on the Merry-Go-Round. Set 
Includes a slide and a water fountain merry go round. Figures not 
included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.70

SF - Children's Bedroom Furniture Set

The Children's Bedroom Set has over 18 accessories including bunk 
beds that can be separated into single beds, and a desk for all their 
books.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$27.00 $21.00

Eurotrike - Cargo Wagon

The classic cargo wagon has it all. Great play value as a versatile toy 
carrier with a real working crane to pick up and load cargo or rake 
and shovel for heavy work in the garden. A big deep tray carries all 
the essentials to a playground paradise and the cargo wagon offers 
plenty of options for imaginitive play both indoors and out.
Steerable front wheels and a steel chasis and pull handle rounds 
out the pinnacle in style of wagons from who else....... Eurotrike. 
 
  - Super strong steel chassis and pull bar construction
  - Deep plastic tray
  - Big 180mm wheels with rubber tyres give a smooth easy rolling 
comfortable ride
  - Bright primary colours add fun to playtime
  - A real working crane with up and down controls that rotates too.
  - Ergonomic pull handle that folds underneath for storage
  - Stands up for easy upright storage
  - Bonus shovel and rake included
  - Hard wearing, fade and chip resistant coatings
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Tray Length(590) Width(450) 
Height at top of crane(450) 
  - Product weight 4kg
  - Max load weight:10kg
 
 Suitable from 3 Years+

Wagon Eurotrike $147.40 $105.30



ThinkFun - Last Letter Game

The Classic Last Letter Game with a Creative Twist
 Our fresh take on this simple last letter game will inspire creativity, 
laughter and quick thinking. Race to come up with and blurt out a 
word from one of the picture cards in your hand. Think fast and 
remember that your word must begin with the last letter of the 
word previously called. Get rid of your cards first to win! Unique 
illustrations will spark imagination and allow for endless 
opportunities for new words— so simple yet so tricky it might 
render you speechless! Features: 61 Illustrated Cards, Travel-
Friendly Storage Box, 32 Minute Tiles
 
 Ages: 8 to adult, Players: 2 or more Box Size: 10.8 x 3.8 x 15.2 cm

Family Games ThinkFun $27.00 $18.10

Eurotrike - Princess Wagon

The classic Princess wagon has it all.Great play value as a versatile 
toy carrier with a retractable canopy and a removable doll carrier.. 
A big deep tray carries all the essentials to a backyard tea party or 
delivering a princess to Prince Charmings' ball. This wagon offers 
plenty of options for imaginitive play both indoors and out.
Steerable front wheels and a steel chasis and pull handle rounds 
out the pinnacle in style of wagons from who else....... Eurotrike. 
 
  - Super strong steel chassis and pull bar construction
  - Deep plastic tray
  - Big 180mm wheels with rubber tyres give a smooth easy rolling 
comfortable ride
  - Pretty colourway for girls
  - Revovable doll carrier clips into the tray or use on it's own for 
extra play value.
  - Ergonomic pull handle that folds underneath for storage
  - Stands up for easy upright storage
  - Retractable canopy makes the wagon a doll or teddybear carriage
  - Hard wearing, fade and chip resistant coatings
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Tray Length(590) Width(450) 
Height at top of canopy(430) 
  - Product weight 4kg
  - Max load weight:10kg
 
 Suitable from 3 Years+

Wagon Eurotrike $166.50 $118.90



K's Kids - Bowling Friends

The colourful Bowling Friends set includes 6 cute animal pins and 
two balls made of soft plastic. Perfect for in the garden, on the 
beach or in the bath
 Pin: 5 x 19cm
 Ball: 10cm
 
 Suitable from 24 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $78.50 $56.00

Schleich - Nitaya CDU5

The colourful Rainbow Fish Nitaya swims happily in the waters of 
the Rainbow River. It likes to jump high above the sparkling waters 
and wave hello to the elves passing by. Fun Fact:Nitaya claims he 
once swam all the way to the source of the Rainbow River.

bayala Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Zuru - Robo Jelly Fish Playset with 
Charger

The coolest new addition to the Robo Line! 
 
 Place your jellyfish in water and watch it swim in multiple 
directions as it mimics a real life jellyfish! With Flashing LED lights 
and a charging stand which doubles as a nightlight, this is just like 
owning your own jellyfish but with less hassle! Features include:
 
 • Water Activated with Lifelike Swim Movements
 • Moves in 5 Directions
 • 3 Built in LED lights for lots of colours
 • Charging Stand / Night light
 • Built in Rechargeable Batteries
 • 3 different Jelly Fish to Collect

Jelly Fish Zuru $80.00 $57.20

SF - Cosy Cottage Starter Home

The Cosy Cottage is the perfect choice for those starting out with 
Sylvanian Families. With its red roof and beige brick style exterior, 
this quaint two floor cottage includes a ladder to connect the 
upstairs and downstairs. As well as coming complete with Freya 
Chocolate Rabbit Girl and a selection of starter furniture, the set 
also comes with smaller accessories such as frying plan, fork, dish 
and omelette. The kitchen furniture includes a kitchen table, bench, 
two chairs, a coffee table plus a kitchen unit containing an oven and 
sink, and bedroom furniture such as a bed, mattress and some 
pretty floral bedding. The panel that divides the two floors is 
detachable, and doubles as an additional garden area.
 Connects to Beechwood Hall, Bluebell Seven Seater, Maple Manor 
with Carport, Beechwood Hall, Seaside Restaurant, Country Doctor, 
Country Tree School, Supermarket. Well-made with fine attention 
to detail. Good for stimulating imaginative role-play in children. 
Suitable for ages 3 years and up
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Welcome Home Sylvanian 
Families $50.00 $38.30



SF - Day at the Seaside

The Day at the Seaside Set comes with father, Harley Farthing and 
his son, Vespa. Set also includes everything they would need for a 
day and picnic at the seaside. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$50.00 $39.60

SF - Day Trip Accessories Set
The Day Trip Accessories set includes everything your Sylvanian 
would need for a Day Trip. Set includes hats, backpack, cameras, 
watches and various accessories. Figures sold separately

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $13.00 $10.30

Schleich - Batman v Superman Scenery 
Pack (Batman v Superman)

The day will come when the two greatest heroes of the DC Universe 
will fight each other. Their joint heroic deeds during the times of 
the Justice League are forgotten when the two confront each other 
as bitter enemies. Superman, with his mighty power and speed 
against the Dark Knight Batman, who does not actually possess any 
superpowers. An unequal battle? No one knows. Fun Fact: 
 Superman possesses tremendous superpowers, whereas Batman 
uses unimaginable techniques.

DC Comics Schleich $58.70 $41.90

PlanToys - Stacking Tree

The design of the stacking set is based on the concept of nature. 
Each wooden piece can be stacked to form different kinds of trees. 
Helps children learn about color variation and size.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Learning PlanToys $39.10 $27.90

Schleich - Dimetrodon

The Dimetrodon was a dreaded apex predator, which lived about 
300-270 million years ago - thus 40-70 million years before the first 
prehistoric saurian. It was not a "real" dinosaur, but rather a 
prehistoric reptile which was surprisingly closely related to 
mammals. It preyed upon reptiles, amphibians and fish, which it 
tore into pieces with its many razor-sharp teeth. Its scientific name 
essentially means "two measures of teeth", because its teeth were 
of different sizes. Fun Fact: 
 The Dimetrodon moved like a lizard, since its legs were on the side 
of its body.

Dinosaurs Schleich $24.70 $17.60

Bigjigs - T-Rex Tunnel
The Dino Range T-rex Tunnel brings youngsters into an exciting 
fantasy world as they dare to pass their trains through the tunnel 
and avoid the fierce T-rex and Pterodactyl guarding her nest.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $34.50 $24.70

Bigjigs - Dinosaur Train
The Dino Train is the perfect accessory for the Dino Train Set, 
allowing youngsters to transport dinosaur bones and hatching eggs 
though a prehistoric land.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80



Schleich - Coral Reef Diver

The diver explores the colourful underwater world with his scuba 
tank. In the process, he discovers a nurse shark. After the initial 
shock, he relaxes and observes the fish from some distance. Nurse 
sharks are rather sluggish and only dangerous if you really provoke 
them. They have barbels on their lower jaw, which are similar to the 
whiskers of a cat. The shark uses them to sense scents in the water 
and detect prey. Its favourite food is sea urchins, lobsters, and 
crabs, which it "sucks" out of rocky crevices with its big mouth. Fun 
Fact: 
 Nurse sharks don't grab their prey with their teeth, but suck them 
in with their mouths.

Wild Life Schleich $55.40 $39.60

M&D - Doctor Role Play Costume Set

The doctor will see you now. With this set your little doctor will be 
fully equipped with a jacket and mask, a stethoscope with sound 
effects, a reflex hammer, an ear scope, a syringe and a name tag for 
personalising.
 
 Suitable size for 3-6 yrs

Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

PlanToys - Green Dollhouse with 
Furniture

The dollhouses' energy efficient design includes a wind turbine, a 
solar cell panel for generating electricity, a rain barrel for collecting 
rain, a biofaçade, which uses the natural cycle of plant growth to 
provide shading, a blind that can adjust the amount of sunlight and 
air circulation. Also, recycling bins are included in the set.
 Product size: 45.5 x 56.7 x 55.5 cm 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $465.20 $332.30

Schleich - Pig
The domestic pig is descended from the wild boar. By breeding, 
around 70 breeds have been created in different colours 
worldwide. Fun Fact:Pigs are more intelligent than dogs.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

SF - Double Pushchair

The Double Pushchair can carry two babies. They can sit side by side 
so they can talk to each other.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $11.00 $8.60

Schleich - Dragon Knight on Horse with 
Lance

The dragon knight with his lance is riding courageously ahead 
towards the battlefield. Fun Fact - The dragon knight with his lance 
is absolutely dauntless and does not fear any foe.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Dragon Knight on Horse with 
Flail

The dragon knight's morning star is a dreadful weapon. 
 Fun Fact - The dragon knight with the morning star has never lost a 
battle.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Dragon Rider
The dragon rider is the chosen king of the dragon knights. 
 Fun Fact - On the back of his dragon, the dragon rider is almost 
invincible.

Eldrador Schleich $76.20 $54.40



M&D - On The Farm Jigsaw - 12pc

The duck is in the pond and the pig is in the corn in this 12-piece 
wooden jigsaw puzzle featuring a happy farm scene. Comes 
packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle building and easy 
storage. This is the ideal introduction to jigsaw solving…once the 
corner and edge pieces are in place, the puzzle is almost finished!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $15.50 $11.00

Schleich - Small Dungeon Animals

The dungeon of the Dragon knights is not only pitch black and 
bitterly cold, but also full of horrible little creatures who torment 
those kept prisoner there. Are they spiders? Snakes? No-one really 
knows… Fun Fact:The small, nasty animals plague the prisoners in 
the dungeon.

Eldrador Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Rburg - Eiffel Tower 3D Puzzle Pop Art

The Eiffel Tower is often the first thing that comes to mind when 
thinking of Paris. This city’s famous landmark was built between 
1887 and 1889 for the World’s Fair in Paris on the 100th 
anniversary of the French Revolution and attracts more than 6 
million visitors each year. 
 
 Bring contemporary Paris right into your own home with this Pop 
Art 3D Eiffel Tower Puzzle! With 216 pieces it is fascinating to 
construct and stands an impressive 44 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 17 x 17 x 44 cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80

Rburg - Eiffel Tower 3D Puzzle 216pc

The Eiffel Tower is often the first thing that comes to mind when 
thinking of Paris. This city’s famous landmark was built between 
1887 and 1889 for the World’s Fair in Paris on the 100th 
anniversary of the French Revolution and attracts more than 6 
million visitors each year. Bring the unique atmosphere of Paris 
right into your own home with this realistic 3D Eiffel Tower Puzzle! 
With 216 pieces it is fascinating to construct and stands an 
impressive 44 cm high!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 17 x 17 x 44 
cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80

Schleich - Potion

The elves have many different magic potions. Some will animate 
you and make you feel happy; others will ease pain and heal 
wounds. All magic potions are brewed by the elf fairy in a kettle 
made of pure gold. Fun Fact:For some magic potions, you have to 
use poisonous plants. In the finished potion, they have healing 
properties instead.

bayala Schleich $13.40 $9.50

Schleich - Falabella Gelding

The Falabella is a minature version of its larger relatives and is 
either dappled or single-coloured
 Fun Fact - Falabellas are the smallest breed of horse in the world 
and no bigger than a small child.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10



SF - Family BBQ Set

The Family Barbecue Set includes a nice barbecue stove in the 
centre of the table so you can grill vegetable and fish. It also 
includes dishes, vegetables, hot dogs, fishing rods, and buckets for 4 
people. Figure not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $9.30

SF - Family Saloon Car - Red

The Family Saloon Car is a stylish little retro vehicle, perfect for a 
family of four. This lovely vintage-style tomato-red car with is ideal 
for family trips. As well as a baby seat for the smaller members of 
the clan, this car also comes with a yummy picnic set – sandwiches 
and some juice to wash it down! The front bumper can be pulled 
out to reveal a nifty picnic table, and there are 2 trays which can be 
clipped into the roomy boot when they’re not being used. This 
right-hand drive vehicle with Sylvanian number plate is just what 
you need for days out in the country and trips to the ocean. If you 
do love to travel, then the Roof Rack with Picnic Set is the perfect 
addition to this lovely Sylvanian automobile!
 
 Figures sold separately.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Vehicles Sylvanian 
Families $50.00 $40.30

Schleich - My First Farm Animals

The farm animals are exploring their new home and sniffing their 
surroundings curiously. The pig jumps up with delight – its keen 
sense of smell has led it to some apples and carrots. It devours 
them, munching happily. The farmer feeds the hay to the Black-Pied 
cow, which is already mooing hungrily. The cute little lamb is 
allowed onto the pasture for the first time today. The way it 
prances around is hilarious to watch. The hen watches the goings 
on with interest from the farmyard, and occasionally pecks at grains 
of corn. Fun Fact: 
 At the farm, you can hear the animals squeaking, mooing, baaing 
and clucking happily.

Farm Life Schleich $55.40 $39.60

Schleich - Corral Fence

The farmer has put up a sturdy new fence. But be careful: if the 
gate isn’t locked properly, the cows might slip away unnoticed. 
Some breeds are famous for being real escape artists who can open 
the bars on gates with their tongues. They may look clumsy and 
sedate, but cows can effortlessly leap over pasture fences, and 
many of them have escaped in this way. They can’t do it from a 
standing start, but if they take a short run-up they can jump very 
high. Fun Fact: 
 Cows can jump to a height of 1.8 metres if they run fast enough 
and then put a lot of power into the jump.

Farm Life Schleich $27.60 $19.70



Sip n' Sound - Farmyard 12 pc Counter 
Display

The Farmyard animals burst to life and make real sounds when 
liquid passes through the straw. Each character makes their own 
realistic noise for real dinner time fun!
 
 Straws remove for easy cleaning
 Takes 3 x LR44 batteries
 12pc CDU includes 3 x cow, 3 x pig, 3 x horse and 3 x sheep
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Sip n' Sound $137.50 $98.20

Bigjigs - My First Train Set

The fascinating world of travel starts here! This 'First Train Set' will 
open young minds to a world of adventure. Comprises eight pieces 
of track with an engine and two carriages. Two free-standing 
houses, two trees and two figures complete this vibrant wooden 
playset. Compatible with other leading wooden rail systems
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Sets Bigjigs $43.20 $30.90

M&D - Sticker Collection - Fashion

The fashion runway awaits the stylish design sense of your young 
designer with this collection of over 600 stickers featuring 80 young 
models and lots of clothing and accessory stickers for every 
occasion! From swimwear, to party dresses to sleepwear-your 
young designer will be ready to set the next fashion trends!

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

ThinkFun - Maths Dice Game

The Fast, Fun Game of Mental Math
 Math becomes more fun when you think on the fly! Roll the three 
scoring dice and combine these numbers using addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division, or even powers to build an 
equation that is closest, or equal to, the target number. Players 
sharpen math skills by solving problems in a fun new way. Features: 
2 Target Dice, 3 scoring Dice, Practice Tables, Game-Go Bag.
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, multi player Box Size: 9.5 x 3.8 x 17.1 cm

Family Games ThinkFun $14.00 $9.30

Bigjigs - Figure of Eight Train Set - 
40pcs

The Figure Eight Train Set contains 40 pieces wooden train 
introductory set. A fun figure of eight track with a viaduct crossing 
the rail below, it's hard work for the train to climb up, pulling two 
carriages and a guards van, and to whizz down the other side. Set 
includes viaduct railway, buildings, vehicles, trees, people and 
accessories. 
 Product size: 104 x 46 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Sets Bigjigs $86.60 $61.90

Schleich - Flag Set

The flags of the order of knights fly proudly in the wind, watched 
over by men-at-arms who make sure that they aren't stolen or 
damaged. Fun Fact:Each knightly order can be precisely identified 
from the flags.

Eldrador Schleich $8.00 $5.70



Schleich - Waterfall

The flamingo has found a nice spot by a waterfall. It will stay here as 
long as the water stays nice and salty and the fish don't eat up its 
food. With its long legs, it can wade considerably deeper into the 
water than most other birds and therefore finds more food. Once it 
has discovered a tasty bite, it bends its neck and dips its beak 
upside down in the water in order to catch it. Then it pushes the 
water out of the side of its sieve-like beak and swallows the prey. 
Fun Fact: 
 The cry of a Chilean flamingo sounds like the honking of a goose.

Wild Life Schleich $69.30 $49.50

Schleich - Flamingo

The flamingos owe their beautiful colour to plankton-like algae and 
small crustaceans. They contain certain dyes, which turn the 
feathers of the birds pink. The more they eat, the stronger the 
colour becomes. The less they eat, the whiter the flamingos are. 
Babies and young animals are also white-grey instead of pink to 
start with. Scientists are still puzzled as to why flamingos often 
stand on one leg. It is believed they draw up a leg to conserve body 
heat and save energy. Fun Fact: 
 The Chilean flamingo has vivid red bands on its legs.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - The Flash

The Flash is above all one thing: incredibly fast. He introduces 
himself and all his superhero abilities to the fullest in the service of 
a just cause. In the red Flash costume he fights all villains of his 
world. Fun Fact:The Flash and Superman move at exactly the same 
speed.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Dragon Flyer
The Flyer is wild, has awful claws, sharp teeth and a daunting 
dragon fire. He is the most skilled Flyer among all dragons. Fun Fact:
No other dragon can fly as fast and skilfully as this one.

Eldrador Schleich $42.00 $30.00

PlanToys - Food & Beverage Set

The food and beverage set has a realistic design. The set includes 
orange juice, water, milk, ketchup, jam and honey. It encourages 
children to role play different characters as well as stimulating their 
imagination. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Pretend Play PlanToys $42.50 $30.40

M&D - Frolicking Horses Jigsaw - 48pc

The frolicking horses in this meadow enjoy a windfall of apples 
while the early bird catches the worm. Assembling this charming 
puzzle would be enough fun, but count the horses, apples, 
butterflies and add another activity to the puzzle! This wooden, 48-
piece jigsaw puzzle comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for 
puzzle building and easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40



Rburg - Tell-A-Story Game

The game where each player uses their cards to tell a story. Players 
turn over picture cards one at a time, trying to collect 5 cards with 
the same character. Memory plays an important part as children try 
to find the cards they need. 1-5 players. <br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 
cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30

SF - Garden Barbecue Set

The Garden Barbecue Set includes cat father Maurice, a very smart 
barbecue, table and chairs with parasol, plus food and drinks to 
share.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$40.00 $29.80

Schleich - German Shepherd

The German shepherd is one of the cleverest breeds of dog, with 
only the border collie and the poodle being considered more 
intelligent. Fun Fact: The bark of a German shepherd can be as loud 
as a chainsaw.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - German Shepherd Puppy

The German shepherd is one of the cleverest breeds of dog, with 
only the border collie and the poodle being considered more 
intelligent. Fun Fact:The bark of a German shepherd can be as loud 
as a chainsaw.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Giant Panda

The giant panda completes the Schleich panda family. The male 
appears in a cute, sitting position, nibbling on a bamboo tree. As 
the WWF's official animal, the Panda is especially symbolic.
 Fun Fact - The panda bear is the official animal of the World Wide 
Fund for Nature (WWF), the largest nature protection organisation 
in the world.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00



Brixies - Panda (standing) 140 pieces

The giant panda has an insatiable appetite for bamboo. A typical 
animal eats half the day - a full 12 out of every 24 hours. It takes 
12.5 kg of bamboo to satisfy a giant panda's daily dietary needs, 
and it hungrily plucks the stalks with elongated wrist bones that 
function rather like thumbs. 
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

SF - Grand Hotel

The Grand Hotel's impressive façade opens out to reveal nine 
rooms, a working chandelier and more than 25 accessories. 
Everything is included to help you create the feel of a smart busy, 
hotel lobby, including a reception desk, bell, a wall cabinet with 4 
bedroom keys, a suitcase trolley, and 3 charming suitcases. This 
product comes with a dozen window boxes, plus white balustrades 
and pretty topiaries for both the roof garden and the first floor 
balcony - which add the finishing touches to this prestigious 
Sylvanian Families house. Without a doubt, the Grand Hotel is the 
standout property in the Sylvanian Families range.
 Well-made with fine attention to detail. Good for stimulating 
imaginative role-play in children. 
 
 Suitable for ages 3 yrs.+

Grand Hotel Sylvanian 
Families $296.00 $247.90

Schleich - Dragon Knight Magician

The grand magician of the dragon order wields fire. He is able to 
toss fireballs towards his rivals or to fight them with a number of 
different spells.
 Fun Fact - The magician's coat shields his master from the dreadful 
heat of the magic fire.

Eldrador Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Ocean Set

The Great Barrier Reef is one of the most fascinating underwater 
habitats on earth. Among all of the species that call it home, you'll 
find sea turtles, manta rays, seahorses, and sharks. Fun Fact:The 
Great Barrier Reef is one of the most fascinating underwater 
habitats on Earth.

Wild Life Schleich $51.00 $36.50



Schleich - Watering Hole

The great dramas of life take place at the water holes in the 
savannah. All animals have to come here to drink and many 
predators wait here for their opportunity to hunt, too. The Schleich 
waterhole can be rearranged in many ways so that you can always 
have new Wildlife adventures when playing. Fun Fact:Water holes 
often dry out. Then all the animals have to move on and find a new 
water hole.

Wild Life Schleich $255.00 $182.20

Green Toys - Airplane - Red

The Green Toys™ Airplane is one aircraft Mother Nature is happy to 
clear for takeoff! This single-seater plane features a spinning 
propeller, two-wheeled landing gear, and racing stripes on its 
rounded wings. Imaginations will soar to new heights as pilots-in-
training practice loops, rolls, and spins with this eco-friendly flyer. 
The lightweight design and tapered, easy-to-grasp body shape let 
even the littlest aviators ascend through flight school with ease.
 Suitable from 1 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $33.90 $24.20

Green Toys - Stacker

The Green Toys™ Stacker takes a classic toy and makes it safer and 
more playful. The eight whimsically colored nesting pieces stack 
easily from large to small, while also allowing little builders to use 
their imagination and stack in any order. Little ones can develop 
hand-eye coordination and color recognition while having plenty of 
Good Green Fun™. Most importantly, the Green Toys Stacker is 
safe.
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Infant Toys Green Toys $28.10 $20.10

Green Toys - Tractor

The Green Toys™ Tractor puts a whole new spin on farm-to-table. 
With chunky, go-anywhere tires and a detachable rear trailer, little 
farmers can harvest and haul the freshest organic produce their 
imaginations can grow. Super safe and versatile with no metal axles 
(no rust) or external coatings (no chipping or peeling), it’s ready for 
any playtime payload, whether indoors or outside. Made in the USA 
from 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, this might just be the “greenest” tractor 
around – despite its vibrant orange hue. No BPA, phthalates or PVC. 
Dishwasher safe for easy cleaning.
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Vehicles Green Toys $41.10 $29.40

Schleich - Griffin Knight on Horse with 
Lance

The griffin knight with the lance is his king's first knight. 
 Fun Fact - The griffin knight proudly takes the coat of arms of his 
order into the battle.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Griffin Knight on Horse

The griffin knight with the pick hammer weapon is his king's first 
knight. 
 Fun Fact - This knight himself has crafted a terrifying pick hammer 
weapon and thus perfected the fighting.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20



Schleich - Griffin Rider
The griffin rider is the king and leader of the griffin order. Fun Facts 
- On the back of his mighty creature, the griffin rider can fly higher 
and farther than any other dragon.

Eldrador Schleich $76.20 $54.40

Schleich - Bride and Groom Smurf The groom smurf actually carries his bride. This must be love. The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

ThinkFun - Knot so Fast Game

The Hands-On Knot Tying Race Game
 Players earn points by being first to correctly tie the knot shown on 
each challenge card. The rules are simple, but a few clever twists 
even the playing field for beginners and experts to play together. 
Players must think with their hands and exercise spatial skills. Great 
for scouts and sailors of all ages, and for anyone who enjoys a 
hands-on challenge! Features: Tug-o-War Scorekeeper, 4 Ropes, 4 
Rings, 30-Second Game Timer, 40 Challenge Cards from Beginner to 
Expert
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, 1 - 4 players Box Size: 12.7 x 12.7 x 22.2 cm

Family Games ThinkFun $45.00 $30.80

Schleich - Texas Longhorn Bull
The horns of the Texas Longhorn cattle can span up to 2 metres, 
which makes them look very imposing. Fun Facts - The horns of a 
Texas Longhorn bull can reach a length of more than 1.20 metres.

Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Horse Box The horse trailer offers plenty of room for two horses, saddles, food 
and anything a horse and rider need.

Horse Club Schleich $55.40 $39.60

SF - Hot Dog Van

The hot dog van has arrived in Sylvania and includes over 40 pieces! 
There is a special uniform and sun visor, menu, ketchup, orange 
juice, tongs, hot dogs, buns and pretzels. Everything you need for a 
Hot Dog Van. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$50.00 $40.30

Schleich - Dragon Hunter

The Hunter does not need wings. He moves incredibly fast across 
the ground, is almost invisible and has a deadly poisonous bite. 
Whoever gets attacked by him does not stand a chance. Fun Fact:
Strength, speed and a poisonous bite: these are the hunter's 
terrible weapons.

Eldrador Schleich $56.90 $40.70

Schleich - Icelandic Pony Mare

The Iceland horse is particularly popular with children because it 
has more the size of a pony. It is so powerful that it also carries 
adults with ease. Fun Fact:The Iceland horse has two other gaits: 
tölt and pace.

Horse Club Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Worker Smurf
The Janitor Smurf will be wearing his boiler suit and will carry his 
most important tool: a screwdriver. Fun Fact:The janitor is the most 
important person in any company.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40



Schleich - Batman vs The Joker Scenery 
Pack

The Joker always comes up with new villainy to offset Gotham City 
in fear and terror. Only one can fight and defeat him: Batman, 
Gotham City's dark hero. Fun Fact:The Joker always leaves a calling 
card behind: a Joker card.

DC Comics Schleich $58.70 $41.90

SF - Vegetable Garden Set

The joy of harvesting your vegetable crop makes all the hard work 
planting, tending and watering the vegetable garden, worthwhile! 
Set includes vegetable patch, hose pipe, rake and a variety of 
vegetables. Figure not included.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $18.00 $13.00

Schleich - The Justice League Big Set

The Justice League is the ultimate team of superheroes. Superman, 
Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, Flash, Cyborg, and Green 
Lantern join forces to fight against their almost overpowering 
enemy, Darkseid. They are only able to defeat their enemy when 
they pool all of their powers and skills and apply them intelligently. 
They must not fail, for this would seal the fate of the world. Fun 
Fact: 
 Superman and Batman are honorary members of the Justice 
League.

DC Comics Schleich $205.40 $146.70

Schleich - Horse Care Set Andalusian

The keeper is outside with the Andalusian on the training course. 
Today all jumps are going really well. Once the noble horse has 
completed its training for today, it gets a few treats as a reward and 
is then groomed and brushed. Andalusians are simply beautiful 
animals. Fun Fact: 
 With their brave, noble character, Andalusians are particularly well 
suited to classical dressage.

Horse Club Schleich $43.20 $30.90

Schleich - Kentrosaurus

The Kentrosaurus is a smaller Stegosaurus with a length of 5 
metres. It had plates and spines arranged in pairs on its back, which 
probably served to ward off enemies or were used in courtship. Fun 
Fact:The Kentrosaurus was a relative of the Stegosaurus.

Dinosaurs Schleich $24.70 $17.60

Schleich - Dragon Knight King on Horse

The king of the Dragon Knights is famous for his courage and battle 
skills. He fearlessly leads his faithful knights to battle. 
 Fun Fact - The king of the Dragon Knights likes best to sing ancient 
knight songs.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Griffin Knight King on Horse

The king of the Griffin Knights is admired by his people and knights 
because he is a skilled warrior and at the same time a wise man, 
having luck on his side. 
 Fun Fact - The king of the Griffin Knights always carries a griffin's 
feather as lucky charm with him.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20



SF - Kitchen Cookware Set

The Kitchen Cookware set has an assortment of kitchen tools 
including hot plate, toaster, blender and a convenient wagon to 
store it all. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.30

Schleich - Knabstrupper Mare
The Knabstrupper is the oldest horse breed in Denmark and has an 
exceptionally beautiful, spotted coat. Fun Fact:Pippi Longstocking's 
horse was a Knabstrupper.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Branches

The large herbivores in the wild nature and the zoo need large 
amounts of fresh forage. Zebras and giraffes, rhinos and elephants 
eat the leaves off of entire branches. And they also like to eat the 
bark. Fun Fact:Giraffes are fed from high-hanging feed baskets.

Wild Life Schleich $6.60 $4.70

Schleich - Hay Feeder

The large rack is regularly filled with hay. This means the hay isn’t 
on the floor, keeping it dry and free of bacteria and mould. The 
practical, circular form allows all the animals to get at the delicious 
feed. If the farmer wants to make unpasteurised cheese, it’s 
especially important to feed the animals hay. This is worth it 
because hay contains 30–50 different grasses and herbs. These 
refine the cheese, giving it a unique, amazing taste. Fun Fact: 
 Hay doesn’t just consist of dried grass, but also of delicious 
grassland herbs.

Farm Life Schleich $27.60 $19.70

Schleich - Dragon Diver

The legendary Dragon Island is located far off the storm-lashed 
coast of Eldrador. Only a handful of men have been there – and 
even fewer have returned alive. They all tell tales of terrible 
dragons. The Diver is probably one of the deadliest. Sailors are 
terribly afraid of it, because it hides underwater before bursting out 
to attack with powerful jaws that can tear entire ships apart. 
Arrows and spears can’t penetrate its scaly skin, meaning sailors are 
almost defenceless against its attacks. An old pirate once said that 
the Dragon Diver can only be soothed by the sound of beautiful 
singing. But who would dare to sing while staring into a mouth filled 
with razor-sharp teeth? Fun Fact: 
 The Diver can even unleash its powerful dragonfire underwater.

Eldrador Schleich $56.90 $40.70

Schleich - Apalu CDU5

The little Rainbow Koala Apalu is sitting on his favourite tree in the 
middle of the forest. Sometimes he runs to the Rainbow Elves, who 
always look forward to its visit a lot and feed it with sweet fruits. 
Fun Fact:Apalu loves the small, sweet fruits of the rainbow tree.

bayala Schleich $56.40 $40.30



SF - Log Cabin

The Log Cabin is the Sylvanians' favourite holiday hideaway. Tucked 
away in the woods is a special place for holidays with friends and 
family in summer sun or winter snow. The cabin is packed with 
lovely features; hammocks to sleep in, a sun deck for lounging and a 
hot tub for relaxing! Figures and accessories sold separately.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $85.00 $68.10

Schleich - Pelican

The long, large beak is the pelican's most striking feature. When 
hunting fish, they use it like a large soup spoon. They scoop up a 
large amount of water together with the fish, and then press the 
water out again. This leaves just the fish behind. The Great White 
Pelican has a distinctive pink ring around the eyes and pink-
coloured legs. The Australian pelican has the longest beak at 49 
centimetres. The Dalmatian pelican is the largest. Despite its weight 
of 12 kilograms, it is very capable of sustained flight. 500 kilometres 
at a stretch are not uncommon. Fun Fact: 
 The beak of the pelican holds up to eleven litres of water. Its 
stomach, however, is only half as big.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Bigjigs - Double Suspension Bridge

The longest bridge in the Bigjgis Rail range. At over 1 metre long 
this super Double Suspension Bridge makes a great big addition to 
any wooden railway. Compatible with other leading brands of 
wooden railway.
 Product size: 109L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $44.80 $32.00

SF - Luxury Living Room Set

The Luxury Living Room Set includes a battery operated red glow 
fire with velvet armchair and settee, grandfather clock and a variety 
of accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$50.00 $37.10

Schleich - Griffin Knight Magician

The magician of the Griffin Knights is able to freeze everything; 
apart from that, his wand bestows the power over all kinds of 
animals upon him. 
 Fun Fact - The magician of the Griffin Knights possesses an 
extremely venomous ice spider he keeps in a glass.

Eldrador Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Spinosaurus Violet

The most notable characteristic of this 18-metre-high, carnivorous 
dinosaur was a long line of spines connected by skin along its back. 
Fun Fact:This dinosaur with a crocodile-like head probably fed on 
fish and carrion.

Dinosaurs Schleich $54.20 $38.70



Schleich - Knabstrupper Foal

The most striking characteristic of the Knabstrupper is its very 
spotted coat.
 Fun Fact - The Knabstrupper is one of Europe's oldest horse breeds. 
It originally came from Denmark.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Spinosaurus Mini CDU5
The most striking feature of this eighteen metre long carnivorous 
dinosaur was a large skin sail on its back. Fun Fact:This dinosaur 
with a crocodile-like head probably fed on fish and carrion.

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Viking Toys - Multiplay Set

The Multiplay Garage with Harbour includes a crane, sand/water 
wheel, 2 ramps, drawbridge, 4 gates, 3 boats, 1 barge, 1 vehicle and 
1 helicopter. Made from soft, yet rugged plastic, it has rust proof 
axles and is dishwasher safe.
 NB: Multiplay Garage Playset only suitable for use with Mini 
Chubbies
 Box size: 69 x 52 x 8cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Playsets Viking Toys $99.00 $70.70

Green Toys - Shape Sorter

The My First Green Toys™ Shape Sorter puts an eco-friendly spin on 
a classic play pattern. Made in the USA from food-safe, 100% 
recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions, the Shape Sorter helps develop recognition of shapes 
and colors while also encouraging eye-hand coordination, problem 
solving, and fine and gross motor skill development. The two-part 
elliptical Shape Sorter and 8 colorful shapes (2 stars, 2 circles, 2 
squares, 2 triangles) are the perfect size and weight for little hands. 
Each piece slides easily into the chute cut-outs on both the top and 
bottom of the Sorter, which opens with a simple twist, separating 
the two halves and letting the pieces out again. No BPA, phthalates, 
PVC or external coatings, and also meets FDA food contact 
standards. Dishwasher safe for easy cleaning. Packaged with 
recycled and recyclable materials and printed with soy inks.
 Suitable from 6 mnths+

Infant Toys Green Toys $39.10 $27.90

M&D - Peel & Press Sticker - Mystical 
Unicorn

The mythical unicorn shimmers to life when this exciting activity is 
filled with shaped sticker-gems! Just match the stickers to the 
number key and place them in the sticker scene. Young artists will 
be enchanted by the glittering results, and proud to show them off 
in the display-ready frame.
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $29.50 $21.10



Eurotrike - Ultima Canopy Plus - Blue

The name says it all. Eurotrikes' ultimate trike with all the parent 
friendly features that makes this incredible trike our top selling 
"Grow With Me" model and for 2016 we've added new safety 
features and new quick assembly parts to help you breeze through 
assembly of your new Ultima trike.
  
  - Super strong all steel, 'straight thru' frame and fork construction
  - Eurotrikes 'Autosteer' parent steering system. Now even more 
robust. 
  - Tilt/angle adjustable, windproof, removable large sun canopy. 
  - Wide, tough, quiet EVA rubber tyres
  - Dual mode front wheel with new pedal lock feature and 
freewheel
  - High back contoured bucket seat with 'over shoulder' padded 
safety harness for extra safety
  - Large removable headrest with inbuilt carry handle
  - Side Ezi opening padded baby safety rails surround the rider for 
extra safety. Rails open independently to allow super easy access to 
mount the trike from either side. Easily removable
  - Full comfort padding set for seat, headrest and baby safety rails
  - Retractable deluxe footrest
  - Large platform pedals
  - Comfortable safety grips
  - Multi adjustable/removable parents push bar with safety strap 
  - Large rear carry bucket. 
  - Front carry basket
  - NEW parents parking brakes on both rear wheels
  - Easy assembly with NEW quick assembly features for connection 
of handlebars and parents push bar
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(770) width(510) Handlebar 
Height(590) Seat Height(325) Pushbar Max Height(1030) 6 
adjustments
  - Weight 8.0kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg 
 
 Suitable from 12 Mths+

0 Eurotrike $260.20 $185.90



Eurotrike - Ultima Canopy Plus - Pink

The name says it all. Eurotrikes' ultimate trike with all the parent 
friendly features that makes this incredible trike our top selling 
"Grow With Me" model and for 2016 we've added new safety 
features and new quick assembly parts to help you breeze through 
assembly of your new Ultima trike.
  
  - Super strong all steel, 'straight thru' frame and fork construction
  - Eurotrikes 'Autosteer' parent steering system. Now even more 
robust. 
  - Tilt/angle adjustable, windproof, removable large sun canopy. 
  - Wide, tough, quiet EVA rubber tyres
  - Dual mode front wheel with new pedal lock feature and 
freewheel
  - High back contoured bucket seat with 'over shoulder' padded 
safety harness for extra safety
  - Large removable headrest with inbuilt carry handle
  - Side Ezi opening padded baby safety rails surround the rider for 
extra safety. Rails open independently to allow super easy access to 
mount the trike from either side. Easily removable
  - Full comfort padding set for seat, headrest and baby safety rails
  - Retractable deluxe footrest
  - Large platform pedals
  - Comfortable safety grips
  - Multi adjustable/removable parents push bar with safety strap 
  - Large rear carry bucket. 
  - Front carry basket
  - NEW parents parking brakes on both rear wheels
  - Easy assembly with NEW quick assembly features for connection 
of handlebars and parents push bar
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(770) width(510) Handlebar 
Height(590) Seat Height(325) Pushbar Max Height(1030) 6 
adjustments
  - Weight 8.0kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg 
 
 Suitable from 12 Mths+

0 Eurotrike $260.20 $185.90



Eurotrike - Zipp - Red

The new 2 in 1 Zipp Bike that’s perfect for first riding experiences. 
Starting as a balance bike the Zipp provides the perfect vehicle to 
master balance and steering first (without pedals) and when rider 
confidence grows simply add the pedal unit to turn this bike into a a 
complete pedal bike with pump up tyres and band braking system.
 
  - Super strong steel frame construction
  - Lowriser adjustable handle bar with safety pad on crossbar and 
stem
  - 12" Pump up tyres give a smooth easy rolling comfortable ride
  - Mini Mag wheels for that sleek and racy look
  - Rear band brakes allow superior braking performance for use 
with small hands. Front V brake.
  - Adjustable padded seat with integrated parents hand hold 
  - T Bar footrest in balance bike mode
  - Bolt on pedal set and fully enclosed chainguard attaches easily 
when rider skill level improves
  - Comfortable easy to hold safety hand grips
  - Bonus big front basket included 
  - Hard wearing, fade and chip resistant coatings
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(650) Width(480) 
Height630) Seat(378-430) 
  - Product weight 7kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg
 
 Suitable from 3 Years+

2-in-1 Bike Eurotrike $242.90 $173.50



Eurotrike - Zipp - Pink

The new 2 in 1 Zipp Bike that’s perfect for first riding experiences. 
Starting as a balance bike the Zipp provides the perfect vehicle to 
master balance and steering first (without pedals) and when rider 
confidence grows simply add the pedal unit to turn this bike into a a 
complete pedal bike with pump up tyres and band braking system.
 
  - Super strong steel frame construction
  - Lowriser adjustable handle bar with safety pad on crossbar and 
stem
  - 12" Pump up tyres give a smooth easy rolling comfortable ride
  - Mini Mag wheels for that sleek and racy look
  - Rear band brakes allow superior braking performance for use 
with small hands. Front V brake.
  - Adjustable padded seat with integrated parents hand hold 
  - T Bar footrest in balance bike mode
  - Bolt on pedal set and fully enclosed chainguard attaches easily 
when rider skill level improves
  - Comfortable easy to hold safety hand grips
  - Bonus big front basket included 
  - Hard wearing, fade and chip resistant coatings
 
  - Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length(650) Width(480) 
Height630) Seat(378-430) 
  - Product weight 7kg
  - Max Rider weight: 25kg
 
 Suitable from 3 Years+

2-in-1 Bike Eurotrike $242.90 $173.50

Schleich - Canon

The new cannon can fire a net with which several enemies can be 
captured at once. Perhaps it is even possible to capture a dragon or 
a griffin with it. Fun Fact:The new cannon's net can't easily be cut 
with a sword.

Eldrador Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Jump Parcours

The obstacles of the Schleich show-jumping course are quite 
demanding. Only the best horses can jump them without throwing 
off their rider. Fun Fact:All four obstacles are based on real horse 
show obstacles.

Horse Club Schleich $55.40 $39.60

Orbit - Excite Metal Soccer Goal

The Orbit Excite Metal Soccer Goal is a large high quality goal, 
perfect for backyard play. Strong powder coated design will assist 
any child in learning basic goal scoring techniques. The netting is UV 
stabilised for long life. Easily assembled, this item packs away for 
quick storage and fits nicely into a car boot.

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $83.20 $59.40



Orbit - Metal Mighty Wheelbarrow

The Orbit Mighty Metal Wagon is a backyard essential – ideal for 
hours of outdoor play. Perfect for carting toys, leaves or just a 
barrow full of imagination! The Wheelbarrow comes with good 
quality hand grips and a solid rubber wheel that never needs 
pumping up. Suitable for ages 3+ the Wheelbarrow is easy to 
assemble and comes in a full colour box which displays the product 
for easy merchandising.
 Age: 3+ years

Orbit Pretend Orbit $51.90 $37.10

Orbit - Rotating Seesaw

The Orbit Rotating Seesaw is a metal see saw with a unique 360 
degree rotating action. Move up, down, and in a circle for hours of 
safe backyard fun! This heavy duty outdoor toy is extremely safe, a 
bolt can be inserted to stop circular movement. Easy assembly.

Orbit Outdoor Orbit $95.30 $68.10

Halilit - Rainbowmaker
The original Rainbowmaker, a fun educational toy. The long length 
allows longer sounding experience of gently falling "rain".
 Individually boxed, 40cm high.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $43.20 $30.90

Galt - Soundtracks CD Game

The original, award-winning game. Match everyday sounds to the 
beautiful, colourful photographs that appear on each lotto board. A 
game for 1 to 4 players.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $23.60 $16.90

Schleich - Ostrich

The ostrich holds a number of records: not only is it the fastest of 
the flightless birds, but also the largest and heaviest bird on the 
planet. Fun Fact:The African ostrich can reach speeds of up to 70 
km/h.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

SF - Homemade Pancake Set

The pancake set includes everything you need for a complete 
breakfast including knives, forks, tea cups, tea pot and pancakes. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $13.00 $10.70

PlanToys - Parking Garage

The Parking Garage has 3 floors of parking space, a working 
elevator tower, and helipad. The set also includes eco charging 
station, car repair, figure , bus stop and car.
 Product size: 46 x 51 x 34cm
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanWorld PlanToys $168.40 $120.30

M&D - Deluxe Pound-a-Peg

The pegs on the bench go up and down, playing peek-a-boo on this 
solid wood pounding activity. Non-removable pegs take turns 
showing their smiles while your toddler has fun naming the colors 
and enjoys practicing fine motor skills. A sturdy mallet is included.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $45.10 $32.20



Schleich - Pentaceratops Mini CDU5

The Pentaceratops with its five horns and powerful neck shield was 
a relative of the Triceratops. It probably had the largest skull of all 
land-dwelling animals. Fun Fact:The name Pentaceratops means 
"five-horned head".

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00

SF - Ballroom Set

The perfect environment for your Sylvanians to enjoy 
entertainment during their stay at the Grand Hotel. Includes music 
entertainers, Grace and Kelly, grand piano, and microphones.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Grand Hotel Sylvanian 
Families $50.00 $35.00

Schleich - Pick-Up With Driver The pick-up is the perfect off-road vehicle for the farm. You can use 
it to tow trailers and transport just about anything.

Horse Club Schleich $69.30 $49.50

Playmobil - Adventure Pickup Truck

The Playmobil Adventure Pickup Truck includes a cable winch and in 
the height changeable tow-bar. The engine hood and hatchback can 
be opened. The floatable canoe getting attached on the luggage 
reck. 
 
 Dimensions: 27x12x13cm (LxWxH). 
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Wildlife Playmobil $60.00 $43.90

Playmobil - Zookeeper's Cart

The Playmobil Animal keeper with vehicle and many accessories. 
The roof is removable and the loading space on the back of the 
vehicle offers plenty of space to store all the accessories. 
 
 Set includes 1 figure, 1 vehicle and numerous accessories
 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Life - Zoo Playmobil $22.00 $16.00

Playmobil - Woman with Cat Family

The Playmobil Cat Family includes colourful cat Family and they 
have fun on the farm catching mice. The farmer provides the 
animals with milk. Includes colourful cat family with accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $11.00 $8.10



Playmobil - Construction Site SuperSet

The Playmobil Construction Site Superset will delight all future 
builders, it contains everything you need to simulate a construction 
site.
 
 Set includes 2 figures, small carrier, wheelbarrow, hoist winch, 
bricks, tools and accessories
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
Construction

Playmobil $45.00 $32.10

Playmobil - Construction Worker with 
Jack Hammer

The Playmobil construction worker with Jack hammer includes a 
generator and jack hammer for the construction worker to use on 
site. Comes in protective gear including hard hat and ear defenders. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
Construction

Playmobil $13.00 $9.30

Playmobil - Farm Animal Pen

The Playmobil Farm Animal Pen includes animals and babies that 
feel very comfortable on the field. The farmer's wife ensures that 
the animals are fed with fresh food. 
 
 Set includes donkeys, goats, sheep and accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $30.00 $22.20



Playmobil - Fire Chief´s Car with Lights 
and Sound

The Playmobil fire chief's car features flashing lights and siren 
sounds for ensuring arrival at the scene quickly. The roof can be 
removed for easy access to the driver's cab. Children will love giving 
the other firefighters instructions through the megaphone. 
 
 
 Set includes Playmobil fire chief, traffic cones, a walkie talkie and a 
loud hailer. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 1 x 1,5-V-AAA-Batteries required (not included).
 
 Dimensions: 23 x 13 x 12 cm (LxWxH)
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

City Action - 
Fire brigade Playmobil $50.00 $37.10

Playmobil - Fire Engine with Lights and 
Sound

The Playmobil Fire Engine has flashing lights and features a loud 
siren to alert passers by they are coming through . There is a fire 
hose on the top and lots of storage space on the sides. The roof can 
be removed for easy access to the large cab big enough for four fire 
officers and can be connected to the Firemen with Water Pump 
(5365)
 
 Set includes a Fire Engine, 1 Playmobil fireman and lots of fire 
fighting accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 2 x 1,5-V-AAA-Batteries required (not included).
 
 Dimensions: 28 x 13 x 17 cm (LxWxH)
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

City Action - 
Fire brigade Playmobil $90.00 $68.10



Playmobil - Fire Rescue Crew

The Playmobil Fire Rescue Crew comes complete with 3 fire fighters 
in their protective clothing and lots of accessories. There is a water 
pump with stop valve to monitor how much water is released onto 
the fire.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

City Action - 
Fire brigade

Playmobil $17.00 $12.30

Playmobil - Special Forces Firefighter

The Playmobil firefighter force features a fire-fighter in full 
protective clothing ready to assist with putting out the powerful 
blaze. 
 
 Set includes 1 Playmobil fire-fighter with accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

City Action - 
Fire brigade Playmobil $9.00 $6.70

Playmobil - Firefighters with Water 
Pump

The Playmobil Firefighters with Water Pump comes with a stop 
valve to monitor how much water is released onto the fire. This 
item can be attached to the fire engine with lights and sound 
(Playmobil item 5363). Simply press down on the pump’s black 
button to send water spraying out the end of the hose
 
 Set includes 2 Playmobil fire officers with accessories 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

City Action - 
Fire brigade

Playmobil $35.00 $25.90



Playmobil - Firefighting Seaplane

The Playmobil Firefighting seaplane offers space for the pilot. 
Including fillable water tank and firefighting function. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Dimensions: 30 x 40 x 10cm (LxWxH)
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Wildlife Playmobil $55.00 $39.60

Playmobil - Glass Sorting Truck

The Playmobil Glass Sorting truck is the ideal vehicle for recycling 
glass and bottles. The truck reverses in to position to allow the 
driver to move the lifting arm ready to collect the next load for 
recycling. Once the banks have been loaded the bottles are off to 
be recycled, to empty the contents lift the eyelet to one side. At the 
end of the day tilt the rear section to clear any debris. 
 
 Set includes a Glass Sorting Truck, 1 Playmobil workman and 
accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun. 
 
 Dimensions: 28 x 12 x 20 cm (LxWxH).
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
City Cleaning

Playmobil $60.00 $43.30

Playmobil - Horse Paddock Super Set

The Playmobil Horse Paddock contains a small corner paddock for 
horses. You can take care of the horses, feed them, cure them.
 
 Set includes, horse, foal, 2 figures, paddock and accesssories
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $45.00 $32.10



Playmobil - Ducks and Geese

The Playmobil includes a boy with ducks and geese on the pond.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $15.00 $11.00

Playmobil - Industrial Dump Truck

The Playmobil industrial dump truck has a tiltable rear section and 
an articulated cab with a detachable roof. The set comes complete 
with one Playmobil construction worker. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Dimensions: 42 x 13 x 16 cm (LxWxH)
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
Construction Playmobil $60.00 $43.90

Playmobil - Inflatable Boat with 
Explorers

The Playmobil inflatable boat with explorers floats on water and 
can be upgraded by the underwater motor.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Wildlife Playmobil $35.00 $24.20

Playmobil - Landscaper with Lawn 
Mower

The Playmobil Landscaper with Lawnmower is always on hand to 
make sure gardens and parks are looking their best. The 
landscapers car is the perfect vehicle to tow the lawnmower and all 
the tools needed to keep greenery neat and tidy. Once the grass 
has been cut, use the tools including a rake to collect all the 
trimmings. After everything is looking good its time to load 
everything back on the trailer ready for the next job. 
 
 Set includes with 1 Playmobil Landscaper and accessories
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun. 
 
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
City Cleaning

Playmobil $40.00 $29.60



Playmobil - Large City Zoo

The Playmobil Large City Zoo offers visitors plenty to see and the 
zoo is a great trip. 
 
 Whether the lion's den or the Penguin Pool is visited, visitors can 
learn a lot about the animals. At the end of the day, nor memorial 
to a great day in the large zoo can be purchased at the souvenir 
stand. Following are the keepers care for the animals and give them 
food. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Life - Zoo Playmobil $100.00 $74.30

Playmobil - Large Front Loader

The Playmobil large front loader has a moveable shovel on the front 
that lifts up and down. The vehicle is articulated and has a 
removable roof. The set comes complete with one Playmobil 
construction worker. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Dimensions: 33 x 12,5 x 15,5 cm (LxWxH)
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
Construction

Playmobil $60.00 $43.90

Playmobil - Large Tractor with Trailer

The Playmobil Large Tractor with Trailer is essential when working 
in agriculture. The large tractor has a functional front loader. The 
bed of the trailer is tilted and the side walls can be folded down. 
 
 Dimensions: 48 x 11 x 11 cm (LxWxH)
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $50.00 $37.10



Playmobil - Meteoroid-destroyer

The Playmobil Meteoroid-destroyer includes Astronaut and cannon 
for destroying meteoroids in the space.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 6 yrs+

City Action - 
Space Mission Playmobil $35.00 $25.40

Playmobil - Children's Petting Zoo

The Playmobil petting zoo is the greatest thing for the little ones. 
The petting zoo offers the youngest residents of the city the most 
fun because here they can in the enclosure to the animals.You can 
help the animal keeper at feeding time and of course play with the 
animals and cuddle.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Life - Zoo Playmobil $55.00 $39.60

Playmobil - Pirates Combat Ship

The Playmobil Pirate Raiders' Ship is fastest ship on the high seas! 
Baton down the hatches and man the sails as the ship ventures in to 
unknown waters. 
 
 The working cannon can be fired at nearby enemies to protect the 
crew. There is a hiding place for weapons and ammunition as well 
as a mobile functional cannon on deck. 
 
 The anchor can be lowered with the help of the winch. The ship 
can float on water or pushed along the floor with the equipped 
wheels. 
 
 Set includes 3 Playmobil figures and accessories
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $125.00 $92.90



Playmobil - Pirates Treasure Island

The Playmobil Pirate Treasure Island is the perfect destination for 
pirates to hide their buried treasure. The 2 main islands can be re 
positioned to create different landscapes to make the perfect pirate 
setting. In the middle of the stone arch is a falling rock trap to stop 
any boarding parties using the buoyant rowboat to get to the 
island. 
 
 If any unwanted visitors do make it they must be careful of the 
hidden trapdoor which leads to the islands dungeon. Behind the 
removable cliff with waterfall is a hidden area, perfect for hiding 
your buried treasure. 
 
 Set includes 3 Playmobil figures, Rowboat, Treasure and 
accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $90.00 $68.10

Playmobil - Pirates Captain

The Playmobil Pirates Captain includes Captain Figure, cannon, 
ammunition barrels and parrot.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $8.00 $5.80

Playmobil - Pirate´s Raft

The Playmobil Pirates Pirate Raft is the perfect escape for pirates 
under siege. The raft floats on water and can quietly drift away 
from any battle to avoid detection. If trouble does find the rafts 
crew, use the rotating cannons to make good your escape. Includes 
2 shootable cannons ready for combat on the open sea.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $25.00 $18.50

Playmobil - Golden Retrievers with Toy

The Playmobil Playset Golden retriever with puppies. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $20.00 $14.80



Playmobil - Police Copter

The Playmobil Police Helicopter comes with moveable lights and 
rotors and can fly into action to catch any criminals up to no good. 
 
 Spin the rotor blades to sore higher or lower in pursuit of any 
escaped prisoners. After a busy day of police work return the 5299 
Take Along Police station Helipad (sold separately)
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
Police

Playmobil $20.00 $14.80

Playmobil - Police Van with Lights and 
Sound

The Playmobil Police Van with Lights and Sound includes detachable 
roof and enough space for up to seven figures. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 The light and sound module requires 1 x 1,5-V-AAA-batteries (not 
included).
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
Police Playmobil $40.00 $29.60

Playmobil - Rabbit Pen with Hutch

The Playmobil Rabbit Hutch includes a rabbit hutch with outdoor 
pen, the long-eared bunnies enjoy its time in the pen. They enjoy 
fresh water and vegetables every day.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Country - Farm Playmobil $17.00 $12.60



Playmobil - Recycling Truck

The Playmobil Recycling Truck has flashing lights and includes 2 
workmen who have their work cut out collecting the recycled 
materials in the large truck. The rear of the truck has a bin-lifting 
mechanism and the roof of the cabin can be removed. 
 
 Set includes a Playmobil Recycling Truck, 2 Playmobil workers and 
accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun. 
 
 
 Dimensions: 27 x 12 x 16.5cm (LxWxH) 
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
City Cleaning

Playmobil $60.00 $43.30

Playmobil - Soldier Tower with beacon

The Playmobil Soldier Tower with Beacon playset includes a beacon 
tower with armaments, 2 Playmobil naval soldier figures, various 
weapons and accessories. Perfect for defending against the pirates 
and keeping off the gold-treasure.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $45.00 $32.10

Playmobil - Space Rocket with base 
station

The Playmobil Space Rocket with base station includes missilery, 
maintenance platform, satellite and robot. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 2 x 1,5-V-AAA-Batteries required (not included).
 
 Dimensions: 22x28x72cm (Including Antenna) (LxWxH).
 
 Ages: 6 yrs+

City Action - 
Space Mission

Playmobil $100.00 $74.30



Playmobil - Space Shuttle

The Playmobil Space Shuttle includes 2 astronauts as well as a 
canon for defending against threats. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 3 x 1,5-V-AAA-Batteries required (not included).
 
 Ages: 6 yrs+

City Action - 
Space Mission

Playmobil $65.00 $47.00

Playmobil - Street Cleaner

The Playmobil Street Cleaner is the perfect vehicle to keep the city 
streets clean from rubbish and grime. The front sweeper brushes 
rotate as the vehicle moves forward to make sure not a spot of 
rubbish goes uncleaned. When the rear section is full it tilts for easy 
emptying. 
 
 Set includes, a Street Cleaner, a Playmobil workman and 
accessories. 
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun. 
 
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

City Action - 
City Cleaning Playmobil $30.00 $22.20

Playmobil - Pirates Treasure Hideout

The Playmobil Treasure Hideout set includes a secret treasure of 
gold is hidden inside the Rocks.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Age: 4 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $17.00 $12.30



Playmobil - Sanitation Team

The Playmobil workers wander through the city to get rid of waste 
and dead leaves. 
 
 Set includes 2 figures, trolley, leaf blower and accessories.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun. 
 
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

City Action - 
City Cleaning Playmobil $14.00 $10.20

TX-Juice - ai POCKET DRONE

The Pocket Drone literally goes anywhere and charges in your 
pocket so its always ready to fly whenever you want!
 
 New Pocket Drone is the world's smallest full function stunt drone. 
Performs 360° degree mid-air flips in any direction. Flies with 
perfect stability with build it gyro stabilisers. Features three speeds 
and is perfect for everyone from pilots in training up to pro flyers. 
Controller handset is also the charging station and fits in you 
pocket. The 2.4 GHz controller allows you to fly multiple Drones. 
For Indoor and outdoor use.
 
 Contents: 
 • Ai POCKET DRONE includes Li-Poly re-chargeable battery
 • 2.4GHz Drone controller with Juice Button, requires 4 x AA 
batteries 1.5V (not included)
 • FOUR spare propellers
 • Full instructions for use
 
 Age: 8 + Years
 Box Size: 20 x 6 x 22 cm

Remote Control TXJuice $93.00 $63.60

Schleich - Pony Riding Set Camping The pony riding set goes perfectly for many Schleich ponies. With it 
the young rider is ideally equipped for a great ride.

Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70

SF - Popcorn Cart

The Popcorn Cart can be towed behind the ice cream van and 
comes with ice creams and popcorn. Figures not included.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $17.00 $13.00

Schleich - Picki CDU5

The Rainbow Bird Picki with its colourful plumage does not only 
look gorgeous, it also accompanies the elves throughout the day 
with its charming song, until it flies to its sleeping tree in the 
evening. Fun Fact:Picki is always inventing new melodies to 
captivate his audience.

bayala Schleich $36.50 $26.00



Schleich - Spell Set Large

The rainbow elves love to do magic, it is one if their favorite 
activities. With the right accessories like wand, spell book and 
magic potion they have all they need to do good magic and help 
others. Fun Fact:The elf sorceress loves the bewitching taste of 
freshly baked blueberry tarts.

bayala Schleich $38.50 $27.50

Schleich - Mita CDU5

The Rainbow Foal Mita shines in bright yellow and orange. It trots 
cheerfully across the meadows of Rainbow Island. Most of all it 
loves to be petted and fed by its favourite elf. Fun Fact:Mita loves 
to swim in the Rainbow River.

bayala Schleich $56.40 $40.30

Schleich - Rattlesnake
The rattlesnake is a dangerous venomous snake known for the 
rattling sound it makes with the end of its tail as a warning. Fun 
Fact:Rattlesnakes make a rattling noise before they attack.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Researcher Smurf
The Research Smurf is happy. Finally, the series of experiments 
shows the desired results. It can keep on going like this. Fun Fact:
Our Scientist Smurf has finally found the right formula!

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - Play 
House

The reusable stickers in this set cling securely to the sturdy pages, 
then peel up easily when you're ready to make a change. 5 glossy, 
full-colour pages feature 5 rooms to decorate; 5 coordinating pages 
of accessories include 175+ stickers to furnish your rooms.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - Princess 
Castle

The reusable stickers in this set cling securely to the sturdy pages, 
then peel up easily when you're ready to make a change. Five 
glossy, full-colour pages feature scenes in and around the princess 
castle to decorate; five coordinating pages of accessories include 
165+ stickers to fill them up! 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - My Town

The reusable stickers in this set cling securely to the sturdy pages, 
then peel up easily when you're ready to make a change. Five 
glossy, full-colour pages feature scenes in and around the school, 
hospital, grocery store, restaurant and a fire staion! Includes over 
200 stickers that can be repositioned!
 Suitable from 3yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - Dress-Up

The reusable vinyl stickers in this creative activity book, cling 
securely to the sturdy pages, then peel up easily when kids are 
ready to make a change. 10 glossy, full-colour background pages 
feature 80 'models' to dress in skirts, dresses and every accessory 
your can imagine!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10



Schleich - Grooming Kit

The rider has to regularly groom the horse’s coat to make sure it 
looks healthy and wonderfully glossy. First, she rubs the coat in a 
circular motion with the curry comb, and then she smoothes it 
down with the horse brush. The horse’s skin and muscles are given 
a nice massage at the same time. The hoof pick is used to remove 
earth, dung and gravel from the hoofs. The hoofs need to be 
cleaned on the outside too: after a ride through mud or a sandy 
arena, they are cleaned all over with the hoof brush. Finally, the 
grooming implements are cleaned and stored in the handy 
grooming kit. Fun Fact: 
 Lots of horses love an intense massage with the curry comb.

Horse Club Schleich $6.60 $4.70

Roominate - Architect Accessories 
Pack

The Roominate Architect Accessory Pack is any young engineer’s 
ideal set for expanding their elaborate Roominate creations! Add 
more walls, furniture, stairs, and lofts!

Accessories Roominate $34.50 $24.70

Schleich - Dragon Runner

The Runner is so fast on the ground that you can hardly follow him 
with your bare eye. He attacks as fast as lightning and in the next 
moment he has already vanished. Fun Fact:Because of its incredible 
speed when attacking, it is one of the deadliest dragons there is.

Eldrador Schleich $42.00 $30.00

Schleich - Saichania Mini CDU5

The Saichania was up to seven metres long and an herbivore. Its 
body was completely armoured. All over the body and skull it had 
thorn-like excrescences and the end of the tail, with which it 
probably defended itself against attacks, was rather knobby. Fun 
Fact:Saichania roughly translates as "beauty". The woman who 
discovered it gave it this name because of its well-preserved 
skeleton.

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Brixies - St Bernard 114 pieces

The Saint Bernard is a giant, strong, muscular dog. Saint Bernards 
are extremely gentle, friendly and very tolerant of children. The 
Saint Bernard was founded in 980 AD by St. Bernard de Menthon 
and bred by monks.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Man's Best 
Friend and Brixies $18.00 $12.00



Schleich - Macaw
The scarlet macaw is a large, brightly coloured parrot from South 
America which feeds on fruit and nuts. Fun Fact:The scarlet macaw 
is one of the largest macaws. Only the hyacinth macaw is larger.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Fly Blanket + Halter
The Schleich fly rug can be easily draped on all Schleich horses, 
keeps away flies and looks great. Fun Fact:A fly blanket is very 
useful, especially in summer.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Riding Set

The Schleich leisure riding set can be used with most of the Schleich 
horses, so that it is possible to ride off on another horse at any time 
 Fun Fact - Our young horsewoman loves to ride across the 
meadows and fields.

Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70

Schleich - Show Jumping Set
The Schleich show jumper is about to jump over the obstacle on the 
back of her beautiful horse Fun Fact - Only those who complete the 
course without any faults win the tournament.

Horse Club Schleich $27.60 $19.70

SF - School Lunch Set

The School Lunch Set includes Andromeda Petite figure, bread, 
omelette, stew, milk and tableware for 6 pupils. Other figures not 
included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $26.90

SF - School Music Set

The school music class at Country Tree School is so much fun! There 
is a piano, xylophone, drum, violin, flute & trumpet. Enough for a 6 
piece band!
 Includes rabbit sister Freya Chocolate in school uniform. Other 
figures sold separately
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $26.90

SF - Seaside Ice Cream Shop

The Seaside Ice Cream shop is owned by Amelia Sandy and she 
loves to serve everyone in Sylvania lots of fruit flavoured ice cream. 
When you visit the Sea Breeze Cape, don’t miss an eye-catching big 
ice cream on the roof! 
 Included in this fabulous set is Amelia Sandy, ice cream server, 
table and two chairs, three ice cream stands, two pairs of dish and 
spoon and more! Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$60.00 $50.70



SF - Seaside Restaurant

The Seaside Restaurant boasts spectacular views of Sea Breeze 
Cape! So if you want beautiful Oceanside views for your Sylvanians 
while they dine, this is just the establishment for you. As well as a 
large selection of crockery and cutlery, this set comes with all a 
variety of kitchen utensils. And of course, there’s plenty of fish and 
seafood ready for your Sylvanians to enjoy, as well as a healthy 
selection of table condiments to season your food and some lovely 
juice to wash it all down. This set is a fully functional restaurant, 
and as well as the building itself, there are also 2 tables, a bar, 4 
lounge chairs, 2 additional chairs and a bench. There’s even an 
Oceanside area included for you to rest your restaurant on to 
guarantee that it has the best views in Sylvania. The view from the 
boardwalk means that endless beautiful sunsets are in store for 
Sylvanians lucky enough to get their paws on this set.
 Includes over 90 pieces. Figures sold separately
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$90.00 $73.00

SF - Secret Island Playhouse

The Secret Island Playhouse is where Sylvanians go to swim, play, 
and have fun! This set is full of wonderful features including 2 pools, 
caves, diving board, swim gear, fish, vine swing, 2 rooms with 
furniture, and more! The Secret Island Playhouse is a wonderful 
place for your Sylvanians to enjoy their seaside adventures. Figures 
not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $90.00 $73.00

Schleich - Tiger Cub
The Siberian tiger is the largest big cat in the world and can grow up 
to three metres long from its nose to the tip of its tail. Fun Fact:
Tiger cubs are born with blue eyes.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Tiger
The Siberian tiger is the largest big cat in the world and can grow up 
to three metres long from its nose to the tip of its tail. Fun Fact:
Tigers purr, just like domestic cats – but 100 times louder.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Siku World - Car Park
the Siku World Car Park is a fantastic addition to Siku world. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Siku World Siku $102.30 $73.00

Schleich - Shalu CDU5

The small Rainbow Monkey Shalu lives in the forests of Rainbow 
Island. It usually plays there with its many colourful friends. 
Sometimes it even comes to the elves to be petted. Fun Fact:Shalu, 
the rainbow monkey, can juggle with balls or apples. He loves to do 
it for the elves.

bayala Schleich $36.50 $26.00



Schleich - Snowy Owl

The snowy owl is a large species of owl. Due to their snowy habitat, 
they often have snow-white coloured feathers.
 Fun Fact - Snowy owls have a thick feather coating on their feet. 
These are their "snow shoes" which protect them from the cold.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

SF - Soft Serve Ice Cream Shop

The Soft Serve Ice Cream Shop comes with a selection of different 
flavoured soft serve ice creams, parfaits and cones. Figures not 
included.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$20.00 $16.70

Schleich - Sperm Whale

The sperm whale has set several records. It is the largest toothed 
whale and has the biggest mouth of all whales. It could even 
swallow a person whole. However, it is not dangerous to people 
because it is only interested in attacking squid, of which it 
consumes around 1.5 tonnes a day. Its brain weighs 9.5 kilograms 
and is thus the heaviest of all mammals. It navigates through the 
seas using echolocation. You can hear it whistling, squeaking, and 
groaning under water from several kilometres away. Fun Fact: 
 The sperm whale has a huge rectangular head, which accounts for 
one-third of its body length.

Wild Life Schleich $20.70 $14.80

Bigjigs - Windmill

The spinning sails and friendly farmyard details of the Country 
Windmill are sure to inspire endless creative play. Mini rail 
enthusiasts will delight in passing their trains through the windmill 
during their countryside rail adventure.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $50.00 $35.70

Schleich - Griffin Knight Berserk

The strength and martial arts of the Griffin Knights berserk is 
famous and feared far beyond the frontiers. 
 Fun Fact - In battle, the berserk does not utter a peep. Many 
people think he is voiceless.

Eldrador Schleich $26.00 $18.60

M&D - African Plains Jigsaw - 24pc

The sun may be setting on the Savannah, but this 24-piece wooden 
jigsaw puzzle provides puzzling fun at any time of day. With a hippo 
in the watering hole and a flamingo in flight, assembling this jigsaw 
reveals a part of African life with every piece. Comes packaged in a 
sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle building and easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

SF - Swan Boat Set

The Swan Boat, Baby Swan Boat and Toy Swan can be connected for 
a fun day out on the lake. 
 Have even more fun playing by connecting them with the Canoe 
Set. Figures not included. Does not float on actual water. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$17.00 $13.00



SF - The Caravan

The Sylvanian Caravan has everything needed for staying away from 
home on a holiday! With over 30 accessories including sink, stove, 
drawers, cupboards and even a fold out ironing board, the caravan 
is ideal for those travelling holidays around Sylvania. The caravan 
can be towed by any Family Car which is sold separately. Figures 
not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+ 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Vehicles Sylvanian 
Families

$110.00 $86.70

SF - Juice Bar and Figure Set

The Sylvanian Juice Bar includes Betty Blackberry Rabbit and over 
25 pieces including: fruit stand, drink blenders, bench, table, glasses 
& various fruit items.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $24.10

SF - Toy Shop

The Sylvanian school children spend many a lunch break with their 
noses pressed against the front of this fun shop. A wondrous place 
filled with chalk boards and dollhouses, everything a Sylvanian tot 
has ever dreamed of can be found inside. As well as a selection of 
the finest toys and gifts, this toy shop also has a colourful soft play 
area for the little 'uns. Your Sylvanians could furnish childhoods 
worth of toy rooms with the contents of this toyshop! Traditional 
tea sets, elephant toys and even toy cars are amongst the 40 pieces 
included. What's more, this toy shop is made even more beautiful 
by its sky blue rooftop.
 Includes over 40 pieces. Connects to Supermarket, Sweets Store, 
Beechwood Hall, Country Tree School
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $60.00 $47.40

Bigjigs - T Junction - 2pcs

The T Junction in the Bigjigs Rail range comes as a pack of 2 pieces. 
Made from rubber wood and of great quality they are compatible 
with other leading wooden railway systems, making them a great 
additon to any wooden railway collection. 
 Product size: 21 x 13 x 1 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $19.40 $13.90

Schleich - Telescope Smurf

The Telescope Smurf is really supposed to be on the look-out for 
ships; however, he much prefers to look down at the lovely 
Smurfette.
 Fun Fact - The Telescope Smurf can even recognize tiny ships on 
the horizon with his telescope.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40



Schleich - Therizinosaurus

The Therizinosaurus had huge forelimb claws, each up to one metre 
long. Until today, nobody has found out what it needed weapons 
like these for. 
 Fun Fact - The claws of the Therizinosaurus were half as long as a 
grown-up man.

Dinosaurs Schleich $54.20 $38.70

Schleich - Tournament Accessories

The thermal blanket and matching travel boots protect the beloved 
horse on the way to the next tournament. That way, it will arrive 
healthy and safe. Fun Fact:Transport boots protect horses' delicate 
hooves from injury.

Horse Club Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Tyrannosaurus Rex

The thirteen metre long Tyrannosaurus Rex was a two legged 
predatory dinosaur. With its powerful head and nearly 20 
centimetre long teeth, this dinosaur was an extremely impressive 
contemporary.
 Fun Fact - If this powerful predatory dinosaur lost one of its dagger-
like teeth, a new one would grow back within a matter of weeks.

Dinosaurs Schleich $54.20 $38.70

Schleich - Tyrannosaurus Rex Mini 
CDU5

The thirteen metres long Tyrannosaurus Rex was a two-legged 
carnivorous dinosaur that was an extremely impressive 
contemporary with his powerful skull and teeth that were nearly 20 
centimetres long. Fun Fact:If this powerful carnivorous dinosaur lost 
one of its knife-like teeth, a new one would grow back in the space 
of just a few weeks.

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Schleich - Tiger shark

The tiger shark gets its name from its long, dark stripes, which are 
reminiscent of a tiger. It prefers to eat turtles, cracking their shells 
with its sharp teeth. Its diet also includes rays, sea snakes, seals and 
birds, but it will basically devour everything that isn't nailed down. 
Car tyres, parts of ships and boats, nails, jewellery, clothing, and 
books have even been found in the stomachs of tiger sharks. They 
even eat when they are not hungry, and humans consider them to 
be one of the most dangerous of the around 500 (mostly harmless) 
shark species. Fun Fact: 
 Tiger sharks are very big, conspicuously striped sharks that can 
grow up to 5.5 metres long.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Tinker Foal
The Tinker has a beautiful piebald coat, a magnificent mane, a full 
tail and lots of hair on the fetlocks. Fun Fact:In winter, some Tinker 
horses grow a funny-looking moustache.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Tinker Mare
The Tinker has a beautiful piebald coat, a magnificent mane, a full 
tail and lots of hair on the fetlocks. Fun Fact:In winter, some Tinker 
horses grow a funny-looking moustache.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Tinker Stallion
The Tinker has a beautiful piebald coat, a magnificent mane, a full 
tail and lots of hair on the fetlocks. Fun Fact:In winter, some Tinker 
horses grow a funny-looking moustache.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00



Schleich - Treasure Smurf

The Treasure Smurf is overjoyed because his men have finally found 
the secret pirate treasure. Now everyone will get their share.
 Fun Fact - Every pirate receives his share of the treasure; only the 
Captain receives double the amount the normal pirates are given.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

SF - Tree House

The Tree House is a fabulous place for the children to play, with a 
wonderful slide, tree swing and basket to pull things to the top of 
the tree house. The cubby house and slide can be moved and 
placed in different places. You can also connect the tree house to 
the log cabin with either the slide or ladder. Figures and accessories 
sold separately.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $90.00 $74.30

Schleich - Triceratops Mini CDU5

The Triceratops had a man-sized skull with two large and one small 
horn and a huge ruff. It is thought that they could thus defend 
themselves very well against predators. Fun Fact:The name 
Triceratops means "three-horned head".

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00

SF - Triple Bunk Beds

The Triple Bunk Beds set can be stacked on top of each other or 
placed side by side. Each bed has a cosy blanket, a comfy mattress 
and pillow.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$17.00 $12.50

ThinkFun - Gordian's Knot Game

The Ultimate Brainteaser Challenge
 Gordian's Knot is the world's hardest take-a-part puzzle! Every 
move will enable one or more pieces to move easily, but finding the 
correct sequence of moves that will unlock the puzzle is no easy 
feat! If you like a serious puzzle challenge, Gordian's Knot is for you!
 
 Suitable from Ages 8 yrs+, single player Box Size: 16.5 x 8.9 x 24.1
cm

Logic Games ThinkFun $28.00 $18.70

M&D - Magnetic Fishing Game

The ultimate catch and release fishing program, this magnetic 
wooden puzzle game features aquatic animal artwork. Use the 
magnetic fishing pole to “catch” the 10, colourful sea friends from 
the game board. Enjoy the challenge of returning them to the 
depths! A creative way to encourage eye-hand and fine motor 
development.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $20.70 $14.80



3D Magic Maker

The ultimate innovation in kids 3D crafts. Create awesome 3D 
Creations using the templates and molds to design or let your 
imagination take off. 
 Four Simple Steps for kids to maketheir 3D creations!
 Step 1: Trace a stencil or Fill a mould with Magic Gel
 Step 2: Place mould into the 3D Maker to cure and set the gel
 Step 3: Remove creation out of mould
 Step 4: Connect pieces together using Gel & place into 3D Maker to 
set the creation.
 Includes: 1x 3D Maker, 3x 3D Gels, 3x 3D Molds, 3x 3D Stencils, 2x 
Free Play Stencils, 1x Instruction sheet.
 Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included). 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

3D Maker & 
Accessories 3D Magic $73.80 $52.70

M&D - Shape Sorting Cube

The ultimate shape sorter! Features 12 chunky, vibrantly coloured 
shapes that make a satisfying ‘clink’ as they drop into the natural 
finished hardwood cube. Then open the lid, take them out and start 
all over again.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $36.50 $26.00

Sip n' Sound - Vehicles 12 pc Counter 
Display

The Vehicle engines zoom and roar into action when liquid passes 
through the straw. Each vehicle makes their own realistic noise for 
real dinner time fun!
 
 Straws remove for easy cleaning
 Takes 3 x LR44 batteries
 12pc CDU includes 3 x car, 3 x train, 3 x plane and 3 x tractor
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Sip n' Sound $137.50 $98.20

Viking Toys - Bucket House

The Viking Toys Bucket House is part of the Viking City Range. This 
great playset is made from super sturdy plastic to drive all your 
Viking Mini Chubbie Cars on. The Bucket doubles as a station and 
everything can be neatly stored back in the bucket after use. 
Includes bucket/station, lid/parking lot, 12 tracks, 2 ramps, 3 traffic 
signals, 1 car, 1 helicopter and 2 stop bars. 
 Measures 40 x 80cm.

Playsets Viking Toys $39.40 $28.10

Schleich - Dragon Warrior
The Warrior is very intelligent, can fly fantastically well and has the 
hottest fire of all dragons. He is feared by all. Fun Fact:It is by far 
the most intelligent dragon and hence very, very dangerous.

Eldrador Schleich $56.90 $40.70



Schleich - Shark Set

The white shark is the largest predatory fish in the world. No other 
animal has such a powerful bite as it does. The tiger shark cannot 
grip as firmly, but eats everything that comes in front of its snout. 
Its wide, angular body and dark stripes are its "trademarks". In 
contrast, the blue shark has a long, pointed snout and a slender, 
torpedo-shaped body. It mainly hunts in large packs. The white 
shark and the tiger shark are "apex predators" ( "praedator" = Latin 
for "plunderer"). This is what predators are called when they have 
no natural enemies in their habitat. Fun Fact: 
 The white shark, the blue shark, and the tiger shark are among the 
most dangerous sharks in the world.

Wild Life Schleich $45.00 $32.10

Schleich - Belle Charmed The world's most beautiful beagle is beaming with joy today. Just 
look how cute she is! Fun Fact:Belle is Snoopy's pretty sister.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Pegasus Foal

The young Pegasus has just tested its glittery wings and is anxious 
for the next flight.
 Fun Fact - The Pegasus foal is still so small and delicate. Yet, just 
like his parents, he can climb way up in the sky with a few flaps of 
his wings and can already almost fly as high and fast as an adult 
flying horse.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

Rburg - Colosseum 3D Puzzle 216pc

The Colosseum is an elliptical amphitheatre in the centre of the city 
of Rome. Built of concrete and stone, it was the largest 
amphitheatre of the Roman Empire, and is considered one of the 
greatest works of Roman architecture and engineering. 
Construction began under the emperor Vespasian in 70 AD and was 
completed in 80 AD under his successor and heir Titus. It could hold 
an estimated 50,000 to 80,000 spectators and was used for 
gladiatorial contests and other public spectacles. In 2007 the 
complex was also included among the New7 Wonders of the World. 
<br>With 216 pieces it is fascinating to construct.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 34 x 34 x 24.2 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $97.00 $66.50

Rburg - Taj Mahal 3D Puzzle 216pc

The Taj Mahal meaning "crown of palaces", is a white marble 
mausoleum located in Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India. It was built by 
Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his third wife, Mumtaz 
Mahal. It is acknowledged as a universally admired masterpiece of 
world heritage and is regarded by many as the finest example of 
Mughal architecture, a style that combines elements from Islamic, 
Persian, Ottoman Turkish and Indian architectural styles. 
Construction began around 1632 and was completed around 1653, 
employing thousands of artisans and craftsmen. Ustad Ahmad 
Lahauri is generally considered to be the principal designer. 
<br>With 216 pieces it is fascinating to construct.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 34 x 34 x 24.2 cm<br>Box Size: 37 x 27 x 7 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $97.00 $66.50



Schleich - Jungle Smurf Adventurer

There are no proper paths in the jungle. So you have to use the 
machete to cleave a way through the thicket. Not an easy task, but 
our blue adventurer knows exactly what to do. He swings the 
machete with all his strength to free the way for the entire 
expedition team. Great work, small adventurer! Fun Fact: 
 The adventurer Smurf can protect all of the Smurfs with his 
equipment.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Griffin Knight Hero with 
Weapons

There's a very special hero among the Griffin Knights. It seems that 
his weapons are made of pure ice. It is probably better not to run 
into this knight in a battle, otherwise his ice sword might be the last 
thing one would see. Fun Fact:This hero's ice sword is harder and 
sharper than any other sword.

Eldrador Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Paddock Playset There's nothing better for your horses than a warm sunny day out 
on the paddocks. Fun Fact:Horses love running on the paddock.

Horse Club Schleich $55.40 $39.60

M&D - Easel Pad

There's room for lots of art and imagination with this large (17 x 20 
in) easel pad. It's great for use on an easel, tabletop or the floor. 
Premium white bond paper is ideal for pencils, crayons, markers, 
chalk, watercolor or poster paints.
 
 Suitable for all ages

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $18.20 $13.00

Bigjigs - Double Engine Shed

There's room for two engines in this dedicated wooden shed. 
Supplied complete with a piece of splitter track to direct each 
engine to its resting place. In addition, a detachable roof enables 
young mechanics to easily oversee any repairs or maintenance 
tasks that need to be carried out. A great way to encourage role 
play sessions. Consists of 3 play pieces. Also compatible with other 
leading wooden rail systems.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $29.00 $20.70

Rburg - Alhambra at Twilight Puzzle 
3x500pc

These beautiful new 3 x 500 piece puzzles can be used to decorate a 
favourite family niche or wall when completed. So how about a 
cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast variety of 
travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or 
a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The finished puzzle is 
a perfect decoration for every living room. We have over 40 
fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
3x500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $34.60



Rburg - Coffee Time Puzzle 3x500pc

These beautiful new 3 x 500 piece puzzles can be used to decorate a 
favourite family niche or wall when completed. So how about a 
cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast variety of 
travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or 
a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The finished puzzle is 
a perfect decoration for every living room. We have over 40 
fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
3x500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $34.60

Rburg - Maritime Impressions Puzzle 
3x500pc

These beautiful new 3 x 500 piece puzzles can be used to decorate a 
favourite family niche or wall when completed. So how about a 
cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast variety of 
travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or 
a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The finished puzzle is 
a perfect decoration for every living room. We have over 40 
fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
3x500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $34.60

Rburg - Impressions of Love Puzzle 
3x500pc

These beautiful new 3 x 500 piece puzzles can be used to decorate a 
favourite family niche or wall when completed. So how about a 
cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast variety of 
travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or 
a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The finished puzzle is 
a perfect decoration for every living room. We have over 40 
fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
3x500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $34.60

Rburg - Floral Delights Puzzle 3x500pc

These beautiful new 3 x 500 piece puzzles can be used to decorate a 
favourite family niche or wall when completed. So how about a 
cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast variety of 
travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or 
a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The finished puzzle is 
a perfect decoration for every living room. We have over 40 
fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
3x500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $34.60



Rburg - New York Impressions Puzzle 
3x500pc

These beautiful new 3 x 500 piece puzzles can be used to decorate a 
favourite family niche or wall when completed. So how about a 
cosy family night with a colourful puzzle from our vast variety of 
travel destinations, landmarks, ocean waterscapes, famous cities or 
a favourite nostalgia or fantasy world puzzle? The finished puzzle is 
a perfect decoration for every living room. We have over 40 
fabulous 1,000 piece puzzles for you to choose from. Look for more 
3x500pc Puzzles from our Lifestyle Collection.<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 
x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $50.00 $34.60

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Play Set - 
On the Farm

These deluxe spiral-bound albums feature 10 background cards, 
each with a themed scene to fill with characters and accessories. 
Stickers can be layered, then lifted cleanly away to change again 
and again. Convenient carrying handles make them ideal for travel.
 
 Suitable from 4+ years.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Activity 
Book - Cool Careers

These deluxe spiral-bound albums feature 10 background cards, 
each with a themed scene to fill with characters and accessories. 
Stickers can be layered, then lifted cleanly away to change again 
and again. Convenient carrying handles make them ideal for travel.
 
 Suitable from 4+ years.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.30 $11.70

M&D - Crayon Set - 24pc Triangular

These ingenious, triangular shaped crayons won't roll away. Made 
of plastic, not wax, for additional durability, this set of 24-rainbow 
color crayons stay on the table--just where your little artist put 
them! They pack into their own sturdy, plastic flip-top case for easy 
clean up. The unique shape will help kids develop the preferred grip 
for later writing skills.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $15.10 $10.80

PlanToys - Mini Cars - 3 pcs

These mini cars are made from environmentally friendly timbers 
and come in assorted colours.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanWorld PlanToys $20.80 $14.90

Basic Play - Monster Feet

These plastic monster stomper stilts will provide a fun experience 
for young children while developing balance and coordination. 
 NB: 2 colours available - Red & Blue. Colours randomly supplied 
when ordered.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

0 Basic Play $12.80 $9.20



M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Play Set - 
Princess

These reusable puffy stickers are filled with royal charm--and 
accented with glittering details! Layer them onto the double-sided 
background board to fill four royal settings with glamorous 
princesses, outfitted in mix-and-match ball gowns, jewelry, 
scepters, shoes, and crowns. There's even a princely poodle to keep 
them company! A built-in sticker collection--67 stickers in all--offers 
endless opportunities for kids to express their creativity and have 
lots of pretend dress-up fun. Simply peel up the reusable stickers to 
change the palace scenes, restyle the princesses, and tell a royal 
story from your own imagination! The sturdy background board 
folds to neatly store it all away, and a diecut handle makes this kids' 
sticker activity set great for travel to neighboring kingdoms.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Play Set - 
Pirate

These reusable puffy stickers are filled with swashbuckling appeal! 
Pick your pirate stickers and layer on some seaworthy duds to build 
your characters and launch a tale of peril and adventure. It's easy to 
keep the story sailing at a thrilling clip: Just layer the puffy stickers 
onto the double-sided background board to fill a pirate ship or 
desert island with buccaneers, then add treasure, sea creatures, 
hooks, cutlasses, daggers, and more to fill in the scene. Ready to 
jive-ho? It's easy to lift, switch, layer, and rearrange it all to depict 
whatever pirate adventures a child can imagine! A built-in sticker 
collection--51 reusable puffy stickers in all--offers endless 
opportunities for kids to express their creativity and have lots of 
pretend-play fun, all while improving fine motor skills and 
communication. It's great for travel, too: The sturdy background 
board (with built-in handle!) folds to neatly store it all away.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Ballerina Figurines - DYO

These two prima ballerinas are ready to dance! Quality solid-resin 
construction means that after all the decorating is done, kids will 
also have 2 beautiful collectables to display. This engaging craft kit 
includes 6 pots of pretty, non-toxic paint and an easy-clean 
paintbrush. Figurines measure approximately 2" and 4" inches high.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Sea Life Figurines - DYO

These two sea creatures are sure to make a splash! Quality solid-
resin construction means that after all the decorating is done, kids 
will also have 2 beautiful collectables to display. This engaging craft 
kit includes 6 pots of non-toxic paint and an easy-clean paintbrush. 
Figurines measure approximately 2.5" high.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40



M&D - Vehicles Magnet - 20pc

These wooden vehicle magnets add excitement to creative 
playtime! Twenty favorite vehicles--including an airplane, 
helicopter, motorcycle, limousine, emergency vehicles, construction 
machines, and more--are depicted on these wooden magnets. Use 
them in action-packed scenes on a magnetic board or fridge, then 
store them away in their sturdy wooden storage case until next 
time!
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

ThinkFun - Swish Game

ThinkFun's First Transparent Card Game
 Swish is a spatial card game with see-through cards. You can twist, 
flip and turn the cards, trying to match a ball on one card with a 
hoop of the same colour. The player with the most matches at the 
end of the game wins. Various levels of play make this card game 
addictively fun for all ages! Features: 60 Transparent Swish Cards, 
Game-Go Bag
 
 Suitable from 8 yrs+, multi player Box Size: 11.1 x 2.9 x 20.3 cm

Family Games ThinkFun $31.00 $20.80

Galt - Animal Soundtracks CD Game

Thirty animals are brought to life using stunning photography and 
real sound. Match the animal recordings to the photographs on the 
game boards. A game for 1 to 4 players.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Play and Learn Galt $23.60 $16.90

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Activity 
Book - Riding Club

This 10-page puffy sticker activity book lets kids jump right into an 
equestrian world! With 139 reusable stickers and different scenes 
on each page, this spiral-bound play set invites kids to dress the 
riders, saddle the horses, and move the characters from page to 
page to visit a pasture, stable, horse show, and more.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.30 $11.70

K's Kids - Pull-back Autos CDU16

This 16 piece display contains 4 cute "Pull Back" soft vehicles. 
Includes: School bus, Taxi, Police car and Fire Engine. Pull the car 
back and let go to watch it roll forward on its own! Machine 
washable.
 Supplied as a counter display with 16 units ($6.00 each)
 School Bus/Fire Engine: 10.5 x 9.5 x 10.5cm
 Police Car/Taxi: 10.5 x 8 x 10.5cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Impulse K's Kids $243.00 $173.60

PlanToys - Number 1-10

This 20-piece wooden tile set makes learning numbers as easy as 1-
2-3! The two-sided tiles feature number 1-10, colorful pictures and 
words that help children count, match, spell and trace the numbers.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Learning PlanToys $33.00 $23.60



K's Kids - Baby Care - Stroller Toys - 
CDU24

This 24 piece display of stroller toys contains 8 different fun 
characters. They are perfect to hang on baby's stroller or crib for 
hours of fun. 
 Average product size: 10 x 19 x 11cm
 
 Suitable from birth

Impulse K's Kids $375.00 $267.80

PlanToys - Construction Set This 40 piece set can be easily assembled and reassemble to create 
any imaginable form. 2-in-1 wrench and screwdriver included.

Construction & 
Creativity

PlanToys $77.30 $55.20

M&D - On The Go - Craft Set - Felt 
Friends Stickers

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Craft Set - 
Friendship Bracelets

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Craft Set - Fashion 
Designer

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Craft Set - Origami 
Animals

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Sequin Art - 
Mermaids

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40



M&D - On The Go - Sequin Art - 
Animals

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Sequin Art - 
Fashions

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Foil Art - Animals

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Foil Art - Princess

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - On The Go - Foil Art - Vehicles

This activity set offer everything kids need to master classic crafts: 
step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations and quality supplies - all 
in a convenient format. Set includes instructions, idea book and 
craft material.
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

Blue Opal - Giant Map Down Under 
Puzzle 300pc

This amazing map contains over 500 illustrations which are cross 
referenced within the puzzle to its name, description or fact. Did 
you know that the Australian Flying Doctor service was established 
by John Flynn in 1928? See if you can find this fact on the Giant 
Down Under Map.

Giant Map Blue Opal $27.00 $18.20

Aqua Dragons - Jurassic Refill Pack

This Aqua Dragons Refill Kit includes eggs and food packets, feeding 
spoon and instructions. Use your own tank (400ml) to hatch & grow 
generations of these tiny live time travelers 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Jurassic Time 
Travel

Aqua Dragons $12.50 $8.90



Aqua Dragons - Refill Pack

This Aqua Dragons Refill Kit includes eggs and food packets, feeding 
spoon, aerator, instructions and activity book. Use your own tank 
(400ml) to hatch & grow generations of these tiny live time 
travelers 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Aqua Dragons Aqua Dragons $12.50 $8.90

Schleich - Arctic wolf

This Arctic wolf has long, dense guard hairs and a thick, warming 
undercoat to protect it from the icy cold. Fun Fact:The Arctic wolf 
lives in regions where the temperature rarely rises above –22 
degrees.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

PlanToys - Assorted Fruit Set

This Assorted Fruit Set includes a cutting board, knife and 5 
sliceable fruits - orange, lemon, kiwi, strawberry and an apple. 
Tactile details offer realistic play. 
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Pretend Play PlanToys $40.40 $28.90

PlanToys - Assorted Vegetable Set

This Assorted Vegetable Set includes a cutting board, knife, and 5 
sliceable veggies - tomato, mushroom, shallot, bell pepper and a 
cucumber. Tactile details offer realistic play.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Pretend Play PlanToys $40.40 $28.90

K's Kids - 2 in 1 Talking Ball

This ball can count! Throw it to your baby, it says 1. Baby throws it 
back, it says 2. What a funny way to learn counting! Good exercise 
to sharpen your kid's co-ordination skills and exercise baby's gross 
motors too. Flip-flap.. the ball turns magically into an English 
teacher. Throw it again, now it says and sings ABCDE..Z. There are 
interval surprise sounds that enhance learning fun.
 Product size: 20cm (diameter)
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $45.00 $32.10

Schleich - Magic Elf Castle

This beautiful elf castle is shrouded in a very special cloak of magic. 
It is not only the home of the ruling family, but also a place where 
all the elves meet to sing, tell each other stories, and celebrate 
together. Fun Fact:Eyela, the elf princess, has a secret hiding place 
in the elf castle where she stores all her favourite things.

bayala Schleich $255.00 $182.20

Schleich - Magic Elf Castle with 
Accessories

This beautiful elf castle is shrouded in a very special cloak of magic. 
It is not only the home of the ruling family, but also a place where 
all the elves meet to sing, tell each other stories, and celebrate 
together. Fun Fact:Eyela, the elf princess, has a secret hiding place 
in the elf castle where she stores all her favourite things.

bayala Schleich $347.00 $247.90



SF - Accessory Set

This beautifully detailed set includes all sorts of gorgeous 
accessories for the sister characters from your Sylvanian collection. 
There are headbands and bows, bracelets and corsages, handbags 
and necklaces, and even a pair of glasses!
 
 Fits most standard sister figures. Figures and dressing table not 
included.

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $13.00 $10.30

M&D - Magnetic Car Loader

This big red rig has a magnetic arm that can reach every car on its 
trailer! It’s one terrific wooden vehicle set with so much to offer: 
Link up the trailer to the car carrier to take the four magnet-topped 
cars for a drive, then unload each one at its destination. Sort and 
sequence the wooden cars—each one has a unique color, stripe, 
and number to inspire playful counting, sorting, and sequencing 
activities. Then load the cars again and roll out! Car- and truck-
loving kids will love discovering endless play possibilities as they roll 
this wooden truck toy all around the house and to the ends of their 
imaginations. The tough vehicles have sturdy wooden chassis and 
smooth-rolling wheels, so they’ll stand up to countless deliveries 
and road trips. And maneuvering the articulated arm is easy to do, 
great for fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination, and so much 
fun!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $52.10 $37.20

Bigjigs - Blue ABC Engine

This Blue Engine is supplied complete with a wagon and 'ABC' 
marking on the side. Magnetic couplings ensure compatibility with 
all other engines and carriages in the Bigjigs Rail range. Consists of 2 
play pieces. Also compatible with other leading wooden rail 
systems.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $25.50 $18.20

K's Kids - Knock Knock Blocks

This bright and colourful 16-piece block set is made up of a 
beautiful mix of shapes, textures, sounds and even secret peek-a-
boo windows. Supplied in a neat zip up carry case.
 Cube: 8 x 8 x 8cm
 Triangle: 10 x 5 x 8cm
 
 Suitable from 9 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $64.20 $45.90

M&D - Wooden Animal Farm Train

This busy wooden train is just what's needed to transport a new 
cow or take cans of milk, fruit and vegetable crates to market. Your 
young engineer's imagination will be engaged by the colourful 
engine and the 3 interchangeable carriages. Hours of fun will be 
provided as your child loads and unloads the train carriages and 
pretends to steer the train.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $52.10 $37.20



Viking Toys - Jumbo Gift Box Cement 
Truck with 1 Figure

This cement truck with one figure helps you to mix your material in 
your construction site! Made from flexible soft plastic, there are no 
sharp edges, the soft material neither breaks nor loses it's colour 
when exposed to sun, cold or rainy weather.
 The axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, so they can endure 
rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both indoor and
 outdoor play. The soft-rubber wheels allow Viking Toys to keep on 
rolling silently for many years to come.
 Viking Toys are BPA-free and are dishwasher safe.
 Vehicle size: 28cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

Bigjigs - Fruit and Vegetable Train

This cheerful fruit and vegetable train set contains one engine, 
three wagons and two sections of wooden track. Even better - the 
goods in the wagons lift out! Compatible with other wooden 
railway systems.
 Product size: 31.5L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $34.50 $24.70

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Mother Set

This Chocolate Rabbit Mother Set is just the thing you need to add a 
little sparkle to your Sylvanian kitchen. As well as including a fridge 
and various accessories, this set also comes with Teri Chocolate 
wearing a beautiful red morning dress and pinafore. Including 
everyday essentials such as milk and butter, as well as healthy 
snacks in the form of fruit and veg, and even some sweet treats, 
this Chocolate Rabbit Mother Set is a great way to fill your 
Sylvanians' tummies! This is just the thing you need if you already 
have the Cosy Cottage Starter Home.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families $30.00 $23.20

PlanToys - Solid Drum

This colourful drum provides different tones. The drumstick 
included has a natural rubber stopper on the end that makes a 
pleasant sound when it strikes the drum.
 
 Suitable from 19 mths+

Musical PlanToys $49.10 $35.10

PlanToys - Musical Band

This colourful modern design Musical Band comes with realistic 
functions. This musical toy enhances children's hand-eye 
coordination and concentration skills. Children can create music 
rhythm as a little musician.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Musical PlanToys $130.00 $92.90



M&D - Slice And Bake Cookie Set

This colourful wooden set includes 12 wooden, sliceable cookies 
and 12 toppings, wooden knife, spatula, cookie sheet and an oven 
mitt for 'safe' play! The cookies store in a durable dough tube.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $52.10 $37.20

Rburg - Giant Globe PuzzleBall & Stand 
180pc

This colourful world globe is a great way to introduce your child to 
world geography. The design also shows different animals in the 
continents where they live. The 180 plastic pieces are curved to 
form a perfect sphere once assembled and each one is numbered 
on the back to help you get the pieces in the right place. The 
finished 3D Puzzle® measures 20cm in diameter when complete, 
and comes with its own display stand, allowing the finished globe to 
be rotated.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 20 cm dia<br>Box Size: 27 x 27 
x 8cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $40.00 $27.40

3D Magic - Mega Theme Pack 
Assortment - VPK4

This comes 2 themes assorted: Fashion Jewellery set and the 
Construction vehicle set. 
 Each Set Includes: 3x 3D Gels, 2x 3D Molds, 2 x 3D Stencils, 1x 
Instruction sheet. Note the fashion jewlery set also includes plastic 
gems.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

3D Maker & 
Accessories 3D Magic $110.40 $78.90

3D Magic - 3pk Gel Refill Assortment - 
VPK6

This comes 3 assorted. Red/Green/Yellow, Purple/Blue/Orange, 
Purple/Glow in the Dark/Blue. 
 Includes: 3x 3D Gel Refills (assorted colors).
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

3D Maker & 
Accessories

3D Magic $113.50 $81.10

3D Magic - Theme Pack Assortment - 
VPK5

This comes in 2 themes assorted - Butterfly & Flower theme and the 
Trex Dino set. 
 Each Set Includes: 2x 3D Gels, 2x 3D Molds, 2x 3D Stencils, 1x 
Instruction sheet.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

3D Maker & 
Accessories

3D Magic $94.60 $67.60

Animal Planet - 100x300x600x 
Microscope

This compact and sturdy introductory microscopic is perfect for 
every budding nature enthusiast and young scientist.

Optical Animal Planet $53.00 $36.10

Bigjigs - Bullet Train

This cool modern bullet train set comes complete with a coach, two 
trains and some track. Ideal for linking with other pieces in our 
range and perfect for use on any wooden railway system. 
 Product size: 34L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80



PlanToys - Bird Rattle

This cute Bird Rattle provides a source of stimulation, encourage 
babies to explore sound, enhance fine motor skills while grasping 
and develop hand-eye coordination. 
 Suitable from 4 mnths+

Baby Toys PlanToys $20.00 $14.30

SF - Nursery Party Set

This cute set includes Crème Chocolate with a princess dress, and 
Ambrose Walnut with a prince dress, background sheets as well as 
some props for the play. The children enjoy acting in a play on the 
stage of the Forest Nursery.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$17.00 $13.00

SF - Nursery Play Set

This cute set includes Crème Chocolate with a princess dress, and 
Ambrose Walnut with a prince dress, background sheets as well as 
some props for the play. The children enjoy acting in a play on the 
stage of the Forest Nursery.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$25.00 $18.70

M&D - Bead Bouquet

This deluxe beading set is a jewellery designer's dream! The 
wooden sorting tray comes stocked with 8 multicoloured cords that 
can be cut to the size you choose - necklace, bracelet or anklet - and 
220 handcrafted heart, flower and butterfly beads with an array of 
lovely design details.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $37.20 $26.50

Aqua Dragons - Deep Sea Habitat with 
LED Lights

This Deluxe set has a LED base for illuminating the underwater 
world! Aqua Dragons are live aquatic creatures which you will bring 
to life hatching them out of their hibernated egg state by putting 
them in water. Aqua Dragons have three eyes, long tailed, hairy 
headed dragons and they swim and play graciously in their 
fascinating aquatic underwater world. Care for them and you will 
see them eat, grow, swim, play and reproduce. 
 
 This kit includes a double sided illustrated fish tank with LED lights, 
magnifier, eggs and food packets, feeding spoon, aerator, 
instructions and activity book.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Aqua Dragons Aqua Dragons $39.10 $27.90



Viking Toys - Jumbo Gift Box Digger 
Truck with 2 Figures

This digger truck with two figures are made of flexible soft plastic. 
There are no sharp edges, the soft material neither breaks nor loses 
it's colour when exposed to sun, cold or rainy weather.
 The axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, so they can endure 
rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both indoor and
 outdoor play. The soft-rubber wheels allow Viking Toys to keep on 
rolling silently for many years to come.
 Viking Toys are BPA-free and are dishwasher safe.
 Vehicle size: 28cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

PlanToys - Terrace Dollhouse

This dollhouse features moveable terrace, partition, windows, door 
and staircase. There is a large attic space under the roof.
 Product size: 55 x 61.5 x 43.9 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $366.30 $261.60

PlanToys - Chalet Dollhouse with 
Furniture

This dollhouse is made up of 2 units which can be arranged and 
rearranged in various ways creating a larger play area. This 
dollhouse has a huge skylight roofing and comes with 2 moveable 
staircases. This set comes with 5 sets of furniture including the 
Living Room, Bathroom, Kitchen, Children's Bedroom and Master 
Bedroom.
 Product size: 48 x 54 x 33 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $395.80 $282.70

M&D - Deluxe Wooden Standing Art 
Easel

This double-sided, wooden easel features both chalk and dry erase-
boards. With adjustable height it also includes a locking paper roll 
holder, a child-safe paper cutter, 4 clips and a plastic tray on each 
side for easy-reach art supplies (not included) and easy-clean 
storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $208.30 $148.80

M&D - On The Go - Color by Numbers 
Book -Pink

This easy-to-use kids activity book and travel toy features 12 sturdy 
picture boards with number-coded pictures to color in. The 
numbers correspond to six felt-tip markers that store right in the 
cover! It's an all-in-one kids' arts-and-crafts activity that's perfect 
for travel or anytime.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



M&D - On The Go - Color by Numbers 
Book -Blue

This easy-to-use kids activity book and travel toy features 12 sturdy 
picture boards with number-coded pictures to color in. The 
numbers correspond to six felt-tip markers that store right in the 
cover! It's an all-in-one kids' arts-and-crafts activity that's perfect 
for travel or anytime.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Letters

This exciting activity book includes four reusable pages and a 
refillable water pen. Use the pen to fill in each activity, from 
coloring in boxes to tracing letters and see hidden colors and 
pictures appear with every stroke! Then simply let the page dry to 
erase the pictures and fill it in again and again. This alphabet-
themed book includes every letter of the alphabet (uppercase and 
lowercase) to trace, alongside pictures of familiar objects to 
illustrate each sound. There are empty lines for practice, too! The 
chunky-sized water pen is easy for kids to hold and stores neatly 
right in the front cover.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Numbers

This exciting activity book includes four reusable pages and a 
refillable water pen. Use the pen to fill in each activity, from 
coloring in counters to tracing numbers and see hidden colors and 
pictures appear with every stroke! Then simply let the page dry to 
erase the pictures and fill it in again and again. This learn-to-count 
book includes numbers 1-20 to trace, alongside pictures of familiar 
objects to count. There are empty lines to practice writing the 
numerals, too! The chunky-sized water pen is easy for kids to hold 
and stores neatly right in the front cover.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Design-Your-Own Bracelets

This exciting fashion activity set and bracelet craft kit lets kids make 
their own accessories to wear and share! The set includes four two-
sided kids' bracelets, with a different shimmering color on each 
side. Just add the included sparkle-gem and glitter stickers to fill 
each one with flowers, hearts, butterflies, stars, loops, and swirls. 
Make your own bracelets, then close the reusable tab closure to 
wear your favorite--or layer a bunch for a sparkling fashion 
statement!
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



M&D - Fire Truck Chunky Puzzle

This extra thick puzzle includes 18 easy-grasp, chunky wooden 
pieces that, when assembled, feature a bright red fire engine racing 
to put out a fire. Full-colour, matching pictures appear underneath 
each piece. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and visual perception 
skills.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

M&D - Dinosaurs Chunky Puzzle

This extra thick wooden puzzle includes 7 easy-grasp, chunky 
dinosaur pieces with a full-colour, matching picture underneath. 
The dino pieces stand upright for pretend play. Encourages eye-
hand, fine motor and creative expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $25.90 $18.50

Bigjigs - Bigjigosaurus Crane

This fabulous Dino Crane combines traditional rail with a prehistoric 
design. Youngsters can transport the dinosaur eggs on the egg 
carriage and easily unload them using the dinosaur’s magnetic 
mouth.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $50.00 $35.70

Bigjigs - Fairy Town Train Set - 75pcs

This Fairy Town train set is designed specifically for girls in mind and 
is guaranteed to capture those little ladies’ imaginations and take 
them to a fairy wonderland of creative possibilities. With seventy 
five play pieces this set comes complete with track, train, four 
beautifully hand crafted fairies, six apple trees, four fairy cottages, 
two magical toadstools and plenty of other coordinating 
accessories. All the pieces are crafted from quality materials and 
finished with delightfully bright colours.
 Product size: 114 x 70 cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Sets Bigjigs $173.40 $123.90

Schleich - Rainbow Unicorn Foal

This family of rainbow unicorns lives on a grassy plain by the 
rainbow river. In the light of the morning sun, the manes of the 
three magical creatures gleam in all the colours of the rainbow. Like 
most unicorns, they are very shy. The handful of lucky individuals 
who have seen them report that they are incredibly colourful and 
graceful. And they tell tales of gemstones in all the colours of the 
rainbow that adorn the flanks of the magical unicorns. Many 
mysterious tales are told about these creatures – and nobody 
knows whether the tales are true. But all the tales agree that the 
rainbow unicorns are incredibly beautiful and magical creatures. 
Fun Fact: 
 It is said that rainbow unicorns can perform magic and heal people.

bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40



Schleich - Rainbow Unicorn Stallion

This family of rainbow unicorns lives on a grassy plain by the 
rainbow river. In the light of the morning sun, the manes of the 
three magical creatures gleam in all the colours of the rainbow. Like 
most unicorns, they are very shy. The handful of lucky individuals 
who have seen them report that they are incredibly colourful and 
graceful. And they tell tales of gemstones in all the colours of the 
rainbow that adorn the flanks of the magical unicorns. Many 
mysterious tales are told about these creatures – and nobody 
knows whether the tales are true. But all the tales agree that the 
rainbow unicorns are incredibly beautiful and magical creatures. 
Fun Fact: 
 It is said that rainbow unicorns can perform magic and heal people.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Schleich - Rainbow Unicorn Mare

This family of rainbow unicorns lives on a grassy plain by the 
rainbow river. In the light of the morning sun, the manes of the 
three magical creatures gleam in all the colours of the rainbow. Like 
most unicorns, they are very shy. The handful of lucky individuals 
who have seen them report that they are incredibly colourful and 
graceful. And they tell tales of gemstones in all the colours of the 
rainbow that adorn the flanks of the magical unicorns. Many 
mysterious tales are told about these creatures – and nobody 
knows whether the tales are true. But all the tales agree that the 
rainbow unicorns are incredibly beautiful and magical creatures. 
Fun Fact: 
 It is said that rainbow unicorns can perform magic and heal people.

bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20

Rburg - Lunchtime Puzzle 1932 1000pc

This famous black-and-white photograph was taken 8 years ago by 
Charles C. Ebbets during construction of the Rockefeller Centre in 
New York City in 1932. In recent years the identities of most of the 
subjects have been provided by their descendants or relatives.
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

M&D - Car Carrier

This fantastic truck is ready to pick up and delivering 4 colourful 
cars. Its “easy-load and lower” ramps provide two levels for the 
new vehicles. Your little trucker will love “hitting the road” with this 
wooden six-wheeler! 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

M&D - Fashion Design Activity Kit

This fashion-plate rubbing set lets design-inclined kids create a 
wardrobe full of fabulous fashions! Just line up the pieces of an 
original ensemble, lay a piece of paper over the top, rub with a 
design crayon and . . . voila! Haute couture.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $41.70 $29.80



Viking Toys - Jumbo Gift Box Fire Truck 
with 2 Figures

This fire truck with two figures puts out fires in a neighborhood 
near you! 
 Viking Yoys are made of flexible soft plastic. There are no sharp 
edges, the soft material neither breaks nor loses it's colour when 
exposed to sun, cold or rainy weather.
 The axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, so they can endure 
rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both indoor and
 outdoor play. The soft-rubber wheels allow Viking Toys to keep on 
rolling silently for many years to come.
 Viking Toys are BPA-free and are dishwasher safe.
 Vehicle size: 28cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

Schleich - Quetzalcoatlus

This flying reptile had a thin body and an enormous wingspan of up 
to thirteen metres.
 Fun Fact - This dinosaur owes its hard to pronounce name to the 
Central American deity Quetzalcoatl.

Dinosaurs Schleich $24.70 $17.60

M&D - Hand Animal Puppets - Farm

This four-piece hand-puppet set makes it easy for children and 
caregivers to role-play together! Four simple glove puppets in a 
coordinated theme can act out a scene together, or be used 
separately for simple puppet play. Either way, they are great for 
developing motor skills, hand-eye coordination, communication 
skills, self-confidence, parent-child bonding, and so much more! 
Made with brightly patterned, washable fabrics and built to last, 
these soft and sweet hand puppets are sure to be go-to toys for 
years to come. Farm Friends Hand Puppets includes a sheep, cow, 
pig, and horse.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $41.50 $29.60

Blue Opal - Wild Australia Round Map 
Puzzle 100pc

This fun and instructive puzzle has a shaped piece for each state, 
larger pieces for the ocean and smaller pieces for all the interesting 
things around the map!

Wild Australia Blue Opal $14.00 $9.20

PlanToys - Monkey Bowling

This game features 5 funky monkey pins and a monkey ball. Knock 
as many of the pins down to win! 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Active Toys PlanToys $53.80 $38.40

Rburg - Spell It Out! Game

This game teaches children which letter belongs with which word; 
an important foundation for learning to read. The self-correcting 
puzzle pieces show whether the words have been put together 
correctly. Contents: 16 word cards with 64 letter cards. 1-5 players. 
 <br>Box Size: 19 x 28 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



M&D - Drawing Paper Pad 9x12" - 50 
Sheets

This generously sized 9” x 12” drawing pad provides 50 sheets for 
every creative whim. Premium white bond paper is ideal for pencils, 
crayons, markers, chalk, watercolour and poster paints.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $6.80 $4.80

Animal Planet - 5x Giant Bug Viewer This giant bug viewer allows kids to observe the insects' micro 
kingdom in a macro way!

Nature Science Animal Planet $16.00 $10.90

M&D - Jumbo Race-Car Carrier

This giant hauler comes stocked with six unique cars and unlimited 
play possibilities! Lower the upper deck to let the fleet of racecars 
roll off of the truck and race around—kids will be building motor 
skills as they play. With a variety of colors, designs, and numbers on 
the sides, they’ll naturally be sorting, sequencing, and grouping, as 
well, building important cognitive skills too. But ask any kid what’s 
so great about this big truck full of racecars and they’ll give you an 
even better answer: It’s huge (2.5 feet when extended) and super 
cool!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $73.40 $52.50

Bigjigs - Fire Station

This gorgeous red-brick Fire Station and Engine is perfect for 
‘igniting’ the imagination of youngsters. This beautifully crafted 
station opens out to reveal the firemen’s sleeping quarters, pole 
and somewhere to store the fire engine. Children will love using the 
fire tower for fire training, whilst using the fire engine with rotating 
ladder and removable hose to help save the day!
 Produc size: H:440mm x W:600mm x D:465mm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Playsets Bigjigs $294.90 $210.70

Bigjigs - Railway Station

This grand station has a built in track and lifting barrier, making it 
the perfect addition to any wooden railway system. Painted in 
bright colours with lovely details.
 Product size: 21.5L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $54.90 $39.20



M&D - Stained Glass - Undersea 
Fantasy

This guided arts-and-crafts activity gives young artists everything 
they need to create a shimmering "stained glass" light catcher. The 
results are gorgeous: Shaped sticker-gems depict a dolphin, sea 
turtle, angel fish, and clownfish swimming in a sunbathed coral 
reef. Hang the finished artwork in a sunny window to see this pretty 
scene shimmer to life! It's easy to create: Just match the stickers to 
the number key and place them on the see-through design 
template. Young artists will be enchanted by the glittering results, 
and proud to show them off in the ready-to-hang frame.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.50 $18.20

M&D - Stained Glass - Rainbow Garden

This guided arts-and-crafts activity gives young artists everything 
they need to create a shimmering “stained glass” light catcher. The 
results are gorgeous: Shaped sticker-gems depict a hummingbird, 
flower and butterfly beneath a rainbow-filled sky. Hang the finished 
artwork in a sunny window to see this pretty scene shimmer to life! 
It's easy to create: Just match the stickers to the number key and 
place them on the see-through design template. Young artists will 
be enchanted by the glittering results, and proud to show them off 
in the ready-to-hang frame.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.50 $18.20

SF - Baby Room Set

This is a baby room furniture set in a striking shade of red. The set 
comes with many baby goods, including a chest of drawers for 
babies, a cradle and a slide. This adorable combination looks like it 
will lead to happy playtime for babies. Figures not included. 
 Figures not included.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $40.00 $32.10

SF - Baby Jungle Gym

This is a jungle gym with a slide for babies.
 The slide and doors can be attached in various locations. 
 Raise the level of fun by creating more combinations together with 
the Baby Triple Bunk Beds. Figures not included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $9.80

SF - Semi-double Bed

This is a large bed on which mother and baby or two children can 
sleep.
 A lamp stand, clock, canister and other items can be placed on the 
side table. 
 The bed allows two to sleep together very comfortably.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $15.00 $11.90



SF - Girls Dressing Table

This is a lovely dresser for girls, with many accessories for dressing 
up, such as cosmetics, earrings and a hair dryer. Figure not 
included. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$15.00 $11.40

SF - Toilet Set

This is a wooden toilet with a flower painting. 
 The partition where the paper holder and towel hanger can be 
attached is very convenient for separating the toilet from the room.
 Create a refreshing toilet space by decorating the rack with flowers 
and potpourri. Figures not included. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $15.00 $11.90

K's Kids - My First Activity Book

This K's Kids soft book features 12 pages of challenging activities. 
Toddlers can learn how to button a jacket, zip a purse, buckle a seat 
beat, count the legs of the big caterpillar, tie a shoelace, match 
snap buttons and more. My First Activity Book measures 21cm x 
17cm. 
 Suitable for ages: 10 months +

Activity Toys K's Kids $48.40 $34.60

M&D - Learning Mats Complete Stand

This Learning Mats Complete stand allows you to range the full 
range of Melissa & Doug Learning Mats including Learning Mats 
Crayons that allow for write-on/wipe-off learning fun for all your 
customers' educational and entertaining needs. 
 
 This display stand includes 192 Learning Mats and 22 Crayons
 
 Please note: All Learning Mats and Crayons are included in price, 
fixed assortment included but subject to change and according to 
availability - please see NetStore for full details at point of order.
 
 Dimension: 48W x 33D x 213H cm

Learning Mats Melissa & Doug $1,411.70 $1,008.40

PlanToys - Helicopter
This little car has been designed to make it easy for small baby 
hands to push and play with. This series comes with Rescue Car, 
Fire Truck, and Helicopter.

Active Toys PlanToys $24.70 $17.60

PlanToys - Rescue Car
This little car has been designed to make it easy for small baby 
hands to push and play with. This series comes with Rescue Car, 
Fire Truck, and Helicopter.

Active Toys PlanToys $24.70 $17.60

PlanToys - Fire Truck
This little car has been designed to make it easy for small baby 
hands to push and play with. This series comes with Rescue Car, 
Fire Truck, and Helicopter.

Active Toys PlanToys $24.70 $17.60



SF - Family Table and Chairs
This lovely table and chairs set comes with a detachable baby seat. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families $13.00 $10.30

SF - Beechwood Hall

This luxurious Sylvanian Families house has five rooms spread 
across two floors. Beechwood Hall comes complete with a 
reversible floor panel, which can be used to add additional living 
space, or even create a makeshift garden. Boasting an impressive 
balcony, this house also has a moveable staircase with 8 
balustrades. The unique selling point of Beechwood Hall is that it is 
connectable to the Cosy Cottage – a first-time buyer favourite 
amongst Sylvanian Families collectors – making this a great 
property for those looking to grow their Sylvanian Village. 
Beechwood Hall has 2 working lights which can be operated 
individually, and these required 2 x AA batteries which are not 
included.
 Connects to Cosy Cottage Starter home, Cedar Terrace, Country 
Doctor, Country Tree School, Forest Nursery, Supermarket, Seaside 
Restaurant, Toy Shop. Well-made with fine attention to detail. 
Good for stimulating imaginative role-play in children. Figures and 
accessories sold separately. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Welcome Home Sylvanian 
Families $135.00 $109.00

M&D - Magnetic Bug Catching Game

This magnetic wooden puzzle game features bugs and insects in a 
garden. Use the magnetic butterfly net to “capture” the 10, bug 
buddies from the game board. Then, enjoy the challenge of 
returning them to their preferred perch! A creative way to 
encourage eye-hand and fine motor development.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $20.70 $14.80

Orbit - Metal Mighty Mower

This Mighty Mower is one tough toy! With a ‘realistic’ engine noise, 
this role play toy will spark any child's imagination. Durable powder 
coated metal body and strong steel handle for long life protection. 
Solid plastic wheels. Plastic clicker makes a sound when pushed. 
Easy assembly, no tools required. Supplied in a glossy full colour 
box.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Orbit Pretend Orbit $51.90 $37.10

PlanToys - Concertina

This musical instrument not only produces a nice tone to create 
melodies, it stimulates listening and musical skills as well as fine 
motor skills.
 
 Suitable from 19 mths+

Musical PlanToys $49.10 $35.10



Bigjigs - Pink 123 Engine

This Pink 123 Engine is designed for young minds who love vibrant 
pink colour palettes! Magnetic couplings ensure compatibility with 
all other engines and carriages in the Bigjigs Rail range. Consists of 2 
play pieces. Also compatible with other leading wooden rail 
systems.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $25.50 $18.20

M&D - Pots & Pans Set

This play set features shiny stainless steel cookware Mom and Dad 
would envy! Generously sized for a more realistic look and feel, the 
colander and three pans (with interchangeable lid) fit most play 
food items for exciting restaurant and kitchen play . . . and store 
neatly on a convenient storage rack when the kitchen is closed. All 
of the handles and knobs feature sturdy riveted joints that won't 
weaken and wear like welding or glue. With two hardwood utensils 
included and stainless steel pieces polished to a gorgeous mirror-
finish, this set is truly top shelf!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $71.20 $50.80

Schleich - Farm Life Playmat

This playmat is the perfect base for your favourite Schleich horse 
stable. The path to the stable leads over a small bridge. The 
paddock is on a lush green pasture. All your Schleich animals will 
feel at home here.

Farm Life Schleich $69.30 $49.50

M&D - Fanciful Friends Puzzles in a 
Box

This portable puzzle set includes four wooden, 12-piece jigsaw 
puzzles with four different pretty characters: a princess, fairy, 
ballerina, and mermaid. Each mini-puzzle is stored in a separate 
compartment of the sturdy wooden storage box—but just in case 
they get jumbled together, all the pieces are coded on the back for 
easy sorting! The set is great for travel too—the compact box keeps 
everything organized, and its lid works as a portable puzzle board.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $21.50 $15.40

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Sister Set

This product contains Freya Chocolate Rabbit. To help Freya study 
for school it also includes a desk and accompanying chair, as well as 
a handy side chest. The set even comes complete with penholder, 
pink pencil, yellow pencil and sharpener, so that Freya can make 
notes as she learns! To make sure Freya is in the perfect frame of 
mind for studying there’s also a globe, and a chic carry satchel for 
her schoolbooks! Set doesn't including Teri Chocolate
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families

$30.00 $23.20

Schleich - Quetzalcoatlus Mini CDU5

This pterosaur had a slender body and an enormous wingspan of up 
to thirteen metres. It is named after an Aztec deity. Fun Fact:This 
dinosaur has a difficult-to-pronounce name that comes from the 
Mesoamerican deity Quetzalcoatl.

Dinosaurs Schleich $36.50 $26.00



M&D - Dinosaur Dawn Floor Puzzle - 
24pc

This puzzle features dramatic dinosaurs in an exciting prehistoric 
scene. Its Easy-Clean surface keeps puzzle looking new.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

SF - Cycling with Mother

This ready to play set comes with mother Penny Farthing, baby 
brother Rally Farthing and their bike. Penny and Rally set out each 
morning on their bike to collect bread from the Bakery. Rally 
excitedly sits in the front basket willing his mother to go faster! As 
well as a traditional red bicycle with front plastic bucket and back 
woven style basket, there's also 2 lovely sticks of bread, a child seat 
which can be fitted in the front bucket, and a bag to carry home! 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families

$25.00 $19.70

M&D - Costume Sets with Wooden 
Display Stand - 24pc

This Role Play Wooden Display Rack is perfect for all Melissa & 
Doug Role Play Costume Dress-Up Sets!
 Displays up to 24 units of Costume Sets.
 
 Please Note: Costume Sets are included in price, fixed assortment 
included but subject to change and according to availability - See 
Netstore for full assortment details at point of order.
 
 Dimension: 64W x 41 x 216H cm

Role Play Melissa & Doug $1,499.90 $1,071.40

Viking Toys - Jumbo Gift Box Safari 
Truck with Animals

This Safari Truck helps transport all the animals for the keepers. 
25cm in length, the Safari Truck includes 1 Figure and 4 Animals 
included. Made from flexible soft plastic, there are no sharp edges, 
the soft material neither breaks nor loses it's colour when exposed 
to sun, cold or rainy weather.
 The axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, so they can endure 
rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both indoor and 
outdoor play. the soft-rubber wheels allow Viking Toys to keep on 
rolling silently for many years to come.
 Viking Toys are BPA-free and are dishwasher safe.
 Vehicle size: 25cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

SF - 3-piece Suite

This set contains a two seater couch, 2 single seaters and 
accessories.
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$25.00 $18.70



PlanToys - Pets & Accessories

This set includes a dog and kennel, a cat, a rabbit and feeding 
bowls. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanDollhouse PlanToys $24.80 $17.70

PlanToys - Cooking Utensils

This set includes a frying pan, pot with lid, saucepan, spatula and a 
mixing spoon.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Pretend Play PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

M&D - Favorite Things Stamp Set

This set of 26 wooden stamps features all sorts of favourite things, 
from pets and wild animals to sweets and party treats! Also 
included are five colored pencils, a four-color stamp pad with 
washable ink, and a sturdy wooden box for storage. Great for 
making cards, scenes, and exciting storylines!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70

K's Kids - Deluxe Patrick Sorting House

This shape sorting house contains 10 shapes made of different 
materials, textures and colours. Features a squeaky Patrick's head, 
crinkle window and mirror.
 Product size: 21.5 x 21 x 20.5cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $77.90 $55.70

M&D - Stained Glass - Princess

This simple peel and press stickers allow young crafters to create 
luminous works of art, then hang them with the included suction 
cup!
 
 Suitable from 5+ years

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.50 $18.20

Schleich - White-tailed Fawn

This smaller, widespread deer species from North America gets its 
name from its tail - its underside is always white.
 Fun Fact - The white-tailed deer is the symbol for nine states in the 
USA and two Canadian provinces.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - White-tailed Doe

This smaller, widespread deer species from North America gets its 
name from its tail - its underside is always white.
 Fun Fact - The white-tailed deer is the symbol for nine states in the 
USA and two Canadian provinces.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - White-tailed Buck

This smaller, widespread deer species from North America gets its 
name from its tail - its underside is always white.
 Fun Fact - The white-tailed deer is the symbol for nine states in the 
USA and two Canadian provinces.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40



Bigjigs - Car Transporter Train

This smashing car transportation set is the perfect addition to any 
wooden railway system. It comes with a smart red engine, two car 
wagons, a loading ramp and two cheerful push along cars, making it 
a lovely gift for any child. 
 Product size: 28L cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80

M&D - Wooden Butterfly Box - DYO

This special little box will glitter and flitter into children's 
imagination! Includes a sturdy wooden butterfly-shaped box (3.1 x 
1.4 x 2.6 in.), glitter glue, white glue, colorful gem stickers, 4 pots of 
paintand a paintbrush. A perfect activity for parties or rainy days.

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.90 $12.80

M&D - On the Go Display Rack 
Assortment

This spinner display stand is perfect for all of your On the Go display 
needs. Displays up to 120 On the Go packs.
 
 Please note: On the Go packs are included in price, fixed 
assortment included but subject to change and according to 
availability - please see NetStore for full details at point of order.
 
 Dimension: 40.5 W x 183 H cm

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $1,354.10 $967.20

M&D - Tape Activity Book

This spiral-bound activity book contains 20 reusable picture pages 
filled with color, packed with cheery details, and ALMOST complete: 
All that's missing are colorful tape strips to fill the empty white 
stripes, dashes, spokes, and more! Kids can pull, press, and tear 
four rolls of color tape to add the laces on a shoe, stripes on a 
zebra, blades on a helicopter, ties on a train track, and much more--
there are 20 pictures in all to complete and embellish. Beneficial for 
fine motor skills, finger strength, hand-eye coordination, color 
recognition, and great for travel too (tape stores right in the 
cover!), this engaging kids' activity book is a colorful and creative 
way to build basic skills and a sense of accomplishment!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.80 $8.40



Rburg - Bombardment of Algiers 
Puzzle 9000pc

This stunning puzzle depicts the attack by the British and Dutch 
fleets against the Barbary Corsairs on the 27th August 1816. The 
bombardment lasted 1 hours and the losses on both sides were 
very high but it was a great success with over 165 enslaved 
prisoners liberated. 
 
 With a size exceeding 19cm x 13cm (that's 6 feet 4 inches x 4 feet 6 
inches) this 9,000 piece puzzle is very demanding, even for the most 
experienced puzzle fans! This work is by George Chambers, Senior 
and you can see the original at the National Maritime Museum, 
Greenwich in Britain.
 <br>Finished Puzzle Size: 192 x 138 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 12 
cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $250.00 $171.70

M&D - Single Wire Puzzle Storage

This sturdy wire rack is ideal for organising and storing puzzles. 
Comes pre-assembled and easily holds up to 12 standard 9” x 12” 
puzzles.
 Rack dimensions: 31.8 W x 25.5 D x 19.0cm H

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $27.60 $19.70

SF - Bath and Shower Set

This stylish bath features an antique-style bathtub and gold-
coloured shower. 
 It comes not only with shampoo and conditioner, but also with 
toys, a bathroom basket, towel skirt and children's headband.
 A bath like this makes bath time fun.
 Figures not included. 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$18.00 $13.60

SF - Chocolate Rabbit Baby Set

This sweet little set includes Chocolate Rabbit Baby Crème with her 
tell-tale hazelnut dipped ears and clotted cream coloured fur! This 
little tot is ready for beddy-byes! Baby Crème loves to be tucked 
into her cot and told bedtime stories. Wearing her red knitted 
jimjams, she likes to snooze through the early afternoon in her 
lovely blue cot! Perfect if you already have the Chocolate Rabbit 
Family, or you want to start small! Set doesn't include Teri 
Chocolate (Mother) 
 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Family Life Sylvanian 
Families $18.00 $14.80



Viking Toys - Jumbo Gift Box Tipper 
Truck with 2 Figures

This tipper truck with two figures helps to haul a big load! Made 
from flexible soft plastic, there are no sharp edges, the soft material 
neither breaks nor loses it's colour when exposed to sun, cold or 
rainy weather.
 The axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, so they can endure 
rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both indoor and 
outdoor play. the soft-rubber wheels allow Viking Toys to keep on 
rolling silently for many years to come.
 Viking Toys are BPA-free and are dishwasher safe.
 Vehicle size: 28cm
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

M&D - Big Rig Building Set

This tough, two-piece tractor-trailer is ready to roll . . . and ready to 
build! Packed with wooden construction pieces and pre-drilled with 
holes for the wooden nails and bolts, the truck itself is a moving 
building site. Connect the painted building boards to create brightly 
colored structures on wheels! The 22 wooden pieces—including a 
hammer, screwdriver, wrench, board, nails, nuts and bolts—store 
away inside the trailer to keep your little builder's supplies 
organized for the next big job. Big Rig Building Set is great for fine 
motor skills, hand-eye coordination and problem solving, and 
encourages imaginative play and manual dexterity.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $73.40 $52.50

Orbit - Metal Clothes Trolley & Basket

This trolley is perfect for the child that likes to role play with mum 
or dad. With a removable plastic basket to hold teddy or clothes, 
this toy will give hours of fun. Built with solid wheels and a rugged 
metal frame, powder coated just like the real thing, this quality 
item will last for years. Includes colourful pegs. Folds for easy 
storage. Supplied in a glossy full colour box.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Orbit Pretend Orbit $51.90 $37.10

M&D - Fold And Go Barn

This two-story barn is stocked with 7 realistic plastic farm animals, a 
wooden ladder and a folding gate enclosure. Chunky handles let 
you take this little bit of “country” wherever you go!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $138.90 $99.20

M&D - Under The Sea Jigsaw - 24pc

This underwater scene bubbles with life when the 24 wooden 
jigsaw pieces are assembled! Made from handcrafted templates so 
no two pieces are alike, this sturdy puzzle is brightly illustrated and 
filled with underwater detail. Assemble it in the wooden puzzle 
frame to take closer look at an octopus, shark, seahorse, eel, crab, 
dolphin, shrimp, sea stars, and more!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40



Animal Planet - Bug Collector Set

This unique Bug Collector gently collects little giants without hurting 
them. Observe and discover living insects and plants. Observe what 
you have collected by looking through the vented magnifying 
viewer.

Nature Science Animal Planet $46.00 $31.50

M&D - Children Around the World 
Floor Puzzle 48pc

This wonderfully illustrated 48-piece circular cardboard floor puzzle 
features twelve children from around the world dressed in 
traditional ethnic clothing. It introduces children to various cultures 
and helps them notice differences and similarities. Unique 
multicultural puzzle measures 32” across. The extra-thick pieces 
feature an easy-clean surface to keep them looking like new. 
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Wooden Abacus

This wooden “calculator” helps teach maths skills, patterning and 
colour recognition. Slide and count the beads with this timeless 
counting frame. Fun activity ideas included!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70

M&D - Sort & Swipe Cash Register

This wooden cash register adds a clever educational spin to a classic 
pretend-play toy! Press the number buttons to see different 
counting pictures, then “pay” for the purchase with numbered coins 
to match the quantities. The coins vary in diameter and thickness, 
so the 1 coin will only fit in the 1 slot, 2 in 2, and 3 in 3 . . . all 
situated right above the scroll of pictures with quantities to match. 
For extra “just like Mom and Dad” fun, kids can swipe a toy credit 
card too!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $64.20 $45.90

Bigjigs - Magical Train Set & Table

This wooden Magical Train Set and Table will inspire and educate 
young minds in equal measure. The raised table allows more 
children to get involved in the play session, as well as ensuring that 
every part of the network is easily accessible. Includes high quality 
wooden train tracks, a pastel coloured engine and two carriages 
plus a boat, heliport, bridge, tunnel, trees, magical toadstools, fairy 
figures and a unicorn! Flat packed with easy assembly instructions. 
Consists of 59 play pieces. Additional accessories are available to 
expand this set. Most other major wooden railway brands are 
compatible with Bigjigs Rail.

Rail Sets Bigjigs $381.70 $272.70



M&D - Peek-a-Boo Panda

This wooden panda baby toy loves to play peekaboo! Hear the click 
and clack as its paws flap up to cover the cheerful face, then push 
them down again to say, “Hello!” Even babies can bring about a big 
visual change with just a simple motion, so they're encouraged to 
keep exploring as fine motor skills grow naturally. Made with select 
hardwood and child-safe dyes, First Play Peek-a-Boo Panda makes a 
heartwarming baby-shower gift.
 Suitable from 9 mnths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $18.20 $13.00

M&D - Ballerina Dress-Up Peg Puzzle

This wooden peg puzzle includes 10 interchangeable pieces, 
allowing children to design unique and beautiful dance costumes 
for any ballet. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and creative 
expression skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Shapes Peg Puzzle

This wooden peg puzzle includes 8 colourful shape pieces. Each 
shape is identified by a label underneath the piece and by adorable 
animal illustrations on the puzzle board! Encourages eye-hand, fine 
motor and visual perception skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - See-Inside Alphabet Peg Puzzle

This wooden peg puzzle includes a piece for each of the 26 letters in 
the alphabet. A colourful picture under each piece shows an image 
beginning with the same letter, helping to develop letter 
recognition and pre-reading skills! Also, encourages eye-hand, fine 
motor and visual perception skills.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Wooden Bear Family Dress Up - 
45pc

This wooden set contains 45 mix-and-match pieces to assemble 
Mama, Papa and Baby Bear. It’s fun to change their expressions and 
their clothing to express their every mood. The wooden box has 
compartments for easy storage and the box lid conveniently serves 
as a puzzle board. Great for story telling fun!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $33.90 $24.20

M&D - Cutting Fruit Crate

This wooden set features a wooden knife and seven pieces of 
sliceable fruit that can be cut into a total of 17 pieces. Food makes a 
realistic "CRUNCH" sound when sliced. With so many pieces, it's 
also a great way to introduce the concepts of part, whole and 
fractions!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $54.70 $39.10



M&D - Alphabet Truck

This wooden truck play set is rolling into town with a cargo of 
learning and fun! The trailer features wooden dowels to hold 28 
drilled wooden blocks, with colorful letters, pictures and shapes. 
Lift the blocks off for stacking, sorting, spelling and storytelling fun . 
. . Then load them up again when it's time to roll out!
 
 Suitable from 3yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70

M&D - Rainforest Jigsaw - 48pc

This wooden, 48-piece jigsaw puzzle comes packaged in a sturdy, 
wooden tray for puzzle building and easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40

Rburg - Van Gogh Cafe At Night Puzzle 
1000pc

This work, painted at Arles in 1888, remains one of the best works 
ever to flow from Van Gogh's paint brush. It is not signed by the 
artist.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 
cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $32.00 $21.50

Galt - Jewellery Craft

Thread the beads to make fun necklaces and bracelets. Decorate 
the cute foam motifs with gems and glitter glue then mount on 
earrings, rings and hairclips to create cool jewellery. 
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Crafty Cases Galt $28.60 $20.50

Schleich - Velociraptor on the Hunt

Three dinosaurs are out on the hunt. As far as known, the small 
carnivorous dinosaurs were very clever about it. They probably 
hunted in groups, just like lions do. Fun Fact:The Velociraptor had a 
retractable, sickle-shaped claw on the middle toe of each foot.

Dinosaurs Schleich $57.60 $41.20

Viking - Jumbo Cement Truck w 1 
Figure Gift Box

Time to build? Use your cement truck to get a good foundation!
 Vikingtoys are made of flexible soft plastic. There are no sharp 
edges, nothing 
 that can break or parts that can fall of.
 
 A high-quality toy and the axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, 
so they 
 can endure rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both 
indoor and 
 outdoor play.
 
 Comes in a gift Box
 
 BPA-free toys that are dishwasher safe. Age 0-5. Size 28 cm.

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10



Schleich - Warrior with Griffin

Today, Atokay is entering the combat arena with his griffin. All that 
people can talk about is the big battle and the legendary Griffin 
Rider, who has already defeated so many opponents. Atokay is not 
afraid, because he is well prepared. He is wearing a new set of 
armour which he made himself specially for the battle in the arena. 
The new armour allows him greater freedom of movement. His 
sword and battle sickle are also new – two weapons that are 
perfectly suited to close combat in the air. The griffin is also 
wearing armour to protect him against claws, teeth and sword 
thrusts. His own weapons – his long, pointed beak and powerful 
front claws – are so fearsome that all his enemies tremble to 
behold him. But it is said there is a foe who can beat Atokay and his 
griffin. Atokay smiles beneath his helmet. He is confident of victory 
because he doesn’t fear anybody. Fun Fact: 
 Atokay’s griffin also has new armour for close combat – studded 
with dangerous blades.

Eldrador Schleich $76.20 $54.40

Schleich - Eagle Owl
Together with the great grey owl and the fish owl, the eagle owl is 
one of the largest of its kind in the world. Fun Fact:The eagle owl 
has a wing span of up to 180 cm.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

K's Kids - Tony the Pony

Tony the Pony is a big bundle of fun for your little one. He whinnies, 
has crinkly, alphabet hair and long colourful tail. Babies can hug & 
ride on Tony the Pony and will be entertained with 20 different 
types of learning activities: teether, mirror, button, zipper and 
more!
 Product size: 44 x 46 x 50cm
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Activity Toys K's Kids $161.30 $115.20

Schleich - Tournament Blanket + Halter

Tournament blankets don’t just look amazing, they also prevent 
unpleasant surprises. If the horse lies down at night in their stall 
without a blanket, their coat often gets very dirty. This can quickly 
make the rider panic on the day of the competition, because they 
have to start the brushing and cleaning from scratch again. 
Tournament blankets often double as practical anti-sweat blankets. 
The breathable material allows the coat to dry extremely quickly. 
This protects the horse from developing muscle tension or chills 
after running a course that brings them out in a sweat. Fun Fact: 
 The elegant tournament blanket ensures the horse looks splendid 
at the riding competition.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70



ThinkFun - Rush Hour Jr. Game

Traffic Jam Puzzle for Younger Players
 Winner of the Parents Choice Gold Award
 Younger players can experience the fun and challenge of our 
award-winning Rush Hour game in this exciting junior version! Set 
up your game grid according to the challenge card and steer your 
ice cream truck through a jumble of blocking cars, trucks, and buses 
to make your way to the exit. 40 age-appropriate challenge cards 
provide hours of fun while building logic and reasoning skills in 
young players.
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+, single player Box Size: 22.9 x 6.4 x 20.3 cm

Junior Games ThinkFun $39.00 $26.70

Pet Parade - Train & Treat Set

Train your Pet Parade puppy to swing open the gate and fetch the 
mail or the paper! If they accomplish the mission, a bone will fall off 
the fence as a reward!
 
 Set includes one exclusive puppy, his/her leash and bone, mailbox, 
envelope and newspaper.

Dogs Pet Parade $36.30 $25.90

Schleich - Trakehner Foal
Trakehner are noble, warmblood horses that are often used for 
jumping and dressage. 
 Fun Fact - The Trakehner's brand is an elk horn.

Horse Club Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Trakehner Stallion

Trakehner are noble, warmblood horses that are often used for 
jumping and dressage. They can reach a height of 170 cm at the 
withers and have many colours.
 Fun Fact - The Trakehner's brand is an elk horn.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Schleich - Trakehner Mare

Trakehner are noble, warmblood horses that are often used for 
jumping and dressage. They can reach a height of 170 cm at the 
withers and have many colours.
 Fun Fact - The Trakehner's brand is an elk horn.

Horse Club Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Viking - Jumbo Tipper Truck w 1 Figure 
Gift Box

Transport almost anything, just load you tipper!
 Vikingtoys are made of flexible soft plastic. There are no sharp 
edges, nothing 
 that can break or parts that can fall of.
 
 A high-quality toy and the axles are made of strong, rustproof steel, 
so they 
 can endure rough play and humid conditions. A quality toy for both 
indoor and 
 outdoor play.
 
 Comes in a Gift Box.
 
 BPA-free toys that are dishwasher safe. Age 0-5. Size 28 cm.

Gift Boxes & 
Buckets Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10



Schleich - Triceratops

Triceratops had a head as high as a person with two large horns and 
one small one as well as giant ruff.
 Fun Fact - This nine metre long dinosaur measuring twelve tons 
was a well-fortified, massively armed herbivore.

Dinosaurs Schleich $32.80 $23.40

Brixies - Triceratops 156 pieces

Triceratops is the largest of the horned dinosaurs. Their eggs were 
the size of cantaloupes! But don't worry, these gentle giants dined 
mostly on shoots and leaves. They lived 68 million years ago!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Dinosaurs Brixies $21.00 $14.00

WOW Toys - Harry Copter

Trigger-powered helicopter with magnetic pick-up.
 
 Up, up & away, Harry the helicopter to the rescue! Hold his sturdy 
handle and squeeze the trigger to activate his friction-powered 
main rotor, then pick-up the injured animals with his magnetic lift 
and drop them off safely by turning the searchlight. He’s also got a 
clicking tail rotor! Flying vet Dave, a panda, lion and crocodile 
complete this wonderful play set.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

WOW 
Emergency

WOW Toys $60.60 $43.30

Schleich - Red Deer
True to its name, the red deer is crimson in colour and resembles its 
relatives.
 Fun Fact - Red deer antlers grow one inch per day.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Rburg - Mystery Garden Game

Try to stop the Gardener from reaching the castle by guessing the 
hidden object. Solve three mysteries and win the game! Contents: 
48 Mystery Cards, 1 Wooden Gardener, 1 Wooden Marker, 1 Game 
Board, Instructions. 2-6 Players. <br>Box Size: 34 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $33.00 $22.30



M&D - Caterpillar Gear Toy

Turn the gears slowly and watch each interlocking segment move 
the next or see how fast your child can make the caterpillar "crawl" 
on the wooden base. This rainbow-colored gear toy is hands-on fun 
at any speed! With their bulky, notched shape, the colorful gears 
are easy for children to fit onto the color-coordinated pegs . . . then 
rotate, remove and rearrange. Toddlers will be fascinated by the 
colors and movement of this charming toy.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $27.60 $19.70

K's Kids - On the Go Turn the Patrick steering wheel with ratchet sound and press his 
head to hear Beep Beep and enjoy the fun of driving.

Activity Toys K's Kids $24.10 $17.20

Eurotrike - Plasmacar - Red

Turn the steering wheel and AWAY YOU GO! The PlasmaCar uses 
the most inexhuastible of energy sources - kid power. With no 
batteries, gears, or pedals, the natural forces of inertia, centrifugal 
force, gravity, and friction are harnessed to propel children forward. 
It's great exercise indoors or outdoors and maximum speed can be 
up to 10km/h on flat smooth surfaces. Tough construction with 
large sealed bearings in the steering for smooth operation and long 
life.holds up to 100kg on a smooth, flat surface.
 Assembled Dimensions (mm): Length (800) Width (338) Height 
(406)
 Weight: 3.5kg Max Rider weight: 100kg
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Ride ons Eurotrike $109.20 $78.00

Schleich - Sea Turtle
Turtles are perfectly adapted to a life in the water. Their body is 
streamlined and their feet are shaped like long paddles. Fun Fact - 
Turtles are not able to pull their large head into the shell.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

M&D - Beep Beep Jigsaw - 24pc

Twenty-seven colourful vehicles, coming and going, on this 24-piece 
wooden jigsaw provide challenging fun! Comes packaged in a sturdy 
wooden tray for puzzle building and easy storage.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $24.30 $17.40



Brixies - Tyrannosaurus Rex 106 pieces

Tyrannosaurus Rex is the most famous of all dinosaurs species and 
one of the largest land carnivores of all time. The largest known 
Tyrannosaurus rex skulls measure up to 1.5 metres. Tyrannosaurs 
vision had 13 times the visual acuity of a human. This would have 
allowed Tyrannosaurs to discern objects as far as 6 km away, which 
is greater than the 1.6 km that a human can see!
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Dinosaurs Brixies $18.00 $12.00

M&D - Latches Board

Undo a latch, swing open the numbered door and count on fun 
when the picture beneath is revealed on this wooden play board! 
Build fine motor skills while learning colours, numbers, animals and 
more!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $69.40 $49.60

ThinkFun - UnHinged Game

Unfold Your Brain
 UnHinged is made up of 10 hexagons that hinge together in a 
diabolically puzzling manner. To play, flip, fold and twist this unique 
manipulative puzzle to match one of 40 Puzzle Challenges. The 
tactile appeal of flipping and folding makes UnHinged easy to pick 
up - and almost impossible to put down! Great for puzzlers of all 
ages. One brainteaser with 40 challenges! Challenges from beginner 
to expert build confidence as you play. The flip, fold and stack 
design provides endless fiddling fun! Features: 1 Folding Hexagon 
Puzzle and 1 Booklet with 40 Challenges from Beginner to Expert.
 
 Suitable from 8: yrs+, single player Box Size: 16.5 x 9.5 x 24.1 cm

Family Games ThinkFun $35.00 $23.90

Schleich - Unicorn and Pegasus Care 
Set

Unicorns and flying horses are very shy; they will only let few elves 
approach them. They are then allowed to pet, feed and groom 
them. The elves' brushes give the fur of the animals a very special 
shimmer. Fun Fact:Anyone who's ever stroked and brushed a 
unicorn will remember it for the rest of their lives.

bayala Schleich $10.80 $7.70



Halilit - Puppy Slide Flute

Unique design of the traditional slide flute. Simply blow into the 
Puppy's mouth and move the tail to create low & high sounds and 
various melodies.
 Individually boxed, colours may vary.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $17.40 $12.40

Halilit - Maracito CDU24
Unique design, light and exceptionally durable with a pleasing 
sound.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 24pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $145.80 $104.20

Halilit - Tube Shaker CDU16
Unique Tube Shaker, strong and light with textured easy grio for 
small hands. Delightful to hold & swirl.
 Comes in a Counter Display Box of 16pcs, assorted colours.

Musical 
Instruments Halilit $197.20 $140.90

Green Toys - First Keys

Unlock the door to safe, eco-friendly teething for your baby with 
the My First Green Toys® First Keys. Made in the USA from food-
safe, 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, the four colorful pieces swing freely on 
the lightweight ring, allowing little ones to easily grasp, shake, and 
explore different shapes, colors, and textures. With rounded edges 
and no external coatings, this is one set of keys parents can feel 
good about handing over. No BPA, phthalates, or PVC, and also 
meets FDA food contact standards. Dishwasher safe for easy 
cleaning. Packaged with recycled and recyclable materials and 
printed with soy inks.
 
 Suitable from birth

Infant Toys Green Toys $17.70 $12.60

M&D - Locks Board

Unlock, unlatch, open the hinged panelsand count on finding fun 
when the pictures beneath are revealed! Kids will delight in 
discovering what's hiding behind the locked and latched panels on 
this wooden play board and educational toy in one. They can seek 
out a specific picture, race to open and close the doorsor tell a story 
inspired by what they find. A great way to build fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination while learning colors, numbers, animalsand 
more!

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $50.30 $36.00

Bigjigs - Hill Rail & Small Hill

Up, round, over and down. The Hill, Rail and Small Hill Set extends 
any wooden railway up into the sky. This 12pc set contains with 
Ascenders, Descenders, Track Supports and Hills, a fantastic way to 
expand any wooden railway.
 Product size: 22H cm
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $80.70 $57.70



Green Toys - Helicopter - Blue

Up, up, and away! The high-flying Green Toys® Helicopter is ready 
for action! This eco-friendly chopper is made in the USA from 100% 
recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions, and features two spinning rotors and sleek skids on 
the bottom for easy landings. The Helicopter includes a pilot bear 
figure that fits perfectly in the spacious cockpit that’s complete with 
a full dashboard and the Green Toys’ signature 8-track. No BPA, 
phthalates, or PVC. Dishwasher safe for easy cleaning. Packaged 
with recyclable materials and printed with soy ink.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Vehicles Green Toys $41.10 $29.40

M&D - Stamp Marker Activity Pad - 
Blue

Use colorful stamp markers to complete 20 activities and games! 
Each activity pad includes mazes, connect-the-dots pictures, 
matching games, patterns to follow and counting challenges. The 
stamp markers come in star, frog, car and and fish shapes and work 
on regular paper, too!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $11.80 $8.40

M&D - Stamp Marker Activity Pad - 
Pink

Use colorful stamp markers to complete 20 activities and games! 
Each activity pad includes mazes, connect-the-dots pictures, 
matching games, patterns to follow and counting challenges. The 
stamp markers come in star, heart, flower and butterfly shapes and 
work on regular paper, too!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $11.80 $8.40

Blue Opal - Chess Game Use strategy and tactics to capture the opposite King! Includes 16 
Chess pieces and high quality board. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $27.00 $18.00

M&D - On The Go - Color Blast! - 
Fairies

Use the "Magic" pen to color in the picture and see vibrant colors, 
details and patterns appear! Each page of the kids' activity book 
features a lively fairy-themed artwork to complete and a seek-and-
find activity, too. Makes a great travel toy.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Color Blast! - Sea 
Life

Use the "Magic" pen to color in the picture and see vibrant colors, 
details and patterns appear! Each page of the kids' activity book 
features a lively ocean-themed artwork to complete and a seek-
and-find activity, too. Makes a great travel toy.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



M&D - On The Go - Color Blast! - 
Dinosaurs

Use the "Magic" pen to color in the picture and see vibrant colors, 
details and patterns appear! Each page of the kids' activity book 
features a lively prehistoric-themed artwork to complete and a 
seek-and-find activity, too. Makes a great travel toy.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Color Blast! - 
Princess

Use the "Magic" pen to color in the picture and see vibrant colors, 
details and patterns appear! Each page of the kids' activity book 
features a lively princess-themed artwork to complete and a seek-
and-find activity, too. Makes a great travel toy.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Fairy Tale

Use the "Magic" pen to color in the picture, and see vibrant colors, 
details, and patterns appear! Each page of the kids' activity book 
features a lively princess-themed artwork to complete and a seek-
and-find activity, too. Makes a great travel toy.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

Orchard Toys - Flash Cards

Use these 50 double-sided flash cards to help young children 
develop early reading and number skills. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Animal Planet - Bug Catching Net Use this handy net to catch interesting bugs and then identify them 
with your bug viewer.

Nature Science Animal Planet $20.00 $13.30

Rburg - Puzzle Conserver 12 Pack CDU

Use this puzzle conserver to preserve your favourite puzzles after 
completion and assist with their display. The bottle dispenser 
comes with a foam spreader and the clear liquid conserver dries 
after 1 hour. Puzzle conserver can be used with all Ravensburger 
puzzles. Each tube contains enough glue for 8 puzzles with 500 
pieces or 4 puzzles with 1,000 pieces. Supplied in a Counter Display 
unit containing 12 tubes.<br>Box Size: 19 x 17 x 22 cm

Accessories Ravensburger $245.00 $168.60

Rburg - Puzzle Conserver Permanent 
200ml

Use this puzzle conserver to preserve your favourite puzzles after 
completion and assist with their display. The bottle dispenser 
comes with a foam spreader and the clear liquid conserver dries 
after 1 hour. Puzzle conserver can be used with all Ravensburger 
puzzles. Each tube contains enough glue for 8 puzzles with 500 
pieces or 4 puzzles with 1,000 pieces.<br>Box Size: 18 cm x 5 cm dia

Accessories Ravensburger $22.00 $14.60



Felt Creations - Fun In The Sun

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Prehistoric Dinosaurs

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Construction

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Aquatic Diving

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Bicycle and Scooter 
Fun

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80



Felt Creations - Princess Castle

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Farm

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Outer Space

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Zoo

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Camping

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80



Felt Creations - Pirate Ship

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Race Cars

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Noah'S Ark

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Boutique

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Pet Shop

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80



Felt Creations - BBQ

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Horses

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Alphabet

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Fire Engine

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Numbers

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80



Felt Creations - Aquarium

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Barn

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Felt Creations - Farm Equipment

Use your imagination and create a wonderful world of fantasy with 
Felt Creations. Stick the felt pieces on the feltboard and rearrange 
them any time. Felt puzzles are non-messy and once a scene is 
completed, little ones can start all over again. Collect and combine 
different Felt Creations sets and formulate an infinite number of 
stories.
 
 Suitable from 3+ years

Felt Creations Felt Creations $10.90 $7.80

Orchard Toys - Yo Ho Ho Pirate Game

Use your memory to match the different pirate pairs. If a pirate flag 
is turned over, do a dastardly deed and take another player's cards!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Zuru - Robo Turtle (colour may vary) 
CDU12

Uses the latest micro-robotic technology to both walk on land and 
swim in water!
 
 A new and exciting addition to the Robo Fish Line, Robo Turtle has 
a lifelike design and its movements create an exciting display in 
front of your eyes. 
 
 • Swims like a real turtle
 • Features life-like fin motion 
 • Walks on land and swims in water
 • Robo Turtle comes loaded with x2 Batteries

Turtles Zuru $29.00 $239.60



SF - Cosmetic Counter

Using the gorgeous dresser and lots of makeup tools, upgrade your 
shopping at the Boutique and get dressed up!
 Set includes over 30 pieces including dressing table and stool, 
comb, four perfumes, lotion bottles, puffs and more! 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Shopping in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $27.20

Schleich - Rooster Colourful

Varying in colour according to age and gender, chickens are 
feathered in browns, whites, and creams.
 Fun Fact - Internationally, there are more chickens than any other 
fowl.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Hen Brown

Varying in colour according to age and gender, chickens are 
feathered in browns, whites, and creams.
 Fun Fact - Internationally, there are more chickens than any other 
fowl.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Chicks

Varying in colour according to age and gender, chickens are 
feathered in browns, whites, and creams.
 Fun Fact - Internationally, there are more chickens than any other 
fowl.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Viking Toys - Construction Jumbo 
Tractor Digger

Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $28.60 $20.50

Viking Toys - Construction Jumbo 
Tipper Truck

Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $28.60 $20.50

Viking Toys - Jumbo Tipper Truck Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $28.60 $20.50

Viking Toys - Jumbo Tractor Digger Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $28.60 $20.50

Viking Toys - Jumbo Fire Truck Vehicle size: 28cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $28.60 $20.50

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - Habitats

Visit a farm, a prehistoric landscape, a desert oasis, a jungle or the 
deep blue sea, all in this interactive reusable sticker book! The 
glossy, full-colour backgrounds are ready to be filled with over 150 
stickers; easy-to-peel vinyl stickers that can be lifted off and 
repositioned again and again.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10



M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - Vehicles

Visit a train station, construction site, airport, river or city street, all 
in this interactive sticker book! Choose one of the 5 glossy, full-
color backgrounds, select the sheet of matching vehicle stickers 
(there are over 165 in total) and create a custom scene, again and 
again!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

K's Kids - Take Along Cars in Town

Vroom vroom, go the cars around and around the city! “Cars in 
Town” is a mini city complete with nine different soft vehicles and a 
busy playmat with a school, fire station, and much more! The multi-
colored cars display different numbers and occupations, great for 
learning and role-playing. These little cars can squeak, crinkle and 
make rattle sounds too.

Activity Toys K's Kids $60.60 $43.30

Rburg - Disney Favourites Puzzle 200pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our World of Disney 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Disney Frozen Friends Puzzle 
200p

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our World of Disney 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80

Rburg - Disney The Ice Queen 300pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our World of Disney 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Children's 
Puzzles Ravensburger $22.00 $14.80



Rburg - Disney Family Puzzle 500pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our World of Disney 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $27.00 $18.40

Rburg - Disney Globe 3D Puzzleball 
180pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more 100pc Puzzles from our World of Disney 
Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 49 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 34 x 23 
x 4 cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $40.00 $27.40

Rburg - Disney Best Themes Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney Wonderful World 
Puzzle 1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney World Map Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10



Rburg - Disney Winnie the Pooh Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney Mickey's Birthday Puzz 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney Pixar Montage Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney Wicked Women Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney Pixar Bubbles Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10



Rburg - Disney Pixar Movies Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney Characters Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 38 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Rburg - Disney Characters Pano Puzzle 
1000pc

Walt Disney and all the wonderful things that sprang from his 
amazing imagination remains everybody's all time favourite. 
Whether you are a new young fan or a member of the older 
generation remembering the characters from your childhood, our 
Disney collection always guarantees fun, joy and wonderful 
memories! Look for more fabulous puzzles from our World of 
Disney Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 98 x 38 cm<br>Box Size: 
38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $46.00 $31.10

Orchard Toys - Veg Patch Match

Watch out its Mr Sprout! Children learn about different fruits and 
vegetables as they build matching and memory skills in this jolly 
fame with a cheeky twist. Take turns swapping your small ve patch 
cards to replicate the central veg patch board, be the first to do so 
and shout " Veg Patch Match!" But watch out for Mr Sprout; when 
another player uses this card they can change the veg patch which 
everyone is matching to! A fun and strategic game for all the family. 
 Encourages knowledge and understanding of the world 
 Promotes healthy eating 
 2-4 players 
 Ages: 5 yrs +

Fun Learning 
Games Orchard Toys $32.80 $23.40

Viking Toys - Activity Garage

Watch the cars roll down the ramp! Features numbered car parks, 
hoist, car wash, elevator, petrol pumps, helipad, boom gates and 
clicking signs. Comes with 2 vehicles and 1 helicopter.
 NB: Activity Garage Playset only suitable for use with Mini 
Chubbies
 Box size: 38 x 39 x 42cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Playsets Viking Toys $121.30 $86.70



Viking Toys - 2 Storey Garage with 
Tracks

Watch the cars roll down the ramp! Now built in with road tracks 
system sure to keep children amused for hours. Features numbered 
car parks, hoist, elevator, petrol pumps and helipad. Comes 
complete with 2 vehicles, 1 helicopter and road tracks set.
 NB: Garage Playset only suitable for use with Mini Chubbies
 Box size: 19 x 39 x 42cm
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Playsets Viking Toys $86.60 $61.90

PlanToys - Dancing Kangaroo
Watch this kangaroo dance with its arms spinning along and flip-
flop feet. This Kangaroo can boogie on down depending on how fast 
you push!

Push & Pull PlanToys $48.60 $34.70

M&D - Peel & Press Mosaics - Butterfly

Watch your child's face fill with delight as the intricate design 
emerges on this beautiful butterfly mosaic-by-number craft. With 
over 600 glittering sticker tiles, there are even enough to decorate 
the wooden frame. Great for developing attention span and fine 
motor skills!
 
 Suitable from 6 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Green Toys - Sea Copter - Orange

Water landings have the green light –the Green Toys® Seacopter is 
ready to accept any eco-friendly rescue mission! Specially designed 
with stabilizing, oversized fill-and-spill pontoons to keep it steadily 
afloat, this amphibious flier is perfect for water play – whether in 
the bath or at the beach. Featuring a large top rotor and additional 
tail rotor, the Seacopter also includes a pilot bear figure for the 
open-design cockpit. The whole set is made in the USA from 100% 
recycled plastic milk jugs that save energy and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. No BPA, phthalates, or PVC. Dishwasher safe for easy 
cleaning. Packaged with recyclable materials and printed with soy 
ink.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Bath & Water 
Play

Green Toys $44.30 $31.60

M&D - Pound And Roll Tower

We’ve taken the classic peg pound toy to new heights! Hammer the 
four brightly coloured balls through the holes, then watch and listen 
as they roll, down the ramps. Sturdy wooden hammer included.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $48.60 $34.70



SF - Seaside Cruiser Houseboat

Welcome aboard the Seaside Cruiser, a fun house boat perfect for 
holidays or a weekend away! The house boat has lots of fun 
features including paddling pool, water slide, deckchair and parasol. 
Inside there are kitchen units, a table & chairs and bunk beds which 
can be transformed into a shower cubicle!
 
 Included in this detailed set there is also a rowing boat with oars, 
flippers & mask for snorkelling and even your own private desert 
island to visit!
 
 Set also includes Freya Chocolate dressed in her holiday clothes.
 
 Other figures sold separately
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $130.00 $104.00

SF - Country Tree School

Welcome to Country Tree School, the newest place of learning to 
open in the Sylvanian Village!
 
 With desks and chairs for six pupils, plus a teachers desk and an 
exciting big tree to climb, Country Tree School has lots of lovely 
features and is a perfect place to educate your young Sylvanians! 
The main classroom downstairs features a blackboard while 
upstairs there is a whiteboard for smaller classes to be taken, along 
with a telescope for astronomy lessons at dusk!
 
 The tree and school buildings can be arranged in many different 
layouts 
 
 Connectable! Forest Nursery can be stacked on top of the Country 
Tree School to create a two-storey learning centre.
 
 Figures sold separately
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

School in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $90.00 $71.80

Schleich - Pirate Smurf

What a dangerous weapon a pirate sword is! When the Buccaneer 
Smurf brandishes his weapon, everyone is terrified.
 Fun Fact - You shouldn't actually be scared when faced with his 
sword. It's really not that sharp.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40



Zuru - Nemo Dory Baby Dory Marlin 
VPK12

What a team: Dory, Nemo, Marlin and Baby Dory
 
 Watch as your favourite characters from the new Finding Dory film 
burst into life and head off on an underwater adventure when 
hitting the water! Kids will love recreating all of their favourite 
scenes from the movie with their very own water activated, 
swimming fish. Collect all 4! Each individual fish features:
 
 • Water activated - fish starts swimming as soon as it hits the water 
and stops when taken out
 • Button cell battery powered fish
 • Realistic swimming pattern 
 • 5 Directional swimming: Up, down, left, right and forwards
 • Realistic, soft, silicon tail 
 • ‘Power save’ mode - Automatically switches off after 4 minutes in 
the water to save power and will reawake once dried and placed 
back in the water.

Dory Zuru $27.00 $220.20

OGOBILD - BITs Series 1 CDU18

What can you "BILD"? The BITS are alive and have been seeking 
adventure ever since! Look for characters from SERIES 1 and join 
them on your exciting journey.
 
 Great addition to the OgoBild + Animate Studio Kit.
 
 Includes 18 Assorted BITs in a Counter Display:
 Finn & Spinz
 Slipper
 Oskoot
 Blare
 Spek
 Wello

Construction OgoBild $9.90 $131.70

SF - Seaside Camping Set

What could be better than camping on the sand dunes with the 
sound of the ocean to lull you to sleep? This set contains Tiffany 
Golightly dressed for the rain, and includes everything she might 
need for a weekend in the Sylvanian wilderness. From the essentials 
such as a sleeping bag, floral tent, and toasty fire to keep her warm 
at night, to grub for her to munch on, and even camping cutlery and 
crockery for her to eat it with! Give Tiffany and friends an 
adventurous weekend with this nifty Seaside Camping Set!
 Includes over 25 pieces.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families $35.00 $25.40



SF - Housekeeping Set

What every good household needs is a housekeeper to keep rooms 
looking their very best. The set includes figure, vacuum, dust bin 
and a variety of cleaning accessories. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Grand Hotel Sylvanian 
Families

$20.00 $16.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 4 At the Vets 
1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges consumers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 Brett the vet has become too busy to make house calls to kennels, 
catteries and farms. So he now spends his days safe inside his 
warm, clean and very busy surgery. But WHAT IF Brett's animal 
clients still needed his help? And WHAT IF their owners decided to 
visit the surgery instead? The picture on the box shows what Brett 
would like to happen. The puzzle inside the box shows what REALLY 
did happen. So get your thinking cap on and piece together this 
puzzle so you can see what happened to our veterinary hero and his 
team ....<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 
6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 10 The Birthday 
1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 Derek has been looking forward to his birthday celebrations. He 
can't wait to tuck into a lovely meal with his family, blow out the 
candles on his cake, and enjoy a glass of bubbly. But WHAT IF the 
champagne was a little too lively? And WHAT IF the celebrations 
really did "go with a bang"? The picture on this pack shows Derek's 
dream dinner... the puzzle inside the box shows what really 
happened!<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 
27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40



Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 11 Eliz & 
Raleigh 1000p

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 Good Queen Bess enjoys visiting favourite courtiers like Sir Walter 
Raleigh. He is handsome and dashing, and Elizabeth might just be 
fooled by his chat-up lines. But WHAT IF Sir Walter wasn't a true 
gentleman? And WHAT IF Elizabeth really fell for his charms? The 
picture on the box shows Elizabeth's impressive arrival... the puzzle 
inside the box shows Raleigh's heartfelt welcome!<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 8 The 
Racehorse 1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 Jim Luckless has had a windfall and decides to spend it on a 
racehorse. He is sure that Contraflow, bred at Patrick Wheeler-
Deeley's racing stables, will make him a fortune. But WHAT IF 
Contraflow had a very special talent? And WHAT IF things took an 
unexpected turn? The picture on this pack shows Jim buying his 
racehorse. The puzzle inside the box shows what happened after 
that.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 
cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40



Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 7 The Portrait 
1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 Leonardo Da Vinci is always busy, painting portraits of the rich, 
famous and beautiful. He is happy to take on new work, but there 
are days when he just wants to go home and have a glass of vino. 
So WHAT IF Leonardo never actually painted the Mona Lisa? Would 
he still have become the world's most famous artist? The picture on 
this pack shows Leonardo busy at work in Florence. The puzzle 
inside the box shows the outcome many years later.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 6 The Pet 
Parlour 1000p

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 Pamela runs a very upmarket pooch pampering parlour where all 
you favourite exclusively breed dogs from gorgeous Schnauzers to 
very pink Poodles are pampered to death and leave the saloon 
smelling just wonderful. But WHAT IF Pamela diversified her animal 
clients list? The picture on the box shows what Pamela's Pooch 
Parlour looks like at present. The puzzle inside the box shows what 
it might look like in future. So get your thinking cap on and piece 
together this puzzle so you can see what might happen to our 
upmarket per groomer ....<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 
cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 9 Santa & 
Rudolph 1000p

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 <br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40



Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 13 Safari Park 
1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 <br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 14 Valuation 
Day 1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we are delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 <br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 2 Open Day 
Puzzle 1000p

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we’re delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things don’
t always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It challenges 
consumers to imagine what might happen if events, as shown on 
the box, change.
 
 Hyacinth Plant has slaved all year to get her garden ready for the 
Open Day. She's dug, planted, weeded and seeded, helped by her 
adoring husband, Robert. WHAT IF? unexpected visitors dropped it 
and the gatecrashers weren't quite who she was expecting? The 
picture on the box shows what Hyacinth would like to happen but 
you need to piece together the puzzle to see what REALLY did 
happen to our horticultural heroine and her loyal husband ...
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40



Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 1 Lottery Puzzle 
1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we’re delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things don’
t always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It challenges 
consumers to imagine what might happen if events, as shown on 
the box, change.
 
 Jim Luckless plays the lottery every week and dreams of what he'd 
do with the money. Top of his list is a luxury yacht, complete with a 
servant at his beck and call. WHAT IF? Jim had lost his lottery ticket 
and the lottery ticket was the winner? The picture on the box shows 
what Jim would like to happen but you need to piece together the 
puzzle to see what REALLY did happen to our unlucky hero and his 
ungrateful family ...<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box 
Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 3 Home 
Makeover 1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we're delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges consumers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 Andy Mann has some inspirational ideas for his home makeover. 
He and his wife Candy have read the magazines, watched the TV 
programmes and are now ready to create their very own ideal 
home. But WHAT IF Andy Mann wasn't much of a handy man? And 
WHAT IF the whole family hit a few snags along the way? The 
picture on the box shows what Andy would like to happen. The 
puzzle inside the box shows what REALLY did happen. So get your 
thinking cap on and piece together this puzzle so you can see what 
happened to Andy, Candy, Randy and Mandy ....<br>Finished Puzzle 
Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40



Rburg - WHAT IF? - No 5 Village Hall 
1000pc

WHAT IF?™ puzzles are a new, original comedy puzzle concept. 
Following extensive consumer research, we're delighted to launch 
this new range, designed for those who enjoy comedy puzzles with 
a challenging twist. WHAT IF?™ is based on the idea that things 
don't always turn out the way we think or hope they will. It 
challenges puzzlers to imagine what might happen if events, as 
shown on the box, change.
 
 The subject of our fabulous new 5th WHAT IF? puzzle is Grimley's 
Village Hall caretaker who has some really inspirational ideas about 
evening activities in the hall. He plans for art classes. But WHAT IF 
the caretaker didn't take care? And WHAT IF the whole art class 
was scheduled to clash with a group with completely different 
activities in mind? The picture on the box shows what the caretaker 
would like to happen. The puzzle inside the box shows what REALLY 
did happen. So get your thinking cap on and piece together this 
puzzle so you can see what happened to the people of Grimly after 
hours ....<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 70 x 50 cm<br>Box Size: 38 x 27 x 
6 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $39.00 $26.40

SF - Kitchen Stove, Sink and Counter 
Set

What shall we cook today? This is a perfect set for cooking with 
varieties of tools and vegetables. You can change the layout so this 
cooking set suits your room.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Furniture and 
Accessories

Sylvanian 
Families

$13.00 $10.30

M&D - Joey Magnetic Dress-Up

Whatever role he’s playing, Joey can be suitably attired! Whether it’
s a police officer, a super hero, a knight, fireman, a construction 
worker or a pirate, he is ready for adventure at a moment’s notice. 
This set includes a magnetic wooden dress-up figure with a wooden 
stand and magnetic clothing pieces for pretend play!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $31.20 $22.30

M&D - Sweets & Treats Sticker Pad

What's sweeter than 100 delicious desserts? 100 desserts with 500 
candy, fruit and frosting toppings! With this tantalizing sticker pad, 
kids can run their own illustrated bake shop and decorate cupcakes, 
cookies, cakes and other sweets on 16 colorful background pages.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Wooden Stacking Train

Wheeled carriages provide the bases for this wooden stacking train. 
Featuring 15 colourful pieces that slide onto sturdy pegs, the train 
can be configured over and over again. More than 40cms long when 
the carriages are hooked together!
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $41.70 $29.80



Schleich - Jungle Smurfette

When embarking on a jungle adventure, it is important to wear 
appropriate and functional clothing. Smurfette, however, sees that 
differently. Functional sure, but you have to look great, too. 
Smurfette would never confront the wild animals without make-up, 
and her hair also needs to sit perfectly, too. What's more, the jungle 
outfit looks great on her. Everything fits perfectly, so the adventure 
can begin. Off into the jungle. Fun Fact: 
 Smurfette's adventure shoes are especially made for the fashion-
conscious Smurf lady.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Elf Dreams

When Eyela goes to bed at night she loves to write down a few 
notes in her diary. She looks at herself in the mirror, brushes her 
hair and then lies down in her heavenly soft elves' bed. Fun Fact:
Sometimes Feya has sleepovers with Eyela: they simply push two 
beds together.

bayala Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Elf Parlour

When Feya and her friends have a craving for sweet delicacies, they 
visit the elves' salon. There they can sit in the most comfortable 
blossom chairs in the sun and eat the most delicious cakes. Fun 
Fact:Feya's favourite thing to order in the salon is blueberry tart 
with cream.

bayala Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Green Toys - EcoSaucer

When it comes to environmentally friendly good times, the sky is 
the limit with this groovy flyer. The Green Toys EcoSaucer™ Flying 
Disc is made from sturdy 100% recycled plastic milk containers that 
save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Weighing in at 
approximately 130 grams, it soars with Good Green Fun™. 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Activity & 
Outdoor

Green Toys $17.70 $12.60

Schleich - Sally

When Linus is around, Sally is always happy. Her sweetheart does 
certainly not often notice her, but at least he is in the same room. 
Ah, if he could just once go for a walk with her, she would be in 7th 
heaven.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Tournament Rider Turquoise

When preparing for a big horse show, you have to practise with 
your horse every day. Horse and rider are getting better constantly 
until they can even win the tournament. Good luck! Fun Fact:The 
show rider has trained hard with her horse to be able to win the 
show.

Horse Club Schleich $10.80 $7.70

PlanToys - Dancing Alligator When pulled along, the alligator moves his head and tail up and 
down making click-clack sound.

Push & Pull PlanToys $38.00 $27.20

PlanToys - Pull-Along Duck When pulled, this lively duck will enjoy walking and moving its 
wings up and down.

Push & Pull PlanToys $42.50 $30.40



PlanToys - Push Along Duck

When pushed, duck makes a realistic flip-flop with its feet. Duck 
feet are made from natural rubber sheet and easy to clean up.
 
 Suitable from 12 mths+

Push & Pull PlanToys $47.40 $33.90

PlanToys - Roller

When rolling, the wooden ball inside hits the panel and creates a 
sound. Helps stimulate hearing and vision.
 
 Suitable from 6 mths+

Baby Toys PlanToys $23.10 $16.50

Schleich - Sera's Leaf Rabbit CDU5

When Sera was picking herbs for a medicinal tea one morning, 
there was suddenly a little leaf rabbit sitting opposite her. The 
animal didn’t move from the spot and was soon snuffling at the elf’s 
hand. Shortly after that, it even allowed her to stroke it. It probably 
sensed that it didn’t need to be afraid of Sera. Since then, the 
adorable rabbit has appeared whenever Sera comes to the 
meadow. It lets her stroke and feed it – and recently, the rabbit has 
even hopped after the elf almost all the way home. Then Sera gives 
the rabbit a little kiss – and only then does it dash back to the 
meadow. Fun Fact: 
 The little leaf rabbit always hides under a bush at the edge of the 
meadow.

bayala Schleich $36.50 $26.00

Schleich - Unicorn and Pegasus 
Jewellery Set

When the elves celebrate in honour of their favourite animals, they 
adorn themselves, their unicorns, and their winged horses with 
colourful ribbons and flowers. The elf ring – which you can decorate 
yourself – is your invitation to become part of the big elf family. Fun 
Fact:Elf jewellery is always filled with magical power. Can you feel 
it?

bayala Schleich $6.60 $4.70

M&D - Butterfly And Hearts Stamp Set

When your little artist is in the mood for lovely designs, here is the 
ideal stamp set. Beautifully detailed butterfly and heart stamps are 
nestled into a sturdy wooden box with a 2-colour stamp pad…pink 
and purple, of course!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - Wooden Princess Stamp Set

When your little princess is ready to have a ball, she will love 
designing her own royal adventures with this exquisitely detailed 
stamp set. A 2-colour stamp pad, 5 coloured pencils and 9 
fabulously regal stamps are all packed in a sturdy wooden tray.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60



SF - Country Dentist Set

When your Sylvanians have toothaches, they pop to the Sylvanian 
Village Dentist. Alex Periwinkle the Milk Rabbit Father is the local 
dentist, and this set includes him wearing his dentist’s uniform. This 
set comes with a dental treatment chair, as well as a dental table 
and a chair for your resident dentist. There's also all the things you 
could need for a check-up including: 2 toothbrushes, a mirror, an 
apron, 2 bottles, 2 cups to rinse at the end of your session, a mask 
and 4 treatment tools. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Caring in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$28.00 $22.20

Schleich - Chicken Coop

Whenever kids come to visit the farm, they are allowed to go to the 
hens' coop to feed the hen and to collect the fresh eggs from the 
nests. Fun Fact:Somehow, a chicken always manages to get out of 
the coop.

Farm Life Schleich $55.40 $39.60

SF - Adventure Treasure Ship

Whether your Sylvanians want to go on a treasure hunt, or sail the 
Sylvanian seas, this little vessel is the way for them to navigate the 
big blue ocean! Conveniently located on the Adventure Island, this 
playground lets your Sylvanians use their imaginations to play 
pretend Explorers! From costumes to a viewing deck, this adorable 
themed playground has great games for all ages! Including a slide, 
swing and climbing net, plus some hidden treasure to hunt.
 Includes over 20 pieces.
 
 Figures sold separately
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Holidays in 
Sylvania

Sylvanian 
Families

$40.00 $31.10

Schleich - Jungle Brainy Smurf

While the other Smurfs trudge blindly through the jungle, Brainy 
stops at every opportunity to carefully examine everything. He has 
a huge magnifying glass with him so he can also observe the 
smallest creatures. The other Smurfs don't really actually want to 
know what is creeping around them: ants, spiders, centipedes, and 
lots of other small creepy-crawlies. Brainy, however, knows exactly. 
Only this morning he showed Smurfette a little spider. She ran away 
screaming. Poor Brainy. Fun Fact: 
 Brainy collects a lot of small bugs in his adventure rucksack.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Whipple - Rainbow Cake Set

Whipple up 4 cake creations with this fun set. 
 
 Contents: 1 Heart-shaped Cake, 3 round cakes, 1 lesson sheet, 
various decorations including roses and beads, 1 white crème-filled 
bag with decorator tip. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $25.20 $18.00



Whipple - Golden Pancake Set

Whipple up 4 Golden Pancake Sets!
 
 Contents: 4 pancakes, crème filled bag, 1 cherry, assorted beads 
and Rhinestones, 2 key chains.
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $25.20 $18.00

Whipple - Ice Cream Sundae Set

Whipple up 4 Ice Cream creations with this fun set. 
 
 Contents: 2 ice cream sundae glasses, 1 dessert glass, 1 cone, 1 
lesson sheet, various decorations including fruit, rhinestones, beads 
and key chains; 1 white crème-filled bag. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $25.20 $18.00

Whipple - Double Crème Dessert Set - 
Chocolate and Vanilla

Whipple up 5 dessert creations with amazing chocolate and 
Strawberry coloured double coloured crème.
 
 Contents: 5 desserts, Assorted beads and Rhinestones, fruits, pink 
and brown crème filled bag, 2 key chains, instruction sheet
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $34.90 $24.90

Whipple - Double Crème Dessert Set - 
Chocolate and Strawberry

Whipple up 5 dessert creations with amazing chocolate and vanilla 
coloured double coloured crème.
 
 Contents: 5 desserts, Assorted beads and Rhinestones, fruits, pink 
and white crème filled bag, 2 key chains, instruction sheet
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $34.90 $24.90

Whipple - Double Creme Dessert Set - 
Blueberry and Vanilla

Whipple up 5 dessert creations with the amazing blue and white 
double coloured crème! 
 
 Contents: 5 desserts, assorted Beads and Rhinestones, 1 ring, 1 
cup, 2 roses, 1 heart plate, 1 lesson sheet, 1 blue and white double 
coloured crème filled bag with decorator tip. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $34.90 $24.90



Whipple - Double Crème Dessert Set - 
Strawberry & Vanilla

Whipple up 5 dessert creations with the amazing pink and white 
double coloured crème!
 
 Contents: 5 desserts, 1 lesson sheet, various decorations including 
fruit, rhinestones, beads and 2 key chains, 1 pink and white double 
crème filled bag with decorator tip. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $34.90 $24.90

Whipple - Double Crème Dessert Set - 
Blue Raspberry and Vanilla

Whipple up 5 dessert creations with the amazing purple and white 
double coloured crème! 
 
 Contents: 5 desserts, assorted Beads and Rhinestones, 1 lesson 
sheet, 2 key chains, 1 purple and white double coloured crème 
filled bag with decorator tip. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $34.90 $24.90

Whipple - Cupcakes Set

Whipple up 6 cupcake creations with this fun set.
 Contents: 3 large cupcakes, 3 small cupcakes,1 lesson sheet, 
various decorations including rhinestones, beads and key chains, 1 
white crème-filled bag with decorator tip
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $25.20 $18.00

Whipple - Double Creme Cupcake Set

Whipple up 6 cupcake trinket boxes with the amazing double 
coloured crème! This fun set also includes 2 double coloured crème 
piping bags and a cupcake stand to decorate your finished 
creations. 
 
 Contents: 1 cupcake stand, 6 cupcakes, 1 lesson sheet, various 
decorations including rhinestones, decorations and beads, 1 Pink 
and White Double Crème piping bag, 1 Green and White Double 
Crème piping bag with decorator tip.

0 Whipple $52.60 $37.60

Whipple - Fruit Petite Set
Whipple up 6 fruit cakes with this fun set. Contents: 2 mini square 
cakes, 2 mini round cakes, 2 mini tarts, 8 fruits, assorted Beads and 
Rhinestones, 1 white, crème-filled bag with decorator tip.

0 Whipple $25.20 $18.00

Whipple - Lovely Macaroon Set

Whipple up 8 petite macaroons with this fun set. Contents: 8 
macaroons, assorted Beads and Rhinestones, 1 white crème-filled 
bag with decorator tip. 
 
 Suitable from 7 yrs+

0 Whipple $25.20 $18.00



Whipple - Frozen

Whipple up these 6 fun Frozen themed dessert creations. 
 
 Contents: 6 desserts, assorted Beads and Rhinestones, 1 lesson 
sheet, 2 key chains. 1 light blue and white filled double coloured 
crème

0 Whipple $39.60 $28.30

Schleich - Tiger Cub White
White tigers are not "true albinos": real albinos have red eyes, but 
white tigers' eyes are blue. Fun Fact:Only one in 10,000 tiger cubs is 
white.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Tiger White
White tigers are not "true albinos": real albinos have red eyes, but 
white tigers' eyes are blue. Fun Fact:Only one in 10,000 tiger cubs is 
white.

Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00

Brixies - White Tiger 158 pieces

White tigers were first recorded in India in the 1500s, and the last 
wild one was shot in 1958. They now exist only in captivity. The 
"White Tiger" is a genetic trait that happens in 1 out of 10,000 
Bengal Tigers.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $21.00 $14.00

Rburg - Orongo Hobby Game

Who can build his stone statues in Orongo first? The players are 
part of the exciting story of mysterious Easter Island, far away from 
civilization in the midst of the harsh Pacific Ocean. During the game, 
they pay homage to the gods in the Orongo ceremonial grounds 
and with their help create giant stone heads that everyone in the 
modern world recognizes.
 
 Whoever bids more shells than his opponents will grab the best 
building sites and the most profitable resources for the construction 
of the stone colossi. Orongo is an original bidding and building 
game with easy to understand rules.

Games & Craft Ravensburger $55.00 $37.40



M&D - Busy Barn Shaped Floor Puzzle - 
32pc

Who can build the big red barn? A classic tractor peeks from behind 
the barn door, and animals graze and gather in the barnyard in this 
three-feet-wide shaped floor puzzle. The 32 oversize pieces are 
great for children of all ages--from preschoolers just learning to 
tackle jigsaws to older kids who enjoy playing “I spy” games 
centered around the appealing crowd of lifelike animals. MELISSA & 
DOUG FLOOR PUZZLES are extra large and extra tough! Built to last 
through years of play, the jumbo cardboard pieces are just right for 
young children: They are easy to grasp, lift, and connect, and they 
fit together to create stunning oversize scenes. From the 
educational and historical to whimsical flights of fancy, each giant 
jigsaw puzzle features original artwork designed to appeal to a wide 
range of ages, and a wipe-clean surface to keep it looking bright and 
new. Melissa & Doug Floor Puzzles are an engaging way to help kids 
build developmental skills, such as fine motor skills, hand-eye 
coordination, cognitive abilities, and social skills. They're the perfect 
fit of learning and fun!
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Vacuum Up Play Set

Who left these shapes all over the floor? Time to vacuum them up! 
Six painted wooden pieces (pretzel, peanut, bandage, coin, cereal 
Os, and a lost diamond ring) are a much cuter version of the 
everyday messes that parents know all too well. Pass this clever 
“vacuum” overtop, and they are swept into a compartment inside. 
Ready to play again? Open up the back panel, pull out the pieces, 
and make another fun-filled “mess”! 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Role Play Melissa & Doug $75.50 $53.90

Schleich - Elf Jewellery

Who wouldn't want to be an elf for once? With this genuine elven 
armlet, you can feel like a real elf: beautiful, dignified, and light as a 
feather. Fun Fact:Elf jewellery is always filled with magical power. 
Can you feel it?

bayala Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Blue Opal - Travel Who's Who Game Will you recognise the hidden face? Includes two Play Platforms and 
crazy face plates. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $14.00 $9.10

Rburg - Windmill 3D Puzzle 216pc

Windmills are machines that converts the energy of the wind into 
rotational energy by means of vanes. First invented by the ancient 
Greeks, they reached their peak use in Holland in the mid 19th 
century. At that time there were over 200,000 in use in Europe. 
Today they have evolved into wind turbines and produce renewable 
energy all over the world. With 216 pieces this historical windmill is 
fascinating to construct and stands an impressive 36 cm high!
<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 16 x 16 x 36 cm<br>Box Size: 28 x 19 x 7 
cm

3D Puzzles Ravensburger $44.00 $29.80



Rburg - Broom Service Game

Winner 2015 Kennerspiel des Jahres 2015 (Game of the Year)
 http://www.spieldesjahres.de/cms/front_content.php?
idcatart=1236&id=925 
 
 Running out of potions? Then it’s time for Broom Service! 
 
 Wild witches zoom on their brooms, covering miles with their vials 
throughout the magical realm. Gather roots, herbs and fruit to brew 
your concoctions, and Drizzelda will help charm away the cloudy 
weather. Play the right card, at the precise moment, and whoosh to 
the win!

Games & Craft Ravensburger $77.00 $52.80

Mookie - All Surface Swingball

With a brand new style base, the Swingball remains as popular as 
ever.
 It can be played on any surface and is great for practicing ball 
control.

Outdoor Toys Mookie $80.00 $59.40

Mookie - Pro Swingball

With a brand new style base, the Swingball remains as popular as 
ever.
 It can be played on any surface and is great for practicing ball 
control.

Outdoor Toys Mookie $126.00 $92.40

Schleich - Sorry Smurf With a large sign, your blue friend says "sorry". The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Blue Whale

With a length of 33 metres and weighing 200 tonnes, blue whales 
are probably the largest animals that have ever lived on Earth. 
 Fun Fact - Whales have their "nostrils" on their back. These are 
called blowholes.

Wild Life Schleich $20.70 $14.80

M&D - Chef Role Play Costume Set

With a machine-washable chef jacket and hat, get ready for some 
yummy treats when your little chef is in the kitchen. This set is 
complete with a set of measuring spoons, two wooden utensils, an 
oven mitt and a name tag for personalising.
 
 Suitable size for 3-6 yrs

Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

Roominate - RV

With a new chassis and car body, designers can now build their 
ideal house… on wheels! Attach the included motor onto the car 
chassis and take your doll and pet on a Roominate road trip! Open 
up the side and sleep under the stars, or put a shelf under the 
window and turn your RV into a trendy food truck!

Playset Roominate $51.90 $37.10

Mookie - All Surface Junior Basketball

With a new larger base for extra stability, the Junior Basketball 
helps with hand/eye coordination and can be played on any 
surface.
 Junior Basketball has a sturdy backboard, hoop, net and comes 
with 1x Mini PVC Basketball.

Outdoor Toys Mookie $143.00 $104.00



Rburg - Underwater Paradise Puzzle 
9000pc

With a size exceeding 190cm x 130cm (that's 6 feet 4 inches x 4 feet 
6 inches) our 9,000 piece puzzles are very demanding, even for 
experienced puzzle fans! The 9,000 piece puzzle is the perfect 
format for the "Bombardment of Algiers", showing the epic fight of 
Dey Omar of Algiers's Armada in a breath-taking puzzle image! And 
there are two more, one from the animal kingdom and an amazing 
Astrology puzzle. Look for more 9000 - 32000pc Puzzles from our 
Animal Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 192 x 138 
cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 12 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $250.00 $171.70

Rburg - Astrology Puzzle 9000pc

With a size exceeding 190cm x 130cm (that's 6 feet 4 inches x 4 feet 
6 inches) our 9,000 piece puzzles are very demanding, even for 
experienced puzzle fans! The 9,000 piece puzzle is the perfect 
format for the "Bombardment of Algiers", showing the epic fight of 
Dey Omar of Algiers's Armada in a breath-taking puzzle image! And 
there are two more, one from the animal kingdom and an amazing 
Astrology puzzle. Look for more 9000 - 32000pc Puzzles from our 
Fantasy Worlds Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 192 x 138 
cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 12 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $250.00 $171.70

Rburg - New York Collage Puzzle 
9000pc

With a size exceeding 190cm x 130cm (that's 6 feet 4 inches x 4 feet 
6 inches) our 9,000 piece puzzles are very demanding, even for 
experienced puzzle fans! The 9,000 piece puzzle is the perfect 
format for this amazing New York collage. Look for more 9000 - 
32000pc Puzzles from our Fantasy Worlds Collection.<br>Finished 
Puzzle Size: 192 x 138 cm<br>Box Size: 43 x 30 x 12 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $250.00 $171.70

Rburg - At the Waterhole Puzzle 
18000pc

With a size exceeding 276 cm x 192 cm (that's 9 feet x 6 feet 4 
inches) our 18,000 piece puzzles are exceedingly demanding. The 
puzzle is supplied in 4 bags and it's up to the expert puzzler to 
decide whether to mix the pieces together or do each section 
separately. Look for more 9000 - 32000pc Puzzles from our Animal 
Kingdom Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 276 x 192 cm<br>Box 
Size: 49 x 35 x 18 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $404.00 $278.10

Rburg - Heavenly Sunset Puzzle 
18000pc

With a size exceeding 276 cm x 192 cm (that's 9 feet x 6 feet 4 
inches) our 18,000 piece puzzles are exceedingly demanding. The 
puzzle is supplied in 4 bags and it's up to the expert puzzler to 
decide whether to mix the pieces together or do each section 
separately. Look for more 9000 - 32000pc Puzzles from our Places & 
Views Collection.<br>Finished Puzzle Size: 276 x 192 cm<br>Box 
Size: 49 x 35 x 18 cm

Adult Puzzles Ravensburger $404.00 $278.10



M&D - Happy Handle Stamp Set

With a special handle to keep your little one’s fingers far from the 
6-colour inkpad and 6 different stamps to choose from, stamping 
fun will be endless! The handy case keeps the stamps and pad 
organised. Includes washable, non-toxic kid-friendly ink.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $21.90 $15.60

Mookie - First Swingball Cricket Set

With a unique cricket bat design, the Mookie First Swingball Cricket 
Set is a great set to take anywhere and play on any surface from the 
beach to the backyard. Everything packs up into the base and its 
easy to carry and store.

Outdoor Toys Mookie $65.00 $47.00

Schleich - Captain Papa Smurf
With an eye-patch, pirate hat and jacket, Papa Smurf becomes the 
most feared Captain of the world's seven seas.
 Fun Fact - Only one can be the pirate ship captain: Papa Smurf.

The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Thank You Smurf With beautiful flowers, our smurf just says "Thank you". The Smurfs Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Zebra foal
With bold white stripes, zebras zig-zag.
 Fun Fact - Zebras have night vision which helps them to keep an 
eye on their predators.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Zebra Male
With bold white stripes, zebras zig-zag.
 Fun Fact - Zebras have night vision which helps them to keep an 
eye on their predators.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Zebra Female
With bold white stripes, zebras zig-zag.
 Fun Fact - Zebras have night vision which helps them to keep an 
eye on their predators.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

M&D - Lace & Trace Farm Animals

With charming farm animal art on both sides, it’s fun to practice 
lacing and tracing skills. This wooden set contains 5 sturdy, double-
sided lacing panels, plus 5 colour coordinated laces. Develop hand-
eye co-ordination and attention skills with this great activity.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $21.90 $15.60

M&D - Deluxe Happy Handle Set

With cheerful artwork and easy-to-grasp handles, this set of 10 
rubber stamps is perfect for preschoolers! The extra-long wooden 
handle keeps fingers off the ink pad as kids stamp rainbows, 
balloons, peace signs, stars, a smiling sun and much more. Housed 
in a sturdy wooden storage tray, the set also includes a six-colour 
ink pad, plus five pencils to colour in each stamped shape. Ink is 
machine washable. With 10 unique designs, this deluxe set is the 
perfect complement to our Happy Handle Stamp Set . . . or a terrific 
gift set on its own!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70



Schleich - Red Fox Kit
With dipped dark paws, foxes wear coats of auburn that end in 
white at its mouth and tail.
 Fun Fact - Foxes can jump one yard vertically.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Red Fox
With dipped dark paws, foxes wear coats of auburn that end in 
white at its mouth and tail.
 Fun Fact - Foxes can jump one yard vertically.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

Schleich - Sea Lion

With flippers and a streamlined body, sea lions are graceful but 
swift swimmers.
 Fun Fact - Sea lion pups develop quickly thanks to their mother's 
milk which is composed of fifty percent fat.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Belle Holding a Heart With her pink heart and puppy-dog eyes, isn't lovely little Belle just 
adorable? Fun Fact:Belle is Snoopy's pretty sister.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Schleich - Dressage Saddle + Bridle

With its comparatively small contact area, a dressage saddle gives 
you the feeling of sitting very close to the horse. During dressage, 
the communication between rider and horse is particularly 
important. Therefore, such a saddle supports the dressage rider, 
which is essential for the fine signals that the rider gives the horse. 
With this saddle you can take part at the next tournament with 
ease.

Horse Club Schleich $8.00 $5.70

Schleich - Brachiosaurus

With its long neck and tail, the Brachiosaurus was one of the 
longest land animals on earth. It was over 23 metres long and over 
six metres tall.
 Fun Fact - This dinosaur was a plant-eater. Its shoulders were six 
metres above the ground and its nine metre long neck stretched 
higher than the tree tops.

Dinosaurs Schleich $54.20 $38.70

Schleich - Giant Panda Cub

With its striking black and white fur, the great panda is one of the 
most beautiful 
 animals in the world.
 Fun Fact - Pandas produce a range of very different sounds. They 
bleat and baa, bark and hiss.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Giant Panda, Female

With its striking black and white fur, the great panda is one of the 
most beautiful 
 animals in the world.
 Fun Fact - Pandas produce a range of very different sounds. They 
bleat and baa, bark and hiss.

Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40

Schleich - Wild Rabbit
With long ears and an ever-twitching nose, these mammals are 
familiar faces across the globe.
 Fun Fact - Females can give birth to thirty young annually.

Wild Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20



Rburg - Sort Your Puzzle

With our new Sort Your Puzzle! you can take your puzzle with you 
wherever you go - visiting the family or on holidays! Sort puzzle 
pieces by colour, link the trays for easy viewing, stack the trays for 
compact organisation and store trays in the box for transport. Our 
most convenient puzzle accessory ever!<br>Box Size: 20 x 20 x 10 
cm

Accessories Ravensburger $34.00 $22.80

M&D - Jewelry & Nails Glitter 
Collection

With over 360 stickers in glamorous, glimmering designs, young 
stylists can transform illustrated models from simple to sensational. 
Just use the glittering accessories stickers to fill 15 colorful 
background pages and make your own fabulous fashion spreads!
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

Schleich - Velociraptor, Green

With seventy centimetres, this two-legged and feathered predator 
was quite small considering other dinosaurs. 
 Fun Fact - Velociraptors had a retractable and sickle-shaped 7.5 
centimetre claw at the middle-toe of each foot.

Dinosaurs Schleich $24.70 $17.60

M&D - Traffic Jam Floor Puzzle - 24pc

With so many vehicles to identify, no one would mind sitting in this 
traffic jam! Bright, bold colors highlight everything from a fast train 
to a jet plane. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

Playmobil - Blue Interactive Cannon 
with Pirate

With the cool designed shooting cannon you're able to connect toy 
and smartphone: just get the free to download App and you can 
shoot with the real cannon at virtual targets! Including an 
appropriate mobil stand.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $17.00 $12.30

Playmobil - Black Interactive Cannon 
with Raider

With the cool designed shooting cannon you're able to connect toy 
and smartphone: just get the free to download App and you can 
shoot with the real cannon at virtual targets! Including an 
appropriate mobil stand.
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 5 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $17.00 $12.30



Playmobil - Pirate Fort Super Set

With the Playmobil Pirate Fort Super Set, you can live the adventure 
of pirates and treasure hunting. 
 
 Set includes, 3 figures, pirate island, treasure, boat, gun. animals 
and accessories
 
 Playmobil encourages learning through interactive play and this set 
can be played on its own, or combine with other Playmobil sets for 
hours of fun.
 
 Ages: 4 yrs+

Pirates Playmobil $45.00 $31.60

Schleich - Lamb

With their thick, fluffy coats sheep are protected from the cold 
everywhere.
 Fun Fact - Sheep are able to see what's behind them without 
moving their head.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Lamb, lying

With their thick, fluffy coats sheep are protected from the cold 
everywhere.
 Fun Fact - Sheep are able to see what's behind them without 
moving their head.

Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20

Schleich - Sheep
With their thick, fluffy coats sheep are protected from the cold 
everywhere.
 Fun Fact - Sheep can see behind them without moving their heads.

Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Doodle Pad

With this conveniently sized (6 x 9 in) premium white bond paper 
pad, it's easy to sketch, paint or doodle. Suitable for crayons, 
markers, chalk, watercolor or poster paints or, of course, a pencil.
 
 Suitable for all ages

Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $4.20 $3.00

Schleich - River

Without water, the animals cannot survive in hot Africa. 
Waterholes, watercourses, and waterfalls are like oases where they 
can quench their thirst after a long migration. The water, however, 
also represents great danger for them. Crocodiles are often just 
waiting for an animal to come close enough to snatch. Sometimes 
the reptiles also hide in the reeds that grow on the banks. They 
grow between one to four metres high and protect the banks 
during floods with their deep roots. Fun Fact: 
 The Nile is nearly 7, kilometres long, which makes it the longest 
river in the world – even longer than the Amazon in South America.

Wild Life Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Wolf

Wolves are fascinating predators and, although they are the 
ancestors of today's domestic dogs, they are and will always remain 
wild animals. Fun Fact:A large adult wolf can easily devour 8 kg of 
meat in one go.

Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10



Brixies - Wolf 110 pieces

Wolves are the largest members of the dog family. They are 
legendary because of their spine-tingling howl, which they use to 
communicate.
 
 The BRIXIES range comprises a rich collection of everyone's 
favourite animals. Future releases will include vehicles, musical 
instruments, figurines and buildings. 
 
 Brixies feature tiny construction blocks or bricks ("brix"), also know 
as nano bricks. They are very cool, trendy and exceptional quality 
with fresh attractive colours. Offering great fun and play value for 
young and old alike, they are very collectable. BRIXIES also help 
children's and teenagers' development of hand motor skills.
 
 Each BRIXIES pack contains: 1 x instruction manual and all the 
bricks required to make the sculpture in attractive and appropriate 
colours.

Wild Animals Brixies $18.00 $12.00

Schleich - Wonder Woman

Wonder Woman is the only female superhero in the ranks of the 
Justice League. She is just as strong and as fast as Superman. She 
wears two silver bracelets, which help her to deflect projectiles, and 
a magic lasso, which forces each of her prisoners to tell the truth. 
She is the daughter of Zeus and was trained in martial arts by Ares. 
She has a particularly strong relationship with Superman. Fun Fact: 
  Wonder Woman's tiara also serves as a weapon.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

Schleich - Wonder Woman (Batman v 
Superman)

Wonder Woman is the only female superhero in the ranks of the 
Justice League. She is just as strong and as fast as Superman. She 
wears two silver bracelets, which help her to deflect projectiles, and 
a magic lasso, which forces each of her prisoners to tell the truth. 
She is the daughter of Zeus and was trained in martial arts by Ares. 
She has a particularly strong relationship with Superman. Fun Fact: 
  Wonder Woman's tiara also serves as a weapon.

DC Comics Schleich $29.30 $21.00

M&D - Wooden Abc123 Blocks

Wonderful set of 50 traditionally styled alphabet blocks with hand-
painted artwork. Featuring solid wood blocks with a colourful 
collection of pictures, letters and numbers for recognition, 
matching, stacking and sorting. Conveniently stores in an included 
pouch.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Classic Wooden 
Toys Melissa & Doug $41.70 $29.80



M&D - Waverly Mermaid Magnetic 
Dress-Up

Wonderful Waverly has all the beauty and grace of the flowing 
waters she lives in. What could make her even lovelier? A custom-
made mermaid ensemble! This magnetic play set has everything 
kids need to design countless pretty combinations, including swim 
tops, mermaid tails, and even a pretty pink ball gown for evenings 
on land. Simply slot the wooden magnetic figure into the sturdy 
stand, then place the magnetic garments and accessories to dress 
her up in style. The durable wooden storage tray comes stocked 
with one wooden doll, wooden stand, and 33 magnetic dress-up 
pieces.
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $31.20 $22.30

PlanToys - Car Transporter

Wooden car transporter with large free-rolling wheels. Includes 2 
cars.
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

PlanWorld PlanToys $32.80 $23.40

Schleich - Woodstock

Woodstock is Snoopy's best friend and at the same time his 
secretary. After all he knows shorthand and can typewrite. 
Unfortunately, he's not so good at flying. Which is why he often 
lands unintentionally in Snoopy's bowl.

Peanuts Schleich $11.80 $8.40

Blue Opal - Travel Hangman Game Word guessing fun! Includes two Play Platforms and alphabet 
pieces. 2 players.

Games Blue Opal $14.00 $9.10

ThinkFun - Houdini Game

World's First 40-Challenge Escape Puzzle
 So you think you’re Houdini? Well, let’s see what you’ve got! Try 
your hand at these 40 disentanglement puzzles. Just secure Houdini 
using the ropes, lock and rings and work your magic to set him free 
without undoing the clasps! Sound easy? Well, let’s just say we 
won’t ask you to tie yourself up quite yet! 
 • Ages 8 to adult 
 Includes: 
 • 40 Challenges 
 • 2 Ropes 
 • Lock & 2 Rings 
 • Houdini Body & Legs 
 • Trap Cage 
 • Travel Bag

Logic Games ThinkFun $45.00 $31.00

M&D - Alphabet Stamp Set

Write exciting messages with this beautifully organised wooden 
alphabet stamp set. It includes 56 letters (upper and lower case), 
punctuation marks and a 4-colour stamp pad. Includes a convenient 
wooden storage tray.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $50.30 $36.00



TX Juice - STUNT BUGGY xtreme

Xtreme 360 tumbling and spinning action!
 
 The the amazing Stunt Buggy Xtreme it's all about the button! 
Press the juice button for extra power and amazing stunts.
 • 1.5 metres per second per second acceleration!
 • Perform spins, jumps, wheelies and other xtreme stunts!
 • Full function wireless remote control.
 • Spring loaded shocks for multi-terrain driving action. 
 • Light up wheels for use at night!
 • Free tips and tricks video - see instructions for online access
 
 • Age: 6 + Years
 • Batteries: 4 x AA and 1 x 9V (not included)
 • Box Size: 22 x 7.5 x 25 cm

Remote Control TXJuice $81.00 $55.40

M&D - Pirate Role Play Costume Set

Yo ho ho and a costume for fun! Every young pirate will be ready 
for adventures on the high seas with this dramatic role play outfit 
and accessories. The set includes a pirate hat, eye patch and is 
completed by a jaunty pirate vest that holds a sword.
 
 Suitable size for 3-6 yrs

Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

M&D - Jumbo Colouring Pad - Princess 
& Fairy

You and your young artist will enter a world of magical beauty on 
the pages of this fantastic colouring pad. 50 pages of premium bond 
paper are full of fairies and princesses awaiting your colourful touch 
and fabulous sense of design. The pages tear out cleanly for display 
or gift giving!
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

Schleich - Rainbow Elf Dunya with Foal

You can barely imagine how astonished Dunja was when, one 
morning, the rainbow foal Mita ran up to her and wouldn’t leave 
her side. To begin with, the elf wasn’t sure what to do with her new 
friend. But then she quickly found out that the little creature needs 
lots of affection, prefers to drink fresh spring water and loves to 
snack on sweet fruits. Since then, Dunja has been very busy. She 
absolutely loves looking after Mita. Would you like to help her? Fun 
Fact: 
 Dunja is very creative. She’s always inventing and making new 
things. All the other elves really admire her creativity.

bayala Schleich $45.00 $32.10

SF - Convertible Car

You can go anywhere in Sylvanian in this stylish two-seater 
convertible car! Open and close the fabric roof top. Figures not 
included. 
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Vehicles Sylvanian 
Families

$35.00 $27.80



Rburg - Make 'N' Break Game

You’ll need a good eye and dexterous fingers as you race to create 
as many wacky structures as you can in the time allowed. Watch 
out, some of the structures are very tricky to build! 2-4 players.
 <br>Box Size: 17 x 23 x 6 cm

Games & Craft Ravensburger $46.00 $31.60

M&D - Peel & Press Sticker - Dinosaur 
Dusk

Young archeologists can piece together the prehistoric past with 
this thrilling sticker-by-number arts-and-crafts kit! Over 75 stickers 
transform the sturdy wooden frame into a portal to the past: See 
dinosaurs, Pterosaurs, prehistoric insects and a simmering volcano 
beside a Cretaceous-period lake. Each sticker matches a shape on 
the easy-to-follow number key and fits perfectly in its place in 
history.
 
 Suitable from 5 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $29.50 $21.10

M&D - Paint with Water - Pink

Young artists will love this fully-illustrated pad with 20 
masterpieces-in-waiting. Select a picture, use the included 
paintbrush and simply add water and inspiration! There is a paint 
palette at the top of every page and the high quality paper 
guarantees the long life of your child's artwork
 
 Suitable from 3 yrs+

Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

Green Toys - Cookware Dining Set 
26Pc

Young chefs can concoct and serve make believe culinary treats that 
have real benefits for the earth with the world greenest cookware 
set. Like all Green Toys products, the Cookware & Dining Set is 
made from advanced environmentally friendly materials, helping to 
reduce fossil fuel use and CO2 emission, all in the name of Good 
Green FunTM! Dishwasher safe. 
 Set includes: Stock Pot with Lid, Skillet, 4 place settings (Fork, Knife, 
Spoon), 4 Plates, 4 Bowls, 4 Cups.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Kitchen Play Green Toys $84.90 $60.60

Bigjigs - Stone Bridge

Young rail enthusiasts can vary the landscape of their railway set 
with this decorative Farm Bridge. Imaginative play is guaranteed as 
their trains pass over and under the bridge before continuing their 
journey.

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $30.20 $21.60

Schleich - Riding Area

Young riders have to practise a lot. The riding arena gives you a 
place where you can train your horse every day. Fun Fact:Anyone 
who wants to train for showjumping or other disciplines can do so 
on the riding ground.

Horse Club Schleich $86.60 $61.90

Bigjigs - Red Barn
Youngsters can bring an element of the countryside to their railway 
set with this wonderfully detailed Hay Barn rail accessory. Using the 
easy-to-use winch to lift and lower hay bales is sure to be a hit!

Rail Accessories Bigjigs $50.00 $35.70



M&D - Farm Peg Puzzle

Your child may be inspired to "moo, oink, baa and neigh" while 
matching the mother and baby animals in this kid-powered wooden 
puzzle! Easy-grasp pegs and pictures under the pieces make this a 
great way to practice hand-eye, fine motor and memory skills.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Safari Peg Puzzle

Your child will "go wild" matching the baby animals to their parents 
in this sturdy wooden puzzle. Easy-grasp pegs and pictures under 
the pieces will help your child solve this simple 7-piece puzzle. Good 
for memory, fine motor and hand-eye skills practice.
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Safari Peg Puzzle

Your child will "go wild" matching the baby animals to their parents 
in this sturdy wooden puzzle. Easy-grasp pegs and pictures under 
the pieces will help your child solve this simple 8-piece puzzle. Good 
for memory, fine motor and hand-eye skills practice.
 
 Suitable from 2 yrs+

Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Flower Power Bead Set

Your child's creativity will blossom when presented with these 
vibrantly coloured, hand-crafted wooden beads. A garden of flower 
shaped beads, in several sizes and an array of beautifully shaped 
beads may be strung onto 5 colour-coordinated cords. Includes 
over 150 beads.
 
 Suitable from 4 yrs+

Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

ThinkFun - Roll & Play Game

Your Childs First Game
 Roll & Play is the first game ever designed specifically for toddlers! 
To play, simply toss the big plush cube and identify which coloured 
side faces up. Choose a matching colour card and perform the 
simple activity shown. <i>Make a happy face, Moo like a cow</i> 
the activities supported by Roll & Play are designed to help your 
child shine, supporting healthy development and celebrating 
success! Roll & Play is the ideal way to gently introduce play 
patterns and rules through a loving, joyful play experience! 
Features: 1 Large Plush Cube, 48 Cards – 8 in Each Category, 
Storage Pocket for Cards, Parents Guide.
 
 Suitable from 18 mths+, 2 or more players Box Size: 17.6 x 18.6 x 
17 cm

Preschool 
Games ThinkFun $41.00 $27.70



Rburg - Sanssouci Game

Your task in the tile-laying game Sanssouci is to create a flower 
garden for the world-famous Sanssouci Palace. Competing against 
up to three other landscape architects, you'll have your own garden 
layout game board on which you'll build rose gardens and vineyard 
terraces, labyrinths and fountains.

Games & Craft Ravensburger $98.00 $67.50

Aqua Dragons - Sea Friends with Aqua 
Dragon

#N/A Sea Friends Aqua Dragons $60.60 $43.30

Bigjigs - Sweetland Express Train #N/A Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80
Bigjigs - Airport Express Train #N/A Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80
Bigjigs - Pirate Train #N/A Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80
Bigjigs - Fire & Rescue Train #N/A Rail Accessories Bigjigs $38.90 $27.80
Bigjigs - Fire Station Train Set - 39pcs #N/A Rail Sets Bigjigs $112.70 $80.50
Bigjigs - Pirate Train Set - 42pcs #N/A Rail Sets Bigjigs $114.40 $81.70
Green Toys - Pick-up Truck w/ Figure #N/A Vehicles Green Toys $34.50 $24.70
Green Toys - Fire Engine w/ Figure #N/A Vehicles Green Toys $34.50 $24.70

Green Toys - Sand Play Set - Pink #N/A Activity & 
Outdoor

Green Toys $39.10 $27.90

Green Toys - Cupcake Set #N/A Kitchen Play Green Toys $60.80 $43.40
Green Toys - Dump Truck - Pink #N/A Vehicles Green Toys $60.80 $43.40

Green Toys - Rescue Boat and 
Helicopter

#N/A Bath & Water 
Play

Green Toys $81.40 $58.20

Green Toys - Fire Station Playset #N/A Playset Green Toys $109.20 $78.00
Green Toys - Farm Playset #N/A Playset Green Toys $109.20 $78.00

Green Toys - 3D Puzzle Tea Time - 
CDU6

#N/A 3D Puzzle Green Toys $177.10 $126.50

Green Toys - 3D Puzzle Dump Truck - 
CDU6

#N/A 3D Puzzle Green Toys $177.10 $126.50

Green Toys - 3D Puzzle Garden - CDU6 #N/A 3D Puzzle Green Toys $177.10 $126.50

M&D - Temporary Tattoos - Metallic #N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $9.70 $6.90

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Safari

#N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Colors

#N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - On The Go - Water WOW! - 
Under The Sea

#N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10



M&D - On The Go - Magic Velvet - 
Animal Scenes

#N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $11.30 $8.10

M&D - Paper Curling Made Easy - 
Gumball Galore

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Paper Curling Made Easy - 
Night Owl

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Paper Curling Made Easy - 
Ballerina Scene

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Paper Curling Made Easy - 
Fashion Scene

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Ocean Foam 
Stickers

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Glitter - Vehicle 
Foam Stickers

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Sand - Jumbo Foam 
Stickers - Dinosaurs

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Sand - Jumbo Foam 
Stickers - Construction

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Sand - Jumbo Foam 
Stickers - Beach

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Sand - Jumbo Foam 
Stickers - Jungle

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Mess-Free Sand - Jumbo Foam 
Stickers - Mosaic

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Embossing Made Easy - 
Pendants

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Press-On Rhinestone Frame #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80
M&D - Press-On Rhinestone Bracelets #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Press-On Rhinestone 
Headbands

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Design-Your-Own - Wristbands #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Play Set - 
Safari

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Wooden Monster Truck - DYO #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Wooden Ornaments - Nature - 
DYO

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - Wooden Ornaments - 
Dinosaurs - DYO

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80



M&D - Wooden Princess Carriage - 
DYO

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $12.30 $8.80

M&D - My First Paint with Water - 
Animals

#N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.50 $8.90

M&D - Scratch & Sniff - Fruitville #N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Scratch & Sniff - Tasty Treats #N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Scratch & Sniff - Floral Fairies #N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - 
Adventure Pad

#N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Reusable Sticker Pad - 
Prehistoric

#N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D Colouring 
Puzzle - Ocean

#N/A 3D Cardboard 
Jigsaw Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Easy-to-See 3D Colouring 
Puzzle - Space

#N/A 3D Cardboard 
Jigsaw Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $12.70 $9.10

M&D - Paint with Water - Safari #N/A Activity Books 
& Sticker Pads

Melissa & Doug $12.80 $9.20

M&D - Horse Figurines - DYO #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40
M&D - Dinosaur Figurines - DYO #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Vehicles Peg Puzzle #N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $16.00 $11.40

M&D - Reusable Puffy Sticker Activity 
Book - Pet Place

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $16.30 $11.70

M&D - Embossing Made Easy - 
Bracelets

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - Embossing Made Easy - Frame #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - Embossing Made Easy - Hand 
Mirror

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - Embroidery Made Easy - Puppy 
& Kitten

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - Embroidery Made Easy - 
Cupcake

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $17.40 $12.40

M&D - Sports Door Plaque #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $20.00 $14.30
M&D - Butterflies Door Plaque #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $20.00 $14.30
M&D - Hearts Door Plaque #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $20.00 $14.30



M&D - Lace & Trace - Wild Animals #N/A Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $21.90 $15.60

M&D - Stained Glass Made Easy - 
Heart & Rainbow

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $24.10 $17.20

M&D - Stained Glass Made Easy - Owl #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $24.10 $17.20

M&D - Stained Glass Made Easy - 
Unicorn

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $24.10 $17.20

M&D - Dinosaur World Floor Puzzle - 
200pc

#N/A Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Linking Floor Puzzles - Train 
(24pc x 4)

#N/A Cardboard 
Floor Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Shape Magnets #N/A Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $25.20 $18.00

M&D - Stained Glass Made Easy - 
Butterfly

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $27.60 $19.70

M&D - Wooden Story Blocks #N/A Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $27.60 $19.70
M&D - Safari Animals Stamp Set #N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $28.80 $20.60
M&D - Julia Magnetic Dress-Up #N/A Magnetic Play Melissa & Doug $31.20 $22.30

M&D - Construction Tools Sound 
Puzzle - 8pc

#N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

M&D - Around the House Sound 
Puzzle - 8pc

#N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

M&D - Nursery Rhyme 1 Sound Puzzle 
- 6pc

#N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

M&D - Nursery Rhyme 2 Sound Puzzle 
- 6pc

#N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

M&D - Fire Station Sound Puzzle - 8pc #N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

M&D - Old MacDonald Farm Sound 
Puzzle - 8pc

#N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $32.10 $22.90

M&D - Let's Play House! Toaster, 
Bread & Butter Set

#N/A Role Play Melissa & Doug $34.50 $24.70

M&D - Farm Animals Chunky Jigsaw 
Puzzle

#N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $38.00 $27.20

M&D - Safari Chunky Jigsaw Puzzle #N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $38.00 $27.20

M&D - Vehicles Chunky Jigsaw Puzzle #N/A Wooden 
Puzzles

Melissa & Doug $38.00 $27.20

M&D - Bold Buddies Hand Puppets #N/A Role Play Melissa & Doug $41.50 $29.60



M&D - Stained Glass Made Easy - 
Dolphins

#N/A Arts & Craft Melissa & Doug $45.10 $32.20

M&D - Shape-Sorting Dump Truck #N/A Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $50.20 $35.80

M&D - ABC Picture Boards #N/A Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $50.20 $35.80

M&D - Construction Vehicle Set #N/A Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $50.30 $36.00

M&D - Cargo Train #N/A Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $50.30 $36.00

M&D - Race Car Vehicle Set #N/A Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $50.30 $36.00

M&D - Emergency Vehicle Set #N/A Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $50.30 $36.00

M&D - Race Car Driver Costume Set #N/A Role Play Melissa & Doug $62.50 $44.60

M&D - Service Station Parking Garage #N/A Classic Wooden 
Toys

Melissa & Doug $65.80 $47.00

M&D - Hop & Count Hopscotch Rug #N/A Activity Rugs Melissa & Doug $65.80 $47.00
M&D - 4-in-1 Game Rug #N/A Activity Rugs Melissa & Doug $65.80 $47.00
M&D - Latches Barn #N/A Skill Builders Melissa & Doug $91.80 $65.60
M&D - Table Top Easel #N/A Art Supplies Melissa & Doug $95.30 $68.10
M&D - Rotisserie & Grill Barbecue Set #N/A Role Play Melissa & Doug $98.80 $70.60

M&D - Let's Play House! Wash, Dry & 
Iron

#N/A Role Play Melissa & Doug $98.80 $70.60

Orbit - Play Basket Ball Size 5 #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $8.20 $5.80
Orbit - Play Aussie Rules 200g #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $8.20 $5.80
Orbit - Play Soccer Ball Size 5 #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $8.20 $5.80
Orbit - Play Netball #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $8.20 $5.80
Orbit - Beach Rugby Ball Small #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $12.00 $8.60
Orbit - Beach Soccer Ball Small #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $12.00 $8.60
Orbit - 8 Piece Bocce Ball Set in Case #N/A Orbit Outdoor Orbit $13.00 $9.30
Orbit - Beach Rugby Ball Large #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $15.50 $11.00
Orbit - Beach Soccer Ball Large #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $15.50 $11.00
Orbit - Cricket Stumps #N/A Orbit Outdoor Orbit $38.00 $27.20

Orbit - Excite High Bounce Balls 24 
Pack

#N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $79.20 $56.50

Orbit - Easy Stow Junior Jumper #N/A Orbit Outdoor Orbit $117.90 $84.20



Orbit - Garden Jumper 96cm #N/A Orbit Outdoor Orbit $117.90 $84.20
Orbit - Play Balls Assorted FSDU #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $163.20 $116.60
Orbit - Beach Balls Assorted FSDU #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $274.30 $195.90
Orbit - Cosmic Balls Assorted FSDU #N/A Orbit Balls Orbit $420.80 $300.60
Orbit - Ultima Trampoline 2.4m (8ft) #N/A Orbit Outdoor Orbit $519.10 $370.80
Orbit - Ultima Trampoline 3.6m (12ft) #N/A Orbit Outdoor Orbit $779.50 $556.80
PlanToys - Percussion - Clapper #N/A Musical PlanToys $18.70 $13.40
PlanToys - Percussion - Tambourine #N/A Musical PlanToys $18.70 $13.40
PlanToys - Percussion - Bell #N/A Musical PlanToys $18.70 $13.40
PlanToys - Clapping Roller #N/A Baby Toys PlanToys $18.90 $13.50
PlanToys - First Shape Sorter #N/A Baby Toys PlanToys $18.90 $13.50
PlanToys - Triangle Clutching Toy #N/A Baby Toys PlanToys $27.60 $19.70
PlanToys - Mirror Baby Book #N/A Baby Toys PlanToys $30.70 $21.90
PlanToys - Sorting Puzzle Plane #N/A Learning PlanToys $30.70 $21.90
PlanToys - Sorting Puzzle Boat #N/A Learning PlanToys $30.70 $21.90
PlanToys - Sorting Puzzle Truck #N/A Learning PlanToys $30.70 $21.90
PlanToys - Rain Maker #N/A Musical PlanToys $30.70 $21.90
PlanToys - Rainbow Alligator #N/A Push & Pull PlanToys $38.00 $27.20
PlanToys - Square Clutching Toy #N/A Baby Toys PlanToys $39.10 $27.90
PlanToys - Jumping Acrobat #N/A Learning PlanToys $39.10 $27.90

PlanToys - Mushroom Kaleidoscope - 
CDU6

#N/A Learning PlanToys $48.40 $34.60

PlanToys - Animal Train Sorter #N/A Push & Pull PlanToys $60.60 $43.30
PlanToys - Rhythm Box #N/A Musical PlanToys $60.60 $43.30
PlanToys - Portable Kitchen #N/A Pretend Play PlanToys $60.60 $43.30
PlanToys - Rhythm Box II #N/A Musical PlanToys $97.00 $69.30
PlanToys - Shopping Cart #N/A Pretend Play PlanToys $117.90 $84.20
PlanToys - Bike Ride-On II #N/A Active Toys PlanToys $121.30 $86.70
Schleich - Feed for Pigs and Piglets #N/A Farm Life Schleich $6.60 $4.70
Schleich - Star Sign Tattoos #N/A bayala Schleich $6.60 $4.70
Schleich - Goose #N/A Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20
Schleich - Dalmatian Puppy #N/A Farm Life Schleich $7.30 $5.20
Schleich - Feed for Dogs and Cats #N/A Farm Life Schleich $8.00 $5.70
Schleich - Telescope #N/A bayala Schleich $8.00 $5.70
Schleich - Star Disc #N/A bayala Schleich $8.00 $5.70



Schleich - Gerbil in Den #N/A Wild Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70
Schleich - Scorpion Cave #N/A Wild Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Stables Cleaning Kit at the 
Farm

#N/A Farm Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70

Schleich - Feed for Cow and Calf #N/A Farm Life Schleich $10.80 $7.70
Schleich - Giant Pangolin #N/A Wild Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10
Schleich - Holstein Calf #N/A Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10
Schleich - Simmental Calf #N/A Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10
Schleich - Dalmatian Male #N/A Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10
Schleich - Border Collie #N/A Farm Life Schleich $11.30 $8.10
Schleich - Black Mamba Nest #N/A Wild Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50
Schleich - Chameleon in Reeds #N/A Wild Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50
Schleich - Mini-Pig with Apples #N/A Farm Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50
Schleich - Mini-Pig with Bottle #N/A Farm Life Schleich $13.40 $9.50
Schleich - Star Sign Box #N/A bayala Schleich $13.40 $9.50
Schleich - Leopard #N/A Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40
Schleich - Kangaroo EXCL #N/A Wild Life Schleich $14.60 $10.40
Schleich - Oryx #N/A Wild Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00
Schleich - Holstein Bull #N/A Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00
Schleich - Holstein Cow #N/A Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00
Schleich - Fleckvieh Bull #N/A Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00
Schleich - Simmental Cow #N/A Farm Life Schleich $16.80 $12.00
Schleich - Venuja #N/A bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40
Schleich - Femaja #N/A bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40
Schleich - Zenaja #N/A bayala Schleich $22.90 $16.40

Schleich - Feeding and grooming farm 
animals

#N/A Farm Life Schleich $27.60 $19.70

Schleich - Saichania and 
Giganotosaurus Sm

#N/A #N/A Schleich $33.70 $24.10

Schleich - Carnotaurus and 
Giganotosaurus Sm

#N/A #N/A Schleich $33.70 $24.10

Schleich - T-Rex and Velociraptor Small #N/A #N/A Schleich $33.70 $24.10

Schleich - Triceratops and 
Therizinosaurus Sm

#N/A #N/A Schleich $33.70 $24.10

Schleich - Peanuts Baseball Scenery 
Pack

#N/A Peanuts Schleich $35.40 $25.30



Schleich - Lucy & Schroeder Scenery 
pack

#N/A Peanuts Schleich $35.40 $25.30

Schleich - Denaja #N/A bayala Schleich $39.80 $28.40
Schleich - Dunkleosteus #N/A Dinosaurs Schleich $41.00 $29.30
Schleich - Herrerasaurus #N/A Dinosaurs Schleich $41.00 $29.30
Schleich - Lunaja #N/A bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20
Schleich - Nalenja #N/A bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20
Schleich - Safenja #N/A bayala Schleich $43.70 $31.20
Schleich - Fence #N/A Wild Life Schleich $45.00 $32.10
Schleich - Barapasaurus #N/A Dinosaurs Schleich $54.20 $38.70
Schleich - Horse feeding playset #N/A Horse Club Schleich $55.40 $39.60
Schleich - Dragon Ice Hunter EXCL #N/A Eldrador Schleich $56.90 $40.70

Schleich - Batman vs Bane Scenery 
Pack

#N/A DC Comics Schleich $58.70 $41.90

Schleich - Superman vs Lex Luthor 
Scenery PK

#N/A DC Comics Schleich $58.70 $41.90

Schleich - Children's Zoo Playset #N/A Farm Life Schleich $62.30 $44.50
Schleich - Guest House for Elf Visitors #N/A bayala Schleich $69.30 $49.50
Schleich - Cow Family on the Pasture #N/A Farm Life Schleich $86.60 $61.90

Schleich - Stable for Unicorn and 
Pegasus

#N/A bayala Schleich $86.60 $61.90

Schleich - Feed Silo with Animals #N/A Farm Life Schleich $95.30 $68.10
Schleich - Enchanted Flower Balloon #N/A bayala Schleich $112.70 $80.50
Schleich - Barn with Accessories #N/A Farm Life Schleich $168.20 $120.20
Schleich - Pick Up with Horse Box #N/A Horse Club Schleich $168.20 $120.20

Schleich - Dinosaur Minis Assorted 
CDU32

#N/A Dinosaurs Schleich $233.30 $166.70

Schleich - Big Horse Show Expanded #N/A Horse Club Schleich $255.00 $182.20

Schleich - Elf Companions Assorted 
CDU36

#N/A bayala Schleich $334.40 $238.80

Schleich - Big Adventure at the 
Waterhole

#N/A Wild Life Schleich $347.00 $247.90

Schleich - Large Farm with Accessories #N/A Farm Life Schleich $347.00 $247.90

Schleich - Stable with Horses and 
Accessories

#N/A Horse Club Schleich $347.00 $247.90



Schleich - Riding Centre with 
Accessories

#N/A Horse Club Schleich $347.00 $247.90

Schleich - Giant Volcano with T-Rex #N/A Dinosaurs Schleich $347.00 $247.90

Schleich - Snoopy and his Siblings 
CDU32

#N/A Peanuts Schleich $377.80 $269.80

Schleich - Peanuts Keychain CDU36 #N/A Peanuts Schleich $425.00 $303.60
Skwooshi - Colour Mixer #N/A 0 Skwooshi $15.50 $11.00
Skwooshi - Burger Set #N/A 0 Skwooshi $25.00 $17.90
Skwooshi - Bakery Set #N/A 0 Skwooshi $25.00 $17.90
Skwooshi - Big Roller #N/A 0 Skwooshi $27.60 $19.70
Skwooshi - Fun Lab #N/A 0 Skwooshi $49.50 $35.30

Viking Toys - Jumbo Helicopter with 1 
Figure

#N/A Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking - Jumbo Plane with 1 Figure #N/A Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking - Jumbo Tipper Truck with 1 
Figure

#N/A Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking - Jumbo Tractor Digger with 1 
Figure

#N/A Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking - Jumbo Cement Truck with 1 
Figure

#N/A Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking - Jumbo Garbage Truck with 1 
Figure

#N/A Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking - Jumbo Fire Truck with 1 Figure #N/A Jumbo - 25-
30cm

Viking Toys $38.00 $27.20

Viking - Jumbo Tractor Digger w 1 
Figure Gift Box

#N/A Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

Viking - Jumbo Garbage Truck w 1 
Figure Gift Box

#N/A Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

Viking - Jumbo Plane w1 Figure Gift 
Box

#N/A Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10

Viking - Jumbo Helicopter w 1 Figure 
Gift Box

#N/A Gift Boxes & 
Buckets

Viking Toys $42.20 $30.10


